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Abstract 
The lack of a consistent, rigorous testing methodology has contributed to system 

dynamics often not being well received in traditional modeling application areas or 

within the broader research community.  With a foundation in taxonomy classification 

techniques, this research developed a modeling process risk-based framework focused on 

the objectives of the system dynamics methodology.  This approach assists modelers in 

prioritizing the modeling process risk management requirements – and resources – for a 

project by employing a modeling process risk dictionary, a modeling process risk 

management methods database, and an algorithm for selecting methods based on a 

modeling process risk assessment. 

 

System dynamics benefits from the modeling process risk management approach include 

more efficient use of risk management resources and more effective management of 

modeling process risks.  In addition, the approach includes qualities that support the 

achievement of verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) principles. 

 

A system dynamics model was developed as the apparatus for assessing the impacts of 

various modeling process risk management policies, including those found in the 

traditional system dynamics method, the more commonly practiced method, and the 

method as modified by the integration of the modeling risk management framework.  

These policies are defined by common parameters within the model, allowing 

comparison of system behavior as affected by the policy parameters. 

 

The system dynamics model enabled the testing of the potential value of the system 

dynamics modeling process framework.  Results from a fractional factorial designed 

experiment identified the sensitive parameters that affect the key result measures 

established to assess model behavior, focusing on timeliness, effectiveness, and quality.  



 iii 

The experimental process highlighted the capabilities of system dynamics modeling to 

provide insight from the model structure, in addition to the system results.  These insights 

supported assessment of the policies that were tested. 

 

The proposed modeling process risk management policy delivered results that were 

substantially better than those of the baseline policy.  The simulated project was delivered 

26% faster, with 49% fewer rework discovery resources, and 1% higher actual work 

content in the project.  The proposed policy also delivered superior results when 

compared to other common approaches to system dynamics modeling process risk 

management. 
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Risk-Based Framework for Focused Assessment 
of System Dynamics Models 

 

1 Introduction 
A system dynamics model is developed as a decision support tool for a particular 

purpose, typically building understanding of how system structure contributes to system 

results and how to change structure to achieve improved results.  System structure 

includes the system components, represented by stocks and flows of information and 

physical items and the linkages that form feedback loops and other auxiliary connections.  

Traditionally, the policies guiding decision making can also be regarded as part of the 

structure (Forrester 1980). 

 

Typically, the value of a model is judged by how effectively it assists decision makers in 

achieving that desired purpose.  To be valuable, the model and its results have to be 

credible from the decision makers’ perspectives.  Therefore, the testing, assessment, or 

validation of system dynamics models has focused on building confidence in the model 

and contributing to its credibility with decision makers. 

 

However, delivering a credible model which produces credible results leading to credible 

recommendations is only one of the challenges that modelers face when using the system 

dynamics modeling process to increase system knowledge and improve system behavior.  

The focus on managing credibility risk can contribute to modelers missing other 

modeling process risks that could impact modeling success.  For example, without 

successfully managing Economic Feasibility Risk, the modeler might attempt to develop 

a model for which the potential value-added will not provide a significant rate of return 

for the modeling process.  Another modeling process risk involves applying the system 

dynamics modeling approach to inappropriate problems, including those systems that are 

primarily driven by exogenous factors. 

 

The focus on credibility risk is similar to the focus that internal auditors brought to 

assessing financial risks that organizations faced.  A study of the value that auditing 
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contributes to organization success recognized that auditing should take a process-

focused approach to assessing the full range of business risks that organizations face 

(Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission 1994).  In 

addition, the study recognized that risk management encompassed much more than 

auditing tools, including process design, the organizational culture, and the operating 

environment.  As a result, an auditing model emerged that applies a business risk 

assessment process that targets all risk management resources, including auditing 

resources, to manage the key risks to process and organization success (Economist 

Intelligence Unit 1995). 

 

Taking a similar approach to the assessment of the system dynamics modeling process 

will provide modelers with a tool set, going well beyond the use of tests, to effectively 

manage all of the modeling process risks that they face when conducting a modeling 

project.  In this environment, risk management goes well beyond the traditional testing 

methods to integrate with the model building steps.  In particular, the approach provides a 

planning and documentation structure for assessment. 

 

By focusing the modeling process risk management activities on the key risks, resources 

are utilized more efficiently and effectively, including the resources committed to testing 

activities.  This focus can also positively impact the frequency with which testing occurs.  

Experienced modelers report that they apply the commonly recommended tests between 

twenty and eighty percent of the time (Scholl 1995).  No survey of less experienced 

modelers has been documented.  However, given the challenges that experienced 

modelers face, it would not be surprising to learn that less experienced modelers report an 

even lower level of testing. 

 

In addition to being applied infrequently, testing is not applied consistently.  The business 

risk management approach addresses consistency issues by developing a business risk 

dictionary, which is a business risk classification scheme, that provides a common 

language for auditors and process participants to discuss risk.  Applying this aspect of the 

risk management approach to the modeling process can raise the level of consistency 
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with which risks are identified and specifying which methods are used to manage those 

risks. 

 

The dictionary or classification concept can be applied beyond the modeling risks to a 

second part of the system dynamics modeling process to include a modeling process risk 

management methods library, including tests and best practices, that will increase the 

consistency with which tests are applied. 

 

Making the lack of testing problem even worse is that the recommended tests are judged 

to be most effective when applied as a complete group to models that reach a quantified 

state.  Experienced modelers have conjectured that only twenty-five percent of projects 

result in quantitative models.  Although this percentage has not been confirmed, there is 

evidence that a measurable portion of projects do not proceed beyond the qualitative 

modeling stage.  Since many of the tests in the recommended group require generated 

model behavior, the absence of a quantified model limits the capability to utilize the full 

set of tests.  Referring to the previously reported survey figures of low test utilization, 

between twenty percent and eighty percent, suggests that an even smaller fraction of 

models are completely tested. 

 

Another similarity between the current approach of system dynamics modeling process 

testing and the traditional auditing approach is that the testing is often done after the 

models are developed.  In fact, the term “audit” is sometimes applied to the testing 

process.  Just as the auditors recognized that business risks should be managed overtly 

throughout the entire process, the assessment of system dynamics models is most 

effective when conducted as an integral part of the model building process. 

 

While the benefits of assessment planning and ongoing assessment are recognized in the 

current system dynamics methodology, a weakness in the current methodology is the lack 

of a process for identifying, conducting, and documenting the steps taken to increase 

confidence.  Starting at the beginning of project design and modeling process utilization, 

the modeling process risk management approach provides a planning structure and 
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document for the assessment of the model and the modeling process and addresses all of 

the risks to project success, including those associated with credibility. 

 

The planning and documentation tools become more valuable when considered from the 

perspective of those in the modeling and operations research communities who have 

embraced the verification and validation principles that are often used in public 

applications, especially the defense community.  The improvements that these tools 

generate can broaden the utilization and acceptance of the system dynamics modeling 

process by modelers and decision makers who are more familiar with “hard” operations 

research and modeling methods. 

 

To achieve the objectives of this research, the general research flow was mapped (Figure 

1).  Similar to the system dynamics modeling method, the process is not completely 

linear.  However, this approach was generally followed to achieve the research 

objectives. 

Dictionary

Taxonomy

Framework

Taxonomy

Linkages

Assess

Risks Methods Policies VV&AModelProcess

Framework

Database

Integration

Develop

Manage

Define

Analyze

Factors

LinkagesDocumentation

Measurement  
Figure 1. Research Map 

After completion of the literature review, the work focused on the development of the 

modeling process risk dictionary, using taxonomy development methods as the basis.  

Then, the focus shifted to identification, documentation, and analysis of the modeling 

process risk management methods.  With the two key databases in place, they were 

linked and then their utilization was integrated with the system dynamics modeling 

process.  To assess the value of the modeling process risk management framework, the 

system dynamics model of the project management process for system dynamics 

modeling was developed.  This model was developed by applying the newly integrated 

process.  The model allowed the definition and analysis of the behavioral effects of the 

various modeling process risk management policies, quantifying the potential benefits of 
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the new framework.  Finally, the newly integrated process was assessed against the 

principles of the verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) framework to 

determine how the system dynamics method could be more valuable in environments that 

utilize the VV&A framework. 
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2 Background/Literature Review 
To consider whether applying the business risk management approach would contribute 

value to the system dynamics field, understanding was increased about how the approach 

was developed for organizations to apply at the process level.  With this process-focused 

understanding, the process characteristics of the system dynamics method were 

considered to determine whether they support application of the risk management 

approach.  Finally, consideration of the verification, validation, and accreditation 

(VV&A) principles provided a foundation for determining whether integration of the 

modeling risk management approach into the system dynamics modeling methodology 

could strengthen system dynamics model development, particularly in the governmental 

environments that desire VV&A documentation. 

2.1 Business Risk Management 

In 1985, the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO)1

Importantly, the commission suggested that the traditional focus on auditing financial 

risks be expanded to focus on managing business risks.  A business risk is defined as “the 

threat that an event or action will adversely affect an organization’s ability to achieve its 

 of the Treadway 

Commission was created and chartered with studying the factors that contribute to 

fraudulent financial reporting.  The commission was charged with developing 

recommendations for improving financial controls. 

 

The commission developed an integrated approach to internal controls that focused on 

risk management.  Risk management was defined as “a systematic approach to 

identifying, analyzing, and proactively dealing with risks” (Committee of Sponsoring 

Organizations of the Treadway Commission 1994).  This approach challenged auditors to 

enhance their traditional transactional approach with the more proactive, process-focused 

approach. 

 

                                                 
1 The sponsoring organizations were: American Accounting Association, the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants, Financial Executives International, The Institute of Internal Auditors, and the 
National Association of Accountants 
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business objectives and execute its strategies successfully” (Economist Intelligence Unit 

1995). 

 

Three essential elements were identified for successfully managing business risk and 

became the defining characteristics of the business risk management approach: 

1. development of a common business risk language, 

2. development of an effective organizational control structure, and 

3. creation of a process view leading to business process control. 

 

The common risk language is for all members of the organization to use when discussing 

business risk.  Without a common language, it is difficult to have a common 

understanding of the business risks and the methods employed to manage them.  

Communication is hampered, which negatively impacts the efficiency and effectiveness 

of the control environment. 

 

The suggested framework, often referred to as a “risk dictionary,” for classifying the 

business risk language organized the risks into these top-level headings (Economist 

Intelligence Unit 1995): 

• Environment risks – arises from external forces that could either put a company out of 

business or significantly change the fundamental assumptions that drive its overall 

objectives and strategies. 

• Process risks – arises when business processes are not achieving what they were 

designed to achieve. 

• Information for decision making risks – arises when information used to support 

business decisions is incomplete, out-of-date, inaccurate, late, or simply irrelevant  

 

These top-level headings were offered as guidance, not as the only structure, for 

organizations as they started down the path of implementing the business risk 

management approach.  The only strict requirement was that the organization develop a 

common structure for their risk dictionary and utilize that structure throughout the 

organization. 
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An effective organizational control structure integrates strategic, management, and 

business process controls.  The strategic and management controls operate at the 

organization level while the business process controls operate at the process level 

(Economist Intelligence Unit 1995).  Obviously, the environment in which processes 

operate, including process improvement, modeling, and decision-making processes, is 

determined by the strategic and management controls.  A key part of this environment is 

creating a process management focus. 

 

The process management focus supports the integration of the desired process view for 

controlling the business processes and management of the risks that those processes 

encounter. 

 

This integrated approach to managing business risks contains these steps (Economist 

Intelligence Unit 1995). 

1. Define business process objectives that consider multiple performance requirements.  

Strong consideration should be given to how achievement of the objectives is 

measured. 

2. Assess business risk for achieving the business process objectives.  This involves 

identification of the key risks, determination of the sources of those risks, and 

measurement of the likelihood of their occurrence and the significance of their 

occurrence to the process. 

3. Determine risk acceptance limits for those involved with the process. 

4. Evaluate business controls for avoiding, transferring, and reducing business risks. 

5. Measure performance and identify performance gaps in the control environment 

where risks are not being effectively or efficiently controlled. 

6. Implement improvements and monitor process performance in an ongoing 

approach.  This closes the loop in the risk management process, supporting continual 

risk management and process improvement.  
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With increased understanding of how to utilize the approach, the business risk 

management approach has evolved and broadened into Enterprise Risk Management 

(ERM), which is defined as: 

“…a process, effected by an entity’s board of directors, management and other 

personnel, applied in strategy setting and across the enterprise, designed to 

identify potential events that may affect the entity, and manage risk to be within 

its risk appetite, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of 

entity objectives.” (PriceWaterhouseCoopers 2004 p. 2) 

 

The components of enterprise risk management include all of the business risk 

management components.  In addition, ERM integrates more tightly with the 

organization, defining the internal environment, explicitly setting process objectives, 

understanding information flows, and continually monitoring the ERM process 

(PriceWaterhouseCoopers 2004).  However, the principles outlined above continue to 

form the basis of the risk management approach. 

2.2 System Dynamics 

Within the context of this research, there were specific aspects of the system dynamics 

methodology that required investigation to identify the opportunities for integrating the 

principles and features of the business risk management framework.  Since the risk 

assessment is focused on the process objectives, the objectives of the system dynamics 

method were considered.  Then the system dynamics method was assessed, with a focus 

on the assessment objectives and methods.  This information allowed comparison of the 

business risk management and system dynamics frameworks to determine the integration 

potential. 

2.2.1 System Dynamics Objectives 

System dynamics modeling was introduced as “industrial dynamics,” focusing on 

providing aids for managers to design improved management systems.  As recognition of 

the capabilities of the field increased, this scope was expanded to include industrial and 

management systems (Forrester 1961). 
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The approach was developed to provide managers with increased insight for 

understanding the impact of policy and structure on the behavior of their systems.  With 

this understanding, they could achieve the stated objective of improved management 

systems, by redesigning the control policies and information flows of the systems 

(Forrester 1961). 

 

Twenty years later, the question of whether better systems result from investigations 

based on system dynamic model experimentation was still being asked.  The objective 

was more directly focused on capturing and understanding endogenous behavior, as 

determined by the policy and structure of the system.  Policy was defined as “all laws that 

govern action,” (Forrester 1980) where laws could include physical laws like the impact 

of gravity, biological laws governing respiration rates, or governmental laws regarding 

financial reporting.  Policy description required consideration of the purpose of the 

system and the outputs from the system and also the information inputs to the system.  As 

a result, consideration of policy required consideration of structure.  This focus on system 

understanding reflected the expanded capabilities of system dynamics modeling to shed 

light on higher level policy questions that crossed traditional organizational boundaries 

and, in many instances, crossed geographic and political boundaries. 

 

Another perspective on the objective of system dynamics modeling built upon the 

behavior understanding objective to also explicitly restate achievement of changes to the 

system as the result of the modeling process (Coyle 1976).  This objective aligns well 

with the value expectations for many management consultants. 

 

The desire of researchers and managers to increase their understandings of what came to 

be known as complex systems was captured in a system dynamics objective statement 

that focused specifically on building that understanding (Richardson and Pugh 1981).  

This objective statement, from developers of system dynamics modeling software, came 

at a time when technological capabilities were starting to dramatically impact all 

modeling approaches. 
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The last significant consideration of objectives came with consideration that the 

assessment capabilities of qualitative and quantitative models differed and could provide 

related, yet different, insights for describing systems and improving system performance 

(Wolstenholme 1982). 

 

Currently, the most commonly stated objectives for system dynamics modeling maintain 

the two threads – understanding of how structure and policy impact behavior and 

behavior improvement through structure and policy change.  Within an organizational 

context, structure is often recognized as organization (Sterman 2000), where organization 

includes both the formal and informal elements that link physical and informational 

flows.  Another way to state the two-fold objective focuses the understanding directly on 

the cause and effect relationships that create problems and the identification of policy 

solutions to those problems (Myrtveit 2005). 

2.2.2 System Dynamics Methodology 

Early system dynamics literature did not present a specific process for the development 

of models.  However, a general enterprise design approach for “the management 

laboratory” was presented and system dynamics modeling often utilized this approach.  

The enterprise design approach included these goals (Forrester 1961): 

• definition, 

• situation description, 

• mathematical model development, 

• model testing, and 

• results interpretation. 

 

Over time, increased experience applying system dynamics modeling supported the 

development of these stages of model construction that were more specific to system 

dynamics (Randers 1980b): 

• conceptualization – understanding the problem, 

• formulation – describing the behavior and structure, 
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• testing – assessing the endogenous nature of the model, and 

• implementation – utilizing the model to generate insight and improvement 

 

By focusing on the use of system dynamics to increase understanding of a system, in 

addition to driving performance improvement, a different perspective of the project 

stages emerged (Richardson and Pugh 1981): 

• problem identification and definition, 

• system conceptualization, 

• model formulation, 

• simulation, including analysis of model behavior and model evaluation, 

• policy analysis, and 

• model use or implementation. 

Although the same general path is followed, the steps and phrasing reflect the increased 

emphasis on system understanding. 

 

As the field continues to mature, the system dynamics modeling process has continued to 

evolve.  A fairly common iterative process involves these five key steps (Sterman 2000): 

• problem articulation, 

• formulation of the dynamic hypothesis, 

• formulation of a simulation model, 

• testing, and 

• policy design and evaluation. 

These steps capture both objectives, system understanding and system improvement, of 

system dynamics applications. 

 

Given the broad usage of this version of the process, additional detail is provided for the 

activities and outcomes of each of these steps. 

 

• Problem Articulation. Initially, the problem to be modeled is articulated by 

identifying the theme that describes the problem.  To keep the model manageable, 

consideration must be given to the key variables and concepts that will be 
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included.  An additional boundary that must be considered is the time frame to be 

included – both how far into the future for modeling and how far in the past for 

discovering the problem causes.  Finally, the problem articulation includes 

representation of the behavior of the key variables and concepts – again from 

historical and potential perspectives. 

• Formulation of Dynamic Hypothesis. With the problem defined, consideration is 

given to the behaviors that represent the problem.  The intention is to develop a 

hypothesis that primarily utilizes the system structure to explain the described 

behaviors.  This endogenous focus is perhaps the key principle of system dynamics 

modeling.  Diagrams that are used in this step to develop the structural models 

include: model boundary subsystem, causal loop, stock and flow, and policy 

structure.  Typically, these diagrams are developed by applying facilitation 

approaches with the clients and system participants. 

• Formulation of a Simulation Model.  The simulation model is formulated by 

specifying the structure of the system and the decision rules used in the system.  

This includes determination of representative initial conditions and estimation of 

system parameters, especially behavioral relationships.  Initial testing of the model 

occurs in this step, checking for the consistency of the model with the purpose of 

the project and with the defined boundary. 

• Testing. With agreement on model consistency, testing of the model becomes the 

focus of the process.  In particular, the testing focuses on the behaviors being 

displayed by the model.  Generally, the tests focus on the behavioral response of 

the model to structural changes.  The bases of comparison are the determined 

reference modes. 

• Policy Design and Evaluation. When the model is determined to be of sufficient 

credibility by the clients, then policies can be designed to envision their impact on 

the system behavior. 

 

Comparing the three perspectives to the system dynamic method demonstrates the 

consistency with which problems have been approached over almost fifty years (Table 1).  

This layout also provides the starting point for comparing the system dynamics modeling 
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framework to the business risk management framework.  The most current framework 

will be the reference approach for this research. 

Table 1. Comparison of System Dynamics Modeling Perspectives 

(Randers 1980b) (Richardson and Pugh 1981) (Sterman 2000) 
Conceptualization Problem identification and 

definition 
Problem articulation 

System conceptualization 
Formulation Model formulation Formulation of dynamic hypothesis 

Formulation of a simulation model 
Testing Simulation: 

- Analysis of model behavior 
- Model evaluation 

Testing 

Implementation Policy Analysis Policy design and analysis 
Model use or implementation 

2.2.3 System Dynamics Model Characteristics 

In addition to achieving the learning and improvement objectives, system dynamicists 

have recognized that their models have distinguishing characteristics that increase the 

value of their projects.  The importance of these characteristics is signified by the fact 

that steps in the system dynamics method are pursued specifically to demonstrate the 

evidence of these characteristics. 

 

However, the characteristics are still derived primarily from the previously stated project 

objectives.  These desired characteristics include the following, which generally decline 

in importance from first to last in this list (Randers 1980c). 

• Insight generating capacity – utilizing the model interaction between the structure, 

policy, and the behavior to reveal information about the real relationships between 

structure and behavior and about the mental models of those involved. 

• Descriptive realism – utilizing recognizable structural and policy elements from 

the real system to form the basis of the model. 

• Mode reproduction ability – generating behavior patterns that are easily 

recognized when compared to the behavior patterns of the system. 

• Transparency – creating a model that is simple enough not to obscure system 

structure while also generating the behavior patterns. 

• Relevance – addressing significant problems. 
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• Ease of enrichment – allowing the model to be easily modified to reflect changing 

conditions, new ideas, or similar systems. 

• Fertility – generating new ideas about the problem, structure, policies, or system. 

• Formal correspondence with data – Uses real world data and can generate 

historical behavior patterns that are statistically significant. 

• Point predictive ability – produces an accurate estimate of a particular future state. 

 

In particular, focus on behavior pattern prediction will contribute to the point that 

predictive ability, mentioned in the last two characteristics above, is often considered 

undesirable, rather than desirable (Barlas 1985b). 

 

The characteristics can also be organized from the overall perspective of system 

dynamics, not at the modeling level (Table 2).  When considered at this level, the desired 

characteristics can also suggest the method for achieving the purpose (Myrtveit 2005). 

Table 2. Characteristics of System Dynamics  

Feature Characteristics 
Purpose • Generate understanding of causes and effects creating a problem. 

• Identify solutions, in the form of policies, to problems. 
Scope • Holistic perspective; include all factors that have significant impact on 

how the problem develops over time. 
• Long-term (relatively speaking); study both short- and long-term 

consequences. 
• Closed system view (few or no exogenous variables); both source of 

problem and solution are found within the modeled system itself. 
• Aggregated system view; details are removed through averaging, and 

sequences of events are grouped into continuous flows. 
Assumptions • Behavior can be reproduced from initial state and system structure, 

without the need for exogenous input. 
• The qualitative behavior of a system is generated by a relatively low 

number of feedback loops constructed from interconnected stocks and 
flows. 

• Conservation of mass. 
Results • Qualitative (as opposed to quantitative); patterns of behavior rather 

than predictions, forecasts or prognosis. 
• Focus is on the process (learning) rather than on the product 

(model/results). 
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While these characteristics are not direct objectives, system dynamics modelers perform 

tests and assessments to determine if their models display these characteristics.  One of 

the challenges of assessing models is determining if the model is being assessed for 

achieving project objectives or for displaying desired characteristics.  Consideration has 

to be given as to the relative importance of risks associated with the objectives and those 

more closely associated with the characteristics. 

2.2.4 System Dynamics Model Testing/Validation/Verification 

The system dynamics modeling philosophy has been in development for almost 50 years.  

Since the pioneering work in the field, modelers have struggled with the process of 

building confidence and credibility in their models. 

2.2.4.1 Historical Assessment Challenges 

From the early days of system dynamics modeling, questions have been raised about how 

to assess system dynamic models, with strong criticism of the World Dynamics model 

fueling much of the debate (Alfeld 1974).  The philosophical arguments about how to 

effectively test system dynamics models also developed early and have continued.  The 

discussions have been conducted between management scientists, economists, engineers, 

social scientists, and statisticians.  Consideration has been given to how the system 

dynamics modeling methods relates to the scientific method (Bell and Bell 1980).  

Statements have been made that, based on their backgrounds and their philosophies, some 

people cannot be comfortable being system dynamicists (Meadows 1980).  Discussion of 

the spectrum of the historical views of knowledge, extending from a holistic/social 

relativist view to a reductionist/formalist/foundationalist view suggested that the 

differences truly are philosophical (Barlas and Carpenter 1990). 

 

Each of the system dynamics modeling approaches has explicitly tested or assessed 

models as a step prior to policy analysis and implementation (Table 1).  While there is an 

explicit step, the intention has been to conduct assessment activities throughout the 

system dynamics modeling process (Sterman 2000).  The testing step itself provides an 

opportunity to give specific consideration to the assessment of the model, allowing the 
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focus to shift from model building to model utilization.  However, the assessment 

continues into the policy analysis step. 

 

While the system dynamics method includes an explicit testing step and the other steps 

include assessment methods, many modelers approach model assessment in an informal 

way (Robinson 1980).  This informality contributes to a weakness in model 

documentation, especially documentation of model testing.  It has been noted that very 

few publications about system dynamics modeling projects include any information about 

model testing and that complete testing documentation is close to non-existent (Barlas 

1996). 

 

Traditionally, testing of system dynamics simulation models has focused on building 

credibility, increasing the trustworthiness and believability, for the model from the 

perspective of decision or policy makers (Forrester 1961).  Rather than formally 

validating system dynamics models, the objective of the testing now focuses on building 

confidence in the model.  The confidence being built focuses on how well the model 

achieves its objective (Forrester 1961; Coyle 1976; Forrester and Senge 1980; Sterman 

2000).  In addition to confidence building, an objective of consistency with the real 

system is desired.  Testing serves to demonstrate that the model is consistent with 

available knowledge (Peterson 1980) and adequately represents the real world 

(Wolstenholme 1990). 

 

A key component of validation focuses on the formal processes that encourage users and 

modelers to place confidence in a model (Richardson and Pugh 1981).  Perhaps it is the 

lack of formality that most seriously impacts the system dynamics applications 

(Meadows and Robinson 1985; Sterman 2000).  In addition, there continues to be 

disagreement about what good validation approaches are, both for modeling generally 

and for system dynamics specifically (Richardson and Pugh 1981).  This statement is not 

meant to imply that the assessment methods are lacking.  Rather, the comment refers 

more to whether it is possible to define an overall approach, or a collection of methods, 
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that truly validates the model.  In general, the system dynamics community does not 

believe that complete validation is possible. 

 

In particular, the fact that system dynamics modeling does not claim to accurately 

generate time series point estimates raised challenges to applying traditional statistical 

testing methods.  Rather, the focus is on generating the patterns of behavior (Forrester 

1961).  The pattern focus has proved problematic when determining baseline 

comparisons for traditional statistical testing (Senge and Mass 1976; Senge 1977).  This 

tends to frustrate many people, especially those with a philosophical focus that does not 

align well with the systems thinking mindset (Meadows 1980; Barlas 1996).  While there 

is a strong focus on building mathematical models, assessment of the models is not as 

strongly focused on mathematical tools.  This paradox was noted in an early critique of 

industrial dynamics (Ansoff and Slevin 1968). 

 

However, it is important to note that testing, or assessment, was not seen as a bad thing.  

Note that model testing was, and remains, an explicit step in the system dynamics 

modeling process.  Rather, the value of statistical testing was judged to be significantly 

reduced by two key issues.  First, the newness of the field limited understanding of 

appropriate baseline comparisons for most statistically focused tests.  Second, the 

technology required to handle the challenging calculation for assessing time-series data 

was not readily available (Forrester 1961). 

2.2.4.2 Current Assessment Focus 

Therefore, the focus on credibility or confidence building has been adopted (Sterman 

2000).  The credibility building approach focuses on the identification of errors or 

weaknesses in the structure and policies of the model (Randers 1980b; Sterman 2000).  

These weaknesses can then be investigated to determine if they are significant and 

whether they can be removed or strengthened. 

 

All attributes of the model have to be considered when identifying the weaknesses.  Early 

summaries of these attributes were primarily focused on the model structure, while also 
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considering model behavior attributes.  Structural weaknesses include consideration of 

key variables, relationships, and parameters.  Behavioral weaknesses is directed at 

determining if the structure generates the desired behavior, which could include multiple 

modes (Randers 1980b). 

 

More recently, model testing has focused additional attention on behavior attributes.  The 

importance of structural validity is still acknowledged; to the point that many experts 

claim that models which are not judged to be structurally valid should not be utilized for 

policy.  However, behavior-focused validity is considered now to be at least as important 

as structural validity (Barlas 1989). 

 

Regardless of the weights assigned to structure and behavior, modelers are encouraged to 

utilize multiple tests, seemingly to the point of redundancy.  Utilizing multiple tests 

increases the “points of contact” between the model and the system and increases the 

probability of discovering weaknesses and increasing the perceived value of the tests 

(Forrester and Senge 1980). 

 

Not surprisingly, most of the research on testing, assessment, or validation of system 

dynamics models has focused on how to test so as to build confidence.  However, the 

discussions have not moved far from the initial questions raised in regard to testing in the 

early publications in the field (Forrester 1961). 

 

In the past twenty years, methodology research has seldom focused on assessment.  From 

1985-1995, the System Dynamics Review published one paper focused on assessment, as 

noted in a 1996 publication on the state of testing (Barlas 1996).  Since 1996, only one 

paper was published, focusing on testing for consulting models (Coyle and Exelby 2000). 

2.2.4.3 Assessment Framework 

To create the multiple points of contact, the system dynamics methodology relies on 

applying a battery of tests to achieve the confidence-building objective (Forrester and 

Senge 1980; Richardson and Pugh 1981; Sterman 2000).  While a full complement of 
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tests is recommended, regardless of which collection is selected, modelers ultimately are 

at their discretion as to which tests they choose to use. 

 

The collections of tests are similar, but they contain differences.  In addition, the methods 

for the tests are not well documented, which is potentially a serious roadblock for less 

experienced modelers.  Both of these factors probably contribute to the fact that the usage 

level of the tests is highly variable, even among experienced modelers (Scholl 1995).  

The lack of a consistent, rigorous testing methodology has contributed to system 

dynamics models often not being well received in traditional modeling circles or within 

the broader research community (Richardson 1999; Balci 2005). 

 

The need for a framework for the assessment of system dynamics models has existed 

since the early days of the field (Forrester 1961).  The testing methods evolved in a 

somewhat piecemeal approach until the late 1970s when a recommended set of tests 

(Table 3) was proposed (Forrester and Senge 1980).  Less than a year later, another 

framework (Table 4) was presented (Richardson and Pugh 1981).  By the mid-1990s, the 

testing regimen was the specific focus of concerns being expressed, with a 

recommendation that a testing or validation environment be developed (Barlas 1996).  

While the recommended validation environment has not been documented, the list of 

testing recommendations was updated in the late 1990s (Sterman 2000).  This list (Table 

5), like the previous ones, traces its roots to the initial objective of increasing model 

credibility. 
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Table 3. Confidence Building Tests 

Model Structure • Structure Verification 
• Parameter Verification 
• Extreme Conditions 
• Boundary Adequacy 
• Dimensional Consistency 

Model Behavior • Behavior Reproduction 
• Behavior Prediction 
• Behavior Anomaly 
• Family Member 
• Surprise Behavior 
• Extreme Policy 
• Boundary Adequacy 
• Behavior Sensitivity 

Policy Implications • System Improvement 
• Changed-Behavior Prediction 
• Boundary Adequacy 
• Policy Sensitivity 
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Table 4. Tests for Building Confidence in System Dynamics Models 

Testing Focus 
Structure Behavior 

Suitability for 
purpose (focusing 
inward on the 
model) 

• Dimensional consistency 
• Extreme conditions in 

equations 
• Boundary adequacy 

- important variables 
- policy levers 

• Parameter (in)sensitivity 
- Behavior characteristics 
- Policy conclusions 

• Structural (in)sensitivity 
- Behavior characteristics 
- Policy conclusions 

Consistency with 
reality (comparing 
the model with 
information about 
the real system) 

• Face validity 
- rates and levels 
- information feedback 
- delays 

• Parameter values 
- conceptual fit 
- numerical fit 

• Replication of reference 
modes (boundary adequacy 
for behavior) 
- problem behavior 
- past policies 
- anticipated behavior 

• Surprise behavior 
• Extreme conditions simulation 
• Statistical tests 

- time series analyses 
- correlation and regression 

Utility and 
Effectiveness (of a 
suitable, consistent 
model) 

• Appropriateness of 
model characteristics for 
audience 
- size 
- simplicity/complexity 
- aggregation/detail 

• Counter-intuitive behavior 
- exhibited by the model 
- made intuitive by model-
based analyses 

• Generation of insights 

 
Table 5. Tests for Assessment of Dynamic Models 

• Boundary Adequacy 
• Structure Assessment 
• Dimensional Consistency 
• Parameter Assessment 
• Extreme Conditions 
• Integration Error 
• Behavior Reproduction 
• Behavior Anomaly 
• Family Member 
• Surprise Behavior 
• Sensitivity Analysis 
• System Improvement 
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However, other than to say that they should be done, no guidelines are proposed for when 

the tests should be used.  The general recommendation is that all of the tests should be 

applied, or at least considered, for each model, without consideration of the specific 

system being modeled.  As mentioned, increasing the challenge is that the methods for 

these tests are not well defined, often relying on the experience of the modeler to 

understand and apply them effectively within the context of the system being 

investigated. 

2.2.4.4 Current Assessment Issues 

In spite of the challenges, the consensus of experienced professionals remains that 

assessment of system dynamics models is important to the successful applications of 

system dynamics.  However, as mentioned, model testing is seldom done broadly and 

completely.  A survey of system dynamics practitioners, of whom more than half had 

greater than ten years experience with system dynamics modeling, indicated that only 

two of the twenty-four recommended tests (Forrester and Senge 1980) were utilized by 

more than eighty percent of the respondents and both of those were structure-focused 

tests (Scholl 1995).  A short list of suggested recommended tests (Barlas 1996), were 

used by between fifty and ninety percent of the respondents (These tests are indicated by 

italics in Table 6). 
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Table 6. Test Usage Level  

Focus Test Decile 
Structure Structure verification (3.1) 9 

Parameter verification (3.2) 9 
Dimensional consistency (3.5) 7 
Boundary adequacy (3.4) 6 
Extreme conditions (3.3) 6 
Statistical tests (3.6) 3 

Behavior Symptom generation (4.1.1) 7 
Pattern prediction (4.2.1) 7 
Behavior characterization (4.1.6) 7 
Behavior anomaly (4.3) 7 
Behavior sensitivity (4.8) 6 
Boundary adequacy (4.7) 6 
Relative phasing (4.1.3) 6 
Frequency generation (4.1.2) 5 
Extreme policy (4.6) 5 
Multiple modes (4.1.5) 4 
Surprise behavior (4.5) 4 
Event prediction (4.2.2) 3 
Family member (4.4) 3 
Point-by-point comparison (4.1.4) 2 

Policy Changed behavior prediction (5.2) 7 
System improvement (5.1) 7 
Policy sensitivity (5.4) 5 
Boundary adequacy (5.3) 3 

   (Adapted from Scholl 1995) 
 
An additional admission that system dynamics users and modelers are not using the 

testing and validation methods available to them is found in a section of a widely used 

system dynamics text (Sterman 2000).  The section titled, “Questions Model Users 

Should Ask – But Usually Don’t” is also directed toward modelers and contains 

questions focused on: 

• purpose, suitability, and boundary, 

• physical and decision-making structure, 

• robustness and sensitivity to alternative assumptions, and  

• pragmatics and politics of model use. 
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Research on the assessment of system dynamics models has tended to separate testing 

steps from the modeling process.  So, analysis of testing methods has been done from a 

post-development perspective.  As a result, testing value is often calculated from this 

perspective and focuses on correcting a model that is already being utilized or has already 

suffered a confidence or credibility failure in the presence of clients. 

 

Recent limited research confirmed that the full battery of tests (Sterman 2000) adds 

value, although individual test contributions varied widely (Table 7) (Wakeland and 

Hoarfrost 2005).  The researchers noted that their conclusions should be considered 

generally, but they did confirm the value of the testing collection for their type of 

application.  It is important to remember that this overall value is though to be achieved 

only when the full battery of tests is completed, which only happens in a small fraction of 

modeling projects. 

Table 7. Model Tests Cost-Benefit Comparison  

 Benefits 
Low Moderate High 

C
os

ts
 

High 
 Sensitivity Behavioral 

Reproduction 
System Improvement 

Medium 
  Parameter Assessment 

Behavioral Anomaly 
Surprise Behavior 

Low 

 Structure Assessment 
Dimensional 

Consistency 
Boundary Adequacy 

Integration Error 
Extreme Condition 
Family Member 

(from Wakeland and Hoarfrost, 2005) 
 

In summary, system dynamics validation efforts focus on building confidence in the 

model by applying a broad range of tests to detect weaknesses.  Challenges to effective 

and efficient testing come from the lack of a rigorous framework defining the tests and 

their application criteria.  As a result, testing is seldom completely applied. 
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2.3 System Dynamics and Business Risk Management 

The defining characteristics of the business risk management approach include: 

1. development of a common business risk language, often captured in a risk 

dictionary with a process-focused structure, 

2. development of an effective organizational control structure, encompassing 

strategic, management, and process controls, and 

3. creation of a process view leading to business process control. 

2.3.1 Risk Dictionary 

The structure of the business risk dictionary parallels that of a business risk taxonomy or 

typology.  Characteristically, these risks are classified with a structure built from a 

process focus.  However, there is no evidence that the business risk dictionary process 

has a foundation in a taxonomy development process. 

 

Within system dynamics, the literature does not reveal any attempts to classify the risks 

that system dynamics modelers could encounter during the planning, development, and 

utilization of their models.  Possibly, this reflects the focus on building confidence and 

credibility.  In addition, the risk viewpoint developed in the past fifteen to twenty years. 

 

However, taking the viewpoint that the system dynamics methodology is a process leads 

to the possibility of applying the business risk dictionary approach and developing a 

modeling process risk framework, or typology, that identifies the modeling process risks 

that can be anticipated through the process steps. 

2.3.2 Organization Control Structure 

The system dynamics model development process operates within the organization 

control structure.  Therefore, control of the process is guided by the overall control 

structure.  The relationship to the overall structure points out the importance of system 

dynamics projects being conducted with the strong involvement of organization 
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participants, especially those managers who are key members of the strategic and 

management control processes. 

 

In addition, the design of the business risk management methodology contributes risk 

management methods beyond the tests that are traditionally considered the process 

controls.  These methods must be considered in the development of the risk management 

methods database.  Like the more traditional methods, consideration has to be given to 

the risks that the process methods address and the effectiveness with which they 

contribute to the overall process control environment. 

2.3.3 Process Focus 

The business process controls, including tests, methods, and techniques, are of the most 

interest when considering the system dynamics modeling process.  A key concern to 

applying the risk management approach to system dynamics modeling is whether the 

modeling methodology process itself is truly a process – with objectives to be achieved, 

risks to be managed, and risk controls to be utilized. 

 

The literature supports the viewpoint that the system dynamics methodology is process-

focused and that the method itself is a process.  The method has objectives, focusing on 

increasing understanding and driving process improvement.  The method has risks, 

starting with credibility risk.  Finally, the method has an extensive collection of risk 

controls, including tests and best practices. 

 

However, confirmation of the potential for applying business risk management within the 

system dynamics environment could be as simple as replacing “system” with “process” 

when referring to the methodology.  Business risk management recognizes the dynamic 

nature of processes and the results they demonstrate, just as system, or process, dynamics 

does. 
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2.4 Simulation Verification, Validation & Accreditation (VV&A) 

Within the defense modeling community, research has been conducted about how to 

verify, validate, and accredit models, including simulation models.  These definitions 

have been developed for the actions below. 

• Verification deals with the assessment of transformational accuracy of the model 

and addresses the question of “Are we creating the model right

• Validation deals with the assessment of behavioral or representational accuracy of 

the model and addresses the question of “Are we creating the 

?” 

right

• Accreditation is the official certification that a model, simulation, or federation of 

models and simulations and its associated data are acceptable for use for a 

specific purpose. (DoD Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) 2004) 

 model?” (Balci 

2005) 

• Testing involves ascertaining whether inaccuracies or errors exist in the model 

(Balci 1998). 

 

A validation, verification, and accreditation (VV&A) framework has been developed for 

traditional modeling approaches (Balci 1997).  There are no indications that this 

framework has been applied within the system dynamics community. 

2.4.1 VV&A Principles 

Accreditation, the “A” in VV&A, is often considered a separate step in the VV&A 

framework.  Within a modeling project, the focus is on validation, verification, and 

testing (VV&T).  The VV&A framework relies on a set of defined principles for 

successful application of VV&T (Table 8) (Balci 1998). 
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Table 8. Validation, Verification, and Testing Principles 

No. Principle 
1 VV&T must be conducted throughout the entire life cycle of a simulation study. 
2 The outcome of simulation model VV&T should not be considered as a binary 

variable where the model is absolutely correct or absolutely incorrect. 
3 A simulation model is built with respect to the study objectives and its credibility 

is judged with respect to those objectives. 
4 Simulation model VV&T requires independence to prevent developer’s bias. 
5 Simulation model VV&T is difficult and requires creativity and insight. 
6 Simulation model credibility can be claimed only for the conditions for which 

the model is tested. 
7 Complete simulation model testing is not possible. 
8 Simulation model VV&T must be planned and documented. 
9 Type I, II, and III errors must be prevented. 
10 Errors should be detected as early as possible in the life cycle of a simulation 

study. 
11 [The] multiple response problem must be recognized and resolved properly. 
12 Successfully testing each sub-model (module) does not imply overall model 

credibility. 
13 [The] double validation problem must be recognized and resolved properly. 
14 Simulation model validity does not guarantee the credibility and acceptance of 

simulation results. 
15 Formulated problem accuracy greatly affects the acceptability and credibility of 

simulation results.  

2.4.2 VV&A Process 

Application of the VV&T principles is achieved by applying these process steps (DoD 

Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) 2004). 

• Verify Modeling and Simulation Requirements – confirming that the 

requirements for the simulation match those needed for the current problem, and 

are correct, consistent, clear, and complete. 

• Develop Verification and Validation Plan – identifying the objectives, 

priorities, tasks, and products of the V&V effort; establishing schedules; 

allocating resources; etc. in coordination with simulation development and 

accreditation plans. 
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• Validate Conceptual Model – confirming that the capabilities indicated in the 

conceptual model represent all the capabilities necessary to meet the 

requirements. 

• Verify Design – determining that the design is faithful to the conceptual model, 

and contains all the elements necessary to provide all needed capabilities without 

adding unneeded capabilities. 

• Verify Implementation – determining that the code is correct and is 

implemented correctly on the hardware. 

• Validate Results – determining the extent to which the simulation addresses the 

requirements of the intended use.  

 

Exactly what tasks are selected and what methods are chosen to accomplish them depend 

upon a number of factors, such as 

• type of simulation (legacy, new M&S, federation), 

• problem to be solved, 

• objectives and requirements and their acceptability criteria, 

• risks and priorities of the user, and 

• constraints (time, money, personnel, equipment). 

2.5 System Dynamics and VV&A 

The literature does not indicate that the system dynamics community has embraced the 

VV&A framework.  However, within the defense community, questions have been raised 

about the readiness of SD modeling for utilizing this framework (Balci 2005). 

 

Primarily, the concerns focus on the capabilities of system dynamics models to provide 

point prediction capabilities, which significantly affect the capability to validate models 

with traditional statistical analysis.  However, the system dynamics field does not claim 

point predictive capabilities, focusing rather on general behavioral indications (Forrester 

1961). 
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Aside from that specific argument, which could be applied to almost any modeling 

approach, another way to determine how the system dynamics method fares in the 

VV&A environment is to refer to the VV&T principles.  Some of the principles can 

already be seen as being applied within system dynamics modeling, including the 

following (Balci 1998). 

• The outcome of simulation model VV&T should not be considered as a binary 

variable where the model is absolutely correct or absolutely incorrect. 

• Simulation model VV&T is difficult and requires creativity and insight. 

• Complete simulation model testing is not possible. 

• Successfully testing each sub-model (module) does not imply overall model 

credibility. 

• Simulation model validity does not guarantee the credibility and acceptance of 

simulation results.  

 

However, the current challenges to testing suggest these principles are not being upheld 

with the current system dynamics approach, and could benefit from a structured approach 

to the assessment of models (Balci 1998). 

• VV&T must be conducted throughout the entire life cycle of a simulation study. 

• A simulation model is built with respect to the study objectives and its credibility 

is judged with respect to those objectives. 

• Simulation model VV&T requires independence to prevent developer’s bias. 

• Simulation model credibility can be claimed only for the conditions for which the 

model is tested. 

• Simulation model VV&T must be planned and documented. 

• Type I, II, and III errors must be prevented. 

• Errors should be detected as early as possible in the life cycle of a simulation 

study. 

• Formulated problem accuracy greatly affects the acceptability and credibility of 

simulation results. 
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A stronger linkage between the approach that system dynamics modelers take to 

modeling process risk management and the VV&A process and principles could increase 

the level of acceptance and utilization of system dynamics modeling within those 

communities that desire that the VV&A principles be achieved. 

2.6 Taxonomy Development Methods 

The field of taxonomy definition has its roots is the development of a classification 

scheme for biological entities (Bailey 1994).  However, the principles of the field are now 

being used more broadly to guide classification projects in fields beyond biology.   

To determine if a taxonomy can be developed, the fundamental properties of a taxon have 

to be considered (Table 9).  Consideration of these fundamental properties determines if 

the classification schemed being considered will be more accurately identified as a 

typology or an empirical classification (Ruscio, Haslam et al. 2006).  A taxonomy 

structure is a subset of a typology, which is a subset of a general classification. 

Table 9. Fundamental Properties of a Taxon 

No. Property 
1 Latent Structure: A latent structure contains the fundamental nature of the 

construct and exists regardless of how various individuals choose to conceptualize 
or measure it. 

2 Boundary: Each taxon should identify a category with a distinct boundary, non-
arbitrary and objective. 

3 Endurance: The taxon should persist for a significant timeframe relative to the 
system being classified. 

 

Strictly, a taxon has to display properties regarding its latent structure, boundary, and 

endurance.  A latent structure contains the fundamental nature of the construct and exists 

regardless of how various individuals choose to conceptualize or measure it.  The cases 

within the taxon should share a deep commonality.  This can be contrasted with the 

manifest structure, which utilizes observable features and depends significantly on the 

theoretical assumptions and measurement decisions that form the structural basis.  

Typically, the latent structure is inferred from observable relationships between variables 

in the manifest structure. 
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Each taxon should identify a category with a distinct boundary.  The taxon should have a 

finite membership that could theoretically be counted.  While distinctions with a taxon 

can be identified on a continuous scale, the boundaries between taxa should be non-

arbitrary and objective.  This criterion is the one that is most often the determinant of 

whether the classification system captures taxa or categories.  The criteria might be 

useful, but not identify taxa.  In addition, the taxa criteria should be objective at the latent 

level.  The boundary criteria and the taxa should be reasonably enduring, persisting for a 

timeframe that is significant to the system being classified. 

 

Although it is possible to identify a taxonomy structure prior to completing the process, 

this determination is often part of the iterative process. 

 

A generic process for developing a taxonomy within an information technology 

environment (Table 10) can be used as the basis for developing and populating 

classification schemes (Harris, Caldwell et al. 2003).  This process starts by analyzing the 

existing information and determining the user needs for the information.  Combining the 

results of these analyses generates the initial information vocabulary.  The vocabulary 

forms the basis of the taxonomy, which is then applied against the information and tested 

with users.  This is an iterative process until the users agree on the value of the taxonomy.  

Then the taxonomy is implemented for the broader community, utilizing feedback from 

the community to guide improvements to the taxonomy. 

Table 10. Information Technology Taxonomy Development Process 

Steps Actions 
Analyze Inventory information assets (current and planned)  

Audit end-users’ information needs as well as their usage 
and access patterns  
Establish information vocabulary  

Define, build, test, and 
refine 

Design and populate taxonomy  
Index, link and cluster a test bed of information assets  
Test with users and content managers  

Implement, monitor, and 
maintain 

Implement taxonomy, index all information assets  
Monitor usage and user/content manager feedback  
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The taxonomical principles and process provided the final tools necessary to formalize 

the research objectives, determine the anticipated research outcomes, and define the 

research methodology. 
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3 Research Objectives 
Based on the review of the system dynamics methodology and how it is applied, there 

were two areas of concern related to how modeling process risks are being managed and 

how modeling process risk management methods are being applied. 

1. There is not a formal approach to modeling process risk management, focusing on 

planning which tools and techniques will be used, documenting the plan and the 

results, and guiding execution of the plan. 

2. There is limited use of the available methods for managing the modeling process 

risks encountered in modeling projects.  When used, they are seldom focused on 

explicit modeling process risks, rather they are applied generally. 

 

Working from the foundation that these gaps revealed, this research primarily focused on 

improving the system dynamics methodology.  Achievement of this objective included 

achievement of supplementary objectives which impact the value achieved from applying 

system dynamics modeling, aligning test levels with risk measurement, and improving 

modeling project documentation (Table 11).  

Table 11. Research Project Objectives 

Primary Secondary 
Improve the system dynamics methodology 
by classifying modeling process risks and 
risk management methods and integrating a 
method for using this information within 
the system dynamics methodology 

1. Influence system dynamics project value 
by more effectively managing modeling 
process risks. 
2. Align modeling process risk 
management methods with project risks. 
3. Improve project documentation and 
increase alignment with VV&A principles. 

Develop a system dynamics model to 
demonstrate the impact of various 
modeling process risk management policies 
on the achievement of project quality and 
duration objectives 

 

 
In addition, the system dynamics method, modified to include the modeling process risk 

management framework, was used to analyze modeling process risk management 

policies.  This analysis provided insight into the potential value to be achieved from 
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integrating modeling process risk management with the system dynamics modeling 

process. 

 

The research map (Figure 1) is used through this document to highlight how the research 

methods contribute to achievement of the research objectives. 

3.1 Improve the System Dynamics Methodology 

The primary research objective was to improve the system dynamics methodology so that 

modelers have access to tools that can increase their capability to develop system 

dynamics models that achieve their primary objectives, contributing to decision making 

and learning, and generating value for decision-makers.  This was achieved by using 

taxonomical methods to improve the efficiency and effectiveness by which information 

about the system dynamics modeling process risks are managed.  Modelers’ capabilities 

can be improved by access to a modeling process risk dictionary and a process risk 

management methods database which have been developed using classification methods.  

They can utilize the modeling process risk management framework for applying the 

dictionary and the database. 

 

Utilization of the modeling process risk framework should lead to improved value from 

the system dynamics process.  The supporting research objectives focused on the 

development of the modeling process risk management framework for system dynamics 

modeling and on demonstration of the integration of the modeling process risk 

management framework into the system dynamics modeling process. 

 

Investigation of the system dynamics method revealed the opportunity to provide a 

framework for the development of modeling process risk management plans early in the 

modeling process.  Mapping the business risk management framework against the system 

dynamics method and the verification, validation, and accreditation process suggested 

that applying the principles of the business risk framework would contribute to closing 

the highlighted gap (Table 12). 
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Table 12. Methodology/Process Alignment 

System Dynamics Validation, Verification & 
Accreditation 

Business Risk 
Management 

Problem articulation Verify modeling and 
simulation requirements 

Define business process 
objectives 

 Develop verification and 
validation plan 

Assess business risks - 
Identify, source, and 
measure (likelihood and 
significance) 
Determine risk acceptance 
limits 
Evaluate business controls 
for avoiding, transferring, 
and reducing business risks. 

Formulation of dynamic 
hypothesis 

Validate conceptual model  
Verify design 

Formulation of a simulation 
model 

  

Testing Verify implementation Measure performance 
Validate results Identify performance gaps 

Implement improvements 
Policy design and analysis   
  Monitor process 

performance 
 

The verification, validation, and accreditation process and the business risk management 

processes both follow the initial problem specification step with an assessment step, 

called verification and validation or risk assessment.  However, the system dynamics 

methodology does not currently outline this step.  Even though “testing” is a step in the 

method, the testing details are not well documented to support efficient and effective 

application of the tools and techniques.  Also, the testing is broadly applied to the model, 

rather than being closely targeted within the project or the process.  By applying 

principles from the verification, validation, and accreditation and business risk 

management methods to the development of the system dynamics modeling process risk 

management method, the research demonstrated that the overall system dynamics process 

can be improved. 
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While system dynamics assessment activities have focused on building credibility, a 

principle of the risk management approach is to more strongly link the assessment 

objectives with the process and project objectives.  The assessment objective still 

includes assessment of the credibility of the model, the modeling process, and the 

modelers themselves.  However, the risks to project success include much more than 

those associated with credibility.  Therefore, the use of the modeling process risk 

management approach can provide modelers with the tools to identify, source, and 

manage the key modeling process risks specific to their projects. 

 

In addition to integrating the assessment objectives more strongly with the process and 

project objectives, the research demonstrated how modeling process risk management 

methods integrate assessment activities more strongly to the overall modeling steps.  

System dynamics modelers have access to many tools and techniques when they are 

increasing confidence and improving the credibility of their models.  However, these 

tools are not used broadly and consistently. 

 

Supporting the primary research objective of improving the system dynamics 

methodology are three secondary research objectives focusing on modeling process 

value, testing level alignment, and project documentation 

3.1.1 Improve System Dynamics Modeling Process Risk Management 

The first of the secondary research objectives sought to link the key modeling process 

risks on a project to the modeling process risk management methods that efficiently and 

effectively manage those risks.  At the same time, the approach assists modelers in 

excluding low value activities, focusing resources and requirements to add the most value 

to the project. 

 

Improving modeling process risk management leads to better results; that is, increased 

system understanding and improved system performance.  By managing the risks 

effectively and efficiently, process and model credibility increases, which increases 
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confidence in the structure of the model and its use for policy analysis.  Better decisions 

result from the increased understanding and acceptance of the model results. 

 

Similar to the benefits achieved from any classification scheme, the modeling process 

risk dictionary increases the value of system dynamics modeling by reducing variability 

in the identification of modeling process risks.  The modeling process risk dictionary is a 

key element of the modeling process risk framework and provides a common language 

for modelers and system participants to identify, source, and measure modeling process 

risks. 

 

The logical support for this objective starts with capturing modeling process risks into a 

single source document, the modeling process risk dictionary, which also classifies the 

risks for easier consideration.  While encouraging consideration of a much broader 

spectrum of modeling process risks, the common language also reduces the variability in 

identifying and sourcing the risks.  Broadening the universe of modeling process risks 

that are considered and reducing the variability increases the likelihood that the project-

specific key modeling process risks will be correctly identified and then managed. 

 

Correct identification of the modeling process risks increases the likelihood that actual 

model weaknesses are identified during the development of the model.  This occurs by 

focusing modeling process risk management resources on the key risks to project success.  

Instead of taking a broad-brush approach in hopes of identifying model weakness, 

modelers and system participants are focused on the most significant sources of modeling 

process risks.  They are more likely to identify real weaknesses at these points.  They are 

less likely to be distracted by “false positive” testing results that indicate model 

weaknesses that do not actually exist.  In addition to wasting resources, the “false 

positives” can result in modifications that weaken the model, rather than strengthening it. 

 

Identification of the weaknesses leads to preventing them from entering the model or 

their removal from the model, which strengthens the overall model and ultimately yields 
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better results in terms of learning and system performance, which are the objectives of 

system dynamics modeling. 

3.1.2 Align Risk Management Methods with Project Risks 

The next secondary research objective was to capture information on available modeling 

process risk management tools and techniques, including assessment, tests, practices, and 

principles.  This information was linked with specific risks so that modelers are able to 

apply the tools with increased understanding of the methods, the potential results, and 

appropriate responses to those results. 

 

The system dynamics modeling methodology lacks a formal approach to modeling 

process risk management.  While there are steps for managing some risks to achieving 

modeling success spread through the method, including testing and other methods, these 

steps are not the focus of the method until relatively late in the process.  The lack of an 

early focus contributes to the generally low level of resources committed to managing the 

modeling project risks. 

 

The general recommendation that a full range of tests should be applied is sound in its 

desire to challenge the model in as many ways as possible to identify weaknesses.  

However, modelers’ commitment to this recommendation is weakened by the lack of 

linkages to the modeling process and to the specific project situation. 

 

Another problem emerges when the testing plan is implemented late in the process.  

Since a significant part of the testing regimen requires the presence of a quantified 

simulation model, complete testing cannot be conducted if the project is truncated with 

only the creation of a qualitative system dynamics model.  Therefore, modelers are 

significantly limited in their ability to effectively manage the risks to project success.  By 

being initiated at the beginning of the project and linking risk management methods to 

key risks, it was hypothesized that the risk management framework would more closely 

align testing to more appropriate levels so that risks are managed more efficiently and 

effectively. 
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In cases where the broad spectrum of modeling process risk management methods is 

being considered, the modeling process risk management framework provides guidance 

as to the value of conducting a focused selection of the methods.  In cases where limited 

risk management might have occurred, the risk management framework encourages the 

modeler to more fully understand the risks that the project faces and to apply resources to 

manage the key risks, rather than opting not to manage any risks. 

3.1.3 Improve Project Documentation 

The third of the secondary research objectives focused on the development and 

implementation of a modeling process risk management framework that will also directly 

support integration of the principles of the VV&A framework used by the broader 

modeling and simulation community with the system dynamics method. 

 

Lacking a formal method for modeling process risk management contributes to weak 

documentation of the modeling process risk management methods used during a 

modeling project.  Thus, modelers are lacking a key resource for supporting decisions 

made during the process.  In addition, they do not have reference materials to support 

objective reviews by clients, peers, or reviewers.  This includes objective reviews 

required by the verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) process.  The 

modeling process risk management framework can deliver project documentation that 

supports the VV&A process principles. 

 

The modeling process risk management framework is designed to provide documentation 

of the activities that developed the modeling process risk management plan and the 

results of implementing the modeling process risk management methods.  This 

documentation increases the credibility of models by explaining more clearly the 

modeling process, the models, and the recommendations resulting from their analyses. 

3.1.4 Typology-Focused Deliverables 

The achievement of the first set of objectives is marked by the deliverables from the 

application of the typology process.  The method for developing taxonomies is similar to 
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the method recommended for qualitative research projects designed as grounded theory 

studies or content analyses (Leedy and Ormond 2005). 

 

When conducting qualitative research, challenges are encountered in the use of traditional 

hypothesis testing approaches utilizing statistical techniques. Within system dynamics, 

these challenges are compounded.  The primary challenges are with how system 

dynamics projects focus on improving performance associated with specific problems, 

rather than more generally focusing on the system, and with the involvement of process 

participants in the development, assessment, and utilization of the models.  This 

combination limits the opportunities to replicate modeling projects since problems are 

entwined with the process participants, creating inherent bias if a project is replicated 

with a different modeling team or modeling approach.  Utilization of a controlled lab 

environment removes the possibility of involving clients who cannot be affected by the 

feedback that they receive as part of the learning from the modeling process.  If process 

participants are not part of the study, then the modeling process loses the intimate 

knowledge of the system that these people bring. 

 

Grounded theory studies focus on the derivations of theories from data collected in 

natural settings.  Content analyses seek to identify specific characteristics of bodies of 

materials (Leedy and Ormond 2005).  These objectives parallel those of classification 

techniques, which focus on developing classification structures and populating those 

structures (Brennan 1987).  As a result of the classification work from the various 

taxonomical and classification methods, many deliverables were developed (Table 13). 
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Table 13. Typology-Focused Deliverables 

Deliverable Description 
Modeling Process Risk 
Management Framework 

As a result of this research, a new framework for the 
identification, measurement, and management of system 
dynamics modeling process risks was developed and 
integrated with the system dynamics modeling method. 

Modeling Process Risk 
Typology 

The framework includes a new system dynamics modeling 
process risk typology that was developed, populated, and 
captured in a database application.  This classification 
structure captures for the first time the modeling process 
risks that system dynamics modelers encounter when 
conducting system dynamics modeling projects. 

Modeling Process Risk 
Management Methods 
Typology 

The research developed a modeling process risk 
management methods classification scheme and generated a 
new risk management methods database that captures and 
defines the tools and techniques available to system 
dynamics modelers. 

Risks and Methods 
Linkages Dimensional 
Analysis 

Taxonomy-based dimensional analyses were used to 
identify linkages between classification dimensions in 
modeling process risks, modeling process risk management 
methods, and modeling project types.  These linkages will 
assist modelers in focusing the development of their risk 
management plans for specific projects. 

Modeling Process Risk 
Management 
Documentation Scheme 

Finally, the modeling risk management framework can 
generate the plans and documentation to contribute to 
meeting the principles of the verification, validation, and 
accreditation process. 

3.2 Demonstrate the Impact of Modeling Process Risk 

Management Integration 

To demonstrate the impact of the modeling process risk framework on the work and time 

requirements for system dynamics models, a system dynamics model was developed and 

analyzed.  When quantified, the model provided a platform for assessing hypotheses 

applying to the input parameters that define the system and the effects on system 

behavior when different modeling process risk management policies are applied. 

3.2.1 Dynamic Hypothesis for the Modeling Process System 

The qualitative model, displayed with a causal loop diagram, supports the dynamic 

hypothesis that was developed as part of the research proposal (Figure 2.) 
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Figure 2. Modeling Project Management Causal Loop Diagram 

 

The dynamic hypothesis for the system follows.  Actual project work, defined as work 

that contributes to the final model, increases the project completion level, which can 

include time, quality, content, and other parameters.  However, reporting the project 

completion level is biased by the modeler’s perception of how well the project is 

progressing.  If the modeler is optimistic, then the bias causes the reporting to indicate 

that the project is more complete than it actually is.  If the modeler is pessimistic, then the 

reporting will indicate that the project is less complete than it actually is. 

 

To manage the risks associated with this bias, the modeler assesses the perceived, or 

reported, completion status against objective, external completion requirements.  These 

requirements could include a checklist of modeling steps to complete, client 
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consideration against stated project objectives, statistical testing of model components, or 

assessment against system behavior information. 

 

The gaps identified in this assessment will guide the modeler toward additional project 

work and will also indicate opportunities to utilize tools and techniques to discover 

weaknesses in the model.  Both the determination of the gaps and discovery of 

weaknesses contribute to the modeler having a better understanding of the actual status of 

the project.  This understanding affects the level of bias that the modeler has. 

 

If the modeler can be completely unbiased, accurately assessing the various components 

of the project completion requirements, then the causal loop diagram reduces to a simple 

balancing loop, with comparison to a goal (Figure 3).  This simple model corresponds to 

the goal-seeking archetype (Sterman 2000).  Actual and reported figures are the same and 

the modeler has a perfect understanding of how well the project is progressing.  

Therefore, only actual project work is required to complete the project and that work 

continues until the requirements are met.  Work ends when the project ends and no 

additional work, or rework, is required. 

Perceived Project
Completion Gap

Objective (External)
Completion

Requirements

(Actual) Project
Work

Actual Project
Completion Level

+

+

+

B

Working Toward the
Completion

Requirements

-

 
Figure 3. Goal-Seeking Archetype for Model Completion 

 

Policies regarding the resource levels and timing of modeling risk management activities 

can be assessed against the dynamic hypothesis.  The assessment required the 
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development of a quantified system dynamics model, which is the testing apparatus for 

this research. 

 

The quantitative model for the research is a basic project management system stock-and-

flow model highlighting the rework cycle (Lyneis 2003).  This model (Figure 4) was 

quantified and expanded to address the modeling process risk management policy 

questions proposed in the research. 

 
Figure 4. Modeling Project Management Stock-and-Flow Model 

3.2.2 System Dynamics Project Management Model Hypotheses 

To support the modeling process risk management policy assessment, the policy 

parameters were assessed to determine their effects on model behavior.  Parametric 

assessment determined sensitive parameters and initial conditions effects. 
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3.2.2.1 Sensitive Parameters 

Analysis of the system dynamics quantitative model, using principles from response 

surface methodology, focused on determination of sensitive parameters in the model, as 

assessed by their impact on output measures that include total project time, discovery 

resources required, and delivered project quality as indicated by actual work content in 

the project.  The parameters included: base quality level, project work requirements, 

rework dwell time effects, budgeted rework percentage effects, maximum rework 

commitment per time unit, perceived quality level of delivered projects, and the relative 

ease with which the discovery of tasks requiring rework is accomplished. 

 

The working hypotheses were that each model parameter was sensitive relative to at least 

one of the output measures (Table 14). 

Table 14. Sensitive Parameter Hypotheses 

No. Hypothesis 
2-1 Model behavior is sensitive to the base project quality level. 
2-2 Model behavior is sensitive to the project work requirements. 
2-3 Model behavior is sensitive to the time to discover tasks requiring rework. 
2-4 Model behavior is sensitive to the budgeted level of rework discovery tasks.. 
2-5 Model behavior is sensitive to the maximum percentage of discovery 

resources that can be committed during a time period. 
2-6 Model behavior is sensitive to the perceived level of quality of delivered 

projects. 
2-7 Model behavior is sensitive to the relative ease with which discovery 

resources discover tasks requiring rework. 
 

It is important to note that assessment of the hypotheses linked to results from the 

quantitative model was not possible through traditional statistical hypothesis testing.  

Computer models do not have inherent variability, which is a key component of statistical 

hypothesis testing.  This issue is addressed more fully when the research methods are 

discussed. 

3.2.2.2 Initial Conditions 

The parameters in the model do not change over time.  Therefore, determination of how 

sensitive the  model behavior was to their levels was the same as assessment of initial 
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conditions.  Although the research initially included separate hypotheses to assess initial 

conditions, these hypotheses were successfully integrated with the determination of 

sensitive parameters. 

3.2.2.3 Regions of Operability 

The sensitive parameters were the focal points for determining the regions of operability 

for the model – and the modeling project management system.  The discussion of the 

model behavior outlines the regions of operability of the model.  Ultimately, no 

hypotheses were identified relative to the regions of operability. 

3.2.3 Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Analysis 
Hypotheses 

The quantitative system dynamics model is the apparatus for assessing the impact of 

modeling process risk management policies.  A base model was developed and 

parametric adjustments were applied to allow assessment of the behavioral changes that 

result.  Primarily, the assessment focused on comparison of the results from the proposed 

modeling process risk management policy to the results from existing modeling process 

risk management policies. 

3.2.3.1 Policy Parameters 

Determination of the sensitive parameters confirmed which model parameters should be 

used to define the policies.  The initial research indicated that the policies can be 

differentiated with four key general parameters (Table 15).  The experimental design 

confirmed that the model-ready versions of these parameters are ultimately required for 

defining policies. 
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Table 15. Defining Parameters for Modeling Process Risk Management Policies 

Parameter Description 
Resource Utilization Timing How the modeling process risk management resources 

are allocated through the course of the project. 
Risk Management Resource 
Levels 

Relative to the overall project work requirements, the 
quantity of resources committed to modeling process 
risk management activities, including assessment and 
discovery 

Discovery Activity Quality The effect of the modeling process risk management 
policy on overall modeler quality or effectiveness 

Discovery Activity Efficiency The efficiency with which modeling process risk 
management activities assess risks and discover 
weaknesses 

 

The timing parameter allows consideration of when resources are allocated to modeling 

process risk management.  The timing contributes to the how long tasks requiring rework 

reside in the project model, contributing to propagation of additional errors and reducing 

the effective modeling efficiency.  Similarly, the amount of resources committed to the 

project, relative to the overall project size, affects the rework dwell times.  The quality 

and efficiency of the weakness discovery activities contribute to when tasks requiring 

rework are discovered and can then be corrected. 

3.2.3.2 Policy Descriptions 

Integration of the modeling process risk management framework was initially planned to 

be assessed against three common scenarios, or policies, encountered in system dynamics 

modeling to determine which modeling process risk management policy is recommended 

for the system dynamics modeling process.  In addition to the proposed modeling process 

risk management policy, three existing policies were defined for comparison (Table 16).  

Other policies, variations on the traditional and as practiced policies, were defined during 

the course of model development, as system understanding increased. 
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Table 16. Modeling Process Risk Management Policies 

Policy Name Description 
Modeling Process Risk 
Management (MPRM) 

Utilizes the proposed policy from the research 

Recommended Risk 
Management 

Utilizes all of the modeling process risk management 
methods recommended within the current system 
dynamics method 

As Practiced Risk Management Utilizes a subset of the recommended risk 
management methods, without using focused selection 
methods 

No Risk Management (None) Utilizes none of the recommended risk management 
methods 

 

Each of these policies was defined by model-ready parameters that specified the defining 

policy parameters (Table 15).  These policy-specific levels (Table 17) were translated 

into values appropriate for the quantitative model. 

Table 17. Proposed Levels for Policy Parameters 

 Policy 
Parameter MPRM Recommended Practiced None 

Timing Varies during 
project 

Increasing from 
mid-range level 

Increasing from 
low level 

None 

Budgeted 
Resources 

20% 40% 20% 0% 

Effectiveness 
Potential 

Higher Normal Normal None 

Efficiency Higher Medium Medium Low 
 

Modeling of resource timing was incorporated with a look-up table that delivers 

percentage of peak resources, with the percentage determined by the project progress. 

 

The resource levels are based on survey information (Scholl 1995) from a broad cross-

section of modelers.  Their results indicate that approximately 20% of modeling 

resources are committed to risk management tasks.  However, their feedback indicates 

that this resource level utilizes only 50% of recommended risk management tasks.  This 

information sets the “Practiced” resource level baseline at 20 risk management work 

tasks for a project planned for 100 total work tasks.  The “Recommended” resource level 

requires all recommended risk management activities to be performed, doubling the 
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resource requirements to 40 tasks.  The resource level for the modeling process risk 

management policy is initially set at 20% of overall project tasks.  By definition, 

following a policy with no risk management activities reduces the task level to zero. 

 

The Practiced risk management policy was established as the baseline for modeling 

process risk management quality.  Because the proposed modeling process risk 

management policy strengthens the focus on overall modeling techniques, including the 

risk management tasks, the quality of tasks in that policy is set at a higher level. 

 

Similarly, the existing risk management policies establish the baseline for risk 

management efficiency.  Application of the proposed modeling process risk management 

strategies increases the efficiency of risk management tasks under this policy since the 

activities are focuses on specific risks, rather than being applied in a broader, unfocused 

manner. 

3.2.3.3 Policy Hypotheses 

The working hypotheses are that the integrated modeling process risk management 

framework is more effective than the existing policies, when considering total work 

effort, total project time, and delivered model quality (Table 18). 

Table 18. Policy-Focused Hypotheses 

No. Hypothesis 
1-1 The modeling process risk management policy is more effective for 

management of modeling process risks than the recommended system 
dynamics risk management policy. 

1-2 The modeling process risk management policy is more effective for 
management of modeling process risks than the practiced system dynamics 
risk management policy. 

1-3 The modeling process risk management policy is more effective for 
management of modeling process risks than a policy that does not manage 
modeling process risks. 
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4 Methods 
To meet the research objectives and deliver the outcomes, a system dynamics modeling 

process risk management framework was developed and integrated with the system 

dynamics modeling process.  The integrated process was tested by developing a system 

dynamics model of the project management process that system dynamics modelers 

apply.  The modeling process risk management framework utilizes the principles of the 

business risk management framework, having adapted them for the system dynamics 

modeling process. 

 

By using the business risk management process steps (Economist Intelligence Unit 1995) 

as the basis for the system dynamics modeling risk management framework, the gaps that 

need to be filled for the integration were easily identified (Table 19). 

Table 19. System Dynamics Modeling Process Risk Management Process Gaps 

Business Risk Management Framework Existing System Dynamics Method Gap 
Define business process objectives None 
Assess business risk for achieving the 
business process objectives 

 

Identification of the key risks Key risks are not identified. 
Determination of the sources of those 
risks 

Key risks are not sourced. 

Measurement of the likelihood of their 
occurrence and the significance of their 
occurrence to the process 

Key risks are not measured. 

Determine risk acceptance limits Client and modeler risk limits are not 
determined. 

Evaluate business controls for avoiding, 
transferring, and reducing business risks 

Process controls are not evaluated. 

Measure performance and identify 
performance gaps 

Risk management performance is not 
measured. 

Implement improvements and monitor 
process performance 

Risk management is not integrated with the 
system dynamics method. 

 

These gaps led to the identification of the research methods for this project.  The research 

tasks for this project were linked to closing these gaps (Table 20). 
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Table 20. Research Tasks 

Modeling Process Risk 
Management Needs 

Research Tasks 

Identify key risks. • Developed the SD modeling process risk 
dictionary 
o Utilized taxonomical methods to develop the 

system dynamics modeling process risk 
framework. 

o Utilized taxonomical methods to populate the 
system dynamics modeling process risk 
dictionary. 

Source key risks. • Demonstrated use of the system dynamics 
modeling process risk dictionary. 

Measure risk levels. • Defined measurement guidelines. 
Determine risk limits. • Defined modeling process risk measurement 

approaches. 
Assess risk management 
methods. 

• Developed the SD modeling process risk 
management methods database 
o Utilized taxonomical methods to develop the 

SD modeling process risk management 
methods framework. 

o Utilized taxonomical methods to populate the 
SD modeling process risk management 
methods database. 

o Utilized taxonomical methods to assess 
dimensional relationships that link risk 
measurement and risk management methods. 

Determine risk management 
gaps. 

• Demonstrated use of the system dynamics 
modeling process risk management database. 

Integrate the risk management 
framework with the system 
dynamics method. 

• Demonstrated integration with the system 
dynamics process. 

 
The business risk management approach was integrated within the system dynamics 

modeling method.  A system dynamics modeling process risk dictionary was developed 

to define the modeling process risks and identify common sources of modeling process 

risks. 

 

Applying the information analysis steps from taxonomy development to theory and 

application publications in the system dynamics literature, available risk management 
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methods were identified.  Linkages between this database and the modeling process risks 

database were established to allow risk management plans to be generated from the risk 

assessment process. 

 

The principles underlying the validation, verification, and accreditation (VV&A) process 

were assessed to determine how integration of the modeling process risk framework 

within the system dynamics method increased the capability of system dynamics models 

to be accredited within the VV&A framework. 

 

The validity and value of the modeling process risk management framework was 

demonstrated by applying the modeling process risk management approach to the 

development of a system dynamics model that quantitatively demonstrates the potential 

value of integrating the modeling risk management framework within the system 

dynamics method. 

4.1 Develop the System Dynamics Modeling Process Risk 

Dictionary 

The starting point for the research was the development of the modeling process risk 

dictionary (Figure 5).  Having that in place was a valuable predecessor to the modeling 

process risk management methods database and both were required to for integration with 

the system dynamics methodology. 

LinkagesFactorsAnalyzeDefineManageDevelopIntegration
LinkagesDatabaseFramework

Dictionary

Taxonomy

Framework

Taxonomy AssessRisks Methods Policies VV&AModelProcess

Measurement  
Figure 5. Research Map - Modeling Process Risk Dictionary 

Prior to this research, system dynamics modelers did not have access to a common set of 

definitions for the modeling process risks that they might encounter.  The assessment of 

modeling risks started with identifying the key modeling process risks in the modeling 

project.  As in the business risk framework, a key to success for the modeling process risk 
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management system is the utilization of a common language for describing the modeling 

process risks.  This common language forms the basis for the modeling process risk 

dictionary. 

 

The modeling process risk dictionary captures the common definitions and assists 

modelers in identifying and sourcing modeling process risks to achieving the objectives 

of their system dynamics models.  Using the modeling process risk dictionary reduces the 

variability that modelers and users have in their definitions of the various risks.  This 

increases the consistency in the understanding and identification of the modeling process 

risks. 

4.1.1 Taxonomy Development Methods 

Taxonomy development methods were applied to develop the system dynamics modeling 

risk dictionary and the modeling risk methods database.  The generic process for 

developing a taxonomy within an information technology environment (Table 10) was 

used as the basis for developing the modeling process risk dictionary.   

4.1.2 Developing the Modeling Process Risk Framework 

The taxonomy development process (Table 10) was used as the basis for developing the 

modeling process risk framework.  The analysis step generated the framework and led to 

the definition step which populated the modeling process risk dictionary.  The scope of 

this research encompassed the analysis step for both the modeling process risk dictionary 

and the modeling process risk management methods database. The scope also included 

the definition step through initial testing for both the modeling process risk dictionary 

and the modeling process risk management methods database.  Once developed, testing 

of the typologies focused on applications to previously documented modeling projects. 

 

Full implementation of the modeling process risk dictionary and the modeling process 

risk management methods database require long-term consideration and is, of necessity, 

beyond the scope of this research.  This is a key component envisioned as part of future 

work.  Documentation from the definition step makes the information available to system 
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dynamic modelers, the users of the dictionary.  The specific research tasks accomplished 

within each of the steps are described in the following sections. 

4.1.2.1 Information Analysis and Needs Analysis 

The starting point for the modeling process risk dictionary was the modeling process risk 

framework.  The framework (Figure 6) was aligned with the steps of the system 

dynamics modeling process (Table 1), supporting tight integration of modeling process 

risk management process with the overall modeling method. 

 

Focus on the modeling process identified modeling process risk framework items 

associated with the problem being modeled, development of the qualitative model, 

quantification of the model, testing of the model, and the policies considered. 

 

Recognition that the modeling process is really part of a larger problem solving process 

identified additional modeling process risk framework items necessary to fully manage 

the risks associated with a modeling project.  The additional framework items address the 

people who are part of the modeling project team, decision-making arising from the 

analysis of the policies, and implementation of selected policies (Table 21). 

Table 21. Modeling Process Risk Framework Item Identification 

Modeling Process Steps Problem Solving Process Framework Items 
Problem articulation Define the problem Problem 
 Determine problem solving 

approach 
 

 Project team assignment People 
Formulation of dynamic 
hypothesis 

Identify potential causes  

Formulation of a simulation 
model 

Develop alternative 
solutions 

Qualitative 
Quantitative 

Testing  Testing 
Policy design and analysis Analyze alternatives Policy 
 Select alternatives Decision-making 
 Implement selected 

alternatives 
Implementation 

 

Continuing to apply the taxonomy development process and focusing on user needs, an 

extensive review of system dynamics methodology literature, including theoretical, or 
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methodological, and applied, or model development, publications was conducted.  

Reviewing the methodological literature focused on capturing the perspectives of subject 

matter expertise.  Review of the applied, or model development, literature provided the 

user perspective that the taxonomy development process requires. 

 

The literature review confirmed the framework items that were identified by 

consideration of the modeling and problem solving processes.  A process-focused view of 

the modeling process risk framework (Figure 6) indicates the importance of considering 

risks prior to model building and also considering risks after the model has been utilized 

for policy analysis. 

Problem

People

Decision-Making

Implementation

Qualitative

Quantitative

Policy

Testing

Model Development

Problem

People

Decision-Making

Implementation

Qualitative

Quantitative

Policy

Testing

Model Development

 
 

Figure 6. System Dynamics Modeling Process Risk Framework 

In addition to the process-focused format, risk frameworks are often visualized in a tree 

format where the specific risks can be aligned with where they are most likely to impact 

the achievement of process objectives.  For the modeling process risk framework, the tree 

format branches are focused on the achievement of the learning and behavior 

improvement objectives (Figure 7).  This structure was used to classify the specific risks 

identified during the application of the information analysis steps in the taxonomy 

development method. 
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Figure 7. Modeling Process Risk Tree Diagram 
 

4.1.2.2 Populating the Modeling Process Risk Dictionary 

The analysis step of taxonomy development established the framework that provided the 

basis for populating the dictionary.  Then the literature review, focusing on both 

methodological research and applied theory, identified the risks that modelers could or 

have encountered during modeling projects.  Together, these results from the information 

analysis were then classified within the framework. 

 

Specific modeling process risks were defined by applying this risk definition template 

The risk that [specify the cause] will [impact desired outcomes] by [specify the 

effect/impact.] 

 

The desired outcomes for system dynamics modeling projects are consistent at a high 

level.  The project foci are: 

• increased understanding of how structure and policy impact behavior 

• behavior improvement through structure and policy change 

The potential effect or impact of each risk can be generally defined as “limiting the 

effectiveness or efficiency of the modeling project process.” 
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Therefore, the template applied to the definition of the specific modeling process risks is: 

The risk that [specify the cause] will [impact desired outcomes] reduce the 

value achieved or limit the depth, breadth, and/or accuracy of the system 

knowledge or understanding by [specify the effect/impact] by limiting the 

effectiveness or efficiency of the modeling project process. 

 

The template leads to definitions of the causes for the top level categories in the modeling 

process risk management framework items (Table 22).  These definitions assisted in the 

classification of the specific entries in the modeling process risk dictionary. 

Table 22. Modeling Process Risk Framework Definitions 

Category Cause 
Problem …problem definition or system dynamics suitability 
People …the people involved with the project 
Qualitative …the steps in qualitative model development 
Quantitative …the steps in quantitative model development 
Testing …the testing steps 
Policy …the policy analysis steps 
Decision-making …the decision-making approach 
Implementation …the improvement implementation steps 
 

The specific entries in the modeling process risk dictionary were identified by focusing 

on the environment, process, and information required for decision making for system 

dynamics modeling projects (Economist Intelligence Unit 1995).  Within each of these 

areas, preliminary consideration was given to determining the risks that, by their 

occurrence or absence, could impact the achievement of project objectives.  The 

preliminary risks were grouped within the top-level modeling process risk categories and 

then highly similar risks were grouped together to generate the final list of modeling 

process risks that form the current modeling process risk dictionary. 

 

A starting point for developing the preliminary list of modeling process risks was found 

in “Questions Model Users Should Ask – But Usually Don’t” (Sterman 2000).  Captured 

in these questions were potential modeling process risks (Table 23).  While this article 
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focused on the process, there were also risks identified that fell into the environmental or 

information for decision making groupings. 

Table 23. Potential Modeling Process Risks I 

Questions Potential Modeling 
Process Risks 

Purpose, Suitability, and Boundary  
• What is the purpose of the model? 
• What is the boundary of the model? Are the issues 

important to the purpose treated endogenously? What 
important variables and issues are exogenous, or excluded? 
Are important variables excluded because there are no 
numerical data to quantify them? 

• What is the time horizon relevant to the problem? Does the 
model include the factors that may change significantly over 
the time horizon as endogenous elements? 

• Is the level of aggregation consistent with the purpose? 

• Purpose 
• Boundary 
• Endogenous 

Behavior 
• Time Horizon 
• Aggregation 

Physical and Decision-Making Structure  
• Does the model conform to basic physical laws such as 

conservation of matter? Are all equations dimensionally 
consistent without the use of fudge factors? 

• Is the stock and flow structure explicit and consistent with 
the model purpose? 

• Does the model represent disequilibrium dynamics or does 
it assume the system is in or near equilibrium all the time? 

• Are appropriate time delays, constraints, and possible 
bottlenecks taken into account? 

• Are people assumed to act rationally and to optimize their 
performance? Does the model account for cognitive 
limitations, organizational realities, non-economic motives, 
and political factors? 

• Are the simulated decisions based on information the real 
decision makers actually have? Does the model account for 
delays, distortions, and noise in information flows? 

• Physical Laws 
• Dimensional 

Consistency 
• (S&F 

Consistency) 
• (Dynamics) 
• Delays and 

Limitations 
• Rational Behavior 
• Information for 

Decision Making 

Robustness and Sensitivity to Alternative Assumptions  
• Is the model robust in the face of extreme variations in input 

conditions or policies? 
• Are the policy recommendations sensitive to plausible 

variations in assumptions, including assumptions about 
parameters, aggregation, and model boundary? 

• Assumptions 
• Extreme Inputs 
• Extreme Policies 

Pragmatics and Politics of Model Use  
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Questions Potential Modeling 
Process Risks 

• Is the model documented? Is the documentation publicly 
available? Can you run the model on your own computer? 

• What types of data were used to develop and test the model 
(e.g., aggregate statistics collected by third parties, primary 
data sources, observation and field-based qualitative data, 
archival materials, interviews)? 

• How do the modelers describe the process they used to test 
and build confidence in their model? Did critics and 
independent third parties review the model? 

• Are the results of the model reproducible? Are the results 
“add-factored’ or otherwise fudged by the modeler? 

• How much does it cost to run the model? Does the budget 
permit adequate sensitivity testing? 

• How long does it take to revise and update the model? 
• Is the model being operated by its designers or by third 

parties? 
• What are the biases, ideologies and political agendas of the 

modelers and clients? How might these biases affect the 
results, both deliberately and inadvertently? 

• Documentation 
• Source Data 
• Testing 
• Reproducibility 
• Cost 
• Revision 
• Modelers’ Bias 
• Clients’ Bias 

(Adapted from Sterman, 2000, p. 852) 
 
Another source for suggesting modeling process risks was a proposed generalized testing 

approach (Randers 1980b).  This approach focused on consideration of a broad variety of 

system behavior characteristics that suggest potential modeling risks (Table 24), some of 

which were captured in the previous article. 

Table 24. Potential Modeling Process Risks II 

Behavior Characteristics Potential Modeling Process Risks 
Generate multiple behavior modes • Behavior Mode Generation 
Plausibility of causal structures • Causal Relationships 
Plausibility of parameter values [and 
dimensions] 

• Sensitive Parameters 
• Dimensional Consistency 

Compatibility of individual assumptions with 
established knowledge 

• Assumptions 

Internal consistency of the full structure • Consistency 
Completeness with which the model includes 
the mechanisms thought to generate the 
problem addressed. 

• Boundary 
• Endogenous Behavior 

 

This approach was repeated to continue to identify modeling process risks that needed to 

be addressed, as guided by published experts in the field.  As the initial focal points for 
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this portion of the research, these two articles generated a significant number of the 

preliminary modeling process risks. 

 

In addition to these types of articles, which focused on general methodology, another 

valuable approach developed from consideration of the various tests and techniques for 

discovering modeling processes errors or weaknesses.  By questioning why these tests or 

techniques were recommended, additional potential modeling process risks were 

identified. The contributions of all literature sources are indicated where they contributed 

to the final modeling process risk dictionary. 

 

To increase the consideration of environmental and information for decision making 

risks, further approaches for identifying modeling process risks was applied.  Business 

risks were identified in the business process risk management literature.  Careful 

consideration of those risks for more general business processes identified risks that 

applied to the more focused system dynamics modeling process, especially focused on 

inferences from information for decision making. 

 

The preliminary review of these sources identified many potential modeling process 

risks.  These initial sources were consolidated and aligned within the modeling process 

risk framework to eliminate duplication and reduce overlap to determine the final 

modeling process risk dictionary.  Definitions were completed by applying the modeling 

risk definition template.  The final modeling process risk dictionary provides modelers 

and clients with consistent definitions of modeling process risks so that they are speaking 

the same language when they are identifying, sourcing, and measuring modeling process 

risks for projects. 

 

Within the “Project” category, the modeling process risks focus on the upfront planning 

that should be associated with projects (Table 25).  In particular, the value of the project, 

from both key system dynamics objectives, potential for system improvement and 

increased understanding of system performance, is a critical risk to be understood.  

Determination of value is driven by clear understanding of the project objectives.  For 
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system dynamics to deliver optimum value, the system must exhibit strong endogenous 

behavior characteristics.  In addition to the system demonstrating these characteristics, 

the system dynamics methodology must be able to effectively model the system and 

capture the behavior.  An additional risk that is not often considered outside of the quality 

management community is the control status of the system being modeled.  A system that 

is not sufficiently under control can be difficult to model since the true state of the system 

is more difficult to discern and data associated with the system can be very “noisy.”  

Finally, the “politics” of the organization environment presents risks to all phases of the 

project. 

Table 25. Modeling Process Risks - Project 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
1.1.1 Economic Feasibility Risk  The risk that value to be achieved from improved 

system performance does not justify the project costs. 
1.1.2 System Knowledge Value 
Risk  

The risk that the value to be achieved from elicited 
system knowledge does not justify the project costs. 

1.1.3 System Endogenous 
Behavior Risk  

The risk that the problem system does not generate 
behavior endogenously. 

1.1.4 Methodology Risk  The risk that the system dynamics methodology is not 
a strong approach for eliciting system knowledge or 
driving system performance improvement. 

1.1.5 Politics Risk  The risk that the political environment in a client 
organization can affect the decision-making or system 
improvement implementation. 

1.1.6 Project Objectives Risk  The risk that the problem objectives are not clearly 
defined or are not achievable. 

1.1.7 System Control Risk  The risk that the level of control in the system, 
including components and people, does not allow it to 
be effectively modeled or improved. 

 

Within the People category, the modeling process risks focus on the people and the 

environment associated with projects (Table 26).  The systems thinking and system 

dynamics modeling experience levels of both the clients and the modelers have to be 

considered. 

 

In addition to their experience levels, the mindset of the modelers and project participants 

can also create risks for project success. Their prior experiences with the process or 
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modeling project can inject biases leading to poor model development, analysis, or 

utilization.  Therefore, risks are defined for modelers, clients, and subject matter experts. 

Table 26. Modeling Process Risks - People 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
1.2.1 Client System Experience 
Risk  

The risk that the experience level of system personnel 
affects their abilities to participate effectively in the 
modeling process. 

1.2.2 Modeler System 
Experience Risk  

The risk that the experience level of the modelers will 
affect their abilities to effectively model the system, 
elicit system knowledge, and determine system 
improvement recommendations. 

1.2.3 Mental 
Model/Preconception Risk  

The risk that the mental models of the modelers or the 
clients are significantly inaccurate. 

1.2.4 Philosophy/Bias/Ideology 
Risk  

The risk that the perspectives of system participants or 
modelers will affect their capabilities to utilize system 
thinking skills, techniques, and tools to understand and 
improve the problem system. 

1.2.5 Subject Matter Expertise 
Risk  

The risk that the subject matter expertise used for 
modeling the problem system is limited in level, 
breadth, or availability. 

 

Within the “Qualitative Model Development” category, the modeling process risks focus 

on the development of the qualitative model for the project (Table 27). 

 

This phase of the project initiates with the translation of the various mental models of 

project participants into preliminary and final qualitative models for the project.  Often, 

reference mode archetypes are applied to assist in the translation of the mental models 

into qualitative models. 

 

At all times throughout this phase of the project, it is important to maintain a focus on 

simplicity, balanced with the actual system complexity.  Another facet related to this type 

of risk involves the level of aggregation that is chosen for the modeling.  In this phase, 

the aggregation does not involve quantification issues, although aggregation level carries 

over to the quantification phase. 

 

The information used to develop the qualitative model brings risks associated with its 

validity.  Even without quantification, the stocks, flows, auxiliary variables, parameters, 
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and their relationships utilize source data, or information, for the development of the 

qualitative model.  This data drives the identification of variables, with a focus on the 

stocks and flows of materials and information.  Auxiliary variables and parameters that 

affect the stocks and flows have risks distinct from the identification of the primary 

stocks and flows.  Similarly, the identification and structure of co-flows can enter into the 

model.  Also bringing a different modeling approach to the models are decision making 

structures.  For all of these variables, the initial determination of their dimensions entails 

risks. 

 

With the identification of the variables, the focus shifts to the linkages between them.  

Risks can be associated with the polarity of individual links.  The identification of delays 

also bring risks into the process at this point.  The relationships define feedback loops 

that also face polarity risks and risks associated with how coherent they are logically. 

 

Throughout the development of the qualitative model, consideration must be given to the 

risks associated with the model boundary definition, both in what structures are 

considered to be endogenous and also the identification of the exogenous variables for 

the model. 

 

The final risk to be considered at this phase in the project is associated with the 

inferences that project participants will make as a result of the development of the 

qualitative model.  The risk can be seen as having both commission and omission 

perspectives.  The commission perspective is that an inference will be made that is not 

supported by the model or the information that serves as its foundation.   The omission 

perspective is that the project participants will not identify value-adding inferences that 

are fully supported by the qualitative model and its foundation information. 
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Table 27. Modeling Process Risks - Qualitative Model Development 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
2.1.1 Mental Model Translation 
Risk  

The risk that the mental models of the participants will 
not be captured effectively and translated into 
modeling elements well. 

2.1.2 Reference Mode 
Archetype Risk  

The risk that the use of a system modeling archetype 
from the reference mode will guide improper 
development of the model. 

2.1.3 Simplicity Risk  The risk that the model structure is simplified so much 
relative to the system complexity that the linkage 
between model and system is tenuous. 

2.1.4 Aggregation Level Risk  The risk that the aggregation level does not effectively 
model the problem system or that it creates a level of 
complexity that obscures system behavior. 

2.1.5 Qualitative Source Data 
Risk  

The risk that valid information necessary to 
qualitatively model the system is not readily available. 

2.1.6 Variables Identification 
Risk  

The risk that the primary variables included in the 
model, focusing on stocks and flows, do not represent 
the system structure well so that the behavior reflects 
the structure. 

2.1.7 Auxiliary Variable 
Identification Risk  

The risk that the auxiliary variables and links in a 
qualitative model are identified incorrectly. 

2.1.8 Co-flow Structure Risk  The risk that a co-flow situation in the system is not 
properly recognized and modeled. 

2.1.9 Decision-making 
Structure Risk  

The risk that a decision-making structure is not 
properly modeled. 

2.1.10 Link Polarity Risk  The risk that the polarity of links in a qualitative 
model are assigned incorrectly. 

2.1.11 Loop Definition Risk  The risk that the polarities of loops in a qualitative 
model are determined incorrectly, impacting structural 
inference. 

2.1.12 Loop Coherence Risk  The risk that loops in a qualitative model are not 
structurally coherent. 

2.1.13 Dimensional Unit 
Consistency Risk  

The risk that the units applied to structural elements in 
a qualitative model are not consistent. 

2.1.14 Parameter Identification 
Risk  

The risk that the sensitive parameters will not be 
properly identified in a qualitative model. 

2.1.15 Delay Identification Risk  The risk that the material and information delays in the 
system will not be properly identified in a qualitative 
model. 

2.1.16 Boundary Risk  The risk that the defined model boundary will affect 
inclusion of structural or policy elements to generate 
the endogenous system behavior. 

2.1.17 Exogenous Variable 
Identification Risk  

The risk that key exogenous variables are not correctly 
identified for a problem system. 
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Risk Name Risk Definition 
2.1.18 Structural Inference Risk  The risk that the inferences made from the model 

structure are not valid based on the available 
information. 

 

Within the “Quantitative Model Development” category, the modeling process risks 

focus on the development of the quantitative model for the project (Table 28). The initial 

risk encountered is associated with the understanding of the software that will be used to 

quantify and analyze the model. 

 

Many of the risks associated with the development of the quantitative model have 

counterparts in the development of the qualitative model.  The key difference between a 

pair of similar, qualitative and quantitative, risks involve the capability to actually 

observe model behavior as a result of quantification, creating a more objective viewpoint 

for the identification and management of risk sources. 

 

Modeling process risks that have both qualitative and quantitative counterparts include 

the quantification of the reference mode archetype and availability of quantitative data to 

support the model.  In addition, the quantification of the model components builds on the 

structural representation.  So, risk sources for the quantification of all parameters, 

endogenous and exogenous, are outlined.  These sources include both the values and their 

dimensions. 

 

Some of the risks in this phase of the project are directly associated with how the 

quantification of a qualitative relationship is developed.  This starts with the development 

of the equations that are driven by the structural linkages.  Another distinct risk while 

forming these relationships is associated with the development of non-linear 

relationships.  An additional risk source in the quantification of the model is the 

consideration of the physical properties of the system.  
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Prior to the focus on the behavior modes, the initial conditions for the system must be 

established.  Given that multiple initial condition sets are possible and can dramatically 

affect the system behavior, the risks associated with this situation should be considered. 

 

The quantification of the model allows behavior modes to be generated by the model.  

The first risk that can be considered is the time horizon for the model.  Consideration 

should be given to whether the time horizon is too short, not adequately displaying the 

system behavior.  The other extreme should also be considered, whether the time horizon 

is so long that behavior patterns are not readily apparent. 

 

The behavior modes dramatically expand the inference capabilities from the model and 

introduce inference sources similar to the structural inference risk sources.  Similar to the 

qualitative model inference, both omission and commission sources must be considered. 

 

The behavior modes also introduce the opportunity to address the risks associated with 

the model’s capability to generate behavior endogenously.  Linked to this is the 

identification of the sensitive parameters in the model system and how they are tuned to 

generate model behavior. 

 

The behavior of the model can also be subject to the effects of “noise,” or random effects, 

in the input data.  Understanding of the risks associated with input variation can be very 

significant at this phase in the modeling process. 

 

With the presence of the model behavior, risk sources associated with the mathematics of 

the modeling must be considered.  Initially, this is considered with the software 

utilization.  This captures the integration method being used.  Related to this is the choice 

of time step for the model and an understanding of how varying the time step affects 

model performance. 
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Table 28. Modeling Process Risks - Quantitative Model Development 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
2.2.1 Software Risk  The risk that the modeling software capabilities, 

including the integration method, impact the quality of 
the model. 

2.2.2 Reference Mode 
Quantitative Risk  

The risk that the theoretical reference mode does not 
accurately reflect true system behavior. 

2.2.3 Time Horizon Risk  The risk that the time horizon modeled is either too 
short or too long to effectively represent the system 
behavior. 

2.2.4 Quantitative Source Data 
Risk 

The risk that valid information necessary to 
quantitatively model the system is not readily 
available. 

2.2.5 Data Noise/Random 
Effects Risk  

The risk that random effects in the data will lead to 
improper quantification. 

2.2.6 Link Quantification Risk  The risk that auxiliary and flow rate links in a 
quantitative model are quantified incorrectly. 

2.2.7 Non-linear Relationships 
Risk  

The risk that non-linear relationships will be 
quantified incorrectly. 

2.2.8 Delay Quantification Risk The risk that the material and information delays in the 
system will not be properly quantified in a quantitative 
model. 

2.2.9 Parameter Quantification 
Risk  

The risk that the parameters will not be properly 
quantified in a quantitative model. 

2.2.10 Sensitive Parameter 
Quantification/Tuning Risk  

The risk that the sensitive parameters will not be 
properly quantified and tuned in a quantitative model. 

2.2.11 Exogenous Variable 
Quantification Risk  

The risk that key exogenous variables are not correctly 
quantified for a quantitative model. 

2.2.12 Physical Properties Risk  The risk that physical properties or flows will not be 
modeled correctly, including violations of physical 
laws. 

2.2.13 Time Step Risk  The risk that the time step selected for the quantitative 
model will improperly reflect the system dynamics. 

2.2.14 Dimensional 
Quantification Consistency Risk  

The risk that the values applied to structural elements 
in a quantitative model are not consistent with the 
units assigned to the elements. 

2.2.15 Model Endogenous 
Behavior Risk  

The risk that the model behavior will not effectively 
demonstrate the endogenous behavior of the system. 

2.2.16 Initial Conditions 
Quantification Risk  

The risk that initial conditions are not properly 
quantified for the model. 

2.2.17 Initial Conditions Risk  The risk that the sensitivity of the system dynamics to 
the initial conditions is not properly identified. 

2.2.18 Behavioral Inference 
Risk  

The risk that the inferences made from the model 
behavior are not valid based on the available 
information. 
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Within the Testing category, the modeling process risks focus on those that might be 

encountered when applying tests and techniques for managing risks (Table 29). 

 

Modelers and project participants both have to consider their understanding of available 

modeling process risk management tools and techniques.  This understanding has to 

include the steps for applying those methods, when they should be applied, and which 

modeling process risks can be managed with a particular tool or technique. 

 

When testing the model, it is important to understand the operating range for both the 

system and the model.  The value of the model increases as it demonstrates capability to 

perform across the full range of realistic conditions that the system could face.  

Particularly in the presence of the non-linear relationships that drive system behavior, 

models that perform well in one set of conditions might not deliver appropriate behaviors 

in broader sets of conditions.  This same set of concerns applies to the initial conditions 

that drive the model.  While many models might utilize real world conditions, they might 

also face a variable set of initial conditions that could significantly affect model behavior. 

 

Finally, the project faces challenges associated with interpreting the knowledge that is 

elicited by the testing process.  This risk is similar to the inference risks that are 

encountered during the model development phases of the process. 

Table 29. Modeling Process Risks - Testing 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
3.1.1 Testing Methods Risk  The risk that testing methods are not well understood, 

poorly applied, and/or inefficiently used. 
3.1.2 System Operating Range 
Risk  

The risk that the model does not demonstrate 
acceptable behavior across the full range of realistic 
operating conditions. 

3.1.3 Robustness Risk  The risk that the model does not function well for a 
breadth of realistic starting conditions and/or 
parameters. 

3.1.4 Testing Inference Risk  The risk that the inferences made from testing methods 
do not elicit correct system or model knowledge. 
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Within the Policy category in the Model Use chapter of the dictionary, the modeling 

process risks focus on the definition, utilization, understanding and analysis of policies 

(Table 30). 

 

The risks start with consideration of the policies that are assessed with the model that has 

been developed.  Key to this consideration is that the policies under consideration offer 

realistic opportunities for improving system performance and/or understanding. 

 

With the policies identified, then the model must be capable of supporting analysis of the 

alternatives.  Often, models work fine for the base policy under consideration, or the 

existing policy.  However, when the system is subjected to changes in the policy, the 

model does not generate behavior that project participants view as potentially realistic. 

 

In addition to realistic pattern prediction, risks can be encountered in understanding how 

the structures in the model relate to behaviors in the real system.  The value of the project 

can be significantly affected by the extent to which project and system participants can 

link model behavior with system behavior. 

 

While it might be possible to readily link the model and system behaviors, the model 

structures might also suffer from being too complex to be readily understood or explain 

system behavior.  On the other hand, the model might be so simple that model users do 

not believe that model behavior actually represents real system behavior. 

Table 30. Modeling Process Risks - Policy 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
3.2.1 Policy Alternatives Risk  The risk that the policy alternatives considered will be 

too narrow, too broad, or unrealistic. 
3.2.2 Pattern Prediction Risk  The risk that the model does not effectively predict the 

system behavior pattern in the presence of structural, 
or policy, changes. 

3.2.3 Model Transparency Risk  The risk that the model behavior can not be easily 
linked to the model structure. 

3.2.4 Model Complexity Risk The risk that the model structure is so complex that 
understanding is limited about the resulting model 
behavior. 
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Within the Decision-Making category in the Model Use chapter of the dictionary, the 

modeling process risks focus on the effects of the decision-making process used in the 

project (Table 31). 

 

In addition to the decision-making process itself, risks in this category explicitly focus on 

the criteria by which policies are considered and decisions are made.  Although system 

dynamics modeling focuses on system behavior, rather than point estimates of 

performance, many modeling projects still consider point estimates for decision making. 

 

Regardless of whether behaviors or point estimates are used, consideration should be 

given to the whether effective measures of system behavior have been identified.  

Although these effects should initially be considered when the reference mode, or modes, 

is identified during the project development step, the focus on decision-making requires 

brings a different perspective on the risk management need. 

 

Finally, consideration of the effects of project documentation of the project is captured in 

this category.  In addition to supporting policy decision-making, the project 

documentation also supports long-term utilization and understanding of the system and 

the model.  Effective documentation also contributes to opportunities to expand the use of 

one model for addressing other problems with the same system or for applying the model 

to similar systems. 

Table 31. Modeling Process Risks - Decision-Making 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
4.1.1 Decision-Making Risk  The risk that the decision-making approach will be 

limited or faulty in execution or timeliness. 
4.1.2 Performance 
Measurement Risk  

The risk that the actual reference mode does not 
provide an effective indicator of system behavior. 

4.1.3 Point Estimate Prediction 
Risk  

The risk that the model does not effectively and 
accurately predict specific system behavior at a 
specific time. 

4.1.4 Documentation Risk  The risk that the modeling project documentation will 
affect the level of understanding or the value achieved 
from the modeling project.  This risk must be 
considered for both the short-term and over a longer 
time period. 
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Within the Implementation category, the modeling process risk focuses on what is 

encountered during the implementation phase of the project (Table 32).  Consideration of 

this risk should include not only the immediate benefits of policy implementation, but 

also the long-term, or sustainable, benefits anticipated from the project. 

Table 32. Modeling Process Risks - Implementation 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
4.2.1 Implementation Risk  The risk that the level of implementation of 

recommendations from the modeling project will 
affect the value achieved. 

 

While the modeling process risks should always be subject to review, the dictionary 

should not change often now that the initial research is completed. 

 

4.2 Assessing the System Dynamics Modeling Process Risk 

Dictionary 
The modeling process risk dictionary provides the common ground for identifying key 

risks in the modeling process.  However, successful risk management requires the 

identification of the key risk sources, since the likelihood and significance of the risk 

sources are what are actually measured.  Currently, the system dynamics methodology 

does not explicitly source risks.  Rather, the process focuses on exposing weaknesses in 

the models and then working to remove the weaknesses or otherwise strengthening the 

model.  As noted previously, the variety of weaknesses can serve as a starting point for 

the risks in the modeling risk dictionary. 

 
Identifying modeling process risk sources served as the initial test of the modeling 

process risk dictionary – both the framework and the risk definitions.  As noted before, 

the review of testing literature provided the basis for this consideration.  Modeling project 

publications from the literature served as proxies for users and content managers.  This 

approach provided access to many more modelers and their projects than would 

otherwise have been possible during the research window. 
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The research utilized existing, documented projects associated with the modeling process 

risk management research to align the key risks and risk sources with the sources 

identified by the methods outlined in the research.  No additional modeling process risks 

were identified by this step.  The development of these models, utilizing the traditional 

system dynamics modeling process, was described in previous research and provided a 

benchmark for the improvements to be derived from applying the improved approach. 

 

The modeling process risk management assessment approach was applied to these 

projects to determine if the key modeling process risks for the projects could be identified 

with the risk-based approach.  The assessment confirmed the linkages between the 

methods outlined in their research and the modeling process risks that their methods 

would address.  The next application of the modeling process risk dictionary was with the 

development of the project management model. 

 

Note that there is no attempt at this point in the modeling process risk management 

framework to determine how to manage the specific modeling process risks for that 

project.  The first step is to identify and source the modeling process risks.  Developing 

the modeling process risk management plan requires measurement of the risk levels for 

each of the modeling process risk sources which are identified. 

 

Often, modeling process risk source identification starts while identifying the key 

modeling process risks.  An important challenge when a key modeling process risk is 

suggested is to identify one or more sources for the occurrence of that modeling process 

risk in the project.  In the absence of an identifiable source, the modeling process risk 

should not be maintained as a key modeling process risk for the particular project.  

Historical process data, process participant experiences, or the modeler’s knowledge can 

indicate the presence of a modeling process risk in a particular project. 
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4.3 Define Modeling Process Risk Measurement Guidelines 
The final step in assessing the modeling process risks for a project is to measure the 

anticipated risk levels for the sources.  The existing system dynamics method does not 

explicitly differentiate risks.  Modeling process risk measurement provides guidance 

about which modeling process risk management methods will be most efficient and 

effective for the project. 

 

The modeling process risk management framework includes tools for assessing the 

probability of modeling process risk sources being encountered in projects and then 

assessing the significance of those modeling process risk sources on project objectives if 

the sources are actually encountered.  Measuring the likelihood and significance of the 

risk sources along these dimensions provides guidance to how critical the modeling 

process risks are to the project (Table 33). 

Table 33. Risk Criticality 

Significance 

High 
(III) Not likely to occur, but 
would critically affect the 

project if it occurs 

(IV) Very likely to occur and 
will critically affect the project 

when it occurs 

Low 
(I) Probably will not occur 
and, even if it does, will not 
critically affect the project 

(II) Very likely to occur, but 
not a critical effect to the 

project 
 Low High 

Likelihood 
 
This classification scheme was developed for this application by applying dimensions 

similar to those used in the business risk management framework (Economist Intelligence 

Unit 1995).  This dimensional analysis also contributed to the modeling process risk 

methods taxonomical analysis. 

 
“Likelihood” refers to how likely modelers and users believe that a modeling process risk 

is anticipated to occur in the project, independent of the significance of the risk.  For 

example, if the project is being developed by a first-time modeler with no experience, 

then the likelihood of Modeler Risk, which captures the risks to project success 

associated with the experience level of the system dynamics modeler, might be 
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considered “High.”  However, if the project were being developed by a group of 

experienced modelers who have worked with similar systems in the past, then the 

likelihood of Modeler Risk might be considered “Low.” 

 

“Significance” captures the effect of the risk on the achievement of process objectives, if 

the risk actually occurs, and, therefore is independent of the likelihood.  For example, if 

Modeler Risk were to occur on a project, the result could be very limited learning and no 

significant structural or policy improvements.  Given the lack of a valuable contribution 

from the project, this significance would be considered “High.” 

 

Within the risk management field, risk measurement, both the significance and the 

likelihood axes, has generated much disagreement regarding the importance of precision 

on both scales.  Fortunately, the philosophy of system dynamics contributes well to 

minimizing these disagreements.  The system dynamics paradigm focuses more on 

consistency than on exact values.  This is the same paradigm that contributes to success 

with the risk measurement guidelines.  In addition, a fall-back position that many 

organizations have taken is to be very conservative in both scales, leaning toward higher 

likelihood and significance levels.  However, this reduces the value to be achieved from 

the risk management framework since risks are more likely to be managed with higher 

resource levels. 

 

Application of the modeling process risk measurement guidelines is demonstrated with 

the project management system dynamic model development. 

4.4 Define Modeling Process Risk Measurement Approaches 

The current system dynamics method does not require risk measurement.  To benefit 

from the risk management framework, a risk measurement process must be applied to 

guide modelers and system participants in measuring the modeling process risks in their 

projects. 
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Within the business risk management process, the general approach to risk measurement 

includes these steps. 

1. Reach consensus on measurement scale for likelihood. 

2. Measure likelihood of occurrence for key risk sources in this project. 

3. Reach consensus on measurement scale for significance. 

4. Measure significance of the impact of key risk source occurrence on the project 

objectives related to system understanding and improvement. 

 

Commonly, 10-point scales (1-10) are used to elicit the measurements results for each 

risk (Table 34).  The anchors in the example scale are not nearly as important as the 

conversations that occur between modelers, system participants, and model users.  The 

10-point scale allows participants to provide some differentiation that triggers discussion.  

For risk measurement purposes, the measurement process needs to yield “high” or “low” 

determinations on both scales for the key risk sources. 

Table 34. Example Risk Measurement Scales 

Measurement Likelihood Significance 
1 Extremely unlikely Unnoticeable impact 
2 Highly unlikely Very low impact level 
3 Unlikely Definite insignificant impact 
4 More unlikely More insignificant 
5 Somewhat unlikely Somewhat insignificant 
6 Somewhat likely Somewhat significant 
7 More likely More significant 
8 Likely Definite significant impact on the system 
9 Highly likely Significant impact beyond the system 
10 Will occur Significant broadly beyond the project system 

 
While the measurement process can be completed by the modeler, significant benefits 

can be derived from the involvement of the system participants.  Their input increases 

their understanding of the modeling process and how their concerns will be addressed 

during the process.  In addition, this exercise can contribute to an improved environment 

for their involvement in gathering system information for the model building portions of 

the process.  So, the risk measurement exercise itself can, and should be rightfully 

viewed, as a risk management method. 
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As mentioned, application of the modeling process risk measurement guidelines is 

demonstrated with the project management system dynamic model development. 

4.5 Develop the Modeling Process Risk Management Methods 

Database 
DictionaryFramework LinkagesFactorsAnalyzeDefineManageDevelopIntegrationTaxonomy AssessRisks Policies VV&AModelProcess

Taxonomy

Linkages

Methods

Framework

Database

 
Figure 8. Research Map - Modeling Process Risk Management Methods 

After identification, sourcing, and measurement of the modeling process risks, the 

modeling process risk management framework encourages modelers to utilize the 

appropriate methods for managing risks (Figure 8).  These methods include practices in 

the modeling process, assessment of model attributes, and tests of model structure and 

policies.  The risk measurement results point modelers toward the appropriate, value-

adding modeling process risk management methods for their particular project. 

Simply pointing the modelers in the right direction is insufficient unless they have a 

significant level of system dynamics modeling experience from which they can draw to 

identify and use the appropriate modeling process risk management methods.  To 

alleviate this challenge, a survey of system dynamics literature was conducted to capture 

common methods that are being used or are recommended and to provide information 

necessary for modelers to efficiently and effectively match modeling process risk 

management tools and techniques with the challenges that they are facing on specific 

projects. 

4.5.1 Populate the Modeling Process Risk Management Methods 
Database 

Modelers did not have access to a well-defined testing database, much less a broad 

database focused on all of the modeling process risk management methods.  To assist 

modelers in applying the appropriate practices, assessment techniques, and tests, a 
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database was developed to define these tools and guide modelers’ understanding of the 

capabilities of the methods and how to properly apply them.  Using dimensions common 

to each taxonomy or typology, the modeling process risk management methods database 

was then linked to the modeling process risk dictionary.  In addition to targeting 

modeling process risk management methods based on the project risk measurement 

results, these linkages provide the bases for documentation of the modeling process risk 

management planning and results. 

 

To initialize the modeling process risk management method database, the primary system 

dynamics and simulation texts and journals were reviewed, extending back to 

publications from the early 1960's. 

 

Forrester (Forrester 1961) proposed an initial comprehensive set of methods for 

improving models and projects.  He also introduced the concept of the “Ultimate Test,” 

which focused on the value that a system dynamics project brought to the developers and 

users.  Coyle (Coyle 1976) focused on six particular aspects of models. 

 

In 1980, a book presented papers from a late 1970’s conference focused on the system 

dynamics methodology (Randers 1980a).  Many of the papers in this book contributed 

methods.  Forrester and Senge provided an updated comprehensive set of seventeen tests 

and techniques (Forrester and Senge 1980).  In fact, at first review, their set contains the 

longest list of methods.  Senge collaborated with Mass to contribute another method that 

focused on assessment of model results behaviors (Mass and Senge 1980).  Hamilton 

brought focus to the assessment of delay structures in models (Hamilton 1980).  Tank-

Nielson demonstrated an alternative approach to sensitivity analysis (Tank-Nielsen 

1980).  Peterson outlined the many uses of full information maximum likelihood outcome 

functions (FIMLOF) for both parameter estimation and assessment (Peterson 1980). 

 

In 1981, Richardson and Pugh published a manual for the use of Dynamo software as the 

basis for developing system dynamics models (Richardson and Pugh 1981).  Within their 
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process, they included a comprehensive set of fourteen methods for assessing model 

performance and value. 

 

In the early 1980’s, the concept of partial model testing was outlined (Homer 1983).  

While this method did not introduce any new methods for testing particular model 

components, it did demonstrate how to utilize other tools and techniques on sub-sections 

of models. 

 

In the mid 1980’s, Barlas focused doctoral research on the development of methods and 

processes for significantly improving the assessment of models.  He suggested an initial 

focus on direct assessment of the model structure, utilizing empirical and theoretical 

bases for the assessment (Barlas 1985a; Barlas 1985b).  Along with the direct assessment, 

he developed a set of statistical-focused methods for assessment of the structure by 

inferences from the behavior of the model (Barlas 1989).  Finally, he proposed a 

comprehensive set of methods, integrating his methods and other available methods 

(Barlas 1996). 

 

Mass developed a set of methods that focused on model assessment when surprise, or 

unanticipated, model behaviors were generated (Mass 1991).  These methods provided 

modelers with methods for assessing whether the surprise behaviors were viable in the 

real system being modeled. 

 

Finally, Sterman presented the most recent comprehensive set of methods for assessing 

model performance (Sterman 2000). He consolidated much previous work into a set of 

twelve tools and techniques. 

 

These sources identified the initial set of 76 methods for consideration.  The next step in 

the research was to develop and refine a set of fields that could be used for classifying 

these methods for further analysis and utilization by modelers. 
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Although beyond the scope of this research, future research can be conducted using 

modeling process risk management methods from other fields, including statistics, chaos 

theory, and non-linear dynamics, to identify emerging candidates for system dynamics 

modeling process risk management methods that yield more efficient, effective, or 

objective results. 

4.5.2 Develop the Modeling Process Risk Management Database 
Record Format 

Within the database, after the identification fields are populated, the modeling process 

risk management methods are classified by the classification fields.  The collection of 

fields work together to fully identify and classify the methods.  The full record, along 

with a brief description of the fields and an example method are displayed in Table 35. 

Table 35. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Record 

Field Description Example 
Method Name Descriptive name for the risk 

management method name 
Structure Verification 

Source Reference Source of information regarding 
the method 

Forrester & Senge, 1980 

Source Reference 
Family Name 

Unique identifier for the method, 
combining the source reference 
abbreviation with the number of 
the method within the family 

F&S 1 

Objectives/Purposes Describe why the method is used 
and what potential outcomes are 
targeted 

Determine that there is no 
contradiction between the 
knowledge about the structure 
of the real system and the 
structure of the model 

Improve Model 
and/or Increase 
Confidence 

Classifies the method by whether 
it primarily focuses on 
improving the performance of 
the model or increasing the 
confidence of users of the model 

Improve Model 

Class/Sub-Class Class of the method and a 
subclass, if appropriate 

Structure 

Model Type 
(Qualitative/ 
Quantitative) 

Type of model needed to apply 
the method 

Qualitative 

Focus (Structure/ 
Parameters/Policy) 

Model elements on which the 
method focuses 

Structure 
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Field Description Example 
Methods/Tools/ 
Procedures 

Steps required to apply the 
method 

1) Use modeler’s personal 
knowledge about the system 
and compare it to the model. 
2) Review the model 
assumptions with persons who 
are highly knowledgeable 
about corresponding parts of 
the real system. 
3) Compare model 
assumptions to descriptions of 
decision-making and 
organizational relationships 
found in relevant literature. 

Decision 
Requirements 

Indicates what modeling 
components are required for 
making risk assessment 
decisions. These components 
include: project objectives, 
mental models, model structure 
(qualitative), data (quantitative), 
and/or policies. 

Mental Models, 
Structure (Qualitative) 

Requirements Class Classifies the method by the first 
available decision requirement 
(Early) and the last available 
decision requirement (Late). 

Early: 2 (Mental Models) 
Late: 3 (Structure 
(Qualitative)) 

Test/Technique Indicates whether the method 
qualifies as a test by indicating 
an objective or hypothesis, a 
defined method, and decision 
making criteria 

Test 

Modeling Process 
Risk Management 
Quadrant 

Indicates the modeling process 
risk management quadrant (1, 2, 
3, or 4)  

3 (Test) 

Effectiveness 
Potential 

Assesses the methodology 
documentation by determining if 
inputs (1), steps (2), decision 
criteria (4), and action responses 
(8) are present. 

7 (Inputs, Steps, and Decision 
Criteria) 

 
For error testing methods, additional fields were described, applying a framework 

inspired by null hypothesis significance testing methods (Table 36).  This framework 

brings focus to the hypotheses that are tested, the methods utilized, the assessment 
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criteria, the response or action indicated by the assessment, and the risks associated with 

testing decisions. 

Table 36. Modeling Process Risk Management Test Additional Fields 

Field Description 
Credibility Hypotheses 
• Null (H0 The claim that the test is trying to assess. ) 
• Alternate (H1 An alternative to the null claim. ) 
Criteria The criteria by which an acceptance or rejection decision will 

be reached. 
Action/Response 
• Accept Describes what actions or responses should be taken if the test 

hypothesis is accepted. 
• Reject Describes what actions or responses should be taken if the test 

hypothesis is rejected. 
Risks 
• Type I (α-related) Describes the risks that could be encountered if the hypothesis 

is rejected, but is actually correct. 
• Type II (β-related) Describes the risks that could be encountered if the hypothesis 

is accepted, but is actually wrong. 
 
However, other researchers, primarily Barlas (Barlas 1989), have indicated that the use of 

statistical-based testing methods is not particularly productive for system dynamics, and 

other time series-oriented modeling methods.  In fact, they strongly suggest that focusing 

on that approach can lower the value to be obtained from system dynamics modeling. 

 

While the principles associated with null hypothesis significance testing proved quite 

useful in the identification of fields for inclusion in the modeling process risk 

management methods database, the additional fields for tests, based specifically on the 

null hypothesis significance testing approach, were not populated during this research.  

This decision was made in response to the other research and also the weak 

documentation for the methods.  Future research could focus specifically on this aspect of 

modeling process risk management. 

 

It is important to note that the intention of this research was to initialize the risk 

management methods database, not to complete it, based on a comprehensive review of 
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literature to date.  New methods and understanding emerge regularly and the database 

should be as dynamic as the systems whose models it supports. 

4.5.3 Populate the Modeling Process Risk Management Database 
Record Fields 

The modeling process risk management database captures both identification, or 

descriptive, and classification information for each method. 

 

The identification or description fields provide a name for the method, indicate the 

source, and then incorporate a unique identifier based on an abbreviation of the source 

authors.  In addition, the method, or steps, describes how the method is applied. 

 

The classification fields start by capturing the method objectives.  The assessment focus 

of the method, either improving the model or increasing confidence in the model, is 

indicated. 

 

Then, the method class and sub-class are identified, based on the classification tree 

(Figure 9). 

System Dynamics 
Modeling Project

Project Boundary
Adequacy Structure Integration Behavior

Parameters

Dimensions

Extremes

Prediction

Reproduction

Sensitivity

Surprise

System Dynamics 
Modeling Project

Project Boundary
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Parameters

Dimensions

Extremes

Prediction

Reproduction

Sensitivity

Surprise
 

Figure 9. Organization of Modeling Process Risk Management Methods 
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The type of model required for assessment is indicated, either qualitative or quantitative.  

Determination that a quantitative model is required implies a qualitative model to support 

development of the quantitative model. 

 

Determination of model type, along with an understanding of the method objectives, 

contributes to an understanding of the model assessment focus, whether it is the structure, 

parameter values, or behavior. 

 

The decision requirements are determined from the method objectives and methods.  

Multiple requirements can be selected from: project objectives, mental models, 

qualitative models, quantitative models, and policy alternatives.  The decision 

requirements then support the requirements class, which is determined from 

consideration of the how the earliest and latest decision requirements are aligned (Table 

37). 

 

The requirements class indicates the status of the method within the phases of the system 

dynamics modeling process.  Although the modeling process is iterative, this 

classification approach assumes a more sequential modeling approach. 

Table 37. Alignment of Decision Requirements within Project Phases 

 

The Early Requirements classification indicates when the first decision requirement is 

available for a method (Table 38).  For example, a method that requires project objectives 

for decision making would have that component available during the first phase of the 

project.  This method receives an Early Requirements class of 1.  However, policy 

alternatives, which require the model design to be finalized, are not available until much 

Project Phase Project Step Decision Requirement 
Project Planning Problem Objectives 
 People  
Model Development Qualitative Qualitative Model 
 Quantitative Quantitative Model 
Model Analysis Testing  
 Policy Alternatives Policy Alternatives 
Model Use Decision-Making  
 Implementation  
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later in the project.  Methods which focus on policy alternatives without requiring other 

decision requirements would receive an Early Requirements class of 5. 

Table 38. Early Requirements Classification Codes 

  Project 
Planning 

Model 
Development 

Model 
Analysis 

Model Use 

Decision 
Requirements C
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Objectives 1         
Mental Models 2         
Qualitative Model 3         
Quantitative Model 4         
Policy Alternatives 5         
 

The Late Requirements classification indicates when the last decision requirement is 

available for a method (Table 39).  For example, a method that requires a qualitative 

model, but not a quantitative model or policy alternatives, would receive a Late 

Requirements class of 3.  However, if policy alternatives are required, then the method 

would receive a Late Requirements class of 5.  For a given method, the Late 

Requirements class has to be equal to or greater than the Early Requirements class value. 

 

Table 39. Late Requirements Classification Codes 

Decision Components 
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Planning 
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Development 

Model 
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Objectives 1         
Mental Model 2         
Qualitative Model 3         
Quantitative Model 4         
Policy Alternatives 5         
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The color codes for the Early and Late Classifications provide the capability to determine 

the status of utilizing methods from an efficiency perspective (Table 40). 

Table 40. Decision Requirements Classification Color Coding Scheme 

Color 
Code 

Early Late 

Green At least one of the decision 
requirements necessary for applying 
the method, to manage modeling 
process risks from this phase, is 
available. 

(Excellent Timing) The method can be 
applied at the time that all decisions 
components are available and when 
the modeling process risks are 
expected to be encountered. 

Yellow n/a (Moderate Delay and Rework) The 
decision requirements necessary to 
apply the method are not available to 
manage the modeling process risks 
during the immediate phase when they 
are expected to be encountered. 

Red None of the decision requirements 
necessary for applying the method, to 
manage the modeling process risk 
from this phase, are available. 

(High Delay and Rework) The 
decision requirements necessary to 
apply the method are not available to 
manage the modeling process risks 
until significantly later in the 
modeling process.. 

Blue n/a (Method Replication) All of the 
decision requirements for the method 
were available earlier in the process.  
Applying the method at a later phase 
could replicate the insight from other 
methods. 

 

From an early perspective, a method either has no decision requirements available or has 

at least one decision requirement available.  If there are no decision requirements 

available, then the method cannot provide valuable modeling process risk management 

insights and should be used at that point in the process.  However, if at least one decision 

requirement is available, then it is possible to at least initiate use of the method.  So, 

methods are classified as either Red (no decision requirements available) or Green (at 

least one decision requirement available). 

 

From the late perspective, the situation is more complex.  The classification provides 

insight about when all decision requirements are available.  Complete availability 
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increases the effectiveness of the method to provide insight since all information is 

available for interpreting method results.  Timely availability affects efficiency.  If 

modeling process risks cannot be managed when they enter the project, then the 

likelihood of errors building on undiscovered errors increases.  This leads to increased 

rework in a project. 

 

The best situation is for all of the decision requirements to become available when the 

modeling process risks are anticipated to be encountered.  Applying the method then 

maximizes effectiveness while minimizes delays that could lead to rework.  This situation 

is coded as Green.  If the final decision requirement for a method is not available until 

after the next phase of the project, then effectiveness is reduced moderately and rework 

volume can be anticipated to rise moderately.  This situation is coded as Yellow.  If the 

all of the decision requirements are not available until significantly later in the project, 

then the effectiveness of the method is much lower and the potential rework volume can 

increase substantially.  This situation is coded as Red. 

 

Finally, it was also noted that all decision requirements could be available earlier in the 

project than when a method is applied.  While the availability of the components supports 

maximum effectiveness from applying the method, the delay can lead to repeat 

applications of the method later in the project, diverting resources from more valuable 

methods.  In addition, applying the replicated tests can lead to unnecessary rework if false 

positive results are encountered.  This situation is coded as Blue. 

 

To fully assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the methods from this perspective, 

consideration has to be given to both the early and late requirements classifications for a 

method (Table 41).  Knowing when a method could start being valuable (the Early 

Requirements class) and when it can be most effective (the Late Requirement class) 

supports optimal efficiency for applying methods on a just-in-time basis from the 

perspective of when the decision requirements are available during the process phases.  

These relationships can be displayed with a focus on either the Early Requirement (Table 

42) or the Late Requirement (Table 43). 
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Table 41. Early and Late Combination Classification Scheme 

Early Late Classification Implication 
Green Green Green All decision requirements are available exactly when 

needed. 
Yellow Yellow All decision requirements are available with moderate 

delay from when the modeling process risks could be 
encountered.  The delay should contribute to only 
moderate project rework. 

Red Red All decision requirements are available with 
significant delay from when the modeling process 
risks could be encountered.  As a result, high rework is 
possible. 

Blue Blue The decision requirements are available, but use leads 
to method replication. 

Red Green Black Because none of the decision requirements are 
available, the method is considered unavailable to 
manage the modeling process risks. 

Yellow 
Red 
Blue 

 

Methods that do not require the project objectives, at least as indicated in their 

documentation, are not available to the modeler until after the first project phase, Project 

Planning.  These methods, with an Early code of greater than 2, are classified as 

“unavailable” because none of the necessary decision requirements have been developed 

at this phase in the project.  As a result, modelers who attempt to utilize these methods 

will make uninformed decisions that, at best, just use project resources and, at worst, 

could introduce errors into the development of the model. 
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Table 42. Classification Results – Organized by Early Class 

  Project 
Planning 
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Model Analysis Model Use 
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1 1         
1 2         
1 3         
1 4         
1 5         
2 2         
2 3         
2 4         
2 5         
3 3         
3 4         
3 5         
4 4         
4 5         
5 5         
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Table 43. Classification Results – Organized by Late Class 

  Project 
Planning 

Model 
Development 

Model Analysis Model Use 
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1 1         
1 2         
2 2         
1 3         
2 3         
3 3         
1 4         
2 4         
3 4         
4 4         
1 5         
2 5         
3 5         
4 5         
5 5         

 

For an example of how the Classification is determined from the Early and Late 

Requirements, consider a method that requires project objectives and a quantitative 

model for its application.  Therefore, it would have an Early class of 1 and a Late class of 

4.  Because it has the project objectives available, it can offer value to modeling process 

risks that are encountered in the first phase of the project.  However, because the 

quantitative model is required, the method is not fully available until much later in the 

project.  Therefore, it receives a Classification result of red for Phase 1.  For modeling 

process risks that manifest during the development of the qualitative model, the delay is 

reduced and the Classification result is upgraded to Yellow.  For modeling process risks 

that could occur during the development of the quantitative model, this timing of this 

method is ideal.  For modeling process risks that could occur later in the project, this 

method is useful.  However, applying it then would lead to either replication of its use or 

duplication of the results that could be achieved from more timely methods. 
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Consideration of the requirements for identifying a statistical hypothesis test, often based 

in a Bayesian testing approach, provides the opportunity to classify the modeling process 

risk management method as either a test or a technique (Mayo 1997).  To be classified as 

a test, the method should have a documented objective or hypothesis, a defined method, 

and decision making criteria based on the results of the method.  Although the nature of 

system dynamics modeling does not lend itself toward rigorous statistical testing (Barlas 

1996), these principles can still provide insight about the rigor of the method. 

 

Based on the classification of the tool as either a test or a technique, an additional 

classification can be made.  This classification links the tool to the proposed modeling 

process risk management strategy recommendations, which are based on the likelihood 

and significance of a modeling process risk occurring in a project (Table 44).  

Importantly, to utilize the modeling process risk management approach, a key principle is 

to align the management tool with the modeling process risk measurement results.  Tools 

classified as techniques do not provide the rigor to detect and actively manage modeling 

process risks.  Therefore, they are typically recommended for quadrant II situations.  

Tests are more rigorous and should provide better insight for identifying and managing 

highly significant modeling process risks.  As a result, tests are typically recommended 

for these quadrant III modeling process risks.   

 
Table 44. Proposed Risk Management Strategy Recommendations 

Significance 
High 

(III) Detect and actively 
manage risk source occurrence 

Testing 

(IV) Remove risk source, or 
reduce potential effects 
Methodology Design 

Low (I) Risk management 
unnecessary 

(II) Monitor risk 
Techniques/Guidelines 

 Low High 
Likelihood 

 

The Effectiveness Potential provides a measure of the value of the method, based on the 

documentation of the method that can be applied.  To be fully effective, a method should 

have a set of inputs, steps to be followed to reach a decision, criteria to be used for 

decision making, and defined actions to be taken as a result of the decisions (Mayo 
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1997).  Inspection of the method documentation yields the status of components to 

determine the Effectiveness Potential. 

4.5.4 Method Refinement 

After the initial methods were captured in the database, a review and refinement step was 

necessary.  In many instances, attempts to complete classification fields highlighted that a 

method as originally documented did not allow for distinction in at least one of the 

classification fields. 

 

In other instances, careful consideration of the objectives statement, or statements, 

suggested that multiple objectives were trying to be achieved with one method.  In 

particular, it was important to determine if these objectives required to different decision 

requirements or different modeling process risks.  Either situation presented an 

opportunity to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the method by documenting a 

sub-method that allowed the method to be applied in a more timely fashion without 

sacrificing a focus on the other objectives of the method. 

 

When either of these situations occurred, attempts were made to separate the original 

method into two or more methods that allowed for a unique record, with differentiated 

fields. 

 

Driven by objectives analysis, three Forrester and Senge (F&S) methods were split 

(Table 45).  The Mass and Senge method (M&S 1) for model behavior also was split as a 

result of objectives analysis (Table 46).  The method of the Mass method (Mass 1) for 

surprise behavior analysis suggested six distinct objectives and then steps in the 

methodology (Table 47).  Similar review of the methods for two Richardson and Pugh 

(R&P) methods resulted in those methods being split (Table 48).  The Sterman family of 

methods, which is the most recent attempt to capture a comprehensive approach to 

modeling process risk management also generated the most need for method 

differentiation, perhaps reflecting a desire to consolidate the methods from predecessors 

in this work.  Eight of the twelve methods in the Sterman family were differentiated 
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(Table 49).  Finally, the Tank-Nielsen method focusing on sensitivity analysis was 

differentiated to capture separate foci on parameters and structure (Table 50). 

Table 45. Forrester and Senge Method Differentiation 

Name Designation Differentiation 
Parameter Verification F&S 2a Focus on conceptual correspondence, matching 

parameters to the real system 
F&S 2b Focus on numerical correspondence, matching 

values to the real parameter values 
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6a Focus on the model’s ability to generate 

behavior endogenously 
F&S 6b Focus on the model’s ability to generate the 

behavioral cycles 
F&S 6c Focus on the model’s ability to reproduce the 

phase relationships between variables 
F&S 6d Focus on the model’s ability to generate 

multiple behavior modes 
F&S 6e Focus on the model’s ability to generate 

peculiar behavior characteristics or one-time 
behavioral events 

Behavior Prediction F&S 7a Focus on the model’s ability to generate 
qualitatively correct future behavior modes 

F&S 7b Focus on the model’s ability to predict events 
driven by a particular change in circumstances 

 

Table 46. Mass and Senge Method Differentiation 

Name Designation Differentiation 
Model-Behavior M&S 1a Focus on structure and behavior 

M&S 1b Focus on policy decision making 
 

Table 47. Mass Method Differentiation 

Name Designation Differentiation 
Surprise Behavior Mass 1a Focus on the symmetry of the model response to 

upward and downward behavior 
Mass 1b Focus on the amplitudes of the model response 
Mass 1c Focus on the model response to various entry 

points of the policy 
Mass 1d Focus on isolating different behavior patterns 
Mass 1e Focus on real and nominal behavioral changes 

resulting from different policies 
Mass 1f Focus on the equilibrium state or states of the 

model and the forces that produce equilibrium 
states 
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Table 48. Richardson and Pugh Method Differentiation 

Name Designation Differentiation 
Parameter Values R&P 7a Focus on parameter concepts, being based in 

reality 
R&P 7b Focus on the parameter values, being based on 

the best available information 
Insight Generation R&P 14a Focus on the model’s abilities to generate 

qualitative-based insights 
R&P 14b Focus on the model’s abilities to generate 

quantitative-based insights  
 

Table 49. Sterman Method Differentiation 

Name Designation Differentiation 
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1aa Focus on the model’s ability to endogenously 

generate behavior, based on the structure 
included in the model 

Sterman 1ab Focus on the model’s ability to endogenously 
generate behavior, based on any feedbacks 
omitted from the model and included as 
parameters 

Sterman 1b Focus on how model behavior changes when 
boundary assumptions are relaxed 

Sterman 1c Focus on how policy decision making changes 
when boundary assumptions are changed 

Structure Assessment Sterman 2a Focus on the level of aggregation 
Sterman 2b Focus on the how well the model reflects 

physical laws 
Sterman 2c Focus on how decision rules are modeled 

Parameter Assessment Sterman 4a Focus on how consistent the parameter 
numerical values are with real values 

Sterman 4b Focus on whether the model parameter concepts 
have real world counterparts 

Extreme Conditions Sterman 5a Focus on the structure of individual equations 
Sterman 5b Focus on the overall behavioral response of the 

model 
Integration Error Sterman 6a Focus on the effects of changes to the 

integration time step 
Sterman 6b Focus on the effects of changes to the 

integration method 
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7a Focus on qualitative analysis of the model to 

generate behavior endogenously 
Sterman 7b Focus on the response of the model to 

exogenous inputs 
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Name Designation Differentiation 
Sterman 7c Focus on the ability of the model to generate 

multiple behavior modes 
Sterman 7d Focus on the frequency and phase relationships 

in the model 
Surprise Behavior Sterman 10a Focus on the model generating previously 

unnoticed behavior 
Sterman 10b Focus on the model generating novelty 

behaviors 
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11a Focus on parameter numerical values 

Sterman 11b Focus on behavior modes 
Sterman 11c Focus on policy implications 

 

Table 50. Tank-Nielsen Method Differentiation 

Name Designation Differentiation 
Sensitivity Analysis T-N 1a Focus on parameter changes 

T-N 1b Focus on structural changes 
 

The literature review identified 76 methods for managing modeling process risks.  This 

topological classification approach suggested that 16 of the methods be split, resulting in 

45 unique methods, and a total of 105 methods in the database (Appendix C). 

 

The complete documentation for each method, using the modeling process risk 

management method record (Table 35), is recorded in the modeling process risk 

management methods database (Appendix D). 

4.5.5 Field Level Summary of Modeling Process Risk Management 
Methods 

Simply capturing the available information about these 105 methods provided 

opportunities for insights about the tools available for system dynamics modelers for 

managing modeling process risks.  Summaries for many of the fields in the database 

reveal similarities and differences when comparing the comprehensive method 

collections, compiled from Forrester and Senge (F&S), Richardson and Pugh (R&P), 

Barlas, Coyle and Sterman, and the 14 methods from other sources (Table 51). 
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Table 51. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Summary 

Category Options All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Methods Number 105 23 16 20 6 26 14 

Percent 100% 22% 15% 19% 6% 25% 13% 

4.5.5.1 Method Objectives 

The stated objectives for applying model process risk management methods are to 

improve the model and/or increase confidence of the modelers and/or users in the model.  

Not surprisingly, 89% of the methods focus on improving the model.  Only Richardson 

and Pugh deviated from this level of emphasis, with only 65% of their methods focused 

on improvement.  While it is possible for a method to be equally focused on both of these 

objectives, the classification analysis resulted in one only method being classified with 

both options (Table 52). 

Table 52. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Objective Summary 

Category Options All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Objective * Improve 

Model 
94 21 11 19 6 25 12 

Increase 
Confidence 

12 2 6 1 0 1 2 

Percent Improve 
Model 

89% 91% 65% 95% 100% 96% 86% 

Increase 
Confidence 

11% 9% 35% 5% 0% 4% 14% 

Note: An asterisk (*) indicates a field that allow more than one option to be selected. 

4.5.5.2 Method Focus Areas 

The focus areas for the methods can be aligned generally against the modeling process 

(Table 53).  17% of the methods are focused on the project and adequacy of the boundary 

for the project or model.  31% of the methods focus on assessment of the structure of the 

model.  Only 2% of the methods, both in the Sterman family, address the integration 

method that drives the mathematical model.  The remaining 50% of the methods focus on 

assessment of the behavior that the model generates, for existing conditions, theoretical 

extremes, or proposed policy alternatives.  Given Barlas’ stated desire to develop a 

behavior-focused set of procedures, that family of methods is skewed more strongly 
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toward behavior and structure.  Only one of the 20 methods falls outside those focus 

areas. 

Table 53. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Focus Area Summary 

Category Options All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Focus Area * Project 8 2 3 0 0 2 1 

Boundary 10 3 1 1 1 4 0 
Structure 15 1 2 2 2 5 3 
Parameters  14 3 3 2 1 3 2 
Dimensions 4 1 1 1 0 1 0 
Integration 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Behavior 10 0 1 9 0 0 0 
Extremes 9 2 2 2 1 2 0 
Prediction 5 3 0 2 0 0 0 
Reproduction 13 5 1 0 1 4 2 
Sensitivity 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 
Surprise 13 2 2 0 0 3 6 

Percent (of 
column 
totals) 

Project 8% 9% 19% 0% 0% 8% 7% 
Boundary 10% 13% 6% 5% 17% 15% 0% 
Structure 14% 4% 13% 10% 33% 19% 21% 
Parameters  13% 13% 19% 10% 17% 12% 14% 
Dimensions 4% 4% 6% 5% 0% 4% 0% 
Integration 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4% 0%0 
Behavior 10% 0% 6% 45% 0% 0% 0% 
Extremes 9% 9% 13% 10% 17% 8% 0% 
Prediction 5% 13% 0% 10% 0% 0% 0% 
Reproduction 12% 22% 6% 0% 17% 15% 14% 
Sensitivity 2% 4% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 
Surprise 12% 9% 13% 0% 0% 12% 43% 

Note: An asterisk (*) indicates a field that allow more than one option to be selected. 
 
It is also possible to classify the methods into the tree structure that is more closely 

aligned with the project process (Figure 10).  This view highlights the focus on model 

development, by assessing the structure used to generate the system behaviors.  However, 

it also highlights an opportunity to identify modeling process risk management methods 

that more broadly assess the overall project, from initialization through post-

implementation assessment. 
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Figure 10. Distribution of Methods Across the Project Organization Chart 

4.5.5.3 Method Modeling Focus 

Another way of looking at the methods is through consideration of whether they focus on 

assessment of structures, parameters, or policy alternatives (Table 54).  71% of the 

methods address structure and 57% address parameters.  Only 10% of the methods focus 

on assessment of the policy alternatives.  Barlas and Coyle do not outline any methods 

that focus on policy alternatives. 

Table 54. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Focus Summary 

Category Options All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Focus * Structure 75 14 13 16 5 18 10 

Parameters 60 14 7 12 3 20 4 
Policies 10 4 2 0 0 3 1 

Percent Structure 71% 61% 81% 80% 83% 69% 71% 
Parameters 57% 61% 44% 60% 50% 77% 29% 
Policies 10% 17% 13% 0% 0% 12% 7% 

Note: An asterisk (*) indicates a field that allow more than one option to be selected. 

4.5.5.4 Method Model Requirements 

The model expectations for each method were determined (Table 55).  With one 

exception, each method anticipates a qualitative model, either as expressed through the 

objectives, mental models, or system dynamics qualitative model.  Substantially fewer of 
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the methods require a quantified system dynamics model to be applied.  The 

documentation for the older methods was less likely to indicate that a quantified model 

was expected. 

Table 55. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Model Type Summary 

Category Options All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Model * Qualitative 104 22 16 20 6 26 14 

Quantitative 80 16 10 16 2 22 14 
Percent Qualitative 99% 96% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Quantitative 76% 70% 63% 80% 33% 85% 100% 
Note: An asterisk (*) indicates a field that allow more than one option to be selected. 

4.5.5.5 Method Decision Requirements 

The decision requirements for the methods are focused around the model type (Table 56).  

With one exception, each method requires a qualitative model for decision making during 

the modeling process risk management application.  76% of the methods require a 

quantitative model to have been developed.  Only 18% of the methods require policy 

alternatives for effective decision making. 

 

Related to the decision requirements for applying the methods, two interesting insights 

developed over the course of the research.  While capturing the steps in the methods, 

many of the methods either directly or indirectly mentioned the importance of assessing 

the model in the context of the project objectives (Table 58).  At the same time, only 20 

of the methods explicitly expected the objectives to have been documented.  Similarly, 

many of the methods make reference to the mental models that either the users or the 

modelers bring to the project.  However, only 40% of the methods explicitly expect the 

mental models to have been documented.    The overriding insight that emerged from this 

work is that the documentation for most of the methods is quite deficient. 
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Table 56. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Decision Requirements 

Summary 

Category Options All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Decision 
Requirements 
* 

Objectives 20 4 3 0 0 12 1 
Mental 
Model 

42 9 9 1 5 12 6 

Qualitative 
Model 

104 22 16 19 6 26 14 

Quantitative 
Model 

80 16 10 16 2 22 14 

Policy 
Alternatives 

19 5 0 0 0 7 7 

Percent (of 
column 
totals) 

Objectives 19% 17% 19% 0% 0% 46% 7% 
Mental 
Model 

40% 39% 56% 5% 84% 46% 43% 

Qualitative 
Model 

99% 96% 100% 95% 100% 100% 100% 

Quantitative 
Model 

76% 70% 63% 80% 33% 85% 100% 

Policy 
Alternatives 

18% 22% 0% 0% 0% 27% 50% 

Note: An asterisk (*) indicates a field that allow more than one option to be selected. 

4.5.5.6 Method Early and Late Requirement Classifications 

Documentation of the decision requirements made it possible to understand when a 

method could be used effectively during a project (Table 57).  As a reminder, the Early 

Requirement class indicates when the first decision requirement is available to a method, 

allowing assessment to be performed against some objective criteria.  The Late 

Requirement Class indicates when all of the decision requirements are available, allowing 

for all of the decisions to be made against objective criteria. 

 

Every method requires at least a qualitative model (Early Requirement Class 3) to be 

effective.  As mentioned, 20 of the methods utilize the project objectives (Early Class 1).  

35% of the methods document a requirement for mental models, without requiring the 

project objectives.  The remaining 46% of the methods have an initial requirement of a 
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qualitative model (Early Class 3), without requiring documented objectives or mental 

models. 

 

Only 23% of the methods have complete decision requirements when a qualitative model 

is available (Late Requirements Class 3).  Another 59% of the methods complete their 

requirements when a quantitative model is available.  The remaining 18% of the methods 

require policy alternatives to be available. 

Table 57. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Decision Requirements 

Early and Late Classification Summary 

Category Options All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Early 
Requirement 
Class 

1 20 4 3 0 0 12 1 
2 37 8 9 1 5 8 6 
3 48 11 4 19 1 6 7 

Late 
Requirement 
Class 

3 24 6 6 4 4 4 0 
4 62 12 10 16 2 15 7 
5 19 5 0 0 0 7 7 

Early 
Requirement 
Class 
(percent) 

1 19% 17% 19% 0% 0% 46% 7% 
2 35% 35% 56% 5% 83% 31% 43% 
3 46% 48% 25% 95% 17% 23% 50% 

Late 
Requirement 
Class 
(percent) 

3 23% 26% 38% 20% 67% 15% 0% 
4 59% 52% 63% 80% 33% 58% 50% 
5 18% 22% 0% 0% 0% 27% 50% 

4.5.5.7 Method Decision Requirements Classification 

Combining the Early and Late Requirements Classes is necessary to fully assess the 

effectiveness of methods at various stages in the system dynamics modeling process 

(Table 58).  While there are 15 possible combinations of the five decision requirements, 

only nine of those combinations were documented.  Fundamentally, this reflects the focus 

of modeling process risk management primarily on the model, more than broadly on the 

project, people, and policy alternatives.  The classifications are coded by concatenating 

the Early and Late Requirements Class values for a method.  For example, an Early 

Requirement Class of 1 and a Late Requirements Class of 5 would result in a 

Classification coding of 15. 
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The Classification coding focuses on the extremes and does not offer an assessment of 

decision requirements that could be developed and utilized between the Early and Late 

Requirements.  For example, a Classification coding of 13 only indicates that Project 

Objectives (Early Requirements Class 1) and qualitative models (Late Requirements 

Class 3) are required for the method.  The coding does not indicate whether or not a 

Mental Model is also a decision requirement for the method. 

 

Considering the Classification coding first by looking at the Early Class requirements 

provides insight about when a method initially has a decision requirement available.  

Using the method prior to this availability means that the modeler does not have an 

objective assessment component available. 

 

Of the 20 methods that require project objectives, none of those are fully complete with 

just the project objectives (Classification 11).  In fact, even mental models are not 

sufficient (Classification 12).  As a result, modeling project risks that occur early in the 

project are not being managed in a timely manner.  Until a qualitative model is available, 

risks that occur early in the project cannot be efficiently and effectively managed with the 

documented methods.  This delay allows modeling process risks that are encountered 

early in the project to remain undetected and to multiply their effects deeper into the 

project.   Only four of the Early Class 1 methods are completed with a qualitative model 

(Classification 13).  Another nine require a quantitative model (Classification 14) and the 

remaining seven require policy alternatives (Classification 15).  So, modeling process 

risks that are focused on the project definition and the project personnel might not be 

discovered until the project is scheduled for completion. 

 

The heavy reliance on assessment of quantitative models carries through to those 

methods that initially require documented mental models.  None of the methods are 

complete without at least a qualitative model (Classification 23), which captures 22% of 

the Early Class 2 methods.  Another 62% of the methods are completed when a 

quantitative model is present (Classification 24) and the remaining 16% are completed 

when policy alternatives are documented (Classification 25). 
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As noted, almost one-half (46%) of the methods require qualitative models (Early Class 

3) for the use of the method.  One-fourth of those methods only require the presence of a 

qualitative model, allowing them to be used in the timeliest manner.  However, a strong 

majority (63%) of the Early Class 3 methods require the presence of a quantitative model 

for full effectiveness.  The remaining 12% of these methods also utilize policy 

alternatives for decision-making. 

 

Reviewing the Classification coding from a Late Class Requirement perspective provides 

insight about when a method has all of its decision requirements available.  While the 

method can be used with a subset of its decision requirements, this would lead toward a 

less than complete assessment being made.  In addition, early utilization of a method can 

result in the method being reapplied later.  This lowers the efficiency to be derived from 

the assessment resources.  As was noted earlier, methods were split where possible to 

allow the method to be applied earlier without having to wait for all of the decision 

requirements. 

 

As noted, no methods are complete with just project objectives or mental models.  23% 

of the methods had complete decision criteria when the qualitative model was captured 

(Late Class 3).  Of those, one-sixth could be initiated with project objectives and one-

third could be initiated with the documentation of mental models.  The remaining one-

half of these methods are solely dependent on the presence of qualitative models.  These 

are the only methods with that quality. 

 

The majority of methods (59%) require the quantitative model to be developed (Late 

Class 4).  Of these, only 15% could start with the project objectives.  Another 37% can be 

initiated with the documentation of mental models.  The remaining 48% require the 

qualitative model to be available. 
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Only 18% of the methods require documented policy alternatives to be available.  Of 

these, approximately one-third each requires the project objectives, mental models, or 

qualitative models before initiating use of the method. 
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Table 58. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Decision Requirements 

Classification Summary 

Category Options All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Classification 13 4 1 2 0 0 1 0 

14 9 1 1 0 0 7 0 
15 7 2 0 0 0 4 1 
23 8 3 2 0 3 0 0 
24 23 5 7 1 2 6 2 
25 6 0 0 0 0 2 4 
33 12 2 2 4 1 3 0 
34 30 6 2 15 0 2 5 
35 6 3 0 0 0 1 2 

Percent (of 
column 
totals) 

13 4% 4% 13% 0% 0% 4% 0% 
14 9% 4% 6% 0% 0% 27% 0% 
15 7% 9% 0% 0% 0% 15% 7% 
23 8% 13% 13% 0% 50% 0% 0% 
24 22% 22% 44% 5% 33% 23% 14% 
25 6% 0% 0% 0% 0% 8% 29% 
33 11% 9% 13% 20% 17% 12% 0% 
34 29% 26% 13% 75% 0% 8% 36% 
35 6% 13% 0% 0% 0% 4% 14% 

Percent (of 
early class 
totals) 

13 20% 25% 67%   8% 0% 
14 45% 25% 33%   58% 0% 
15 35% 50% 0%   33% 100% 
23 22% 38% 22% 0% 60% 0% 0% 
24 62% 63% 78% 100% 40% 75% 33% 
25 16% 0% 0% 0% 0% 25% 67% 
33 25% 18% 50% 21% 100% 50% 0% 
34 63% 55% 50% 79% 0% 33% 71% 
35 14% 27% 0% 0% 0% 17% 29% 

Percent (of 
late class 
totals) 

13 17% 17% 33% 0% 0% 25%  
23 33% 50% 33% 0% 75% 0%  
33 50% 33% 33% 100% 25% 75%  
14 15% 8% 10% 0% 0% 47% 0% 
24 37% 42% 70% 6% 100% 40% 29% 
34 48% 50% 20% 94% 0% 13% 71% 
15 37% 40%    57% 14% 
25 32% 0%    29% 57% 
35 32% 60%    14% 29% 
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4.5.5.8 Method Components 

Classification of the methods included a review of the key components associated with 

each method (Table 59).  These components were initially associated with the null 

hypothesis statistical testing documentation, which requires identification of hypotheses, 

criteria, steps, actions, and risks.  For this classification, the focus was on the utilization 

of the method, so consideration was given to hypotheses or objectives, method, and 

criteria, either qualitative or quantitative.  In an effort to give as much credit as possible, 

fairly broad interpretations were made when determining if a particular method qualified 

for having each of the components. 

 

Table 59. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Components Summary 

Category Options All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Components 
* 

Objectives/ 
Hypotheses 

99 17 16 20 6 26 14 

Method 90 16 11 20 3 26 14 
Qualitative 
Criteria 

86 16 12 19 4 24 11 

Quantitative 
Criteria 

34 1 1 12 0 14 6 

Percent (of 
column total) 

Objectives/ 
Hypotheses 

94% 74% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Method 86% 70% 69% 100% 50% 100% 100% 
Qualitative 
Criteria 

82% 70% 75% 95% 67% 92% 79% 

Quantitative 
Criteria 

32% 4% 6% 60% 0% 54% 43% 

Note: An asterisk (*) indicates a field that allow more than one option to be selected. 

 

Only six of the 105 methods do not have well-defined hypotheses or objectives for their 

application.  All six of those methods are found in the Forrester and Senge family of 

methods, the oldest of the comprehensive collection of methods.  With only one 

exception, every method that had documented hypotheses or objectives had further 

documentation, reflecting the objectives as a starting point.  The broad interpretation of 

“method” resulted in 86% of the methods being credited with defined methods.  Again, 

the older methods were more likely to have undefined methods.  However, even some of 

the more recent documentation provides methodological support that assumes modeler 
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understanding of how to apply methods, rather than explicitly defining how to apply the 

method.  This assumption probably contributes to how criteria for the methods are 

documented.  82% of the methods have qualitative criteria for determining if the model, 

or project, passes the test or achieves the objectives.  Less than one-third of the methods 

rely on quantitative criteria for making this determination.  In addition to the overall 

weakness in comprehensive documentation, the focus of system dynamics on behavioral 

patterns, rather than point estimates, and the challenges of time series analysis also 

contribute to the heavy weighting toward qualitative, rather than quantitative, criteria.  To 

their credit, Barlas and Sterman have significantly higher percentages of quantitative 

criteria in their methods.  Barlas has focused research on utilizing statistical analysis in 

model assessment.  60% of his methods document the use of quantitative criteria, while 

54% of Sterman’s methods have quantitative criteria. 

4.5.5.9 Method Type 

Classifying the methods as tests or techniques focused on the presence of the test 

components (Table 60).  70% of the methods have all of the components in their 

documentation, while the remaining methods are missing one or more of the components.  

The Barlas methods are much more likely to be classified as tests than the other 

comprehensive families of methods.  The Richardson and Pugh and the Coyle families 

had weaker documentation for supporting classification as tests. 

Table 60. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Test or Technique Summary 

Category Options All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Test or 
Technique 

Test 73 14 7 19 3 19 11 
Technique 32 9 9 1 3 7 3 

Percent Test 70% 61% 44% 95% 50% 73% 79% 
Technique 30% 39% 56% 5% 50% 27% 21% 

4.5.5.10 Method Effectiveness Potential Components 

In anticipation of determining a measure of the potential effectiveness of each method to 

discover modeling process risk sources in a project, each method was classified by 

identifying key method components, going beyond the expectations identified for the null 

hypothesis significance testing methods (Table 61). The assumption is that the more 

completely the components of a method are defined, then the more effectively the method 
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can be applied by a modeler, especially if the modeler does not have significant levels of 

system dynamics modeling experience.  The potential for effectiveness relies on the 

availability of inputs, steps for manipulating the inputs, criteria by which to assess the 

results of the manipulation, and defined actions to take in response to the criteria 

assessment.  While the effectiveness potential classification utilizes the steps and criteria 

assessment from the previous components classification, this classification goes beyond 

the focus on just the application of the method and brings stronger focus to the 

preparation and utilization of the method. 

 

The inputs for 94% of the methods are documented.  Three of the six methods that do not 

have stated inputs come from the Coyle family of methods.  In regard to process steps, 

the older methods are less likely to have documented steps than the more recent methods.  

In this classification, qualitative and quantitative criteria both contribute to the criteria 

option.  Recall that when considered separately, 82% of the methods have documented 

qualitative criteria and 32% have documented quantitative criteria.  However, the 

combined total is only 84%.  Only two of the methods have documented quantitative 

criteria without qualitative criteria. 

Table 61. Modeling Process Risk Management Method Effectiveness Potential 

Summary 

Category Options All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Components 
* 

Inputs 99 22 14 20 3 26 14 
Steps 90 16 11 20 3 26 14 
Criteria 88 16 13 20 4 24 11 
Responses 38 5 4 8 1 12 7 

Percent Inputs 94% 96% 88% 100% 50% 100% 100% 
Steps 86% 70% 69% 100% 50% 100% 100% 
Criteria 84% 70% 81% 100% 67% 92% 79% 
Responses 36% 22% 25% 40% 17% 46% 50% 

Note: An asterisk (*) indicates a field that allow more than one option to be selected. 

4.5.5.11 Decision Requirements Efficiency Insights 

The previous assessments focus on classifying the methods.  However, the value derived 

from applying the methods ultimately relies on efficiency and effectiveness potential with 

which the methods provide modeling process risk management capabilities.  The starting 
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point for assessment of the methods’ capabilities was the alignment of each method with 

the modeling process risks. 

 

The ideal situation from an efficiency perspective is that a method be fully available, with 

all of its decision requirements, at the time that a source of modeling process risks could 

occur in the project.  In the modeling process risk dictionary (Appendix A), the modeling 

process risks have been aligned with the project phases.  In addition, the decision 

requirements have also been aligned with the project phases (Table 37).  These two 

actions allow the availability status of the methods to be determined. 

 

For modeling process risk sources that could occur during project planning, the project 

objectives are the only decision requirement.  Therefore, the most efficient methods for 

managing modeling process risks that have sources during project planning would be 

those that only require project objectives.  Further requirements delay the full availability 

of the methods.  Having to wait to fully apply the method can allow modeling process 

risks to linger in the project and for their effects to multiply until they are discovered later 

in the project when the decision requirements are finally available. 

 

Similarly, the most efficient methods for the other phases of the process are those that 

have decision making requirements that are available when the modeling process risks 

are anticipated to be encountered during the modeling process phase.  Methods that will 

be used to discover and manage risk sources anticipated to occur during the development 

of the qualitative model should have no more than project objectives, mental models, and 

qualitative models.  Modeling process risk sources that would occur during the 

development of the quantitative model are most efficiently managed by methods that 

require a quantitative model.  Discovery and management of modeling process risk 

sources linked with policy development and analysis have the luxury of applying any 

method in the tool box since no additional decision requirements are defined after policy 

development. 
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As previously noted, the methods currently in the database cover only nine of the 15 

possible options (Table 62).  These classification results for the available methods 

highlight the weakness in managing the project planning risks efficiently.  The tool set 

does not contain any highly efficient methods, fully available during the project planning 

phase of the project.  Therefore, system dynamics modelers have to look beyond these 

methods to efficiently manage those process risks.  Fortunately, the other phases of the 

modeling process have fully efficient methods available.  During those phases, the 

modeler can then focus on applying the most efficient methods for managing the 

modeling process risks occurring during those phases. 

 
Table 62. Classification Results Currently in the Method Database 
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Review of the classification results for the comprehensive method sets, from Forrester 

and Senge, Richardson and Pugh, Barlas, and Sterman, provide insights about the focus 

of the method sets and highlight the potential value of going beyond a particular set to 

increase the efficiency of managing modeling process risks. 

 

Given Forrester’s role in the origination of system dynamics modeling, it is not surprising 

that Forrester and Senge developed a set of methods that offer somewhat efficient 

consideration of modeling process risks across the project lifecycle (Table 63).  Even 
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though the methods that support modeling process risk management in the Project 

Planning phases are not highly efficient, they can be applied early in the project to give 

an indication of the presence of potential modeling process risks.  These methods set the 

stage for having a broad set of methods available for the model development phases of 

projects, both qualitative and quantitative model development. 

Table 63. Classification Results for the Forrester and Senge Method Set 
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Structure Verification F&S 1 2 3
Parameter Verification F&S 2a 2 3
Parameter Verification F&S 2b 3 4
Extreme Conditions F&S 3 3 3
Boundary Adequacy F&S 4 1 3
Dimensional Consistency F&S 5 3 3
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6a 2 4
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6b 3 4
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6c 3 4
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6d 3 4
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6e 3 4
Behavior Prediction F&S 7a 2 3
Behavior Prediction F&S 7b 2 4
Behavior Anomaly F&S 8 2 4
Family Member F&S 9 2 4
Surprise Behavior F&S 10 2 4
Extreme Policy F&S 11 3 5
Boundary Adequacy F&S 12 1 4
Behavior Sensitivity F&S 13 3 4
System Improvement F&S 14 1 5
Changed-Behavior Prediction F&S 15 3 5
Boundary Adequacy F&S 16 1 5
Policy Sensitivity F&S 17 3 5

Requirements 
Class

1 Project 
Planning

2 Model 
Develop-

ment
3 Model 
Analysis

4 Model 
Use

 
 
The method set from Richardson and Pugh highlight the focus that they have brought to 

the elicitation of mental models and translation of those models into qualitative system 

dynamics models (Table 64).  While their methods do not strongly address project 

planning risks, there is still some potential for consideration of those modeling process 

risks.  However, all of their methods are available at least partially for discovery and 

management of risk sources that could occur during the development of qualitative 

models.  Full availability occurs when the quantitative model are developed.  
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Interestingly, none of their methods require policy alternatives to be available, revealing a 

significant gap in the coverage offered by reliance on this method set. 

Table 64. Classification Results for the Richardson and Pugh Method Set 
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Dimensional Consistency R&P 1 3 3
Extreme Conditions R&P 2 2 3
Boundary Adequacy R&P 3 1 3
Parameter (In)sensitivity R&P 4 2 4
Structural (In)sensitivity R&P 5 3 4
Face Validity R&P 6 2 3
Parameters R&P 7a 3 3
Parameter Values R&P 7b 2 4
Replication of Reference Modes R&P 8 2 4
Surprise Behavior R&P 9 2 4
Extreme Conditions Simulation R&P 10 2 4
Statistical Tests R&P 11 3 4
Audience Appropriateness R&P 12 2 4
Counterintuitive Behavior R&P 13 2 4
Insight Generation R&P 14a 1 3
Insight Generation R&P 14b 1 4

Requirements 
Class

1 Project 
Planning

2 Model 
Develop-

ment
3 Model 
Analysis

4 Model 
Use

 
 
While Coyle does not offer a broad method set, there is a strong focus on model 

development in the application of those methods (Table 65).  A reliance on these methods 

will limit discovery and management of project planning risks and also policy-focused 

risks. 

Table 65. Classification Results for the Coyle Method Set 
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System Boundary Coyle 1 2 3
Gross Errors Coyle 2 2 3
Correspondence Coyle 3 2 3
Parameters Coyle 4 2 4
System Behavior Reproduction Coyle 5 2 4
Definitional Coherence Coyle 6 3 3

Requirements 
Class

1 Project 
Planning

2 Model 
Develop-

ment
3 Model 
Analysis

4 Model 
Use
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The methods that Barlas has proposed for the management of modeling process risks 

focus on the development of the quantitative model (Table 66).  Fortunately, the methods 

also offer value for the discovery and management of risk sources associated with the 

development of the qualitative models.  However, this method set does not offer any 

opportunities for efficiently managing project planning risks.  In addition, these methods 

do not focus on the later phases of the project. 

Table 66. Classification Results for the Barlas Method Set 
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Structure-confirmation (empirical) Barlas 11 3 3
Parameter-confirmation (empirical) Barlas 12 3 4
Structure-confirmation (theoretical) Barlas 21 3 3
Parameter-confirmation (theoretical) Barlas 22 3 4
Direct extreme-condition Barlas 23 3 3
Dimensional consistency Barlas 24 3 3
Extreme-condition Barlas 31 3 4
Behavior sensitivity Barlas 32 3 4
Modified-behavior prediction Barlas 33 3 4
Boundary adequacy Barlas 34 3 4
Phase relationship Barlas 35 3 4
Qualitative features analysis Barlas 36 3 4
Turing Barlas 37 2 4
Behavior Pattern Prediction Barlas 4 3 4
Trend Comparison Barlas 41 3 4
Period Comparison Barlas 42 3 4
Phase Lag Barlas 43 3 4
Mean Comparison Barlas 44 3 4
Amplitude Variation Barlas 45 3 4
Discrepancy Coefficient Barlas 46 3 4

Requirements 
Class

1 Project 
Planning

2 Model 
Develop-

ment
3 Model 
Analysis

4 Model 
Use

 
 
The method set from Sterman benefits from a strong emphasis on the definition of project 

objectives and the emerging importance of eliciting mental models (Table 67).  The 

importance of placing models in the context of project objectives carries over to 

consideration of risk sources that could emerge during the later phases of project, 

particularly the development of policy alternatives and the use of the model for decision 

making and implementation. 
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Table 67. Classification Results for the Sterman Method Set 

Name Designation Early Late 1.
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Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1aa 1 3
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1ab 1 5
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1b 2 5
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1c 1 5
Structure Assessment Sterman 2a 3 5
Structure Assessment Sterman 2b 3 3
Structure Assessment Sterman 2c 2 5
Dimensional Consistency Sterman 3 3 3
Parameter Assessment Sterman 4a 2 4
Parameter Assessment Sterman 4b 3 3
Extreme Conditions Sterman 5a 2 4
Extreme Conditions Sterman 5b 2 4
Integration Error Sterman 6a 3 4
Integration Error Sterman 6b 3 4
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7a 1 4
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7b 1 4
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7c 1 4
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7d 1 4
Behavior Anomaly Sterman 8 2 4
Family Member Sterman 9 1 4
Surprise Behavior Sterman 10a 2 4
Surprise Behavior Sterman 10b 2 4
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11a 1 4
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11b 1 4
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11c 1 5
System Improvement Sterman 12 1 5

Requirements 
Class

1 Project 
Planning

2 Model 
Develop-

ment
3 Model 
Analysis

4 Model 
Use

 
 
The other methods that were documented reflect a focus on the assessment of model 

development; either qualitative or quantitative (Table 68).  Other than Forrester’s 

Ultimate Test, these offer limited efficiency for discovery and management of project 

planning risks.  However, many of these methods do require policy alternatives for 

discovery and management of modeling process risks later in the project.  The breakdown 

of the Mass Surprise Behavior methods highlighted the opportunity to utilize some of 

those methods earlier, rather than waiting until policy alternatives were available for all 

of the Mass methods. 
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Table 68. Classification Results for the Other Methods 
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Ultimate Forrester 0 1 5
Delays Values Hamilton 1 3 4
Partial Model Testing Homer 1 2 4
Model-Behavior M&S 1a 3 4
Model-Behavior M&S 1b 3 5
Surprise Behavior Mass 1a 2 5
Surprise Behavior Mass 1b 2 5
Surprise Behavior Mass 1c 2 5
Surprise Behavior Mass 1d 2 4
Surprise Behavior Mass 1e 2 5
Surprise Behavior Mass 1f 3 4
Parameter Estimation Peterson 1 3 4
Sensitivity Analysis T-N 1a 3 5
Sensitivity Analysis T-N 1b 3 4

Requirements 
Class

1 Project 
Planning

2 Model 
Develop-

ment
3 Model 
Analysis

4 Model 
Use

 

4.5.5.12 Effectiveness Potential Insights 

The effectiveness of a method to discover modeling process risk sources and manage 

their presence in a project is ultimately determined by the capabilities of the modeler to 

apply the methods.  However, the effectiveness potential for a method can be measured 

by considering the presence of method components.  The assumption is that the more 

completely the components of a method are defined, then the more effectively the method 

can be applied by a modeler to discover and manage appropriate modeling process risk 

sources.  This is especially true if the modeler does not have significant levels of system 

dynamics modeling experience. 

 

The components for method definition start with required inputs to the method.  Then, 

steps for utilizing the inputs are expected.  Those steps should result in defined decision 

criteria to determine how the results of the method should be interpreted.  Finally, to truly 

benefit from application of the method, the documentation should indicate to the modeler 

what actions should be taken in response to the results analysis. 
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Building on the concept that each of these components builds on the information 

available from the previous components, the contributions measure utilized in this 

research is based on a binary scale.  Documented inputs are valued at one point, steps are 

valued at two points, decision criteria are valued at four points, and action responses are 

valued at eight points. 

 

The effectiveness potential scale is based on the presence of the components needed to 

extract the most value from the application of a method (Table 69).  The key assumption 

in the scoring scale is that the components build on each other, with more value from 

each successive component than from the total of those that precede it.  As an example, if 

a method has only the required inputs defined, then its effectiveness potential would be 

valued at 0.07, indicating that the method would deliver only 7% of the potential that it 

could deliver if the steps, decision criteria, and action responses were defined for the 

modeler to use when applying the method. 

Table 69. Effectiveness Potential Scoring Scale 

Inputs (1) Steps (2) Decision 
Criteria (4) 

Action 
Response (8) 

Effectiveness 
Potential 

X X X X 1.00 
 X X X .93 

X  X X .87 
  X X .80 

X X  X .73 
 X  X .67 

X   X .60 
   X .53 

X X X  .47 
 X X  .40 

X  X  .33 
  X  .27 

X X   .20 
 X   .13 

X    .07 
    0 

 

Applying this scale, a fully defined method would be valued at 15 points.  Normalized 

values provide an indication of how effective a method could potentially be when 

compared to a fully documented method.  Therefore, a fully defined method should be 
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able to achieve 100% of the effectiveness for managing the modeling process risks that it 

has the capability to discover.  Methods that lack documentation and definition would 

have proportionately less expectations for effectiveness. 

 

Assessment of the components documented for each of the methods supported summary 

level understanding of the effectiveness potential for the methods (Table 70).  Utilizing 

this scale, the overall results suggest an average expected effectiveness potential of 8.9 or 

59% (Table 71).  Overall, the weakest effectiveness component involves the definition of 

the action responses for the method.  Only 36% of the methods provide guidance to 

modelers regarding the actions they should take based on the decision analysis for the 

method. 

Table 70. Effectiveness Potential Measurements for Overall and Method Sets 

Components All F&S R&P Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 
Methods 105 23 16 20 6 26 14 
Inputs (1) 99 22 14 20 3 26 14 
Steps (2) 90 16 11 20 3 26 14 
Criteria (4) 88 16 13 20 4 24 11 
Responses (8) 38 5 4 8 1 12 7 
 

When considering the comprehensive method sets (Table 71), the Sterman method set 

offers the highest average potential.  However, the Barlas method is also well 

documented to deliver effectively.  Given the specialized and more in-depth focus of the 

other methods when they are published, it is perhaps not surprising that their overall 

effectiveness potential is slightly higher than both of those comprehensive method sets. 

 

As previously noted, the older methods are not as well documented as the more 

contemporary methods.  However, modeling process risk management value can still be 

derived from these methods, depending on how efficiently they can be applied and which 

modeling process risks that the methods target. 

 

Using the information in the modeling process risk management methods database, the 

effectiveness potential for each method was determined (Appendix E).  The average 

overall effectiveness potential is 0.59, implying that the documentation for the methods 
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supports only 59% of the potential modeling process risk management value to be 

obtained.  For experienced modelers, the actual effectiveness could be higher.  However, 

inexperienced modelers who are relying on the literature to understand how to apply the 

methods will be limited in their success. 

Table 71. Effectiveness Potential Results by Method Family 

Options All Forrester 
& Senge 

Richardson 
& Pugh 

Barlas Coyle Sterman Others 

Average 8.9 6.9 7.5 10.2 5.5 10.4 10.7 
Scaled 0.59 0.46 0.50 0.68 0.37 0.69 0.71 
Total 105 23 16 20 6 26 14 
All (15) 37 4 4 8 1 12 8 
No Steps 
(13) 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

No 
Criteria 
(11) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Response 
(8) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

No 
Response 
(7) 

43 9 6 12 1 12 3 

Inputs 
and 
Criteria 
(5) 

5 2 3 0 0 0 0 

Criteria 
(4) 

2 0 0 0 2 0 0 

Inputs 
and Steps 
(3) 

10 3 1 0 1 2 3 

Steps (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Inputs (1) 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 
None (0) 4 1 2 0 1 0 0 

4.5.6 Establish Links between Modeling Process Risks and Modeling 
Process Risk Management Methods 

The creation of the modeling process risk dictionary and the modeling process risk 

management methods database provided the basis for utilizing the taxonomical research 

to link the modeling process risks and the modeling process risk management methods.  

With these linkages defined, modelers can generate project-specific modeling process 
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risk management plans as soon as the risks have been identified and measured.  

Completion of the modeling process risk management plan forms the basis for modeling 

process risk management documentation during the project. 

 

This research established the initial linkage between the modeling process risks and the 

modeling process risk management methods by a logical (yes/no) determination that a 

particular method contributes to the management of a particular modeling risk.  The 

specific test question that was used is: “Are there sources of this modeling process risk 

that this modeling process risk management method can discover or manage?” 

 

For the purpose of this research, only the basic relationship between modeling process 

risks and modeling process risk management methods was established.  This was 

sufficient to allow the development of the modeling process risk management framework.  

However, further significant improvement of the framework is anticipated when the 

research path deepens these relationships by identifying specific modeling process risk 

sources for each modeling process risk and then determining, with either qualitative or 

quantitative approaches, the likelihood that the modeling process risk methods can 

contribute to the discovery of each of these sources or the management of the potential 

effects of the occurrence of the sources. 

 

Each of the 6,405 potential interactions between the 61 modeling process risks and the 

105 modeling process risk management methods was assessed.  This assessment indicates 

that 44% of these interactions tested positively, indicating that a selected method could 

provide risk management value for the selected risk.  When viewed across either 

modeling process risks or across methods, the percentage indicates the coverage level for 

the risk or method.  From a risk perspective, the coverage level indicates the percentage 

of methods that offer value for managing the sources of a particular risk.  From a method 

perspective, the coverage level indicates the percentage of risks to which a particular 

method offers value for discovery or management. 
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Efficiency of the methods for discovering or managing modeling process risks is 

determined by taking into account the availability of the decision requirements for the 

methods at the time in the process that the process risks are encountered (Table 37).  Of 

the positive intersections between methods and risks, 38% are highly efficient (coded 

green), focused on modeling process risk sources that occur when all of the decision 

requirements are available.  Another 31% of the linkages result in only moderate delays 

between the availability of the decision requirements and occurrence of the risk sources 

(coded yellow).  8% of the linkages display significant delays that could result in higher 

levels of project rework (coded red).  20% of the linkages have all of their decision 

requirements available.  However, they could be used earlier in the project and their use 

later results in replication of their application (coded blue).  While this adds value, it also 

results in replication of effort.  Finally, 4% of the linkages are considered to have no 

value since none of the decision requirements are available when the risk sources are 

anticipated to become present in the project. 

 

From a modeling process risk perspective, the coverage levels varied widely depending 

on which project phase, and the risks expected to initially be encountered in that phase, 

was being considered (Figure 11).  Reflecting the traditional focus of the methods on the 

assessment of either qualitative or quantitative models, the model development phases of 

the project process have the highest coverage levels, at a combined 56% coverage level, 

with the qualitative model development portion being 59% and the quantitative model 

development portion being 53%.  Interestingly, the implementation phase also has a high 

coverage level, equaling the 59% of the qualitative model development phase.  The 

decision-making phase of the process matches the overall coverage level at 44%.  At the 

other end of the spectrum are the project planning phases.  The project portion of the 

planning phase has only a 5% coverage level and the people portion of project planning 

has a 20% coverage level.  Within the model analysis phase, the testing risks only have a 

29% coverage level and the policy analysis risks have a 47% coverage level. 
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Figure 11. Coverage Level by Project Phase and Method Efficiency 

The chart also provides a breakdown of the coverage level by the efficiency with which 

the methods provide value for managing the process risks (Figure 11). 

 

When the grouping level is dropped another level, even more disparity becomes apparent, 

both within project phases and across the entire spectrum of modeling project risks 

(Figure 12).  Coverage levels range from 1% (one method) for three of the project 

planning risks to 95% (100 methods) for managing mental model translation risk sources. 

 

Within the Project Planning phase, the coverage levels range from 1% to 50%, although 

the high coverage level for the Modeler System Experience risk is an outlier when 

considering that the other 11 process risks are covered at less than 17%.  A deeper look at 

the efficiency of the coverage in this phase indicates that almost 74% of the linkages are 

for methods that do not have any decision requirements available at this phase of the 

project.  Eliminating those relationships from the coverage level calculations reduces the 
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average coverage level to 3% for both of the Project Planning segments.  The remaining 

available methods are not fully available until much later in the project. 

 

The coverage levels for the process risks in the Qualitative Model Development segment 

range from 17% to 95%.  The two process risks with low coverage levels are Simplicity 

and Aggregation Level risks.  Fortunately for all of the process risks in this segment, 83% 

of the applicable methods are either fully available or become fully available with the 

development of the quantitative model in the next project segment. 

 

Within the Quantitative Model Development segment, the coverage levels range from 3% 

to 83%.  Fortunately, the coverage level for managing risks associated with the 

quantification of reference modes has the highest coverage level.  Unfortunately, the 

other extreme applies to the coverage level for managing risks associated with the 

software being used to develop the quantitative model.  Management of Time Step risk 

sources is also covered at a low level (9%).  Of all the applicable methods, 67% of the 

linkages are immediately available in this segment.  Another 14% rely only on the 

qualitative model for decision making and might be replicated in this segment.  The 

remaining 19% of the applicable methods require the presence of policy alternatives as a 

decision requirement. 

 

The four risks within the Testing segment have coverage levels that range from 13% to 

39%.  Notably, the management of Testing risks has the lowest coverage level in this 

segment.  Over 76% of the linkages use methods that are fully available at this stage of 

the project.  These methods might have already been applied and, if reapplied at this 

stage, require resources that could be applied on original project work.  The remaining 

methods require the development of the policy alternatives in the next project segment. 

 

With the exception of the Policy Alternatives risk, which has a coverage level of 18%, 

the other risks in the Policy segment of the Model Analysis phase have coverage levels 

ranging from 50% to 64%.  75% of the methods applicable to this stage have the potential 
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to be reapplied after earlier use.  The remaining 25% are fully available with the 

development of the policy alternatives. 

 

The coverage levels for the Model Use risks range from 45% to 70%.  An exception is 

the Documentation risk, which has a coverage level of only 10%, suggesting that the 

management of documentation risks could be quite low, reflecting anecdotal evidence 

mentioned often in the literature.  The methods applied for the process risks in this phase 

reflect the efficiency breakdown of the previous stage.  74% of the methods are 

potentially being reapplied and the other 26% are fully available in this phase. 

 

The distribution of the coverage levels over the modeling process risks highlights the 

opportunity to bring focus on the project planning risks (Figure 12).  Many of these 

process risks could be addressed by applying best practices from the fields of project 

management or the verification and validation methods from other simulation 

approaches. 
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Figure 12. Coverage Level by Modeling Process Risk 
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The coverage levels for the individual process risks are grouped by project phase and 

displayed for comparison against the overall result (Figures 13-16).  This view provides 

additional insight about the opportunities to focus on the project planning risks, 

displaying an opportunity to introduce focused modeling process risk management 

methods for these risks.  For the timeliest benefits, these methods should have decision 

requirements that focus on the project objectives. 

 

There are other process risks that have low coverage levels.  However, this does not 

necessarily mean that these risks have high levels of exposure.  The presence of highly 

efficient and effective methods for these risks can still allow these risks to be well 

managed.  With the exception of the Testing risk, all of the lower coverage level risks 

have highly efficient methods available for their management.  Consideration of the 

effectiveness of these methods is addressed later in this report. 
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Figure 16. Distribution of Coverage Levels for Model Analysis and Use Risks 

When viewed from the perspective of the methods, the coverage level across the 

modeling process risks indicates more consistency than the distribution across the process 

phases (Figure 17).  Viewing the distribution across the methods at this level also 

provides the opportunity to understand the challenge of relying on a particular family of 

methods to manage process risks during a project.  Even the best average coverage level 

is only 51% for the Barlas methods. 

 

However, there is value from looking at how broad the coverage is within a family of 

methods.  For example, the 26 Sterman methods have an average coverage level of 50% 

and the 20 Barlas methods have a slightly higher average coverage level of 51%.  At least 

one of the Sterman methods address 58 of the 61 modeling process risks while the Barlas 

methods address only 51 of the 61 modeling process risks.  The Forrester and Senge 

family displays an average coverage level of only 33%, but only six of the modeling 

process risks are uncovered. 
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Figure 17. Coverage Levels by Method Families 

When efficiency, the availability of decision criteria, is considered, the families display 

similar distributions (Figure 18) against the summary distribution of all of the methods.  

Notably, highly efficient methods area available within all of the method families, 

suggesting that value could be obtained by looking at modeling process risk management 

policies that incorporate methods selected from the different families. 
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Figure 18. Normalized Efficiency Distribution 
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Individual methods have coverage levels ranging from 16.4% to 75.4% (Figure 19-24).  

For an individual method, the coverage level provides an indication of how general a 

method is, with higher coverage levels suggesting more general methods.  The coverage 

level ranges are comparable for each of the method families, even across the “Others.” 

 

One thing that becomes noticeable when the coverage levels for the individual methods 

are viewed is that the linkages between risks and methods that are undesirable because of 

the lack of any available decision requirements when the risk sources are anticipated to 

occur (coded black) are spread across many methods.  The use of any of these methods 

will not be of limited use to a broad set of risks. 

 

However, the methods that offer some decision requirements early in the process, but are 

not fully available until much later in the process display a different pattern, tending to be 

more concentrated.  So, while using these methods early in the process might be 

appealing, the risk source discovery and/or management capabilities of the method will 

be much lower than can be anticipated if the methods are applied much later in the 

project.  The risk of using the methods earlier is that the risk source decisions will not be 

capable of being made well, setting the stage for errors to enter the project.  If the method 

is applied later, when its effectiveness is much higher, due to the presence of all decision 

requirements, then a similar risk for errors entering the project exists. 

 

Other than those situations, the methods can be fairly efficient in their application, with 

their decision requirements becoming available in a timely fashion for contribution to 

modeling process risk management.  Contributing to this level of efficiency was the 

concept of splitting methods into sub-methods that utilized more focused objectives or a 

shorter decision requirements list.  This allowed the sub-methods to be directed to a more 

appropriate set of risks that were more concentrated in the project process. 
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Figure 21. Coverage Level by F&S Modeling Process Risk Management Methods 
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Figure 23. Coverage Level by Sterman Modeling Process Risk Management 
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Figure 24. Coverage Level by Other Modeling Process Risk Management Methods 

This assessment of the coverage levels included the assumption that all of the linkages 

were equivalent from the perspective of effectiveness.  However, as noted previously, the 

potential for effectiveness can be addressed by considering documentation for a method 
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to determine if the components necessary for fully applying the method are present.  

These components are the objective, steps, decision criteria, and action response. 

 

The scoring scale described previously was incorporated into the coverage level 

calculation by normalizing the effectiveness potential point scale and multiplying the full 

value of the linkage by the resulting effectiveness potential value.  The effectiveness 

potential values are distributed unevenly across the 15-point scale (Figure 25).  35% of 

the methods are fully documented, receiving the full effectiveness potential.  The most 

common result is that the action response is not documented for the method.  41% of the 

methods fall into this classification. 
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Figure 25. Effectiveness Potential Scores Distributed by Method 

Documentation for four of the methods does not contain any of the effectiveness 

components.  When mentioned in the literature, these methods basically just have a name 

associated with them and a context in which to use them.  However, for a newcomer to 

the system dynamics modeling process, these methods are essentially useless.  As a 

result, the effectiveness potential score of zero reflects the value. 
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The documentation for the remaining 20% of the methods is lacking in at least one of the 

components, limiting the effectiveness to be derived from applying those methods. 

 

When the coverage levels are recalculated by including the effectiveness potential values, 

the modified coverage level drops to 28% from the initial value of 44% (Figure 26).  The 

36% decline is spread fairly evenly across the last three phases of the project process.  

Surprisingly, the two segments in the Project Planning phase are only moderately 

affected by effectiveness potential, indicating that most of the methods that could address 

risk sources early in the project are well documented and defined. 
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Figure 26. Comparison of Original Coverage Levels to Modified Values 

At the modeling process risk level, 51 of the 61 risks had their coverage levels drop 

between 20% and 40% (Figure 27-30).  Coverage levels for two of the risks, Politics and 

Project Objectives, were not changed by the effectiveness potential.  Coverage levels for 

two of the other risks in the Project Planning phase declined by 80%.  However, the 
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original coverage levels for those risks were less than 1%, so the effect on the higher 

level averages were negligible. 
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Figure 27. Comparison of Coverage Levels by Project Planning Risks 
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Figure 28. Comparison of Coverage Levels by Qualitative Model Risks 
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Figure 29. Comparison of Coverage Levels by Quantitative Model Risks 
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Figure 30. Comparison of Coverage Levels by Model Analysis and Use Risks 

 
Viewing the distributions of the individual coverage levels displays how inclusion of the 

effectiveness potential values has a stronger effect on the modeling process risks that 

initially had higher coverage levels (Figure 31).  While it was not an objective of this 

research to determine why this result occurred, it does raise a question to be potentially 

pursued with future research. 
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Figure 31. Comparison of Coverage Level Distributions 

From a method perspective, the coverage level for each method is reduced by the 

normalized effectiveness potential score.  When looking across the families of methods, 

the average coverage level declined between 26%, for the collection of Other methods, to 

65%, for the Coyle methods.  The two newest collections, Barlas and Sterman, have the 

lowest coverage level changes, approximately 30%.  The coverage levels for the two 

older collections, Forrester and Senge and Richardson and Pugh, declined 49% and 45%, 

respectively (Figure 32). 
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Figure 32. Coverage Level Comparison by Method Family 

The establishment of the linkages between the modeling process risks and modeling 

process risk management methods provided the foundation for the next stage of the 

research, determination of recommended modeling process risk management policies, 

based on the modeling process risk assessment for a particular project. 

 

The objective of the approach is to identify policies, combinations of modeling process 

risk management methods, that offer the highest potential value for discovering and 

managing modeling process risk sources.  For this research, the potential value is 

determined by assigning scales to both the efficiency and effectiveness potential. 

 

The efficiency scoring scale is developed from the previously described Combined 

Classifications, based on the availability of decision requirements for a method at the 

time that risk sources are anticipated to enter the project.  A 10-point scale was developed 

for this research (Table 72). 
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Table 72. Efficiency Scoring Scale 
Color Code Description Score 

Green All decision requirements are available exactly when needed. 10 
Yellow All decision requirements are available with moderate delay 

from when the modeling process risks could be encountered.  
The delay should contribute to only moderate project rework. 

7 

Red All decision requirements are available with significant delay 
from when the modeling process risks could be encountered.  
As a result, high rework is possible. 

4 

Blue The decision requirements are available, but use leads to 
method replication. 

1 

Black Because none of the decision requirements are available, the 
method is considered unavailable to manage the modeling 
process risks. 

0 

 

The scores are based on how soon after the occurrence of risk sources that all of the 

decision requirements are available in the project.  The level of delay reduces the 

efficiency of the method and can allow risk sources to enter the project, potentially 

generating errors that lead to rework, weak analysis, incorrect decision-making, or other 

value-reducing events. 

 

If all of the decision requirements for a method are available exactly when the risk 

sources are anticipated to need to be discovered, then a score of 10 is indicated for the 

fully efficient application of the method.  If none of the decision requirements are 

available at that time, then a score of 0 is indicated for the completely inefficient 

application of the method.  A linkage with a moderate delay receives a score of 7 and a 

more severe delay receives a score of 4.  Later in the project, methods that have had all of 

their decision requirements available since earlier in the project start to occur.  If these 

methods should have been applied earlier in the project, their efficiency is reduced by 

having to reuse resources.  If the application of the methods was delayed until the later 

risk sources are indicated, then the value for earlier risk sources is diminished.  When 

considering both of these situations, the overall efficiency of using these techniques for 

later risk sources is reduced.  The score of 1 indicates that some value is achieved for 

these situations, although their application is not generally recommended. 
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Using the efficiency scoring scale, every cell in the matrix that links the modeling 

process risks with the modeling process risk management methods was assigned a value.  

The color-coded values for each method and risk relationship are documented in 

Appendix F. 

 

The average efficiency value for a risk management method can be determined in a 

couple of ways.  The first is to calculate a simple average across every modeling process 

risk.  However, this approach can distort the value of the method by including risks for 

which the method is not intended to provide risk management value.  A more accurate 

assessment only includes the risks for which the method has some risk management 

value.  This approach dramatically changes the results.  If all risks are included, the 

overall average is 2.86.  If only the valuable relationships are included, the overall 

average is 6.61. 

 

A histogram of the method averages highlights that the vast majority of the methods offer 

strong potential value for their selected risks (Figure 33).  91 of the 105 methods have an 

average efficiency between 6 and 8.  The range of results is 3.25 to 9.44.  The method 

displaying the lowest efficiency is a Behavior Prediction method, focused on qualitative 

behavior prediction, from Forrester and Senge, referenced as F&S 7a.  The most efficient 

method is from Coyle.  Referenced as Coyle 6, the method focuses on assessment of 

definitional coherence of structural elements, supporting proper linkages between stocks 

and flows. 
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Figure 33. Distribution of Average Method Efficiency Values 

Viewing the efficiency values from a family perspective highlights the strength of each 

collection of methods (Figure 34).  Overall and in each subset of methods, the strongest 

response is, not surprisingly, focused on the development of the qualitative and 

quantitative models during the project.  The weakest project phase is the efficiency of 

assessment of project planning risks.  The efficiencies of assessing model analysis and 

model use risks are at similar levels, although quite low relative to the assessment of 

model development risks. 
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Figure 34. Efficiency Comparison by Method Families 

Within the families of methods, the most efficient collection is the six methods that Coyle 

defined (Table 73).  However, these methods are tightly focused on the qualitative model 

development risks, offering significantly less value to the quantification of the model.  

The other three phases receive almost no benefit from the methods.  The Barlas collection 

displays a similar distribution of strengths and weaknesses.  The Forrester and Senge 

collection contains methods that actually offer value to the project planning risks and 

significantly more efficient methods for the model analysis and model use risks.  The 

Sterman collection reflects its heritage of the Forrester and Senge collections in not only 

offering methods for the project planning, model analysis, and model use risks, but also 

offering more efficient methods for all three of those phases.  The Sterman collection 

offers strong efficiency for the model development risks also.  Richardson and Pugh 

created a collection of methods that focuses most strongly on the development of the 

qualitative model, followed by the quantitative model, and then offering some efficiency 

to the other phases.  Finally, the collection of other methods reflects their more 

specialized nature.  While they offer relatively higher efficiency to model analysis and 

model use, their breadth tends to be narrower, because of their specialization. 
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Table 73. Average Efficiency Values 

Group All 
Project 

Planning Qualitative Quantitative 
Model 

Analysis 
Model 

Use 
All 6.61 0.88 7.14 7.37 2.47 2.39 
Barlas 6.91 0.00 7.60 8.10 1.00 1.00 
Coyle 7.16 0.00 9.00 3.83 0.83 0.67 
Forrester 
and Senge 

6.63 0.83 7.13 7.00 2.87 2.78 

Richardson 
and Pugh 

6.20 1.13 8.13 6.63 1.00 0.75 

Sterman 6.51 1.96 6.65 7.81 3.23 2.88 
Others 6.57 0.29 5.50 8/50 4.86 5.43 
 

Incorporating the effectiveness potential values into the calculations of modeling process 

risk management value has a significant effect on the anticipated value of the methods.  

Unlike the efficiency scale, the effectiveness potential scale was normalized for the 

selection algorithm.  The decision to normalize either of the scales does not have an 

effect on the results of the algorithm. 

 

Just over one-third (37) of the 105 methods have full effectiveness potentials, 

maintaining the full value indicated by their efficiency profiles.  The risk management 

values for the other methods drop significantly when the effectiveness potentials are 

considered.  The histogram of the risk management averages reflects these effects (Figure 

35).  The grouping at the higher values corresponds to those methods with higher 

effectiveness potentials while the lower grouping captures the methods which have lower 

effectiveness potentials. 
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Figure 35. Risk Management Value Method Averages 

 

The overall risk management value drops from 6.61 to 3.97 (Table 74).  The family 

collection that takes the biggest reduction is the Coyle methods.  The lack of 

documentation for these methods reduces their value from the highest (7.16) to the lowest 

(2.87).  The Barlas methods maintain most of their value and are the highest valued 

collection of methods.  Their value is especially strong for the development of the 

qualitative and quantitative models.  The Sterman methods are also fairly well 

documented and maintain most of their potential value.  The older collections of methods 

are not as well documented and this affects their value.  The collection of other methods 

is newer and tends to be better documented.  The literature that mentions those methods 

also tends to be focused on the methods, rather than focused on projects that happen to 

apply them.  As a result of this focus, their documentation can be more complete. 
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Table 74. Risk Management Average Values 

Group All 
Project 

Planning Qualitative Quantitative 
Model 

Analysis 
Model 

Use 
All 3.97 0.53 4.04 4.56 1.75 1.70 
Barlas 4.77 0.00 5.04 5.91 0.68 0.68 
Coyle 2.87 0.00 3.43 0.90 0.37 0.17 
Forrester 
and Senge 

3.04 0.59 3.18 2.81 1.79 1.76 

Richardson 
and Pugh 

3.12 0.32 3.95 3.65 0.50 0.38 

Sterman 4.54 1.41 4.28 5.62 2.76 2.46 
Others 4.72 0.06 3.96 6.10 3.33 3.77 

 

Although the average values are much lower, the distribution of the potential risk 

management values, incorporating efficiency and effectiveness, across the project phases 

is similar to the distribution of the values that just incorporates the efficiency values 

(Figure 36).  This reflects that a collection of methods tends to have similar 

documentation patterns across all of the methods in the collection. 
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Figure 36. Risk Management Value Averages 

The algorithm used to determine modeling process risk management policies seeks to 

maximize the average modeling process risk management value across all of the 
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modeling process risks that are identified in the modeling process risk assessment step.  

The number of methods that can be part of the policy can either be unconstrained or can 

be constrained by level of resources that the project commits to modeling process risk 

management.  Regardless of the resource constraint level, the results of applying the 

algorithm might include fewer methods. 

 

Averaging the risk management results from each modeling process risk addresses a 

desire to incorporate a focus on all of the risks, not just the ones that have multiple highly 

efficient and high potentially effective methods.  The maximization function is an 

average of averages, rather than just a lump-sum average of the values that the methods 

are contributing. 

 

The modeling process risk management value that a method contributes to the 

management of a particular risk is calculated by multiplying the effectiveness potential 

value of the method by the efficiency value that the method offers for that particular risk.  

For example, the risk management value for a highly efficient method for a particular risk 

would start at a score of 10.  If the effectiveness potential was 0.47, then the risk 

management value contribution of that method for the risk would be 4.7. 

 

For each risk, all of the contributions are averaged to determine the risk management 

value delivered by the combination of methods that comprise the overall policy.  Then, 

the risk management values for each risk are averaged to assess the overall policy.  The 

average will be between 0 and 10, with higher results indicating more efficient and 

effective modeling process risk management potential. 

 

To provide some understanding of the risk management potential values for some 

policies, their calculated values are introduced (Table 75).  These values result from the 

application of the risk management policies to a project with a modeling process risk 

profile that includes all of the modeling process risks. 
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Table 75. Risk Management Potential Averages for Selected Policies 

Policy Description (Number of Methods) Risk Management 
Potential 

All – Apply all methods (105) 4.124 
Effective – Eliminate low effectiveness potential methods (88) 4.509 
Barlas – Apply Barlas family of methods (20) 3.406 
Coyle – Apply Coyle family of methods (6) 1.601 
F&S – Apply Forrester & Senge family of methods (23) 2.922 
R&P – Apply Richardson & Pugh family of methods (16) 2.700 
Sterman – Apply Sterman family of methods (26) 4.250 
 

An easy starting point is to consider a policy that applies every method.  If these 105 

methods were applied, the risk management potential value is 4.124.  By eliminating the 

methods with low effectiveness potentials, less than or equal to 0.20, the risk 

management potential value rises to 4.509.  This provides a preliminary indication of the 

value of applying the modeling process risk management framework.  A 16% reduction 

in the number of methods applied suggested a greater than 9% increase in the potential 

risk management value. 

 

Risk management potential values for applying the comprehensive method families are 

also included in the table to provide some comparison points.  In particular, note that the 

Sterman family, with only 26 methods, provides the best result of the comprehensive 

families, while also achieving a potential value that is within 6% of the Effective policy. 

 

The distribution of the policy results across phases highlights the strengths and 

weaknesses of reliance on the various policies (Figure 37).  The methods of Barlas, 

Coyle, and Richardson & Pugh focus on model development, while Forrester & Senge 

and Sterman display broader consideration of the modeling project risks. 
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Figure 37. Risk Management Policy Results by Phase 

The capability to evaluate the modeling process risk management potential for various 

policies created the opportunity to develop an algorithm that would assist modelers in 

determining a preferred modeling process risk management policy, based on the 

modeling process risk assessment for their projects. 

 

Since the available data was captured in a spreadsheet, consideration was given to the 

optimization tools available in Microsoft Excel®.  Included with the spreadsheet software 

is Solver, an optimization add-in that can be used to identify optimal solutions to 

problems defined in a spreadsheet. 

 

To utilize Solver, the software options were determined, based on how the optimization 

problem was defined (Table 76).  The basic nature of the problem is trying to maximize 

the output value that results from varying binary parameter values, subject to a resource 

limitation.  The output value is the risk management potential value for the policy and the 

binary parameters identify which methods are included in the policy.  The resource 
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limitation corresponds to the number of methods for which the modeler is willing to 

commit resources. 

Table 76. Microsoft Excel® Solver Options 

Option Value Description 
Maximum Time 2400 seconds Time to be taken by the solution process 
Iterations 10,000 Number of interim calculations 
Precision 0.000001 Precision of comparison of solution outcomes to 

target or previous values.  Higher precision is 
indicated by smaller values. 

Tolerance 0.00001% Percentage by which the target value of a solution 
can differ from the true optimal value and still be 
considered acceptable.  Solver only applies this 
option to problems with integer constraint values, of 
which the binary requirement is a subset. 

Convergence 0.0000001 Indicates a stopping point for Solver.  When the last 
five iterations change less than the convergence 
value, then Solver stops.  Smaller convergence 
values increase the processing time 

Linear Model No Indicates that at least some of the relationships in the 
model are non-linear 

Non-Negative Yes Causes all parameter values to be bounded by zero.  
The binary selection in this problem addresses this 
already. 

Estimates Quadratic Use quadratic extrapolation, appropriate for non-
linear problems, to generate initial parameter 
estimates. 

Derivatives Central Specifies the differencing approach estimate partial 
derivatives of the objective and constraint functions.  
The central option is applicable for problems where 
the constraints change rapidly. 

Search Conjugate Specifies the algorithm used to determine the search 
direction for each algorithm.  The conjugate 
approach uses less memory, but can require more 
steps.  It is appropriate for large problems, because 
of memory issues. 

 

Translating the problem into a usable optimization problem started with the target 

function, which was to maximize the average risk management value across all of the 

modeling process risks (MP1). 
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For each modeling process risk i and for each modeling process risk method j, the 

modeling process risk management value, vij, is the efficiency value assigned to that risk 

and method interaction. 

 

The status of a method j is defined as a binary variable, bj, where 1 indicates that the 

method was part of the current policy and 0 indicates that the method was not part of the 

current policy (Eq. 1b).  The total number of methods that can be used is limited by the 

number of methods available, which is 105 or by the number of methods that the modeler 

is willing to apply, which can be any value less than the total (Eq. 1c) 

 

The effectiveness potential for method j, Effj, is applied across all of the risks.  To 

simplify and test the initial formulation of the problem, the effectiveness potential was 

not included. 

 

The total risk management contribution, by the methods in a risk management policy, to a 

particular risk i, is determined by multiplying the status of each method, bj, by the risk 

management value, vij, of the method for that risk and then summed across all of the 61 

risks. 

 

Because the average risk management contribution for a particular risk is only calculated 

from those methods that were judged to actually contribute to the management of that 

risk, a count of those methods is required for each risk.  The contribution variable, cij, of 

method j for risk i is a binary variable, where 1 indicates that the method offers some 

value to the management of that risk and 0 indicates that the method does not offer any 

value to the management of that risk.  To determine the total number of methods in a 

particular risk management policy which are contributing to the management of a risk i, 

the status of each method, bj, is multiplied by the contribution variable, cij, of the method 

for that risk and then summed across all of the 105 methods. 
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For each risk i, the average risk management value is determined by dividing the 

summation of the total risk management value (∑bjvij) by the summation of the number 

of methods that are contributing risk management value for that risk (∑bjcij). 

 

The average risk management values (∑bjvij/∑bjcij

MP1: 

) are summed across all 61 modeling 

process risks and then divided by 61 to determine the risk management potential for that 

modeling process risk management policy (Eq. 1a). 
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Equation 1. Initial Problem Definition 

Review of the problem statement revealed a problem with this ideal formulation (MP1).  

Within a particular risk management policy, it is possible for a modeling process risk to 

have no methods that are contributing risk management value.  In this situation, the 

summation of the term bjcij is 0.  This introduces a division by zero condition into the 

objective function, rendering the problem unsolvable.  From a practical standpoint, the 

solution to this situation is to replace summation term (∑bjcij) with a positive value less 

than or equal to 1, so that the division is possible. 

 

Correcting the objective function required adding a maximization function to the 

objective function to make sure that the summation term (∑bjcij) was always equal to at 

least K (MP2).  If the summation term is less than 1, then the K value is selected.  Since 

the summation term has to be an integer, this is the same as saying that the summation 

term is 0.  This modification did not change the value outcome for a particular risk i since 

the contribution value for that risk would also be 0. 
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Equation 2. Problem Definition Modified to Eliminate Division by Zero 

However, attempting to utilize this formulation introduced another problem.  Because the 

basic Solver software utilizes partial differential equations to determine next steps for 

iterations, it does not work with discontinuous functions.  The maximization function is 

discontinuous between 0 and 1.  Therefore, adding the maximization function to the 

problem created a discontinuous function and caused errors to occur when the software 

was invoked. 

 

To allow the software to function, an alternative problem was required that eliminated the 

discontinuous function while also delivering results that approached those of the ideal 

formulation or the first modified formulation. 

 

To eliminate the discontinuous function, the original objective function was modified by 

adding a positive constant K to the summation of the bjcij

MP3: 

 terms (MP3).  Therefore, the 

divisor is always non-zero. 
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Equation 3. Modified Problem Definition to Eliminate Discontinuous Function 

This function delivers an optimized result for this formulation.  However, it does not 

necessarily deliver the optimal solution for the original problem definition.  Each term, 
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corresponding to a modeling process risk, in the modified objective function differs from 

original objective function, based on the number of methods that contribute risk 

management value to the risk.  The ratio is (bi + K)/bi
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.  When K = 0.01, the ratio for b = 

1 is 1.01, a difference or error of 1%.  To demonstrate the error curve, the example when 

K=0.01 is displayed (Figure 38).  If ten methods are part of the risk management policy 

for a particular risk, then the difference is 0.10%.  For the purposes of this research, this 

error curve was considered to be acceptable for selecting the methods to be included in 

the modeling process risk management policy for a project risk assessment. 

 
Figure 38. Error Curve, K=0.01 

An alternative formulation to utilizing the maximization function is to apply a dummy 

variable that is either 0 or 1, depending on whether the contribution summation term 

(∑bjcij) is 0 or positive (MP4).  A paired set of constraints, utilizing a large constant (M),  

are added to the problem to force the value of the dummy term (ei) to assume the 

required value to maintain the status of the term in the objective function. 
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Equation 4. Alternative Problem Definition to Eliminate Discontinuous Function 

While this formulation addresses the use of the discontinuous function, it does not 

convert the problem into a more easily solvable linear programming problem.  In 

addition, it adds another set of binary parameters to challenge the capabilities of the 

available software.  In fact, the number of parameters and constraints exceeds the limits 

of the Solver software package. 

 

To circumvent those limits, the Premium Solver package was utilized.  This package 

offers not only the capability for larger scale problems, but also offers some other 

optimization engines beyond the one provided by the basic Solver package for addressing 

non-linear, mixed integer problems. 

 

Even this greater capability did not provide a practical solution for the problem.  

Inherently, solution approaches to non-linear, mixed integer problems do not strive for 

optimal solutions.  Rather, they strive for near-optimal solutions that often focus on 

“branch and bound” algorithms to move across the solution space.  The searches are 

complicated by the presence of the integer constraints.  Initial runs of the defined 

problem required greater than a day of processing time without generating solutions that 
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were more valuable than initial solutions that were generated with the modified 

formulation (using the K constant). 

 

Since the focus of this research is to provide a significantly better approach to modeling 

process risk management, rather than an optimal solution, the decision was made to go 

with an approximation approach for solving the problem.  Even though this is still a non-

linear, mixed integer problem, it is a much simpler problem, eliminating 183 constraints 

from the formulation, one-third of which are binary constraints. 

 

This decision allowed the research to finalize the definition of the optimization problem 

to more fully reflect the research needs.  At this point, the formulation did not include the 

effectiveness potential for each method.  For each method j, this value is a constant 

across the risks.  So, the effectiveness potential value, Effi, factors the risk management 

contribution value, vij

MP5: 

, for a method when it contributes to the risk management value for 

a particular risk j (MP5). 
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Equation 5. Problem Definition Including Effectiveness Potential 

An advantage that the inclusion of the effectiveness potential offers to the solution of the 

problem is that methods with an effectiveness potential value of 0 can be removed from 

the problem, reducing the size of the objective function and reducing the number of 

constraints. 

 

Similarly, the problem can also be formulated to incorporate the results of the modeling 

process risk assessment.  The presence of a risk can be indicated as a factor, Riski, within 

each of the summation terms in the numerator of the objective function.  The inclusion of 
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this status completes the scenario selection model, using the alternative formulation 

(MP6). 

MP6: 
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Equation 6. Problem Definition Including Effectiveness Potential and Risk Selection 

For each modeling process risk i, the presence of risk sources is indicated by a binary 

variable that either includes the risk in the formulation or excludes it.  As part of the 

future research that incorporates this portion of the problem, consideration should also be 

given to relaxing the binary condition on the value of Riski

The software reached convergence on an optimal solution with a risk management value 

of 7.16, significantly higher than the Sterman collection of methods, which averages 4.25 

 so that importance values 

could be assigned.  This supports the opportunity to prioritize the modeling process risks 

within a project, rather than just identifying their presence. 

 

The development of the policy building algorithm, based on the results of the modeling 

process risk assessment, provides the final tool necessary to apply the system dynamics 

modeling process risk management methodology.  For the purposes of this research, the 

project scenario contains the assumption that sources for all of the modeling process risks 

are present. 

 

Utilizing the Standard Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG) Non-Linear Engine within 

Premium Solver in Microsoft Excel, the alternative formulation was used to develop a 

suggested solution to the problem when resources were not constrained.  In other words, 

the algorithm was allowed to consider policy combinations that include any or all 

methods. 
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over 20 methods.  The optimal solution uses eight methods to deliver risk management 

value (Table 77).  Seven of these eight methods come from four of the method collections 

and the Parameter Estimation method from Peterson completes this modeling process risk 

management policy. 

Table 77. Methods in the Near Optimal Policies 

Reference Name Objective 
Barlas 46 Discrepancy 

Coefficient 
Determine how accurately the model can reproduce 
major behavior patterns exhibited by the real system 

Coyle 6 Definitional 
Coherence 

Determine that the variables in a model are structurally 
coherent, based on type assignment rules 

F&S 4 Boundary 
Adequacy 

Validate structural relationships necessary to satisfy a 
model’s purpose. 
Is model aggregation appropriate? 
Does the model include all relevant structures? 

F&S 14 System 
Improvement 

Identifying policies that lead to improved performance 
of the real system. 
Considers whether or not policies found beneficial after 
working with a model, when implemented, also improve 
real world behavior. 

F&S 17 Policy 
Sensitivity 

Determine the degree to which policy recommendations 
might be influenced by uncertainty in parameter values. 
Indicate the risk involved in adopting a model for policy 
making. 

Sterman 6a Integration 
Error 

Are the results sensitive to the choice of time step or 
numerical integration method? 

Sterman 12 System 
Improvement 

Did the modeling process help change the system for the 
better? 

Peterson 1 Parameter 
Estimation 

Determine “good” values for parameters, especially in 
the absence of direct data. 

 

These risk management relationships for the methods in this policy, named Opt 8, can be 

mapped against all of the modeling process risks identified for the project (Figure 39).  

This map documents when the methods can be initiated most efficiently.  For example, 

the boundary adequacy and system improvement methods can be started in the project 

planning phase to address risks associated with system endogenous behavior and with the 

use of the system dynamics methodology.  The map also indicates that the effectiveness 

of these methods will be limited since all of the necessary decision requirements are not 

available at this phase of the project.  Even with only eight methods, only four modeling 

process risks are not managed.  Once model development initiates, there are highly 
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efficient methods available for all of the modeling process risks associated with the 

qualitative model, quantitative model, and the policy analysis.  Although the testing 

segment has slightly less efficient methods, the risks associated with decision-making and 

implementation have highly efficient methods. 
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Name
Discrepancy 
Coefficient

Definitional 
Coherence

Boundary 
Adequacy

System 
Improvement

Policy 
Sensitivity

Integration 
Error

System 
Improvement

Parameter 
Estimation

Designation Barlas 46 Coyle 6 F&S 4 F&S 14 F&S 17 Sterman 6a Sterman 12 Peterson 1
1.1.1 Economic Feasibility
1.1.2 System Knowledge Value
1.1.3 System Endogenous Behavior x
1.1.4 Methodology x x x x
1.1.5 Politics x
1.1.6 Project Objectives x
1.1.7 System Control 
1.2.1 Client System Experience x
1.2.2 Modeler System Experience x x x x
1.2.3 Mental Model/Preconception x
1.2.4 Philosophy/Bias/Ideology x
1.2.5 Subject Matter Expertise
2.1.01 Mental Model Translation x x x x x
2.1.02 Reference Mode Archetype x x x x
2.1.03 Simplicity x
2.1.04 Aggregation Level x
2.1.05 Qualitative Source Data x x x
2.1.06 Variables Identification x x
2.1.07 Auxiliary Variables Identification x x
2.1.08 Co-Flow Structure x
2.1.09 Decision-Making Structure x x
2.1.10 Link Polarity x x
2.1.11 Loop Definition x x
2.1.12 Loop Coherence x
2.1.13 Dimensional Unit Consistency x
2.1.14 Parameter Identification x x x
2.1.15 Delay Identification x
2.1.16 Boundary x x
2.1.17 Exogenous Variable Identification x x
2.1.18 Structural Inference x x x x x x x
2.2.01 Software x
2.2.02 Reference Mode Quantitative  x x x x x x
2.2.03 Time Horizon x x x
2.2.04 Quantitative Source Data x x x x
2.2.05 Data Noise/Random Effects x x
2.2.06 Link Quantification x x x
2.2.07 Non-linear Relationships (Look-up 
table) x x x
2.2.08 Delay Quantification x x x
2.2.09 Parameter (Estimation) 
Quantification x x x x
2.2.10 Sensitive Parameter 
Quantification/Tuning x x x
2.2.11 Exogenous Variable Quantification x x x x
2.2.12 Physical Properties x x
2.2.13 Time Step x
2.2.14 Dimensional Quantification 
Consistency x x x
2.2.15 Model Endogenous Behavior  x x x x x x
2.2.16 Initial Conditions Quantification x x x
2.2.17 Initial Conditions x x x x x
2.2.18 Behavioral Inference x x x x x x x
3.1.1 Testing Methods x
3.1.2 System Operating Range x x
3.1.3 Robustness x x x
3.1.4 Testing Inference x x
3.2.1 Policy Alternatives x
3.2.2 Pattern Prediction x x x x
3.2.3 Model Transparency x x x x x
3.2.4 Model Complexity x x x
4.1.1 Decision-making x x x x x x x
4.1.2 Performance Measurement x x x x x
4.1.3 Point Estimate Prediction x x x x x
4.1.4 Documentation x
4.2.1 Implementation x x x x x  

Figure 39. Modeling Process Risk Coverage for the Optimal Policy 

To provide further insight about the results from the optimization algorithm, a second run 

with the software engine was initiated.  The second run delivered a modeling process risk 

management policy that scored slightly higher than the first optimal policy, Opt 8.  The 
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overall risk management value for this policy is 7.24.  Surprisingly, this policy uses seven 

methods, all of which are in the Opt 8 policy.  The new policy, named Opt 7, eliminates 

the Parameter Estimation method from Peterson to form its collection of methods. 

 

A review of the policy map (Figure 39) indicates that the primary benefit of the Peterson 

method is to provide replicate methods for many of the modeling process risks associated 

with model quantification, policy analysis, decision-making, and implementation.  

However, for the later occurring risks, this method is not highly efficient.  As a result, the 

contribution to these risks brings down their average risk management value. 

 

The Opt 7 policy result, although somewhat surprising, highlighted the challenges of 

determining solutions for mixed integer, non-linear optimization problems.  The software 

reaches a termination point when the convergence criterion is reached.  If the results of 

the branch and bound methodology flatten out for an extended period, the algorithm will 

terminate its search. 

 

To determine a probable upper bound for the problem, the integer constraints (bj binary) 

were relaxed to allow the variables to be continuous between 0 and 1.  The result of 

applying the continuous relaxation approach was a solution that incorporated 

contributions from 10 different methods to generate a risk management value of 7.579.  

The policy included all of the Opt 7 methods, although not necessarily at a full level (bj = 

1).  The other three methods came from the Sterman methods, including two Sensitivity 

Analysis methods (Sterman 11a and 11b) and a Boundary Adequacy method (Sterman 

1ab).  The total “utilization” of the 10 methods was only 3.88 “methods,” since the binary 

requirement was not in place. 

 

The continuous relaxation solution indicates that the mixed integer solution approaches 

delivered results that were within 4.5% of that upper bound for the Opt 7 policy and 5.6% 

of the bound for the Opt 8 policy.  The high quality of these results suggests that policies 

built with the binary constraints are acceptable for delivering improved performance. 
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Given how much faster the continuous relaxation approach reaches a solution also 

suggests that future research could consider the development of policy building from 

continuous parameter algorithms, compared with the mixed integer approach. 

 

Comparing the recommended policies with the some of the previous methods highlights 

the strengths from applying the optimization algorithm (Figure 40).  The newly 

developed policies noticeably strengthen the modeling process risk management value 

potential for the model development, analysis, and use phases.  Even though the objective 

function in the algorithm is designed to encourage value for the management of all of the 

modeling process risks, the results do not incorporate strong coverage of the project 

planning risks.  This suggests that an area of improvement for the system dynamics 

methodology is to identify and document effective methods for managing modeling 

process risks in the project planning phase.  This reinforces the previous insight that there 

are no methods in the database that only require the presence of project objectives to be 

for decision making. 
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Figure 40. Risk Management Value Comparisons 
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4.6  Integrate the Framework with the System Dynamics 

Process 

DictionaryFramework LinkagesFactorsAnalyzeDefineManageDevelopLinkagesDatabaseFrameworkTaxonomy Taxonomy AssessRisks Methods Policies VV&AModelProcess

Integration

Documentation  
Figure 41. Research Map – Process Integration 

The development of the risk management methods database and the linkage of that 

database to the modeling process risks database provide modelers with the opportunity to 

generate their risk management plan early in the modeling process and then document the 

results of that plan as they proceed through the project (Figure 41).  The modeling 

process risk management framework was identified to utilize these tools to generate and 

apply the modeling process risk management plan for a project (Table 78).  Within the 

current system dynamics modeling method (Table 12), the modeling process risk 

management steps are initiated after the problem articulation step. 

Table 78. Modeling Process Risk Management Framework 

No. Modeling Process Risk Management Framework Step 
 Define system dynamics project objectives. 
1 Assess modeling process risks for achieving the system dynamics project 

objectives. 
1a Identify the key risks. 
1b Determine the sources of those risks. 
1c Measure the likelihood of their occurrence and the significance of their 

occurrence to the process. 
2 Determine risk acceptance limits. 
3 Evaluate modeling process risk management methods for avoiding, transferring, 

and reducing modeling risks. 
4a Assess modeling process risk management performance and identify risk 

management gaps. 
4b Document the modeling process risk management plan. 
5 Implement the modeling process risk management plan and monitor method 

performance. 
 

To demonstrate how the modeling process risk management plans are developed and 

documented, a system dynamics model was developed with the modified system 

dynamics modeling method, incorporating the modeling process risk management 
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framework.  The development and use of this model represented the application of the 

system dynamics modeling process, from the modeler’s perspective of a project. 

 

The effectiveness of the modeling process risk management approach should increase the 

more tightly that the approach is integrated with the system dynamics methodology.  

Based on the business risk management process, the optimal effectiveness occurs when 

the risk assessment is performed as soon as the project objectives have been determined.  

Following this approach defines the modeling process risk management plan and allows 

implementation of that plan to begin immediately.  Currently, the system dynamics 

method does not explicitly address risk management until after the model has been 

quantified, prior to the consideration of policy alternatives.  One consequence of this is 

that modelers are not focused on modeling process risk management and documentation 

as they work through their projects, which can limit the effectiveness of the basic system 

dynamics modeling method and risk management portion of the method. 

4.6.1 Define System Dynamics Project Objectives 

The objectives of the system dynamics project are to understand the effects of various 

modeling process risk management policies on the quality and resource levels of the 

project. 

4.6.2 Modeling Process Risk Assessment 

With the project objectives defined, the assessment of modeling process risks to the 

achievement of those objectives was conducted.  Each of the modeling process risks in 

the modeling process risk dictionary was considered to determine the presence of risk 

sources.  The full risk assessment results are contained in Appendix G. 

 

The risks that require management, based on the assessment, are documented by 

quadrants to guide application of the method selection algorithm (Table 79).  As a 

reminder, Quadrant II risks are those that are anticipated to be highly likely to occur, yet 

are not considered to have a highly significant effect on the project objectives.  The 

recommended risk management approach is to apply monitoring techniques for the 

presence of these sources.  Quadrant III risks are not considered to have a high likelihood 
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of occurrence.  However, if they do occur, they can significantly affect achievement of 

project objectives.  Therefore, the recommended risk management approach is to actively 

seek to discover the presence of the sources so that they can be removed quickly upon 

occurrence.  Quadrant IV risks are highly likely to occur and will significantly affect the 

achievement of project objectives when they do occur.  The recommended risk 

management approach is to avoid or reduce the effects of the potential sources from the 

project.  If not possible to remove them, then they should be transferred or accepted. 

Table 79. Modeling Process Risk Assessment Results 

Quadrant II Quadrant III Quadrant IV 
Quantitative Source Data System Knowledge Value Mental Model Translation 
Testing Methods System Endogenous 

Behavior 
Co-Flow Structure 

System Operating Range Qualitative Source Data Decision-Making Structure 
Robustness Variables Identification Parameter Identification 
 Auxiliary Variables 

Identification 
Delay Identification 

Loop Definition Structural Inference 
Sensitive Parameter 
Quantification/Tuning 

Link Quantification 

 Non-Linear Relationships 
(Lookup Tables) 
Delay Quantification 
Parameter (Estimation) 
Quantification 
Model Endogenous 
Behavior 
Behavioral Inference 
Testing Inference 
Policy Alternatives 
Decision-Making 
Performance Measurement 

4.6.3 Risk Acceptance Limits 

For this project, risk acceptance limits were set quite low, that is, conservatively.  

Although this did not affect the risk assessment, the decision was made to apply this 

conservative approach to the classification of the risks for the method selection 

algorithm.  All of the risks were considered to be quadrant III, even the quadrant IV risks 

which were already being addressed by other methods. 
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4.6.4 Modeling Process Risk Management Plan Documentation 
Determination of the modeling process risk management plan for the project management 

system dynamics model was accomplished by integrating the modeling process risk 

assessment results (Table 79) with the method selection algorithm (Equation 6).  Based 

on the anticipated modeling process risks and the modeling process risk management 

capabilities of the methods, four methods were recommended for the project’s modeling 

process risk management policy (Table 80). 

Table 80. Project Management SD Modeling Process Risk Management Plan 

Method Name Key Contributions 
Sterman 1c Boundary Adequacy Boundary determination for modeling 
Coyle 6 Dimensional Coherence Structural coherence and integrity 
Barlas 46 Discrepancy Coefficient Behavior pattern reproduction 
Forrester & 
Senge 17 

Policy Sensitivity Parameter sensitivity on policy decisions 

 

The Boundary Adequacy method brings focus to the project planning phase.  The 

Dimensional Coherence method stresses proper formulation of the structure for the 

qualitative model.  Then, the Discrepancy Coefficient method supports management of 

the risks associated with the quantitative model.  Finally, the Policy Sensitivity method 

supports the management of risks that are anticipated during the policy analysis and 

model use phases. 

 

The overall modeling process risk management value for this policy is 4.16.  The policy 

coverage map indicates which methods address which of the risks that were identified 

(Appendix G).  For just the risks identified in the assessment, the value is 7.92.  The 

weakest modeling process risk management is associated with project planning and, 

ironically, testing methods and inference.  The identified methods provide average risk 

management values of 9.24 for the qualitative model development segment and 9.27 for 

the quantitative model development segment.  The value the methods bring to the policy 

alternatives risk is 9.33.  The model use phase has three risks and the policy brings a 7.48 

average risk management value to them. 
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To provide some insight about the value of a focused model process risk management 

policy, other policies were assessed for the modeling process risk management value that 

they would provide this project.  The values for the families of methods range from 1.191 

for Coyle to 2.224 for Sterman.  Even though the values of the two optimized policies are 

more effective than the families of methods, at 3.989 for Opt 7 and 3.920 for Opt 8, they 

are still less effective than personalizing the methods for the identified modeling process 

risks. 

4.6.5 Modeling Process Risk Management Plan Implementation 

The methods that were identified for the project’s modeling process risk management 

plan were applied when indicated (Table 81).  Key insights that resulted from the 

applications of the methods are also noted.  As recommended in the system dynamics 

method, the methods were applied repeatedly throughout the project. 

Table 81. Model Process Risk Management Plan Implementation 

Method Application Key Insights 
Boundary 
Adequacy 
(Sterman 1c) 

Technique was utilized from 
conceptualization throughout 
model development, combined 
with sensitivity analysis. 

Working from documented 
research, this guided the inclusion 
of the perception and discovery 
resource concepts and then the 
understanding of the risk 
management policy structure. 

Dimensional 
Coherence 
(Coyle 6) 

Applied during qualitative model 
development. 

Combined with dimensional 
analysis to maintain structural 
integrity. 

Discrepancy 
Coefficient 
(Barlas 46) 

Although Theil values were not 
calculated, this technique drove 
the quantification process by 
driving qualitative comparison to 
perceived dynamic hypotheses. 

Guided initialization of parameters 
to support realistic model behavior. 

Policy 
Sensitivity 
(F&S 17) 

Sensitivity analysis included 
policy considerations. 

Identified sensitive parameters and 
revealed formulation inadequacies. 

 

Quadrant IV risks are the highly likely, highly significant risks that have been identified 

for the project.  These risks are managed by evaluating modeling process risk 

management methods for avoiding, transferring, and reducing modeling risks.   
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For this project, the Quadrant IV risks were anticipated to be broadly encountered 

throughout the project. However, a closer review of the risk sources indicated that most 

of them were highly likely because of the level of experience of the modeler with 

developing system dynamic models in the project management field.  Fortunately, 

extensive research has been conducted by other modelers (Lyneis 2003).  This literature 

was reviewed to increase understanding of how system dynamics has been applied to 

project management problems.  In addition, a workshop review was conducted with 

Lyneis to gather insights about the appropriateness of the model formulation.  These two 

methods significantly reduced the likelihood of many of the quadrant IV risks, making it 

more appropriate to consider them as quadrant III risks for the method selection 

algorithm. 

4.7 Project Management System Dynamics Model Development 

DictionaryFramework LinkagesFactorsAnalyzeDefineIntegration
LinkagesDatabaseFrameworkTaxonomy TaxonomyRisks Methods Policies VV&AProcess

Assess

Model

Develop

Manage  
Figure 42. Research Map - System Dynamics Modeling Application 

To assess the potential benefits from integrating the modeling process risk management 

framework in the system dynamics method, a system dynamics model of the system 

dynamics modeling method was developed (Figure 42).  This model captures the 

dynamic hypothesis outlined as the basis for the research (Figure 2) and was built from 

the foundation of the simple stock-and-flow project management model (Figure 4).  The 

baseline behavior of the research model was then assessed. 

4.7.1 Mental Model Translation and Conceptualization 

To support this research, four concepts from the dynamic hypothesis had to be 

incorporated into the basic stock and flow model. 

1) The flow of perceptions about how much work has been accomplished. 

2) The effects of undiscovered errors on effective quality and on perception of 

accomplishment. 
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3) The effects of modeling process risk management policies on the timing and 

effectiveness of rework resources. 

4) The decision criteria for considering a project to be completed. 

 

The basic model was conceptualized to focus on the flow of work through the project.  

This was not sufficient to provide strong insights about the effects of quality and rework 

on the project performance.  To support the inclusion of that concept, the model required 

a structure that would support understanding of how a modeler perceived the progress of 

the project. 

 

The mental model that formed the basis of the structure was that a modeler believes that 

his or her work is correct.  Therefore, each task that is performed is considered, or 

perceived, to be complete when it is finished and that the project and the model.  

Modeling process risk management activities serve to correct the discrepancy between 

reality and perception. 

 

The co-flow structure maintains two stocks of “perceived work,” work that is perceived 

to be needed to be completed and work that is perceived to have been completed (Figure 

43).  In the model, the flow of work is driven by the potential work rate, which 

corresponds to the task accomplishment rate.  This rate is not factored for off-quality 

work.  When rework discovery occurs, then the modeler’s perception is corrected about 

status of work that was considered to be completed.  So, those tasks flow back into the 

stock of work that still needs to be completed.  The perception correction will continue 

until the project is considered to be complete. 
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Figure 43. Perception Co-Flow Structure 

 

The mental model of the effects of undiscovered rework is that these errors in the project 

propagate other errors and reduce the effective quality that the modeler is able to deliver.  

Since the modeler is not aware of the errors until they are discovered, the model is built 

on a weak foundation. 

 

A stock and flow structure captures the information necessary to determine how long 

tasks requiring rework dwell in the project before being discovered (Figure 44).  The 

stock value, which has a dimension of “task-time units,” is filled by new rework tasks 

and also by the undiscovered rework tasks that are carried over each time unit.  The stock 

is reduced by the results of rework discovery tasks, which discover tasks requiring 

rework.  When those newly discovered tasks are multiplied by their average dwelling 

time, this value reduces the rework dwelling stock. 
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Figure 44. Dwell Time Effects Structure 

The average rework dwell time feeds an equation that is conceived to determine how 

much the base quality should be reduced to reflect the effects of propagation of errors by 

the undiscovered errors that are in the project.  The mental model is that the errors have a 

strong initial impact that increase slowly over time.  A log normal function delivers a 

behavior shape that corresponds to the mental model.  Two factors are applied to the 

function to provide control over the value that the equation contributes (ADI). 

ADI: 
( )









=

2Factor Impact 
1,Time DwellRework  Averagemaxln*1Factor Impact Impact Dwelling Average  

(7) 
Equation 7. Average Dwelling Impact Calculation 

The maximization function in the equation ensures that impact will not be negative.  The 

Impact Factor 1 drives how strong the initial effect is.  Impact Factor 2 then controls the 

rate of increase of the impact over time.  For the current model, Impact Factor 1 is 0.05 

and Impact Factor 2 is 0.50.  The long-term average dwelling impact approaches 0.30, or 

a 30% reduction of the baseline quality.  No literature was discovered to determine what 

would be an appropriate value for this parameter.  However, a qualitative assessment of 
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the curve suggested the approach is reasonable (Figure 45).  In addition, both of the 

impact factors were included in the sensitivity analysis that was conducted.  The results 

supported use of the selected factor values. 
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Figure 45. Dwell Time Impact Curve 

 

The rework discovery resources structure had two dimensions to consider (Figure 46).  

The first was when those resources would be applied and the second dimension was how 

effective those resources were when they were applied. 
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Figure 46. Rework Resources Structure 

To determine when the resources are applied during a project, the starting point was the 

desired level of modeling process risk management resources that would be applied.  As 

previously noted, modelers typically commit 20% of their project resources to modeling 

process risk management activities (Scholl 1995).  The ratio of 20:80 for modeling 

process risk management activities to actual work generates the 25% value that was used 

as the baseline for the model. 

 

The other parameter that had to be considered was how much rework discovery could be 

attempted during each time unit.  An initial formulation allowed all resources to be 

committed to rework discovery during a time period.  However, model testing 

demonstrated that this formulation caused an unrealistic result.  If only a small level of 

resources were committed to value-adding work, rather than rework discovery, the time 

to complete the project would be stretched out dramatically.  The model structure does 

not allow the resource commitment to oscillate between discovery and value-adding 

work.  To capture actual rework that would ensue when rework is discovered, the 

structure was reformulated to limit the amount of rework that could occur during a time 

unit.  A factor of 60%, indicating a 60:40 ratio of rework to value adding work, delivered 

model behavior that seemed realistic when assessed qualitatively.  This parameter was 

included in the sensitivity analysis. 
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Rework resources are allocated through the project with two approaches.  The baseline 

performance again was driven by benchmarking information (Scholl 1995) and also by 

the design of the existing system dynamics modeling process (Sterman 2000). 

 

Scholl’s work produced information that suggested a percentage allocation of resources 

to each phase of a project (Scholl 1995).  Survey participants indicated their priority for 

committing project resources to phases that included: conceptualization, formulation, 

improvement, and implementation.  By applying a four-point scale to the survey results, 

where a first priority ranking received 4 points and a fourth priority ranking received one 

point, the allocation scheme suggested percentages by which resources could be allocated 

to these phases (Table 82). 

Table 82. Phase Allocation of Resources 

 Ranking   
Phase 1 2 3 4 Score Share 

Conceptualization 45 32 10 7 303 30% 
Formulation 33 41 17 9 298 30% 
Improvement 17 24 40 19 239 24% 
Implementation 10 11 23 50 169 17% 
 

The allocation figures were mapped against the phases in the system dynamics modeling 

process to assign phase percentages (Table 83).  However, Scholl’s information did not 

really address project planning.  Therefore, the percentages had to be evaluated to include 

a commitment to that phase.  A literature review did not reveal a benchmark figure for 

this phase.  Although it would be desirable to commit a significant resource level to 

project planning, a reasonable figure that reflects real-life practice was 5% of total project 

resources.  This share came from the implementation allocation to provide the allocation 

that drove the model. 
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Table 83. Resource Allocation Mapping 

Phase Modeling Allocation Project Allocation 
Project Planning  5% 
Qualitative Model Development Conceptualization - 30% 30% 
Quantitative Model Development Formulation - 30% 30% 
Model Testing Improvement - 20% 20% 
Policy Analysis Improvement (4%) and 

Implementation (6%) - 10% 
10% 

Decision-Making and 
Implementation 

Implementation - (10%) 5% 

 

The baseline allocation of modeling process risk management resources was developed 

from the current system dynamics modeling process, which stresses that model testing 

occurs after the quantified model is available.  Using this as a guideline, all of the 

modeling process risk management resources would be allocated to the model testing 

phase.  However, the process description also encourages modelers to conduct 

assessment activities during the entire process.  Therefore, the baseline applies a small 

amount of resources during each phase, while maintaining the majority of resources in 

the model testing phase (Table 84). 

Table 84. Baseline Rework Resources Allocation 

Phase Project Allocation Rework Resources 
Allocation 

Project Planning 5% 5% 
Qualitative Model Development 30% 5% 
Quantitative Model Development 30% 5% 
Model Testing 20% 80% 
Policy Analysis 10% 3 1/3% 
Decision-Making and Implementation 5% 1 2/3% 
 

The resource allocation for modeling process risk policies is determined by the 

classification of the methods that make up each policy.  The assumption is that methods 

will be applied when the first decision requirement is available and will not be applied 

after the final decision requirement is available.  This reflects the most efficient 

application of each method.  Based on the number of methods that could be applied 

during each phase, the resources are allocated across all of the phases.  This data is fed to 
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the model in a table format where the percentage allocation corresponds to the project 

allocation percentage. 

 

The rework resources value is determined from the risk management values generated by 

the method algorithm.  The risk management values for each of the modeling process 

risks in a phase are averaged to determine the rework efficiency value for that phase.  

Similar to the rework resource allocation, this data is fed to the model in a table format 

where the rework resources values correspond to the project allocation percentages. 

 

By allocating the rework resources and determining how effective they are, the model can 

then apply those resources to the discovery of rework.  The remaining part of the rework 

resources mental model that needed to be conceptualized was that it takes fewer 

resources to discover tasks that require resources than are required to generate the tasks 

that will need to be discovered.  A multiplier factor was necessary to increase the impact 

of the rework discovery resources.  The value of the Rework Power Factor in the model 

is 3, which corresponds to a situation where the initial generation of tasks requires three 

times as many resources as will be required to discover that the tasks will require rework.  

This factor was included in the extreme values and sensitivity analyses and the 

assessment indicated that the model behavior is reasonable with this factor value. 

 

The final component of the mental model that needed to be conceptualized was the 

decision criteria for determining that the project was complete and that additional 

resources would not be committed to the project.  The introduction of the perception co-

flow structure suggested that projects do not terminate when the task requirements are 

complete.  Rather, projects are terminated when the modeler, or the project team, 

perceive that all of the requirements have been met.  If errors are hidden in the project, 

then lack of awareness will result in the project being accepted as complete with those 

errors built-in.  As a result, the results of this system dynamics model are reported when 

the perception of completion is encountered.  The perception of completion is assessed 

against a target completion factor that reflects an internal quality level that the modeler or 

project team has.  The model uses a completion factor of .90, meaning that 90% of the 
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project work tasks have to be perceived to be completed for the project to be accepted as 

complete.  This factor was included in the sensitivity analysis for the model and has an 

important effect on model behavior, as is discussed in the model analysis. 

 

The complete model expands the basic project management model to incorporate the 

perception co-flow, rework dwell, rework resources, and project completion structures 

(Figure 47).  The code for the model, a larger figure, and descriptions of all variables are 

included in Appendix H. 

 

 
Figure 47. Project Management System Dynamics Model 

4.7.2 Baseline Behavior Review 

The baseline system behavior was generated by establishing the parameters for a 

synthetic system dynamics modeling project, that is, one that has been synthesized to 

serve as the basis for the research analysis.  The project has been estimated to require 80 

value-adding tasks for planning, developing, analyzing and implementing the 

recommendations from the model.  The project has budgeted an additional 25% of tasks 

for modeling process risk management.  The modeler on the project is considered to 
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perform at an average quality level.  The project team has an average level of experience.  

Translating these project definitions into project parameters and combining these with the 

other project parameters provide the constants for the model (Table 85). 

Table 85. System Dynamics Model Parameters 

Variable Name Description (Units) Base 
Base Quality Quality level for modeler (percent first class) 0.8 
Project Actual Work Value-adding Size of Project (work units) 80 
Impact Factor 1 Initiates Rework Dwell effects 0.05 
Impact Factor 2 Establishes Rework Dwell multiplier effects .50 
Budgeted Rework 
Percentage 

Percent of productivity budgeted for risk 
management and Rework (Percent/time unit 

0.25 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment 

Establishes the maximum amount of work that 
can be committed to rework discovery during any 
time unit 

0.6 

Target Project Completion 
Factor 

Percent Actual Work perceived complete that will 
stop a project 

.90 

Rework Power Factor Establishes the relationship between how much 
time it takes to discover rework and create tasks. 

3 

 

In addition to the listed parameters, the modeling process risk management policy must 

be defined for the project.  As previously stated, the benchmarking survey provided the 

input that guided the resource allocation for the baseline project, with modeling process 

risk management activities concentrated in the model testing phase.  The risk 

management values for the efficiency profile for the baseline come from the Sterman 

family of methods, which is cited quite often by practitioners in the system dynamics 

project literature (Table 86). 

Table 86. Baseline Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Parameters 

Phase Resource Allocation Risk Management 
Value 

Project Planning 0.05 0.282 
Model Development – Qualitative 0.05 0.434 
Model Development – Quantitative 0.05 0.590 
Model Testing 0.80 0.180 
Policy Analysis 0.05 0.385 
Implementation 0.372 
 

It should be noted that a very conservative assumption is applied to the baseline modeling 

process risk management policy.  The assumption is that all of the methods are applied.  
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It would be more accurate to assume that the methods are applied less than half of the 

time (Scholl 1995).  The result of this conservative assumption is that the baseline offers 

a more positive performance than would otherwise be achieved. 

 

Three metrics are applied to assess the performance of the modeling process risk 

management policies (Table 87).  Applying multiple metrics provides a balanced view of 

the policy performance.  Ideally, a policy that improves over the baseline should reduce 

the total time for the project, increase the actual work accomplished, and reduce the 

rework resources applied. 

Table 87. Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Metrics 

Metric Name Description Discussion 
Total Time Total modeling time units 

required for the Target Project 
Completion Factor is exceeded 
by the Perceived Work 
Done/Project Actual Work 

Provides an indicator of the 
efficiency of the policy.  Lower 
values indicate higher efficiency 

Actual Work 
Accomplished 

Number of Actual Work Tasks 
completed when the project is 
considered complete 

Provides an indication of the quality 
of the policy.  Higher values indicate 
that the policy delivered increased 
number of correct tasks 

Discovery 
Resources 
Applied 

Number of Rework Discovery 
tasks completed when the 
project is considered complete 

Provides an indication of the 
effectiveness of the policy.  Lower 
values, combined with higher Actual 
Work Accomplishment, indicate the 
policy delivered more productivity. 

 

The results of the baseline policy indicate that the total project time is 174 units.  The 

actual work accomplished when the project is considered complete, is 71.33 tasks, out of 

the 80 tasks that comprise the total project.  Remember that the target project completion 

factor is 90%, so 72 tasks would be considered complete.  This indicates that there is very 

little rework remaining to be discovered when the project is considered complete.  The 

final metric indicates that the discovery resources applied were 69.21 tasks.  Even though 

the initial budget was 25%, or 20 tasks, significantly more discovery activities are 

required to capture all of the tasks requiring rework, especially when the hidden errors 

are strongly affecting the effective quality level. 
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It is important to look at the metrics collectively, not in isolation.  In particular, the 

Discovery Resources Applied level can give the appearance of improving by being much 

lower.  However, if the resources are not applied effectively, then the result is that the 

perception of quality will remain high since the tasks requiring rework will not be 

discovered and perceptions will not be corrected. 

 

This can be demonstrated by considering a modeling process risk management policy that 

involves no rework discovery at all.  In that scenario, the project perception will be 

perceived to be completed at time unit 73, only 42% of the baseline requirement, with no 

rework resources applied.  However, the Actual Work Accomplishment metric indicates 

the hidden problem.  The value of this metric is only 48.78 with this policy.  Even though 

the project is considered complete, only 61% of the tasks were completed correctly, a 

dramatic difference from the baseline policy. 

 

To increase understanding of the baseline system performance, there is value from 

observing the behavior of some of the other variables in the model, especially those 

associated with the effects of hidden errors dwelling the project and the effects of 

perception on model status. 

 

The baseline project applies minimal discovery resources early in the project and then 

concentrates the rework discovery efforts after the quantitative model has been 

developed.  Initially, the discovery resources are sufficient to keep the number of 

undiscovered rework tasks low (Figure 48).  As model development starts, the discovery 

resources rapidly fall behind and the undiscovered rework increases.  By time 62, there 

are over 13 tasks in the undiscovered stock.  At this point, the discovery resources are 

increased and the number of tasks to be discovered declines until they are all discovered.  

At the very end of the project, when the resources have been reduced again, the tasks start 

to grow again.  However, the project is perceived to be complete before the problem 

becomes readily apparent. 
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Figure 48. Baseline Undiscovered Rework 

The growth of the average rework dwell time lags the growth of the undiscovered rework 

(Figure 49).  In fact, this measure continues to rise even after the discovery activities are 

increased.  The average dwell time rises to just under 42 time units before the 

concentrated discovery effort finally brings the situation under control.  The early errors 

stay in the system for a long time, before finally being discovered and corrected. 
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Figure 49. Baseline Average Rework Dwell Time 

The effect on project quality of the hidden rework is shown by looking at two variables 

(Figure 50).  The effective quality, which starts at 80%, is reduced to almost 62% before 

the discovery activities reduce the effects of the propagation.  The project quality 

average, which provides a measure of the percent of correct tasks in the project, reflects 

the effect of the policy more directly.  As more discovery resources are applied, and are 

applied effectively, both the top and bottom of this quotient are affected.  Undiscovered 

rework declines and the actual work completed increases.  So, even though the effective 

quality remains low, the increased discovery rate overcomes that problem and moves the 

project forward. 
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Figure 50. Baseline Quality Measures 

The effect of the undiscovered rework shows up in the perceived status of the project 

(Figure 51).  The perceived work accomplishment grows much higher than the actual 

quality work in the project.  Fortunately, the target completion percentage is not reached 

while the discrepancy between perceived and actual is this noticeable.  When the 

modeling project risk management policy becomes effective, the discrepancy between 

perception and reality closes quickly, allowing a much higher quality project to be 

delivered. 
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Figure 51. Baseline - Perceived vs. Actual Work Accomplishment 

The overall effect of undiscovered rework dwell time is to dramatically increase rework 

resources to discover all of the compounded errors.  Even though the initial budget 

expectation was that 25% of all tasks should be committed to modeling process risk 

management activities, the propagation effects end up requiring much higher resources to 

discover and eliminate all of the rework. 

4.8 Project Management Model Analysis 

The quantified system dynamics model was the simulation apparatus for assessing the 

relative impacts of various risk management policies on the successful completion of a 

system dynamics modeling project.  The principles of Response Surface Methodology 

(RSM) provide guidance for assessing the model behavior. 

 

RSM has three potential objectives (Myers and Montgomery 1995).  For this research, all 

three RSM objectives have counterparts in the modeling process risk management 

analysis (Table 88.) 
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Table 88. RSM and Research Objectives Alignment 
RSM Objective Modeling Process Risk Management 

Research Objective 
Map a response surface over a region of 
interest 

Understand the general model behavior over 
realistic parametric ranges. 

Optimize a response based on 
controllable inputs 

Determine sensitive parameters and use them 
to determine how model behavior is affected 
by them 

Selecting operating conditions to achieve 
specifications or customer requirements 

Compare modeling process risk management 
policies to determine most effective policies 

 

Regardless of which RSM objective is being pursued, a three-phase sequential approach 

is followed (Myers and Montgomery 1995).  This approach worked well with the 

proposed research, allowing determination of sensitive parameters and assessment of the 

various modeling risk management policies being considered (Table 89). 

Table 89. RSM Applied to Proposed Research 
Phase General Focus Proposed Research Focus 

0 Screening – determination of key 
input variables 

Determine sensitive parameters that 
impact model behavior 

1 Coarse optimization – utilization of 
current input levels to determine best 
output  performance 

Use sensitive parameters to develop 
understanding of model behavior for 
selected modeling process risk 
management policies. 

2 Fine optimization – introduce a second 
order to fine tune the output model 

Use sensitive parameters to compare 
model behavior generated by the 
modeling process risk management 
policies. 

 

Generally, RSM requires consideration of process variability for the analysis of results 

and the estimation of parameters for equations.  However, the deterministic nature of 

system dynamics modeling does not lend itself to these calculations.  While the analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) calculations ironically still provide insight to the sensitive 

parameters and policy comparison, assessment of the variable behavior forms the primary 

basis of the analysis. 
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4.8.1 Experimental Design 

The application of principles of response surface methodology (RSM) to this research 

required the determination of independent input variables and appropriate test levels for 

those inputs, followed by the determination of representative output variables and the 

analysis of the response surfaces that these outputs display for the various input levels.  

This activity defined the basic system model behavior and set the stage for the policy 

analysis activities.  The final model is capable of modeling the differentiating 

characteristics of the modeling process risk management policies, as indicated by 

parameters for the timing, resource level, quality and efficiency of risk management 

activities within the policies. 

4.8.2 General Experimental Design 

The input variables for the experimental analysis are the variables that define the baseline 

performance (Table 85).  These include  

• the base quality level of the modeler, 

• the size of the project as expressed in the number of value-adding tasks to complete 

the project, 

• the two parameters associated with the average dwell time impact curve, 

• the percent of total tasks that are budgeted for rework discovery, 

• the maximum percent of available work that can be committed to rework discovery 

each time unit,  

• the perceived percentage of tasks that are completed that will need to be 

accomplished before declaring the project complete, and 

• the multiplier indicating how much easier it is to discover tasks needing rework than 

it is to generate those tasks. 

 

The output variables from the model for the experimental design are: 

• the perceived time that it took to declare the project complete, 

• the total discovery resources that were applied to the project, and 

• the number of actual work tasks that were successfully accomplished. 
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ANOVA calculations were conducted on the results, particularly to support the 

identification of sensitive parameters and the effects of initial conditions. 

 

Given the nature of system dynamics models, with time-series data and the lack of an 

error term for traditional statistical analysis, the assessment of the hypotheses was 

primarily qualitative, focusing on comparisons of the model behavior over time under the 

various policies. 

 

These comparisons, both qualitative and quantitative, contributed strongly to assessment 

of the modeling process risk management policies.  In addition, behavior of other 

variables was assessed qualitatively to support the analysis of the policies.  An example 

of this type of output variable is one that focuses on the behavior over time of the average 

dwell time for discovery of rework. 

4.8.3 Sensitive Parameter Determination 

Working from the list of potentially sensitive parameters, hypotheses were identified for 

assessment of parametric sensitivity (Table 18).  Low, high, and central values were 

determined for each of the parameters that were defined for the final simulation model 

(Table 90).  The basis for these low and high values was to consider extreme conditions 

that could exist or were considered to be realistic.  For example, the high value for base 

quality could be no more than a perfect 1.0.  Reality suggested that perfection was not 

attainable, so a slightly smaller value (0.95 or +19%) was selected and then a 

corresponding low value (0.65 or -19%) was selected. 
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Table 90. Levels for Sensitive Parameter Determination 

Variable Description (Units) Base Low High 
Base Quality Quality level for modeler, expressed 

(percent first class) 
0.8 0.65 .95 

Project Actual 
Work 

Value-adding Size of Project (work units) 80 40 120 

Impact Factor 
1 

Initiates Rework Dwell effects 0.05 0.01 0.1 

Impact Factor 
2 

Establishes Rework Dwell multiplier 
effects 

.50 0.3 0.7 

Budgeted 
Rework 
Percentage 

Percent of productivity budgeted for risk 
management and Rework (Percent/time 
unit 

0.25 0.15 0.35 

Maximum 
Rework 
Commitment 

Establishes the maximum amount of work 
that can be committed to rework discovery 
during any time unit 

0.6 0.4 0.8 

Target Project 
Completion 
Factor 

Percent Actual Work perceived complete 
that will stop a project 

.90 .75 .99 

Rework Power 
Factor 

Establishes the relationship between how 
much time it takes to discover rework and 
create tasks. 

3 1 5 

 

The sensitivity of three outputs to the input values was desired.  The three output 

variables were: Perceived Project Completion Time, Discovery Resources Applied, and 

Actual Work Accomplished. 

 

A 2IV
8-3 fractional factorial design was selected to provide the necessary data for analysis.  

32 simulation runs were completed for this design.  The inputs and results from the 32 

runs are contained in Appendix I, which also contains screening analysis results. 

 

Not surprisingly, the screening analysis revealed different sensitive parameters for each 

of the output variables (Table 91).  In the absence of a system dynamics structure to help 

explain what occurs in the system, many of the results of the screening analysis could 

seem incorrect.  While the sensitivity might make sense, the contrast results can be seen 

as counterintuitive.  This discussion will utilize insights from the system structure to shed 

light on the performance of the outputs in the sensitivity screening. 
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Table 91. Sensitive Parameters in the System Dynamics Model 

 Outputs 
Variables Perceived Project 

Completion Time 
Discovery 

Resources Applied 
(Tasks) 

Actual Work 
Accomplished 

(Tasks) 
Base Quality  P P, 2 
Project Actual Work P, 2 P, 2 P, 2 
Impact Factor 1   P, 2 
Impact Factor 2    
Budgeted Rework 
Percentage 

P, 2 P, 2  

Maximum Rework 
Commitment 

P, 2 P, 2  

Target Project 
Completion Factor 

 2 P 

Rework Power 
Factor 

 2 P 

Note: P = Sensitive parameter, 2 = Sensitive parameter in a two-way interaction 

 

The time that it takes to complete a project (Perceived Project Completion Time) is 

sensitive to the size of the project, as expressed by the number of tasks (Project Actual 

Work) estimated to be needed to deliver the project, the estimated amount of resources 

that will be committed to rework discovery activities (Budgeted Rework Percentage), and 

the maximum commitment of project resources that can be committed to rework 

discovery during a time period (Maximum Rework Commitment), as contrasted with 

resources committed to work on value-adding tasks. 

 

Intuitively, the time to complete a project increases or decreases with the size of the 

project.  However, the same relationship is encountered with changes in the discovery 

activities estimate or changes in the maximum commitment to discovery resources during 

a time unit.  For both variables, a counterintuitive result is encountered in the operating 

range of the sensitivity analysis.  Because the commitment to rework discovery takes 

away from value-adding work, increasing the commitment to rework discovery can 

significantly increase the time necessary to complete the actual work.  These effects also 

manifest by keeping perceptions close to reality when the discovery commitments rise, 

which serves to lengthen the time necessary to achieve the percent target completion 
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level.  When the discovery commitments go down, the perception level differs more 

broadly from reality and the project can be perceived to be done much earlier, even 

though there are high levels of undiscovered errors in the delivered project. 

 

In addition to being sensitive to these variables independently, the completion time is also 

sensitive to the interactions of the budgeted percentage for rework discovery with the size 

of the project and with the maximum commitment of rework resources during a time unit. 

The same reasons cited for the separate variables also apply to the effects of these 

interactions on the project time. 

 

The total resources committed to discovery tasks, the second key output variable, is 

sensitive to the same three variables as the first output.  In addition, this output is 

sensitive to the base quality level that the modeler brings to the project.  The level of 

discovery resources move in the same direction as these input parameters.  However, the 

level of discovery resources moves in the opposite direction of the base quality level.  For 

example, when base quality increases, the discovery resources drop, because there are 

fewer tasks requiring rework that need to be discovered. 

 

The level of discovery resources is also sensitive to many interactions among the input 

variables.  These interactions cause the target project completion factor and the rework 

power factor to be considered as sensitive input variables.  The level of discovery 

resources moves in the same direction as the completion factor.  In general, when 

expectations are higher, more resources must be utilized to discover more tasks that 

require rework.  The level of discovery resources moves in the opposite direction as the 

rework power factor.  This factor increases the effectiveness of the discovery resources, 

which means that fewer resources are necessary to discover the same number of rework 

tasks. 

 

The final key output variable is the actual work accomplished when the project is deemed 

to be complete.  The level of this variable is sensitive to the size of the project, the base 

quality, the target project completion factor, the rework power factor, and the initial 
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effect parameter for the formulation that links how long rework tasks dwell in the system 

and their propagation effect on the base quality level.  Most surprising is the result that 

suggests that as the size of the project goes up, the level of actual work accomplished 

goes down.  A more accurate interpretation is that the rates of change move in different 

directions.  This reflects the effect of poor quality work and the propagation effects of 

having rework tasks hidden in the project.  The contrasts of the other sensitive input 

parameters reinforce the importance of the propagation feedback loop to overall system 

performance. 

 

Surprisingly, changes in the base quality also generate counterintuitive results to the 

actual work accomplished.  As the base quality increases, the actual work declines.  The 

interaction term with the project size explains some of this result.  As the project size 

interacts with the base quality, the actual work accomplished moves in the same 

direction.  In effect, longer projects gives higher base quality levels a stronger 

opportunity to have an effect on the performance of this output.  Otherwise, the strength 

of the propagation feedback continues to overwhelm the other inputs. 

 

The initial effect factor captures how much rework tasks being hidden in the system 

initially reduce the base quality of the modeler.  A higher factor reduces the quality level 

more significantly, causing even more rework to be generated.  Interestingly, the 

interaction of these two terms is not significant to the screening analysis.  

 

As the rework power factor declines, the rework tasks linger longer, increasing the 

propagation problem and lowering actual work that is accomplished.  Since the 

propagation effect also hides more rework tasks and causes an increasing gap between 

perception and reality, the target project completion factor also causes counterintuitive 

results in the actual work accomplished. 

 

The other interaction of the project size is with the impact parameter.  When interacting 

with the impact parameter, the project size is the more powerful factor.  The interaction 

term causes the actual work accomplished to move in the opposite direction.  This 
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demonstrates that the project size is the dominant input in the interaction term and would 

be part of a more dominant feedback than the impact parameter. 

 

In addition to providing the input for the hypotheses associated with the identification of 

sensitive inputs, the screening analysis identified the key variables to observe when 

conducting the modeling process risk management policy analysis.  Additionally, the 

screening analysis provided opportunities for utilizing the model structure to dramatically 

increase understanding of system performance. 

4.8.4 Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Assessment 

Completion of the parameter sensitivity analysis allowed the project to move forward 

toward the definition and assessment of the modeling process risk management policies 

(Figure 52). 

DictionaryFramework LinkagesFactorsManageDevelopIntegration
LinkagesDatabaseFrameworkTaxonomy Taxonomy AssessRisks Methods VV&AModelProcess Policies

Define

Analyze  
Figure 52. Research Map - Modeling Process Risk Management Policies 

The hypotheses defined for this portion of the research focus on determination of how the 

system behavior compares when various modeling process risk management policies are 

applied.  Supporting the decision about whether the behaviors resulting from the policies 

differ, the causal mechanisms in the model behavior were assessed to increase 

understanding of how the system performs.  The causal assessments were conducted for 

the modeling process risk management policies identified by the method selection 

algorithms and for the existing modeling process risk management policies that are 

representative of the policy types identified in the policy hypotheses (Table 17).  These 

policies provided more depth to the analysis (Table 92). 
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Table 92. Modeling Process Risk Management Policies 

Policy Name Policies Utilized 
Modeling Process Risk Management (MPRM) • Opt 7 

• Opt 8 
Recommended Risk Management • Baseline 
As Practiced Risk Management • Barlas 

• Coyle 
• Forrester & Senge 
• Richardson & Pugh 
• Sterman 

No Risk Management (None) • None 
 

These assessments included determination of any limitations on the regions of operability 

for each of the policies, as determined by the policy parameters.  Of particular interest in 

this assessment was whether a combination of policies was required to cover the overall 

operating space of the system. 

 

For simulation purposes, the policies were differentiated with parameters focusing on 

quality and timing of risk management resources.  The final set of defining parameters 

was determined after the structure of the simulation model was completed, the baseline 

parameters were defined, and the risk management value calculations were determined. 

 

For each policy, two sets of values served as inputs to lookup functions in the model.  

The first set of values provides the percentage distribution of the resources across the 

phases of the project (Table 93).  The second set of values provides the average risk 

management value that the methods in the policy deliver for each phase of the project 

(Table 94). 
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Table 93. Rework Discovery Resource Levels 

 Policy 

Phase Baseline 
Opt 

7 
Opt 

8 Barlas Coyle F&S R&P Sterman None 
Project 
Planning 

.05 .14 .13 .00 .00 .07 .10 .16 .00 

Model 
Development 
– Qualitative 

.05 .33 .35 .56 .75 .43 .55 .35 .00 

Model 
Development 
- 
Quantitative 

.05 .24 .26 .44 .25 .31 .34 .30 .00 

Model 
Testing and 
Policy 
Analysis 

.80 .14 .13 .00 .00 .09 .00 .09 .00 

Model Use .05 .14 .13 .00 .00 .09 .00 .09 .00 
 

Table 94. Rework Discovery Resources Risk Management Value 

 Policy 

Phase Baseline 
Opt 

7 
Opt 

8 Barlas Coyle F&S R&P Sterman None 
Project 
Planning 

.282 .325 .325 .000 .000 .131 .027 .282 .000 

Model 
Development 
– Qualitative 

.434 .943 .932 .479 .375 .453 .422 .434 .000 

Model 
Development 
- 
Quantitative 

.590 .868 .891 .624 .153 .298 .443 .590 .000 

Model 
Testing 

.180 .290 .206 .073 .010 .087 .044 .180 .000 

Policy 
Analysis 

.385 .770 .749 .065 .026 .266 .038 .385 .000 

Model Use .372 .680 .625 .072 .022 .264 .047 .372 .000 
 

As previously stated, the baseline policy delivers the project after 174 time units, when it 

is perceived to be completed.  The actual work contained in the delivered project is 71.33 

tasks and 69.21 discovery resources are required to reach the perceived project 
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completion level, which is 90% in the baseline.  All of the policy options delivered 

results that were better than the baseline for the key outcomes of project time and 

discovery resource requirements.  However, only the policies created by the method 

selection algorithm delivered higher actual work accomplishment than the baseline 

(Table 95). 

Table 95. Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Key Outputs 

Policy Project Time 
Actual Work 
Accomplished  

Discovery 
Resources 

Baseline 174 71.33 69.21 
Integrated Modeling Process Risk Management 
 Opt 7 133 72.03 35.29 
 Opt 8 135 71.93 36.80 
As Practiced Modeling Process Risk Management 
 Barlas 137 66.16 47.16 
 Coyle 142 60.80 56.49 
 Forrester & Senge 126 66.85 35.07 
 Richardson & Pugh 135 66.07 45.20 
 Sterman 127 67.45 35.27 
No Risk Management 73 48.78 0 
 

Visual representations of the key results provide some more insight about the various 

policies.  However, this also reinforces the importance of looking at the measures as a 

group, rather than focusing on the measures individually.  All of the policies deliver 

better results than the baseline for the time required to achieve perceived completion of 

the project (Figure 53).  The active policies are 18-28% better than the baseline and the 

policy of not applying any modeling process risk management resources is 58% faster 

than the baseline. 
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Figure 53. Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Time Requirements 

The actual work accomplishment from the baseline policy is greater than what is 

delivered by all of the practiced management policies, with a range of 5-7% for those 

policies, except Coyle, which delivers 15% less actual work (Figure 54).  The baseline 

benefits from the heavy commitment to modeling process risk management later in the 

project, while the practiced policies are skewed more toward the earlier model building 

phases.  This allows the modeling process risks associated with model analysis and model 

use to linger late in the project so that the project delivers with higher perception than is 

actually present.  By more efficiently balancing the application of methods across course 

of the project and by applying more effective methods later in the project, the optimized 

policies deliver at a higher level.  This measure also reveals the flaw of not applying 

modeling process risk management during the project.  This policy delivers a project that 

has only 49 of the 80 tasks completed properly, which is 32% below the baseline. 
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Figure 54. Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Actual Work 

Accomplishments 

The strengths of the modeling process risk management policies are displayed the most 

significantly by the amount of discovery resources that are applied (Figure 55).  The two 

policies from the method selection algorithm require 47% and 49% fewer discovery 

resources than the baseline.  The other policies also fare well when the applications of 

their methods are allocated according to the results from the algorithm.  The discovery 

resource requirements decline by 18-49% from the baseline, with both the Forrester and 

Senge and Sterman method requirements declining by 49%. 
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Figure 55. Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Discovery Resource 

Requirements 

The two integrated modeling process risk management policies deliver the project in a 

much shorter time, deliver more actual work in the project, and apply dramatically fewer 

discovery resources.  They are the only policies that can make all of those claims. 

 

When assessing the performance of the recommended and practiced policies, an 

additional question was identified.  Although all of the policies demonstrate improvement 

over the baseline, it is possible to assess whether the improvement was derived from the 

efficiency with which the methods were applied or from the effectiveness of the methods 

in the policies that contributed to improvement. 

 

Since there are different data streams for the efficiency and effectiveness parameters, a 

separate set of simulation runs was conducted that isolated the effects of the risk 

management values, which represent effectiveness.  Each of the policies was applied with 
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their risk management values, but using the baseline discovery resource allocation 

percentages.  This set of runs provided a comparison to the baseline results (Table 96).  

Even without allocation the methods across the project, these policies deliver 

improvements to the project time requirements and the levels of discovery resources that 

are applied.  The integrated policies also provide moderately better actual work 

accomplishments.  However, the practiced policies suffer by attempting to apply their 

methods to a timing scheme for which they were not designed.  When applied to the 

baseline allocation, they deliver projects with 20-30% less actual work accomplished. 

Table 96. Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Key Outputs with Baseline 

Allocations 

Policy Project Time 
Actual Work 
Accomplished  

Discovery 
Resources 

Baseline 174 71.33 69.21 
Integrated Modeling Process Risk Management 
 Opt 7 159 72.22 55.23 
 Opt 8 167 72.24 62.82 
As Practiced Modeling Process Risk Management 
 Barlas 123 55.36 38.96 
 Coyle 104 49.92 28.68 
 Forrester & Senge 129 56.64 43.12 
 Richardson & Pugh 113 52.55 33.52 
 Sterman 174 69.21 71.33 
No Risk Management 73 48.78 0 
 

These results can also be compared to the fully integrated policies, using their 

recommended discovery resource allocation methods.  Side by side comparisons of each 

of the key measures demonstrate the effect of discovery resource allocation for each of 

the policies (Figures 56-58).  The two integrated policies achieve 16% and 19% 

improvements to their project times by applying their recommended discovery resource 

allocations.  Their discovery resources are reduced by 36% and 41% while their actual 

work accomplishments are almost the same.  The biggest improvement is achieved by the 

Sterman methods, which register a 27% improvement in project time and a 49% 

reduction in discovery resources.  However, there is also a corresponding 5% reduction in 

the actual work accomplishment, which comes from the lower use of discovery resources 

later in the project.  Of the other practiced policies, only the Forrester & Senge methods 
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register across the board improvements in the three key measures.  Project time improves 

by 2%, discovery resources decline by 19%, and the actual work accomplishment 

increases by 18%.  The other policies achieve 20-26% improvements in their actual work 

accomplishment.  However, their project times increase by 11-37% and their discovery 

resources increase by 21-97%. 
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Figure 56. Comparison of Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Time 

Requirements 
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Figure 57. Comparison of Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Actual Work 

Accomplishments 
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Figure 58. Comparison of Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Discovery 

Resource Requirements 

4.8.5 Structural-Based Insights 

To increase understanding of how the system performance changes when the modeling 

process risk management policy is changed, value can be derived from assessing the 

behavior over time of system variables, both stocks and auxiliaries.  This discussion is 

focused on the Opt 7 modeling process risk management policy that is recommended for 

implementation.  The review of the baseline performance focused on how undiscovered 

rework changed over time, both the number of tasks and the average dwell time.  The 

average dwell time has a causal relationship with the effective quality that the modeler is 

able to achieve and all of these variables combine to affect the ongoing project quality 

average. 
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By comparing the behavior of the undiscovered rework over time, the benefits of both the 

resource allocation and the increased effectiveness potential can be displayed.  The 

baseline policy performance allowed the undiscovered rework to build during the early 

stages of the project until a concentration of rework discovery activities occurred during 

model testing (Figure 59). 

 

The recommended policy demonstrates the initial effects of more effective methods even 

when the methods are not applied at the recommended times (Figure 59, green line).  

Although the undiscovered rework still accumulates, the peak is not as high and the 

rework is discovered more quickly.  The “sawtooth” pattern in the undiscovered rework 

stock is caused when the project progress is at a phase boundary.  As rework is 

discovered, the project shifts back to a previous phase, based on the percent perceived to 

be complete, and the rework resource allocation declines to the low level.  Until the 

project pushes significantly past the phase boundary, this pattern recurs. 

 

When the recommended resources are applied at the recommended phases, the 

undiscovered rework tasks do not accumulate until the last phase of the project (Figure 

59, blue line).  Even then, there is less than two tasks worth of undiscovered rework. 
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Figure 59. Opt 7 Undiscovered Rework Comparison 

The behavior of the average dwell time shares some similarities with the number of 

undiscovered rework tasks.  The baseline peaks at an average of just under 42 time units 

before the modeling project risk management policy successfully eliminates the backlog 

(Figure 60).  When the recommended policy is applied without reallocating resource 

levels, the peak drops to below 31 time units and eliminates the backlog over 35 units 

sooner than the baseline.  Applying the recommended policy with the methods properly 

allocated, the average dwell time stays at two time units or less until later in the project 

when the average dwell time briefly peaks at under eight time units, reflecting the lower 

level of effectiveness of the methods to discover rework tasks related to policy analysis. 
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Figure 60. Opt 7 Average Dwell Time Comparison 

The effective quality level is reduced from the base quality level during the project when 

the undiscovered rework accumulates and causes errors to propagate through the project.  

The baseline quality level is reduced by over 15% when the average dwell time peaks 

(Figure 61).  Utilizing the recommended methods reduces the peak impact by only one 

percent.  However, the recovery of the quality level occurs much earlier so that negative 

effect is not felt as long.  With the fully recommended policy, the peak impact is only 8% 

and effect is felt for only a short time during the project. 
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Figure 61. Opt 7 Effective Quality Comparison 

The project quality average reflects the status of the project at any given time during the 

project process (Figure 62).  The baseline policy delivers good results in the early phase 

of the project and then the project quality declines significantly, not returning to a high 

level until late in the project.  With the recommended methods, the quality average also 

declines after a good start.  However, the decline is not as severe nor does it last as long 

as with the baseline policy.  When the recommended policy is fully applied, the quality 

average maintains a strong level throughout the course of the project. 
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Figure 62. Opt 7 Project Quality Average Comparison 

This type of behavior over time discussion can be documented for each of the policies 

under consideration, and for any other policy that is designed.  The behavior over time 

charts for all of the policies considered in this research are contained in Appendix J. 

4.8.6 Modeling Process Risk Management Policy Comparison 

After the model performance for each of the individual policies was understood, the 

proposed modeling process risk management policies were assessed against the existing 

modeling process risk management policies (Table 16) to determine additional value that 

the proposed policy might deliver, as determined by output results and behavior. 

 

The defined hypotheses focused on identifying the preferred policy or policy across the 

overall operating space of the model.  The assessments did not yield indications that 

different policies should be considered in different operating regions.  Therefore, the 

conclusions were reached as initially outlined. 
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4.9 Analyze Modeling Process Risk Management and VV&A 

Framework Linkages 

Development of the modeling process risk management framework and integration with 

the system dynamics modeling process established a new methodology for assessment 

against the verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) process (Figure 63). 

DictionaryFramework AnalyzeDefineManageDevelopIntegration
LinkagesDatabaseFrameworkTaxonomy Taxonomy AssessRisks Methods PoliciesModelProcess VV&A

Factors

Linkages  
Figure 63. Research Map - Effects on VV&A 

The verification, validation, and accreditation process is based on the verification, 

validation, and testing (VV&T) principles.  The contributions of the modeling process 

risk management approach to achieving the expectations of the VV&T principles were 

assessed by examining each of the principles and determining how the integration of the 

modeling process risk management framework with the system dynamics modeling 

method supports achievement of the principles. 

 

Initially, the impact of the modeling process risk management framework was anticipated 

to vary for each VV&T principle (Table 97).  To assess the actual impact, the research 

identified the key components of each principle, determined how the current system 

dynamics method addresses the principle, identified the gap between the two, and then 

determined how the modeling process risk management-enhanced system dynamics 

method closes the gaps. 
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Table 97. Anticipated Research Impact on VV&T Principles 

VV&T Principle Anticipated 
Impact 

1. VV&T must be conducted throughout the entire life cycle of a 
simulation study. 

High 

2. The outcome of simulation model VV&T should not be considered 
as a binary variable where the model is absolutely correct or 
absolutely incorrect. 

Low 

3. A simulation model is built with respect to the study objectives and 
its credibility is judged with respect to those objectives. 

High 

4. Simulation model VV&T requires independence to prevent 
developer’s bias. 

Low 

5. Simulation model VV&T is difficult and requires creativity and 
insight. 

Moderate 

6. Simulation model credibility can be claimed only for the conditions 
for which the model is tested. 

High 

7. Complete simulation model testing is not possible. Low 
8. Simulation model VV&T must be planned and documented. High 
9. Type I, II, and III errors must be prevented. High 
10. Errors should be detected as early as possible in the life cycle of a 

simulation study. 
High 

11. [The] multiple response problem must be recognized and resolved 
properly. 

Low 

12. Successfully testing each sub-model (module) does not imply 
overall model credibility. 

Low 

13. [The] double validation problem must be recognized and resolved 
properly. 

Low 

14. Simulation model validity does not guarantee the credibility and 
acceptance of simulation results. 

High 

15. Formulated problem accuracy greatly affects the acceptability and 
credibility of simulation results. 

High 

(Adapted from Balci, 1998) 
 
To determine the key factor of each principle, the concept of the principle was parsed to 

identify key factors that differentiated each principle or provided it with distinctiveness 

(Table 98). 
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Table 98. Key Factors of VV&T Principles 

VV&T Principle Key Factors 
1. VV&T must be conducted throughout the entire life 
cycle of a simulation study. 

• Project life cycle 
application 

2. The outcome of simulation model VV&T should not be 
considered as a binary variable where the model is 
absolutely correct or absolutely incorrect. 

• Outcome 
continuum 

3. A simulation model is built with respect to the study 
objectives and its credibility is judged with respect to those 
objectives. 

• Model focus on 
objectives 

• Credibility focus on 
objectives 

4. Simulation model VV&T requires independence to 
prevent developer's bias. 

• Developer bias 
• Developer 

independence 
5. Simulation model VV&T is difficult and requires 
creativity and insight. 

• Difficulty 
• Creativity 
• Insight 

6. Simulation model credibility can be claimed only for the 
conditions for which the model is tested. 

• Operating range 

7. Complete simulation model testing is not possible. • Completion 
8. Simulation model VV&T must be planned and 
documented. 

• Planning 
• Documentation 

9. Type I, II, and III errors must be prevented. • Type I 
• Type II 
• Type III – Wrong 

Problem 
10. Errors should be detected as early as possible in the life 
cycle of a simulation study. 

• Early detection 

11. [The] multiple response problem must be recognized 
and resolved properly. 

• Multiple output 
variables 

• Correlation 
12. Successfully testing each sub-model (module) does not 
imply overall model credibility. 

• Overall model 
assessment 

• Sub-model 
assessment 

13. [The] double validation problem must be recognized 
and resolved properly. 

• Inputs 
• Outputs 

14. Simulation model validity does not guarantee the 
credibility and acceptance of simulation results. 

• Results acceptance 

15. Formulated problem accuracy greatly affects the 
acceptability and credibility of simulation results. 

• Formulation 
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The key factor for each principle was then assessed to determine if there were elements 

of the modeling process risk management framework that addressed the key factor.  If the 

key factor was addressed by an element of the framework, then the framework could be 

judged to have an impact on the VV&T principle. 

 

The elements in the modeling process risk management framework that were considered 

in the assessment included: 

• Explicit modeling process risk management framework steps or actions 

• Modeling process risk dictionary elements, bringing focus to the management of 

modeling process risks highlighted by the key factor. 

 

The key factor assessment identified the elements of the modeling process risk 

management framework that link to the management challenges presented by the key 

factors of each VV&T principle. (Table 99)  The assessment indicated that the modeling 

process risk management framework, through either the framework steps directly or by 

management of specific modeling process risks, as captured in the modeling process risk 

dictionary, addressed each key factor, and hence each VV&T principle, to some extent. 
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Table 99. Modeling Process Risk Management Linkages to VV&T Principle Key 

Factors 

VV&T Principle Key Factor MPRM Linkage 
1. VV&T must be 
conducted throughout the 
entire life cycle of a 
simulation study. 

• Project life cycle 
application 

Assessment starts the process 
earlier and aligns methods with 
the appropriate phase of the 
entire modeling process. 

2. The outcome of 
simulation model VV&T 
should not be considered 
as a binary variable where 
the model is absolutely 
correct or absolutely 
incorrect. 

• Outcome 
continuum 

Rather than "right or wrong," the 
approach focuses on maximizing 
the modeling process risk 
management value so as to 
minimizing the effects of 
modeling process risks. 

3. A simulation model is 
built with respect to the 
study objectives and its 
credibility is judged with 
respect to those objectives. 

• Model focus on 
objectives 

Project Objectives Risk brings 
focus to the key factor and the 
principle. 

 • Credibility focus 
on objectives 

The likelihood and significance 
of all modeling process risks are 
assessed against project 
objectives. 

4. Simulation model 
VV&T requires 
independence to prevent 
developer's bias. 

• Developer bias Applying a predefined modeling 
process risk management 
framework increases objectivity.  
In particular, the modeling 
process risk dictionary reduces 
bias. 

 • Assessment 
independence 

The documentation process 
provides support for 
independent, less biased 
assessment. 

5. Simulation model 
VV&T is difficult and 
requires creativity and 
insight. 

• Difficulty The systemized framework 
reduces difficulty of applying 
modeling process risk 
management. 

 • Creativity 
• Insight 

Creativity and insights are 
captured from previous projects, 
reducing the need to "start from 
scratch" on new projects and 
encouraging the application of 
those insights. 
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VV&T Principle Key Factor MPRM Linkage 
6. Simulation model 
credibility can be claimed 
only for the conditions for 
which the model is tested. 

• Operating range System Operating Range Risk 
brings focus to this key factor.  
The documentation process 
supports understanding of the 
operating region of the model. 

7. Complete simulation 
model testing is not 
possible. 

• Completion While this is still true, the 
framework focuses resources on 
the key modeling process risks 
for a particular project, linking 
methods more tightly to risks. 

8. Simulation model 
VV&T must be planned 
and documented. 

• Planning The assessment steps in the 
framework specifically address 
this key factor. 

 • Documentation The documentation requirements 
of the framework specifically 
address this key factor. 

9. Type I, II, and III errors 
must be prevented. 

• Type I 
• Type II 

The framework drives broad, 
comprehensive, multiple testing 
methods that reduce the 
opportunities for these errors. 

 • Type III - 
Wrong problem 

Project Objectives Risk brings 
focus to this error type. 

10, Errors should be 
detected as early as 
possible in the life cycle of 
a simulation study. 

• Early detection The framework aligns the 
application of methods with 
timing, directly addressing this 
key factor. 

11. [The] multiple 
response problem must be 
recognized and resolved 
properly. 

• Multiple output 
variables 

• Correlation 

By aligning with project 
objectives and encouraging 
broader assessment, the 
framework supports 
consideration of multiple inputs 
and multiple outputs. 

12. Successfully testing 
each sub-model (module) 
does not imply overall 
model credibility. 

• Overall model 
assessment 

• Sub-model 
assessment 

The comprehensive nature of the 
framework drives assessment at 
both the whole model and sub-
model levels.  A specific method 
for sub-model assessment is part 
of the methods collection. 

13. [The] double 
validation problem must 
be recognized and 
resolved properly. 

• Inputs 
• Outputs 

The comprehensive nature of the 
framework drives assessment of 
both inputs and outputs, along 
with the structures that 
manipulate the inputs. 
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VV&T Principle Key Factor MPRM Linkage 
14. Simulation model 
validity does not guarantee 
the credibility and 
acceptance of simulation 
results. 

• Results 
acceptance 

The specific definition of 
modeling process risks for the 
project planning and 
implementation phases bring 
focus to this key factor. 
Specifically, Decision-making 
and Implementation Risks 
specifically bring focus to this 
key factor. 

15. Formulated problem 
accuracy greatly affects 
the acceptability and 
credibility of simulation 
results. 

• Formulation In general, the organization of 
the modeling process risk 
dictionary to consider modeling 
process risks from the 
initialization of the project 
brings focus to this key factor.  
Specifically, the Project 
Objectives Risk brings focus to 
this key factor. 

 

After identifying how the modeling process risk management framework elements link to 

the key factors in the VV&T principles, assessment of how strongly the linkage could 

affect the capability of the system dynamics modeling process to meet the VV&T 

principles and achieve the objectives of the VV&A process.  The level of impact was 

defined by the perceived strength of the linkages and documented for each linkage (Table 

100).  The assessment indicates that the modeling process risk management framework 

brings a high level of impact to seven of the 15 principles.  Six of the principles receive a 

moderate level of impact from the framework.  The other two principles have both high 

and moderate levels of impact. 
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Table 100. Level of Impact of Modeling Process Risk Management on VV&T 

Principles 

VV&T Principle MPRM Linkage Level of 
Impact 

1. VV&T must be 
conducted throughout the 
entire life cycle of a 
simulation study. 

Assessment starts the process earlier and 
aligns methods with the appropriate phase 
of the entire modeling process. 

High 

2. The outcome of 
simulation model VV&T 
should not be considered 
as a binary variable where 
the model is absolutely 
correct or absolutely 
incorrect. 

Rather than "right or wrong," the approach 
focuses on maximizing the modeling 
process risk management value so as to 
minimizing the effects of modeling process 
risks. 

Moderate 

3. A simulation model is 
built with respect to the 
study objectives and its 
credibility is judged with 
respect to those objectives. 

Project Objectives Risk brings focus to the 
key factor and the principle. 

Moderate 

The likelihood and significance of all 
modeling process risks are assessed against 
project objectives. 

High 

4. Simulation model 
VV&T requires 
independence to prevent 
developer's bias. 

Applying a predefined modeling process 
risk management framework increases 
objectivity.  In particular, the modeling 
process risk dictionary reduces bias. 

High 

The documentation process provides 
support for independent, less biased 
assessment. 

Moderate 

5. Simulation model 
VV&T is difficult and 
requires creativity and 
insight. 

The systemized framework reduces 
difficulty of applying modeling process 
risk management. 

High 

Creativity and insights are captured from 
previous projects, reducing the need to 
"start from scratch" on new projects and 
encouraging the application of those 
insights. 

High 

6. Simulation model 
credibility can be claimed 
only for the conditions for 
which the model is tested. 

System Operating Range Risk brings focus 
to this key factor.  The documentation 
process supports understanding of the 
operating region of the model. 

Moderate 

7. Complete simulation 
model testing is not 
possible. 

While this is still true, the framework 
focuses resources on the key modeling 
process risks for a particular project, 
linking methods more tightly to risks. 

Moderate 
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VV&T Principle MPRM Linkage Level of 
Impact 

8. Simulation model 
VV&T must be planned 
and documented. 

The assessment steps in the framework 
specifically address this key factor. 

High 

The documentation requirements of the 
framework specifically address this key 
factor. 

High 

9. Type I, II, and III errors 
must be prevented. 

[I, II] The framework drives broad, 
comprehensive, multiple testing methods 
that reduce the opportunities for these 
errors. 

High 

[III] Project Objectives Risk brings focus 
to this error type. 

High 

10, Errors should be 
detected as early as 
possible in the life cycle of 
a simulation study. 

The framework aligns the application of 
methods with timing, directly addressing 
this key factor. 

High 

11. [The] multiple 
response problem must be 
recognized and resolved 
properly. 

By aligning with project objectives and 
encouraging broader assessment, the 
framework supports consideration of 
multiple inputs and multiple outputs. 

Moderate 

12. Successfully testing 
each sub-model (module) 
does not imply overall 
model credibility. 

The comprehensive nature of the 
framework drives assessment at both the 
whole model and sub-model levels.  A 
specific method for sub-model assessment 
is part of the methods collection. 

Moderate 

13. [The] double 
validation problem must 
be recognized and 
resolved properly. 

The comprehensive nature of the 
framework drives assessment of both 
inputs and outputs, along with the 
structures that manipulate the inputs. 

Moderate 

14. Simulation model 
validity does not guarantee 
the credibility and 
acceptance of simulation 
results. 

The specific definition of modeling 
process risks for the project planning and 
implementation phases bring focus to this 
key factor.  Specifically, Decision-making 
and Implementation Risks specifically 
bring focus to this key factor. 

High 

15. Formulated problem 
accuracy greatly affects 
the acceptability and 
credibility of simulation 
results. 

In general, the organization of the 
modeling process risk dictionary to 
consider modeling process risks from the 
initialization of the project brings focus to 
this key factor.  Specifically, the Project 
Objectives Risk brings focus to this key 
factor. 

High 
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5 Conclusions 
The focus of this research was to define an improved modeling process risk management 

framework for system dynamics modeling.  The anticipated objectives focused on 

development of the elements of the framework that would enable it to be integrated with 

the system dynamics modeling process and implemented in system dynamics modeling 

projects.  By improving the system dynamics modeling process, the system dynamics 

modeling process risk management framework also strengthens the capabilities of system 

dynamics modeling projects to meet the expectation of the validation, verification, and 

accreditation process. 

 

As a result of this research, system dynamics modelers for the first time have an 

integrated resource for utilization during their modeling projects.  As the field continues 

to expand, modelers do not have first-hand access to those who initially developed the 

methodology and the techniques.  Therefore, it is increasingly important that modelers be 

able to learn and apply modeling methods, including those used to manage modeling 

process risks.  The objectives that were achieved with this research provide a foundation 

for new modelers to have access to defined methods, for experienced modelers to 

improve the methods that they apply, and for advanced modelers to apply improvements 

to the modeling process risk management framework. 

5.1 Achievement of Research Objectives 
The first primary objective of the research was to improve the system dynamics 

methodology by classifying modeling process risks and risk management methods and 

integrating a method for using this information within the system dynamics methodology.  

The literature does not reveal any previous attempts to capture this information.  As a 

result, modelers have had to rely on their personal knowledge and to “recreate the wheel” 

for each project.  With the completion of the research, every modeler now has access to a 

common modeling process risk management framework, which can be used not only 

during the modeling process, but also when sharing information with other stakeholders. 
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The improvement to the system dynamics methodology was achieved by the 

development of a modeling process risk management framework that is designed to start 

when the project is initiated and continue through the conclusion of the project.  The 

framework includes a modeling process risk dictionary that defines, for each phase of the 

system dynamics modeling process, the key risks to the achievement of project 

objectives.  Modeling process risks are identified by conducting a project-specific 

assessment that utilizes the modeling process risk dictionary to ensure broad, consistent 

consideration of the modeling process risks.  After the assessment of the risks is 

complete, then the modeler can utilize an algorithm to select methods from the modeling 

process risks management database so as to maximize the value to be achieved from the 

application of methods that will be applied at the proper times to manage the potential 

effects of the modeling process risks. 

 

Supporting this primary objective are three secondary objectives.  The first is to influence 

system dynamics project value by more effectively managing modeling process risks.  A 

system dynamics model of the project management process demonstrated that by 

applying an optimized set of modeling process risk management methods, value would 

be achieved by delivering projects more quickly, by delivering projects that were more 

correct, and by utilizing less resources for the discovery of tasks that require rework 

before completing the project.  The model demonstrated that more efficient and more 

effective application of modeling process risk management methods reduces the 

propagation of project weaknesses when hidden weaknesses are present in the project 

work. 

 

While modelers have been encouraged to apply modeling process risk management 

methods during the course of their projects, this practice has been poorly adopted.  By 

demonstrating the potential value to be achieved from a more efficient and effective 

application of modeling process risk management methods, system dynamics modelers 

have evidence developed by applying their own methodology.  This should provide more 

weight to the prior exhortations. 
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The second of the three secondary objectives was to align modeling process risk 

management methods with project risks.  This was accomplished by linking the risks in 

the modeling process risk dictionary with the methods in the modeling process risk 

management methods database.  Both the risks and the methods have been aligned with 

project phases and the availability of decision requirements to increase the quality of the 

methods.  A spreadsheet-based algorithm then uses the results of the modeling process 

risk assessment to determine the optimal selection of risk management methods for those 

risks. 

 

The literature indicates that modelers are sporadically applying modeling process risk 

management methods.  Their tendency is to apply methods with which they are familiar, 

regardless of the particular needs of the project.  By using the modeling process risk 

management framework, they are encouraged to consider the specifics of their projects, 

assessing how the project objectives, the project team, and the system complexity 

contribute sources of risk to achieving the project requirements.  Using the information 

supplied by the modeling process risk management database, modelers are better 

equipped to determine which methods will add more value to manage their particular 

risk-based needs.  Then they can refer to the database for information about how and 

when to most effectively apply those methods during their project. 

 

The final of the secondary objectives was to improve project documentation and increase 

alignment with verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) principles.  This was 

accomplished by documenting the modeling process risk dictionary and the modeling 

process risk management methods so that objective, consistent definitions and processes 

are used.  In addition, the assessment process delivers a document identifying all 

modeling process risks for a project.  The method selection algorithm delivers a modeling 

process risk management coverage map that communicates which methods are targeting 

the management of which modeling process risks.  Finally, the method definitions 

provide modelers with the documentation to indicate what inputs fed their modeling 

process risk management methods, how they followed the steps in the method, what 
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decisions were made, and what actions were taken to improve the project as a result of 

the decisions. 

 

In the communities that expect models to be able to achieve the VV&A qualifications, 

system dynamics modeling has not been as well received as anticipated.  By improving 

the system dynamics modeling methodology, greater access for these models can be 

achieved, allowing their value to be more broadly applied. 

 

The second primary objective of the research was to develop a system dynamics model to 

demonstrate the impact of various modeling process risk management policies on the 

achievement of project quality and duration objectives.  Using a broadly-applied system 

dynamics model of the project management process, the system dynamics model was 

enhanced to support achievement of the research outcomes. 

 

The model now incorporates key concepts regarding the flow of perceptions about how 

much work has been accomplished, the effects of undiscovered errors on effective quality 

and on perception of accomplishment, the effects of modeling process risk management 

policies on the timing and effectiveness of rework resources, and the decision criteria for 

considering a project to be completed.  All of these concepts were successfully translated 

from mental models into model structures.  None of these concepts are found in other 

system dynamics models of the project management process.  Modelers focused on the 

project management field will be able to incorporate these concepts into their models as 

they consider other research questions. 

 

Providing an initial indication of the research benefits, the modeling process risk 

management framework was applied to identify, measure, and manage modeling process 

risks.  The methods that were applied successfully uncovered areas requiring rework.  

Rather than applying the full spectrum of methods that would generally be recommended, 

the modeling process risk management assessment identified a set of key risk sources that 

the method selection algorithm applied to identify only four methods were required to 

add significant modeling process risk management value.  This significantly reduced the 
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modeling process risk management resources while delivering a high quality modeling 

project. 

 

The value of the policies was determined by considering a scoreboard with three key 

result measures.  The three measures focused on project time, rework discovery resource 

requirements, and the actual work content of the delivered project.  Compared to the 

baseline modeling process risk management policy, the optimized policy derived by the 

method selection algorithm reduced project deliver time by 24%, reduced discovery 

resource requirements by 49%, and increased actual work content by 1%.  Not only were 

these results better than the baseline, they were also better than any other commonly used 

families of modeling process risk management methods. 

5.2 Parameter Hypotheses 

The results of a 2IV
8-3

Table 101. Sensitive Parameter Hypotheses Status 

 designed experiment tested the sensitivities of eight parameters 

(Table 14).  Of those parameters, the results of the experiment indicated that model 

behavior was sensitive to seven of the parameters.  However, that varied depending on 

which of the key result measures was being considered (Table 101). 

No. Hypothesis Status 
1-1 Model behavior is sensitive to the base project quality level. Supported 
1-2 Model behavior is sensitive to the project work 

requirements. 
Supported 

1-3 Model behavior is sensitive to the time to discover tasks 
requiring rework. 

Supported 

1-4 Model behavior is sensitive to the budgeted level of rework 
discovery tasks.. 

Supported 

1-5 Model behavior is sensitive to the maximum percentage of 
discovery resources that can be committed during a time 
period. 

Supported 

1-6 Model behavior is sensitive to the perceived level of quality 
of delivered projects. 

Supported 

1-7 Model behavior is sensitive to the relative ease with which 
discovery resources discover tasks requiring rework. 

Supported 

 

Perceived project completion time is statistically sensitive (at a p < 0.05 level) to the 

project work requirements, the budgeted level of rework discovery tasks, and the 
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maximum percentage of discovery resources that can be committed during a time period.  

The level of discovery resources applied is sensitive to the base project quality level, the 

project work requirements, the budgeted level of rework discovery tasks, and the 

maximum percentage of discovery resources that can be committed during a time period.  

The actual work accomplished is sensitive to the base project quality level, the project 

work requirements, the time to discover tasks requiring rework, perceived level of quality 

of delivered projects, and relative ease with which discovery resources discover tasks 

requiring rework. 

5.3 Policy Hypotheses 

The research considered three hypotheses regarding the value of applying the modeling 

process risk management policy that was generated by the modeling policy risk 

management framework (Table 18).  These hypotheses required comparison of the new 

policy with three existing types of policies.  The recommended system dynamics risk 

management policy applies the Sterman family of methods, with application focused after 

the quantitative model is developed.  The practiced system dynamics risk management 

policy actually considered five families of methods that have been presented over the 

history of system dynamics modeling.  These policies were considered with both the 

baseline allocation of resources and also with resource allocation as recommended by the 

method selection algorithm.  Finally, the policy that does not management modeling 

process risks allows those risks to occur and affect project performance. 

 

The three key result measures were considered to determine the effectiveness of the 

policies (Table 102).  The first measure was total project time, the second was discovery 

resource requirements, and the third was actual project work accomplished by applying 

the policy. 
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Table 102. Policy-Focused Hypotheses Status 

No. Hypothesis Status 
2-1 The modeling process risk management policy is more 

effective for management of modeling process risks than the 
recommended system dynamics risk management policy. 

Supported 

2-2 The modeling process risk management policy is more 
effective for management of modeling process risks than the 
practiced system dynamics risk management policy. 

Supported 

2-3 The modeling process risk management policy is more 
effective for management of modeling process risks than a 
policy that does not manage modeling process risks. 

Supported 

 

When compared to the recommended system dynamics risk management policy, the 

modeling process risk management policy delivered the project 26% faster, required 49% 

fewer discovery resources, and delivered 1% more actual work content in the project.  By 

being more effective on all three measures, the hypothesis was supported and the 

modeling process risk management policy is concluded to be more effective. 

 

When compared to the practiced system dynamics risk management policies, the 

modeling process risk management policy delivered the project 2-7% faster, required 28-

60% fewer discovery resources, and delivered 8-16% more actual work content in the 

project than three of the policies.  For the other two policies, the modeling process risk 

management policy was 5% slower and applied the same amount of discovery resources.  

However, it delivered 6-7% more actual work in the project.  By being more effective on 

all three measures, the hypothesis was supported and the modeling process risk 

management policy is concluded to be more effective than the first three policies.  For the 

other two policies, the results are inconclusive.  However, if the actual work content is 

judged to be the most important of these measures, then the hypotheses would be 

supported and the modeling process risk management policy would be concluded to be 

more effective. 

 

Finally, when compared to a policy of not applying any modeling process risk 

management resources, the modeling process risk management policy delivered the 

project 45% slower and required 100% more discovery resources.  However, the 
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proposed policy delivered 32% more actual work content in the project.  Again, the 

perceived importance from the customer perspective of delivering a high quality project 

suggests that the actual work content measure is the most important and that the 

hypothesis should be supported and that the modeling process risk management policy 

would be concluded to be more effective. 

 

Considering the weak history for applying modeling process risk management methods, 

the calculated benefits are conservative.  It would be more likely that the time to deliver 

existing projects is longer, the amount of resources to discover weaknesses or errors are 

higher, and the quality of projects when delivered is lower than the research results 

indicate.  The low level of discovery activities suggests that the difference between 

perceived project status and actual project status is much greater than the research 

baseline indicates. 

5.4 Support of VV&A Activities 

The contribution of the research to the capability of system dynamics modeling projects 

to achieve the expectations of the verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) 

principles was demonstrated by a qualitative analysis of the key factors of the 

verification, validation, and testing (VV&T) principles that support VV&A.  Of the 15 

VV&T principles, the qualitative analysis demonstrated that the modeling process risk 

management framework has a high impact on the key factors of seven principles and a 

moderate impact on the key factors of six other principles.  The other two principles have 

multiple key factors and both high and moderate impacts were documented.  The 

conclusion is that the modeling process risk management framework developed by the 

research improves the capability of system dynamics modeling projects to successfully be 

accredited by the VV&A process. 

 

Of the fifteen principles, the system dynamics methodology had been found lacking in 

how it addressed ten of those principles.  By integrating the modeling process risk 

management framework with the existing system dynamics method, nine of the ten 

principles that were found lacking are addressed.  If the system dynamics community 
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were to adopt a VV&A approach that independently and objectively applied the modeling 

process risks management framework, then the tenth lacking principle would also be 

addressed. 

5.5 Future Research Opportunities 

This research was viewed as a foundation for introducing modeling process risk 

management into the system dynamics modeling process.  Full implementation of the 

modeling process risk dictionary and the modeling process risk management methods 

database require long-term consideration involving a large number of modelers and a 

large number of projects and was, of necessity, beyond the scope of this research.  

However, a longitudinal study is a key component envisioned as part of future research. 

 

In addition to focusing on the application of the complete framework and how those tools 

work in broad practice, the longitudinal studies should evaluate the incremental costs and 

benefits of implementing the integrated process, as compared to the costs and benefits 

associated with the current system dynamics modeling process.  Even though this 

research outlined costs and benefits for the synthetic project, real world applications will 

provide a more complete understanding of the time and financial requirements for 

integrating modeling process risk management while also determining the increase in 

value, by considering both increased system understanding and improved system 

behavior. 

 

While this knowledge will be valuable toward encouraging broad acceptance and 

utilization of the modeling process risk management framework, opportunities exist to 

determine and address cultural and other structural barriers to implementation. 

 

Completing the modeling process risk framework for system dynamics modeling 

provides a strong foundation for adaptation to other modeling paradigms.  Development 

of paradigm-specific modeling process risk dictionaries would enable the pursuit of an 

integrated dictionary that would provide common terminology for modelers.  In addition, 
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the development of modeling process risk management methods databases for each 

modeling paradigm could provide expanded tool sets for all modelers to apply. 

 

In addition to searching for methods from other modeling paradigms, future research can 

be conducted using modeling process risk management methods from other fields, 

including statistics, chaos theory, and non-linear dynamics, to identify emerging 

candidates for system dynamics modeling process risk management methods that yield 

more efficient, effective, or objective results. 

 

With regard to the system dynamics modeling process risk management methods 

database, this research focused on identification and documentation of the commonly 

used methods.  A key assumption was that the methods were uniform in their resource 

requirements.  Future research can focus on analysis of the methods for weaknesses and 

opportunities to improve their efficiency or effectiveness.  For example, full 

documentation of the methods could be accomplished relatively easily.  Increased 

understanding of the methods would support research into determining the effectiveness 

of the methods for the management of specific modeling process risks. 

 

While the principles associated with null hypothesis significance testing proved quite 

useful in the identification of fields for inclusion in the modeling process risk 

management methods database, the additional fields for tests, based specifically on the 

null hypothesis significance testing approach, were not populated during this research.  

This decision was made in response to the insights from previous researchers and also the 

weak documentation for the methods.  Future research could focus specifically on this 

aspect of modeling process risk management. 

 

The optimization algorithm revealed some opportunities to conduct research in the 

operations research aspect of the framework.  For each modeling process risk, the 

presence of risk sources is indicated by a binary variable that either includes the risk in 

the formulation or excludes it.  As part of the future research that incorporates this 

portion of the problem, consideration could be given to relaxing the binary condition on 
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the value of this variable so that importance values for modeling process risks could be 

assigned.  This supports the opportunity to prioritize the modeling process risks within a 

project, rather than just identifying their presence. 

 

Given how much faster the continuous relaxation approach reached a solution, this 

suggests that future research could consider the development of policy building from 

continuous parameter algorithms, as compared with the mixed integer approach. 

 

Finally, this mixed integer, nonlinear algorithm is very challenging to solve in an 

efficient manner.  The algorithm applied in this research consumes enough time that it 

can inhibit the willingness of modelers to adopt its use.  A research path to identify 

improvements to the solving of this problem would be applicable not only to this 

framework, but also to the broader solution of mixed integer, nonlinear problems. 

5.6 Summary 

To make this research successful, tools and techniques were used from many fields, 

including classification processes from taxonomy development, business process risk 

management from internal auditing, optimization from operations research, and project 

management, and system dynamics.  The absence of any of these fields would have 

seriously limited the success of the research, pointing out the benefits of bringing 

together various fields when seeking solutions to research challenges.  Somewhat ironic 

is the contribution of operations research to system dynamics, when the two fields have 

sparred since the introduction of system dynamics as a modeling approach. 

 

By developing a full modeling process risk management framework, this research has 

successfully set the foundation for a fundamental improvement in how system dynamics 

modelers approach modeling process risk management.  This framework is based on the 

business risk management framework that has been adopted for management of the risks 

for business processes.  Demonstrating that the system dynamics modeling process has 

all of the components of a business process facilitated this application for the modeling 

process. 
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The development of the modeling process risk dictionary and the modeling process risk 

management database captured the key components necessary to make the framework 

viable.  For the first time, the collective knowledge of fifty years of system dynamics 

modelers has been captured for application by all modelers.  Modelers will be able to 

more consistently assess risks to their success, identify the best methods for discovering 

those risks, apply those methods more consistently, and achieve improved results from 

their modeling projects. 

 

The development of the mixed integer, non-linear algorithm for identifying the methods 

that most effectively manage the modeling process risks was a unique approach for that 

particular challenge.  Even though this is a standard approach within the operations 

research field, those practitioners have not applied it to this problem.  Now, system 

dynamics modelers can apply this approach for the risk management needs of their 

particular projects and achieve significant improvements over reliance on a pre-

determined family of methods, on relying on their own experience, or on ignoring 

modeling process risk management. 

 

The four key concepts that were developed for the system dynamics model of the project 

management process are primarily focused on linking reality and perception.  This was 

the first time that a perception co-flow had been added to the basic rework cycle model.  

Adding the co-flow was crucial to demonstrating what happens in the system and why it 

is important to manage the allocation of resources for discovery activities.  Without the 

perception co-flow status to compare to the actual project status, it is possible to hide the 

effects of modeling process risk management activities.  These enhancements to the 

model should spur substantial research opportunities within the project management 

focus area of the system dynamics community. 

 

Ongoing application of the modeling process risk management framework will confirm 

the theoretical results achieved during the research process.  Additional research has been 

defined that supports the longitudinal studies and continued enhancement of the 
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framework for system dynamics and other modeling paradigms.  However, this basic 

research has demonstrated the value that can be derived from this research path. 
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Appendix A. System Dynamics Modeling Process Risk 
Dictionary 

 
This appendix captures the entries and definitions for the system dynamics modeling 

process risk dictionary. 
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Problem 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
1.1.1 Economic Feasibility Risk  The risk that value to be achieved from improved 

system performance does not justify the project costs. 
1.1.2 System Knowledge Value 
Risk  

The risk that the value to be achieved from elicited 
system knowledge does not justify the project costs. 

1.1.3 System Endogenous 
Behavior Risk  

The risk that the problem system does not generate 
behavior endogenously. 

1.1.4 Methodology Risk  The risk that the system dynamics methodology is not 
a strong approach for eliciting system knowledge or 
driving system performance improvement. 

1.1.5 Politics Risk  The risk that the political environment in a client 
organization can affect the decision-making or system 
improvement implementation. 

1.1.6 Project Objectives Risk  The risk that the problem objectives are not clearly 
defined or are not achievable. 

1.1.7 System Control Risk  The risk that the level of control in the system, 
including components and people, does not allow it to 
be effectively modeled or improved. 

 

People 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
1.2.1 Client System Experience 
Risk  

The risk that the experience level of system personnel 
affects their abilities to participate effectively in the 
modeling process. 

1.2.2 Modeler System 
Experience Risk  

The risk that the experience level of the modelers will 
affect their abilities to effectively model the system, 
elicit system knowledge, and determine system 
improvement recommendations. 

1.2.3 Mental 
Model/Preconception Risk  

The risk that the mental models of the modelers or the 
clients are significantly inaccurate. 

1.2.4 Philosophy/Bias/Ideology 
Risk  

The risk that the perspectives of system participants or 
modelers will affect their capabilities to utilize system 
thinking skills, techniques, and tools to understand and 
improve the problem system. 

1.2.5 Subject Matter Expertise 
Risk  

The risk that the subject matter expertise used for 
modeling the problem system is limited in level, 
breadth, or availability. 
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Model Development - Qualitative 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
2.1.1 Mental Model Translation 
Risk  

The risk that the mental models of the participants will 
not be captured effectively and translated into 
modeling elements well. 

2.1.2 Reference Mode 
Archetype Risk  

The risk that the use of a system modeling archetype 
from the reference mode will guide improper 
development of the model. 

2.1.3 Simplicity Risk  The risk that the model structure is simplified so much 
relative to the system complexity that the linkage 
between model and system is tenuous. 

2.1.4 Aggregation Level Risk  The risk that the aggregation level does not effectively 
model the problem system or that it creates a level of 
complexity that obscures system behavior. 

2.1.5 Qualitative Source Data 
Risk  

The risk that valid information necessary to 
qualitatively model the system is not readily available. 

2.1.6 Variables Identification 
Risk  

The risk that the primary variables included in the 
model, focusing on stocks and flows, do not represent 
the system structure well so that the behavior reflects 
the structure. 

2.1.7 Auxiliary Variable 
Identification Risk  

The risk that the auxiliary variables and links in a 
qualitative model are identified incorrectly. 

2.1.8 Co-flow Structure Risk  The risk that a co-flow situation in the system is not 
properly recognized and modeled. 

2.1.9 Decision-making 
Structure Risk  

The risk that a decision-making structure is not 
properly modeled. 

2.1.10 Link Polarity Risk  The risk that the polarity of links in a qualitative 
model are assigned incorrectly. 

2.1.11 Loop Definition Risk  The risk that the polarity of loops in a qualitative 
model are determined incorrectly, impacting structural 
inference. 

2.1.12 Loop Coherence Risk  The risk that loops in a qualitative model are not 
structurally coherent. 

2.1.13 Dimensional Unit 
Consistency Risk  

The risk that the units applied to structural elements in 
a qualitative model are not consistent. 

2.1.14 Parameter Identification 
Risk  

The risk that the sensitive parameters will not be 
properly identified in a qualitative model. 

2.1.15 Delay Identification Risk  The risk that the material and information delays in the 
system will not be properly identified in a qualitative 
model. 

2.1.16 Boundary Risk  The risk that the defined model boundary will affect 
inclusion of structural or policy elements to generate 
the endogenous system behavior. 

2.1.17 Exogenous Variable 
Identification Risk  

The risk that key exogenous variables are not correctly 
identified for a problem system. 
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Risk Name Risk Definition 
2.1.18 Structural Inference Risk  The risk that the inferences made from the model 

structure are not valid based on the available 
information. 

 

Model Development - Qualitative 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
2.2.1 Software Risk  The risk that the modeling software capabilities, 

including the integration method, impact the quality of 
the model. 

2.2.2 Reference Mode 
Quantitative Risk  

The risk that the theoretical reference mode does not 
accurately reflect true system behavior. 

2.2.3 Time Horizon Risk  The risk that the time horizon modeled is either too 
short or too long to effectively represent the system 
behavior. 

2.2.4 Quantitative Source Data 
Risk 

The risk that valid information necessary to 
quantitatively model the system is not readily 
available. 

2.2.5 Data Noise/Random 
Effects Risk  

The risk that random effects in the data will lead to 
improper quantification. 

2.2.6 Link Quantification Risk  The risk that auxiliary and flow rate links in a 
quantitative model are quantified incorrectly. 

2.2.7 Non-linear Relationships 
Risk  

The risk that non-linear relationships will be 
quantified incorrectly. 

2.2.8 Delay Quantification Risk The risk that the material and information delays in the 
system will not be properly quantified in a quantitative 
model. 

2.2.9 Parameter Quantification 
Risk  

The risk that the parameters will not be properly 
quantified in a quantitative model. 

2.2.10 Sensitive Parameter 
Quantification/Tuning Risk  

The risk that the sensitive parameters will not be 
properly quantified and tuned in a quantitative model. 

2.2.11 Exogenous Variable 
Quantification Risk  

The risk that key exogenous variables are not correctly 
quantified for a quantitative model. 

2.2.12 Physical Properties Risk  The risk that physical properties or flows will not be 
modeled correctly, including violations of physical 
laws. 

2.2.13 Time Step Risk  The risk that the time step selected for the quantitative 
model will improperly reflect the system dynamics. 

2.2.14 Dimensional 
Quantification Consistency Risk  

The risk that the values applied to structural elements 
in a quantitative model are not consistent with the 
units assigned to the elements. 

2.2.15 Model Endogenous 
Behavior Risk  

The risk that the model behavior will not effectively 
demonstrate the endogenous behavior of the system. 

2.2.16 Initial Conditions 
Quantification Risk  

The risk that initial conditions are not properly 
quantified for the model. 
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Risk Name Risk Definition 
2.2.17 Initial Conditions Risk  The risk that the sensitivity of the system dynamics to 

the initial conditions is not properly identified. 
2.2.18 Behavioral Inference 
Risk  

The risk that the inferences made from the model 
behavior are not valid based on the available 
information. 

 

Testing 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
3.1.1 Testing Methods Risk  The risk that testing methods are not well understood, 

poorly applied, and/or inefficiently used. 
3.1.2 System Operating Range 
Risk  

The risk that the model does not demonstrate 
acceptable behavior across the full range of realistic 
operating conditions. 

3.1.3 Robustness Risk  The risk that the model does not function well for a 
breadth of realistic starting conditions and/or 
parameters. 

3.1.4 Testing Inference Risk  The risk that the inferences made from testing methods 
do not elicit correct system or model knowledge. 

 

Policy 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
3.2.1 Policy Alternatives Risk  The risk that the policy alternatives considered will be 

too narrow, too broad, or unrealistic. 
3.2.2 Pattern Prediction Risk  The risk that the model does not effectively predict the 

system behavior pattern in the presence of structural, 
or policy, changes. 

3.2.3 Model Transparency Risk  The risk that the model behavior can not be easily 
linked to the model structure. 

3.2.4 Model Complexity Risk The risk that the model structure is so complex that 
understanding is limited about the resulting model 
behavior. 
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Decision-Making 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
4.1.1 Decision-Making Risk  The risk that the decision-making approach will be 

limited or faulty in execution or timeliness. 
4.1.2 Performance 
Measurement Risk  

The risk that the actual reference mode does not 
provide an effective indicator of system behavior. 

4.1.3 Point Estimate Prediction 
Risk  

The risk that the model does not effectively and 
accurately predict specific system behavior at a 
specific time. 

4.1.4 Documentation Risk  The risk that the modeling project documentation will 
affect the level of understanding or the value achieved 
from the modeling project.  This risk must be 
considered for both the short-term and over a longer 
time period. 

 

Implementation 

Risk Name Risk Definition 
4.2.1 Implementation Risk  The risk that the level of implementation of 

recommendations from the modeling project will 
affect the value achieved. 
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Appendix B. System Dynamics Modeling Process Risk 
Sources 

 
These tables indicate the literature sources that inspired the system dynamics modeling 

process risks that became entries in the modeling process risk dictionary.  The citations 

are indicated for each modeling process risk. 

Reference Citation 
Balci (Balci 1998) 
Barlas (Barlas 1985a) 
Coyle (Coyle 1976) 
Forrester (Forrester 1961) 
Forrester and Senge (Forrester and Senge 1980) 
Mass and Senge (Mass and Senge 1980) 
Peterson (Peterson 1980) 
Peterson and Eberlein (Peterson and Eberlein 1998) 
Randers (Randers 1980a) 
Richardson and Pugh (Richardson and Pugh 1981) 
Sterman (Sterman 2000) 

 

Those marked as “Original” were not initially identified through literature sources.  

Rather, they were identified through existing knowledge of the researcher. 
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Problem 
Risk Name Sources 

1.1.1 Economic Feasibility Risk  Forrester, Coyle 
1.1.2 System Knowledge Value Risk  Coyle 
1.1.3 System Endogenous Behavior Risk  Forrester, Sterman 
1.1.4 Methodology Risk  Coyle 
1.1.5 Politics Risk  Sterman 
1.1.6 Project Objectives Risk  Sterman 
1.1.7 System Control Risk  Forrester, Quality Control Theory 
 
Project 

Risk Name Source 
1.2.1 Client System Experience Risk  Balci (People) 
1.2.2 Modeler System Experience Risk  Balci (People) 
1.2.3 Mental Model/Preconception Risk  Sterman 
1.2.4 Philosophy/Bias/Ideology Risk  Sterman 
1.2.5 Subject Matter Expertise Risk  Balci (People) 
 
Model Development - Qualitative 

Risk Name Source 
2.1.1 Mental Model Translation Risk  Forrester, Peterson & Eberlein, 

Sterman 
2.1.2 Reference Mode Archetype Risk  Richardson, Sterman 
2.1.3 Simplicity Risk  Barlas 
2.1.4 Aggregation Level Risk  Richardson & Pugh, Sterman 
2.1.5 Qualitative Source Data Risk  Sterman 
2.1.6 Variables Identification Risk  Sterman 
2.1.7 Auxiliary Variable Identification Risk  Randers 
2.1.8 Co-flow Structure Risk  Sterman 
2.1.9 Decision-making Structure Risk  Sterman 
2.1.10 Link Polarity Risk  Coyle 
2.1.11 Loop Definition Risk  Coyle 
2.1.12 Loop Coherence Risk  Randers, Coyle 
2.1.13 Dimensional Unit Consistency Risk  Forrester & Senge, Richardson & 

Pugh 
2.1.14 Parameter Identification Risk  Randers, Mass & Senge 
2.1.15 Delay Identification Risk  Sterman 
2.1.16 Boundary Risk  Sterman 
2.1.17 Exogenous Variable Identification Risk  Forrester, Sterman 
2.1.18 Structural Inference Risk  Original 
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Model Development - Quantitative 
Risk Name Source 

2.2.1 Software Risk  Original 
2.2.2 Reference Mode Quantitative Risk  Richardson, Sterman 
2.2.3 Time Horizon Risk  Original 
2.2.4 Quantitative Source Data Risk Sterman 
2.2.5 Data Noise/Random Effects Risk  Peterson 
2.2.6 Link Quantification Risk  Peterson & Eberlein 
2.2.7 Non-linear Relationships Risk  Peterson, Sterman 
2.2.8 Delay Quantification Risk Hamilton 
2.2.9 Parameter Quantification Risk  Randers 
2.2.10 Sensitive Parameter Quantification/Tuning 
Risk  

Peterson 

2.2.11 Exogenous Variable Quantification Risk  Peterson 
2.2.12 Physical Properties Risk  Sterman 
2.2.13 Time Step Risk  Sterman 
2.2.14 Dimensional Quantification Consistency Risk Sterman 
2.2.15 Model Endogenous Behavior Risk  Randers 
2.2.16 Initial Conditions Quantification Risk  Peterson 
2.2.17 Initial Conditions Risk  Sterman 
2.2.18 Behavioral Inference Risk  Original 
 
Testing 

Risk Name Source 
3.1.1 Testing Methods Risk  Sterman 
3.1.2 System Operating Range Risk  Sterman 
3.1.3 Robustness Risk  Sterman 
3.1.4 Testing Inference Risk  Original 
 
Policy 

Risk Name Source 
3.2.1 Policy Alternatives Risk  Forrester & Senge, Sterman, 

Barlas 
3.2.2 Pattern Prediction Risk  Forrester 
3.2.3 Model Transparency Risk  Coyle 
3.2.4 Model Complexity Risk Richardson & Pugh, Barlas 
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Decision-Making 

Risk Name Source 
4.1.1 Decision-making Risk  Original 
4.1.2 Performance Measurement Risk  Forrester, Forrester & Senge, 

Richardson & Pugh, Sterman 
4.1.3 Point Estimate Prediction Risk  Forrester, Forrester & Senge, 

Richardson & Pugh, Sterman 
4.1.4 Documentation Risk  Sterman 
 
Implementation 

Risk Name Source 
4.2.1 Implementation Risk  Forrester, Sterman 
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Appendix C. System Dynamics Modeling Process Risk 
Management Methods 

 

This appendix contains the system dynamics modeling process risk management methods 

that have been identified.  These sources provided the documentation for the methods that 

were identified. 

Source Designation Citation 
Barlas Barlas (Barlas 1985a) 

(Barlas 1985b) 
(Barlas 1989) 
(Barlas 1996) 

Coyle Coyle (Coyle 1976) 
Forrester Forrester (Forrester 1961) 
Forrester & Senge F&S (Forrester and Senge 1980) 
Hamilton Hamilton (Hamilton 1980) 
Homer Homer (Homer 1983) 
Mass Mass (Mass 1991) 
Mass & Senge M&S (Mass and Senge 1980) 
Peterson Peterson (Peterson 1980) 
Richardson & Pugh R&P (Richardson and Pugh 1981) 
Sterman Sterman (Sterman 2000) 
Tank-Nielson T-N (Tank-Nielsen 1980) 
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Source: Barlas 
Name Focus Designation 

Direct Structure (empirical)   
Structure-confirmation (empirical)  Barlas 11 
Parameter-confirmation (empirical)  Barlas 12 
Direct Structure (theoretical)   
Structure-confirmation (theoretical)  Barlas 21 
Parameter-confirmation (theoretical)  Barlas 22 
Direct extreme-condition  Barlas 23 
Dimensional consistency  Barlas 24 
Structure-oriented Behavior   
Extreme-condition  Barlas 31 
Behavior sensitivity  Barlas 32 
Modified-behavior prediction  Barlas 33 
Boundary adequacy  Barlas 34 
Phase relationship  Barlas 35 
Qualitative features analysis  Barlas 36 
Turing  Barlas 37 
Behavior Pattern Prediction Procedure Barlas 4 
Behavior   
Trend Comparison  Barlas 41 
Period Comparison  Barlas 42 
Phase Lag  Barlas 43 
Mean Comparison  Barlas 44 
Amplitude Variation  Barlas 45 
Discrepancy Coefficient  Barlas 46 
 
Source: Coyle 

Name Focus Designation 
System Boundary  Coyle 1 
Gross Errors  Coyle 2 
Correspondence  Coyle 3 
Parameters Quantitative Coyle 4 
System Behavior Reproduction  Coyle 5 
Definitional Coherence Qualitative Coyle 6 
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Source: Forrester and Senge 
Name Focus Designation 

Structure Verification  F&S 1 
Parameter Verification Conceptual F&S 2a 
Parameter Verification Numerical F&S 2b 
Extreme Conditions Structure F&S 3 
Boundary Adequacy Structure F&S 4 
Dimensional Consistency  F&S 5 
Behavior Reproduction Endogenous F&S 6a 
Behavior Reproduction Cycles F&S 6b 
Behavior Reproduction Relationships F&S 6c 
Behavior Reproduction Modes F&S 6d 
Behavior Reproduction Behavior F&S 6e 
Behavior Prediction Mode F&S 7a 
Behavior Prediction Event F&S 7b 
Behavior Anomaly Assumptions F&S 8 
Family Member  F&S 9 
Surprise Behavior Unnoticed F&S 10 
Extreme Policy Behavior F&S 11 
Boundary Adequacy Structure 

Behavior 
F&S 12 

Behavior Sensitivity Parametric F&S 13 
System Improvement  F&S 14 
Changed-Behavior Prediction  F&S 15 
Boundary Adequacy Policy F&S 16 
Policy Sensitivity Risk/Uncertainty F&S 17 
 
Source: Mass 

Name Focus Designation 
Surprise Behavior Symmetry Mass 1a 
Surprise Behavior Amplitudes Mass 1b 
Surprise Behavior Entry Points Mass 1c 
Surprise Behavior Patterns Mass 1d 
Surprise Behavior Real/Nominal Mass 1e 
Surprise Behavior Equilibrium Mass 1f 
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Source: Richardson & Pugh 
Name Focus Designation 

Dimensional Consistency  R&P 1 
Extreme Conditions Structure R&P 2 
Boundary Adequacy Structure R&P 3 
Parameter (In)sensitivity Parametric R&P 4 
Structural (In)sensitivity Structure R&P 5 
Face Validity  R&P 6 
Parameter Values Conceptual R&P 7a 
Parameter Values Numerical R&P 7b 
Replication of Reference Modes Endogenous R&P 8 
Surprise Behavior  R&P 9 
Extreme Conditions Simulation  R&P 10 
Statistical Tests  R&P 11 
Audience Appropriateness Structure R&P 12 
Counterintuitive Behavior Policy R&P 13 
Insight Generation Qualitative R&P 14a 
Insight Generation Quantitative R&P 14b 
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Source: Sterman 
Name Focus Designation 

Boundary Adequacy Structure Sterman 1aa 
Boundary Adequacy Parameters Sterman 1ab 
Boundary Adequacy Assumptions Sterman 1b 
Boundary Adequacy Policy Sterman 1c 
Structure Assessment Aggregation Sterman 2a 
Structure Assessment Physical Laws Sterman 2b 
Structure Assessment Decision rules Sterman 2c 
Dimensional Consistency  Sterman 3 
Parameter Assessment Numerical Sterman 4a 
Parameter Assessment Conceptual Sterman 4b 
Extreme Conditions Structure Sterman 5a 
Extreme Conditions Behavior Sterman 5b 
Integration Error Time step Sterman 6a 
Integration Error Integration Method Sterman 6b 
Behavior Reproduction Endogenous Sterman 7a 
Behavior Reproduction Exogenous Sterman 7b 
Behavior Reproduction Modes Sterman 7c 
Behavior Reproduction Relationships Sterman 7d 
Behavior Anomaly Assumptions Sterman 8 
Family Member  Sterman 9 
Surprise Behavior Unnoticed Sterman 10a 
Surprise Behavior Novelty Sterman 10b 
Sensitivity Analysis Numerical Sterman 11a 
Sensitivity Analysis Behavior Mode Sterman 11b 
Sensitivity Analysis Policy Sterman 11c 
System Improvement  Sterman 12 
 
Source: Others 

Name Focus Designation 
Ultimate Project Forrester 0 
Delays Values Delays Hamilton 1 
Partial Model Testing  Homer 1 
Model-Behavior Variables M&S 1a 
Model-Behavior Variables M&S 1b 
Parameter Estimation FIMLOF Peterson 1 
Sensitivity Analysis  T-N 1a 
Sensitivity Analysis  T-N 1b 
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Appendix D. System Dynamics Modeling Process Risk 
Management Methods Database 

 
Technique Name: Structure Confirmation - Empirical 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 11 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Check whether the structure of the model is an adequate representation of the real 
structure, by comparing the model equations with the real system relationships. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Capture the concept of the model equations 
Formulate the concepts of the real world relationships 
Compare the form of the equations of the model with the relationships that exist 
in the real system 

Semi-formal tools that can be used to carry out direct structure 
confirmation tests include: 

formal inspections 
reviews 
walkthroughs 
data flow analysis 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
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Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Parameter Confirmation - Empirical 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 12 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Evaluate the constant parameters against knowledge of the real system, 
conceptually 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Conceptual confirmation 
Identify elements in the real system that correspond to the parameters of 
the model. 

 
Decision Requirements: Mental Models, Structure (Qualitative), Data (Quantitative) 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
Requirements Class: Early: 3 Late: 3/4 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Structure Confirmation - Theoretical 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 21 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Check whether the structure of the model is an adequate representation of the real 
structure, by comparing the model equations with the available theory. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Compare the form of the equations of the model with the generalized knowledge 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Parameter Confirmation - Theoretical 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 22 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Evaluate the constant parameters against knowledge of the real system, 
numerically 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Numerical confirmation 
Estimate the numerical value of the parameters with enough accuracy 
against general knowledge 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Direct Extreme Condition 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 23 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Evaluate the validity of model equations under extreme conditions 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Extremes 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures: 

For each equation in isolation: 
Assign extreme values to its input variables 
Logically determine what would happen in the real system under the same 
extreme condition 
Compare the value of the output variable to the real system and assess the 
plausibility of the resulting values 

 
Note: Unlike normal operating conditions, it is relatively easy to anticipate what 
values the variables of the real system would (asymptotically) take under extreme 
conditions.   

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Dimensional Consistency 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 24 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Check the right-hand side and left-hand side of each equation for dimensional 
consistency 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Dimensions 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Check the right-hand side and left-hand side of each equation for dimensional 
consistency. 
To be meaningful, the test requires that the model has no dummy “scaling” 
parameters that have no meaning in real life 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Extreme Condition 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 31 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Assess the validity of the model structure indirectly, by applying certain behavior 
tests on model-generated behavior patterns associated with extreme parameter 
values 
 
Help the modeler uncover potential structural flaws 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Extremes 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Establish test conditions – assign extreme values to selected parameters 
Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Determine observed or anticipated behavior of the real system 
Compare the model-generated behavior to the observed (or anticipated) behavior 
of the real system 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Sensitivity 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 32 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Assess the validity of the model structure indirectly, by applying certain behavior 
tests on model-generated behavior patterns, associated with highly sensitive 
parameters 
 
Help the modeler uncover potential structural flaws 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Sensitivity 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Establish test conditions – determine those parameters to which the model is 
highly sensitive 
Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Determine whether the observed or anticipated behavior of the real system is also 
highly sensitive to the sensitive model parameters 
Compare the model-generated behavior to the observed (or anticipated) behavior 
of the real system 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Modified Behavior Prediction 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 33 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Assess the validity of the model structure indirectly, by applying certain behavior 
tests on model-generated behavior patterns 
 
Help the modeler uncover potential structural flaws 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Prediction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Determine observed behavior of the “modified” real system 
Establish test conditions that reflect the structure of the “modified” real system 
Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Compare the model-generated behavior to the observed behavior of the real 
system and determine if the model behavior reflects the real system behavior. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3  (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Boundary Adequacy 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 34 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Assess the validity of the model structure indirectly, by applying certain behavior 
tests on model-generated behavior patterns associated with changes in the 
boundary 
 
Help the modeler uncover potential structural flaws 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Boundary/Adequacy 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Establish test conditions by changing the boundary conditions 
Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Determine observed or anticipated behavior of the real system 
Compare the model-generated behavior to the observed (or anticipated) behavior 
of the real system 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Phase Relationship 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 35 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Assess the validity of the model structure indirectly, by applying certain behavior 
tests on model-generated behavior patterns associated with phase relationships 
between variables 
 
Help the modeler uncover potential structural flaws 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures: 

Identify paired variables of interest that exhibit phase relationships 
Run simulation model 
Capture model phase relationship results 
Determine observed or anticipated behavior of the real system 
Compare the model-generated phase relationships to the observed (or anticipated) 
phase relationships of the real system 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Qualitative Features Analysis 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 36 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Assess the validity of the model structure indirectly, by applying certain behavior 
tests on model-generated behavior patterns associated with the qualitative features 
of those patterns 
 
Help the modeler uncover potential structural flaws 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures: 

Establish test conditions 
Specify major qualitative features, or behavior patterns, of expected model 
behaviors 

Examples of “qualitative features” (behavior patterns) are: a fall, a rise, a 
fall followed by a rise, a delayed fall, a delayed rise, and oscillatory 

Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Obtain a summary measure by counting the total number of runs in which the 
expected and simulated qualitative features match. 

The higher the number, the higher the structure validity of the model with 
respect to the test cases. 

Each test case, if failed, may help the modeler uncover a structural flaw. 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
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Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Turing 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 37 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Assess the validity of the model structure indirectly, by applying certain behavior 
tests on model-generated behavior patterns 
 
Help the modeler uncover potential structural flaws 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures: 

Establish test conditions 
Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Determine observed or anticipated behavior of the real system 
Randomly arrange the model and actual behavior results 
Determine if experts can differentiate model and actual behavior results 

Alternatively, if experiments show that the two types of behavior patterns 
are statistically indistinguishable, then the model passes the particular 
Turing test 

If the experts detect significant differences, then 
Interview the experts with the purpose of uncovering the structural flaws 
in the model that may have caused the behavioral differences. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
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Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Pattern Validation Procedure 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 1989 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 4 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine how accurately the model can reproduce major behavior patterns 
exhibited by the real system 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

[Barlas 41] Trend comparison and removal (i.e. linear, quadratic, or exponential) 
Estimate, compare, and remove the trend component. 

[Barlas 42] Autocorrelation function test for period comparison (auto-covariance 
testing) 

Detect significant errors in the periods of the two behavior patterns. 
[Barlas 43] Cross-correlation function test for phase lag detection 
[Barlas 44] Mean comparison (percent error in the mean) 
[Barlas 45] Amplitude variation comparison (can also be applied to dominant 
cycles) 
[Barlas 46] Discrepancy Coefficient.  This utilizes the Theil values. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Trend Comparison 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 41 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine how accurately the model can reproduce major behavior patterns 
exhibited by the real system 

 
Trend comparison and removal (i.e. linear, quadratic, or exponential) 

Estimate, compare, and remove the trend component. 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Establish test conditions 
Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Determine observed or anticipated behavior of the real system 
Fit regression lines, examples include linear, quadratic, and exponential, to the 
model generated and observed trends 
Compare the estimated coefficients to see if there is a significant trend difference 
between the two time patterns. 

If there is a significant difference, then necessary model modifications are 
called for. 
If no significant difference remains, the trend components must be 
removed by applying a transformation to both the observed and model-
generated patterns. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
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Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Period Comparison 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 42 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine how accurately the model can reproduce major behavior patterns 
exhibited by the real system 
 
Detect significant errors in the periods of the two behavior patterns. 

Autocorrelation function test for period comparison (auto-covariance 
testing) 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Successfully complete the trend comparison test [Barlas 41] 
Establish test conditions 
Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Determine observed or anticipated behavior of the real system 
 
Calculate the sample autocovariance function for the selected behavior – model 
versus real world 
 
Determine the sampling distribution of r(k) 
Plot r(k) vs. k for positive lags 1, 2, 3. 

The function is always 1 at lag 0, and lies between +1 and -1 at all other 
lags (since it is 'normalized'). 
As k becomes large and larger, r(k) approaches 0. 
For random (or 'almost random') series, r(k) immediately drops to 0 for k 
> 1. 
For moderately correlated series, r(k) approaches 0 in a negative 
exponential fashion. 
If the series involves trend (non-stationary in the mean), r(k) dies down 
very slowly; if the series is cyclic, so is r(k). 

Compute the standard errors (SE) of r(k) for the model and real world system 
Construct a 2 x SE confidence band around the difference of the two 
autocorrelation functions. 
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Estimate the variance of r(k) 
If rs(k ) belongs to the simulation output and rA(k ) to the actual (observed) one, 
then 

H0: rs(1)- rA(1) = 0, rs(2)- rA(2) = 0 ,…, rs(M)-rA(M) = 0, 
H1: rs(k)-rA(k) > 0 for at least one k. 

 
Consider the difference dI = rs(1) - rA(1). 
The standard error of d1 is Se(dl) = ~Var(rs(1)) + Var(rA(1)). 
Since dI = 0 under H0, construct the interval [-2Se(dl), 2Se(dl)] 
Reject H0 if dI falls outside the interval. 

 
Repeat this procedure for every k = 1, 2,…, M, 
Obtain a 2Se(dk) confidence band 
reject H0 if any dk falls outside the band. 

 
Under normality assumptions, this constitutes a hypothesis test with α = 0.05 
approximately. 

 
If H0 is rejected, then necessary model modifications are called for. 
If H0

Objectives 

 is not rejected, then period difference components must be removed in 
anticipation of testing for phase lag [Barlas 43]. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Phase Lag 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 43 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine how accurately the model can reproduce major behavior patterns 
exhibited by the real system 
 
Cross-correlation function test for phase lag detection 

Show how two data series are correlated at different time lags 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Successfully complete the period comparison test [Barlas 42] 
Establish test conditions 
Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Determine observed or anticipated behavior of the real system 
Calculate the cross-correlation function between the simulated (S) and actual  
(A) time patterns. 

If the two series are perfectly in phase, this function is maximum at lag 0. 
If the two series are out-of-phase, the function reaches its maximum at 
some non-zero lag. 

 
The cross-correlation function is not necessarily symmetrical. But note 
that CSa(k) ≤ CAs(-k).  Thus, the function is fully known when CsA(k) 
and CAs(k) are known, or when only one of them is known for both 
positive and negative lags. Note also that CSA(0) = CAS(0) which is 
nothing but the simple correlation coefficient between the two series. 

 
Compare the cross-correlation functions to see if there is a significant difference 
between the two behavior patterns. 

If there is a significant difference, then necessary model modifications are 
called for to bring the behavior patterns more closely into phase. 
If no significant difference remains, the phase components must be 
removed in anticipation of the means comparison testing [Barlas 44]. 
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Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Mean Comparison 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 44 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine how accurately the model can reproduce major behavior patterns 
exhibited by the real system 

 
Mean comparison (percent error in the mean) 
 Determine the discrepancy between the means 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Successfully complete the phase lag comparison test [Barlas 43] 
Establish test conditions 
Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Determine observed or anticipated behavior of the real system 
Compute the sample means as simulated (S) and for the actual system (A). 

Note: These two sample means could be compared using a standard t-test, 
but the problem is that both S and A are, in general, highly autocorrelated 
data sets. 

Define the “Percent error in the means” 
Examine this quantity to see if there is a large discrepancy between the means. 

Experimental results will give us an idea about 'how large is large'. 
If there is a significant difference, then necessary model modifications are 
called for. 
If no significant difference remains, the mean difference components must 
be removed by applying a transformation to both the observed and model-
generated patterns. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
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1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Amplitude Variation 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 45 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine how accurately the model can reproduce major behavior patterns 
exhibited by the real system 

 
Amplitude variation comparison (can also be applied to dominant cycles) 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Successfully complete the mean comparison test [Barlas 44] 
Establish test conditions 
Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Determine observed or anticipated behavior of the real system 
Define the “Percent Error in the Variations” 
Graphically measure and compare the amplitudes of dominant cycles 
Compare the percent error in the variations and, if appropriate, the amplitudes of 
dominant cycles to see if there is significant amplitude difference between the two 
time patterns. 

If there is a significant difference, then necessary model modifications are 
called for. 
If no significant difference remains, the amplitude difference components 
must be removed by applying a transformation to both the observed and 
model-generated patterns. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 
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Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Discrepancy Coefficient 
 
Source Reference: Barlas 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Barlas 46 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine how accurately the model can reproduce major behavior patterns 
exhibited by the real system 

 
Discrepancy Coefficient.  This utilizes the Theil values. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Successfully complete the amplitude variation test [Barlas 45] 
Establish test conditions 
Run simulation model 
Capture model results 
Determine observed or anticipated behavior of the real system 
Calculate the Discrepancy Coefficient 
Closer to zero indicates better predictions and closer to one indicates worse 
predictions. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: System Boundary 
 
Source Reference: Coyle 1977 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Coyle 1 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine if the model includes those parts which can be changed to improve 
behavior 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Boundary/Adequacy 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 0 
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Technique Name: Gross Errors 
 
Source Reference: Coyle 1977 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Coyle 2 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine if conceptually impossible behavior 
Determine if behavior that is beyond all sense and reason 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Extremes 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 4 (Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Correspondence 
 
Source Reference: Coyle 3 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Coyle 1977 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Does the model represent the system as it really is? 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Check that proper variables are present. 
Check that variables are properly interconnected. 
Check decision functions. 
Conduct a simulation session with the decision-makers to determine this 
information. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Parameters 
 
Source Reference: Coyle 1977 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Coyle 4 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine critical parameters and their values 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Inspect the loop structure 
Run simulations 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: System Behavior Reproduction 
 
Source Reference: Coyle 1977 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Coyle 5 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Confirm that the model reproduces known system behavior 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 4 (Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Definitional Coherence 
 
Source Reference: Coyle 1977 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Coyle 6 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine that the variables in a model are structurally coherent, based on type 
assignment rules 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

For each variable: 
1) If a variable is a level, work backwards first to find the preceding rate 
2) If a variable is a rate, work forwards first to find the succeeding level. 
3) Apply these two as often as possible before attempting to assign types to those 

variables for which there is more than one possibility. 
4) Even where a variable’s type appears to be unequivocally determined by rule 

1 or rule 2, always check if possible by following another path to the variable 
to make sure that the type is assignment is consistent.  This will reveal any 
errors in the influence diagram. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Structure Verification 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 1 
 
Objectives/Purposes: 

Compare structure of a model directly with structure of the real system the model 
represents. 

 
Determine that there is no contradiction between the knowledge about the 
structure of the real system and the structure of the model 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Structure verification starts with the modeler’s personal knowledge about the 
system. 
 
Review the model assumptions with persons who are highly knowledgeable about 
corresponding parts of the real system. 
 
Compare model assumptions to descriptions of decision-making and 
organizational relationships found in relevant literature. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Parameter Verification 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 2a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Compare model parameters to knowledge of the real system to determine if 
parameters correspond conceptually to real life. 
 
(Conceptual correspondence means that parameters match elements of the real 
system.) 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Review the model parameters with persons who are highly knowledgeable about 
corresponding parts of the real system. 
 
Compare model parameters to descriptions of decision-making and organizational 
relationships found in relevant literature. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Parameter-Verification 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 2b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Compare model parameters to knowledge of the real system to determine if 
parameters correspond numerically to real life. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Review the model parameters with persons who are highly knowledgeable about 
corresponding parts of the real system. 
 
Compare model parameters to descriptions of decision-making and organizational 
relationships found in relevant literature. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Later  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Extreme-Conditions 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 3 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Discover flaws in model structure 
Identifying nonlinearities and asymptotes 
Identify omitted variables 

 
Enhance usefulness of the model for analyzing policies that may force a system to 
operate outside historical regions of operation. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Extremes 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

For each rate equation (policy) 
Trace it back through any auxiliary equations to the level (state variables) 
on which the rate depends 

Consider the implications of imaginary maximum and minimum 
(±∞, 0) values of each state variable individually. 
Consider the implications of imaginary maximum and minimum 
(±∞, 0) values of state variables in combination. 

Determine plausibility of the resulting rate equation. 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Boundary Adequacy – Structure 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 4 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Validate structural relationships necessary to satisfy a model’s purpose. 
Is model aggregation appropriate? 
Does the model include all relevant structures? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Boundary/Adequacy 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Develop a convincing hypothesis relating proposed model structure to particular 
issues addressed by the model. 
 
Determine if significant feedback relations exist across the proposed model 
boundary. 
 
Incorporate additional model structure to encompass significant feedback 
relations. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early  Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Yellow Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Dimensional Consistency 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 5 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine that rate equations are dimensionally consistent. 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Dimensions 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

For each rate equation 
Conduct dimensional analysis 
Determine consistency without dimensional scaling parameters 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Reproduction 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 6a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Symptom-generation – whether or not a model [endogenously] recreates the 
symptoms of difficulty that motivated construction of the model. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

While F&S do not outline the methods to be used, they mention that models may 
need to be “excited” by a simple test input.  Random disturbances are important 
for systems whose most significant characteristic is damped oscillation.  Random 
disturbances are less important for “life-cycle” dynamics. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 1 (Inputs) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Reproduction 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 6b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Frequency-generation – periodicities of fluctuation 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

While F&S do not outline the methods to be used, they mention that models may 
need to be “excited” by a simple test input.  Random disturbances are important 
for systems whose most significant characteristic is damped oscillation.  Random 
disturbances are less important for “life-cycle” dynamics. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 1 (Inputs) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Reproduction 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 6c 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Relative-phasing – phase relationships between variables 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

While F&S do not outline the methods to be used, they mention that models may 
need to be “excited” by a simple test input.  Random disturbances are important 
for systems whose most significant characteristic is damped oscillation.  Random 
disturbances are less important for “life-cycle” dynamics. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 1 (Inputs) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Reproduction 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 6d 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Multiple-mode – [endogenously] generate more than one mode of behavior 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

While F&S do not outline the methods to be used, they mention that models may 
need to be “excited” by a simple test input.  Random disturbances are important 
for systems whose most significant characteristic is damped oscillation.  Random 
disturbances are less important for “life-cycle” dynamics. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 5 (Inputs, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Reproduction 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 6e 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Behavior-characteristic – peculiar shapes or one-time events (as a consequence of 
system behavior) 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

While F&S do not outline the methods to be used, they mention that models may 
need to be “excited” by a simple test input.  Random disturbances are important 
for systems whose most significant characteristic is damped oscillation.  Random 
disturbances are less important for “life-cycle” dynamics. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 1 (Inputs) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Prediction 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 7a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Pattern-prediction – qualitatively correct patterns of future behavior 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Prediction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Evaluate 
Periods 
Phase relationships 
Shape 
Other behavior characteristics 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Prediction 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 7b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Event-prediction – Driven by a particular change in circumstances 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Prediction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Evaluate 
Periods 
Phase relationships 
Shape 
Other behavior characteristics 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Anomaly 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 8 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Display flaws in model assumptions 
Demonstrate how implausible behavior occurs when assumptions are altered. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 0 
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Technique Name: Family Member 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 9 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Demonstrate how parameter changes can elicit multiple behavior modes for the 
same class of systems. 
 
Demonstrate that general models function appropriately for specific cases. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Project 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Develop general model. 
Apply specific parameters. 
Evaluate resulting behaviors. 
 
Repeat the other F&S tests on the “new” model (new parameters for existing 
structure) 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Surprise Behavior (“Unexpected Behavior” or “Unobserved 
Behavior”) 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 10 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Identify previously unrecognized behavior in the real system, as a result of the 
structure of the real system. 
 
Contributes to confidence in a model’s usefulness. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Increase Confidence  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Identify surprise (unexpected) model behavior 
Determine causes of the behavior in the model 
Verify occurrence of the surprise behavior in the real system 
Verify the presence of the causes in the real system. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Extreme Policy 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 11 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Demonstrate resilience of the model to major policy changes. 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Extremes 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Policy 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

For each rate equation (policy statement) 
Alter a rate equation (policy statement) in an extreme way. 
Execute the model 
Determine dynamic consequences. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early  Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 11 (Inputs, Steps, Response) 
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Technique Name: Boundary Adequacy – Behavior 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 12 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Consider whether or not a model includes the structure necessary to address the 
issues for which it is designed. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Increase Confidence 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Boundary/Adequacy 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Conceptualize additional structure that might influence behavior of the model 
Analyze behavior with and without the additional structure. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early   Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Sensitivity 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 13 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine sensitivity of model behavior to changes in parameter values. 
Ascertain whether or not plausible shifts in model parameters can cause a model 
to fail behavior tests previously passed. 

Does another equally plausible set of parameter values exist that can lead 
the model to fail to generate observed patterns of behavior? 
Does the model behave implausibly under conditions (parameter sets) 
where plausible behavior was previously exhibited? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Sensitivity 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Experiment with different parameter values 
Analyze the impact on behavior 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: System Improvement 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 14 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Identifying policies that lead to improved performance of the real system. 
Considers whether or not policies found beneficial after working with a model, 
when implemented, also improve real world behavior. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Project 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Policy 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Develop sufficient confidence in the model for an implementation experiment to 
be made 
Isolate policy results from results due to other causes. 
Allow sufficient time to pass to gather data. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early    Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Changed Behavior Prediction 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 15 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine if a model correctly predicts how behavior of the system will change if 
a governing policy is changed. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Prediction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Policy 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Change policies (rate equations?) in the model 
Verify plausibility of resulting [model] behavioral changes 
 
Change model policies to align with real world policies. 
Determine if model responds to the policy change as the real world responded. 
 
For a family system model 

Alter model policies to align with family members 
Determine if model behavior takes on characteristics of the family 
member. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early  Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Boundary Adequacy 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 16 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine how modifying the model boundary would alter policy 
recommendations.  (Boundary implications on policy) 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Boundary/Adequacy 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Policy 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Conceptualize additional structure 
Rerun the model 
Analyze the effects of the additional structure on model behavior 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early    Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Policy Sensitivity 
 
Source Reference: Forrester and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: F&S 17 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine the degree to which policy recommendations might be influenced by 
uncertainty in parameter values. 
Indicate the risk involved in adopting a model for policy making. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters/Policy 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early  Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 13 (Inputs, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Dimensional Consistency 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 1 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Do the dimensions of variables in every equation of the model agree with the 
computation? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Dimensions 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

For each rate equation 
Conduct dimensional analysis 
Determine consistency without dimensional scaling parameters (each 
dimension has a real-world interpretation.) 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Extreme Conditions 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 2 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Does every equation in the model make sense even if [when] objected to extreme, 
but possible, values of its variables? 

Expose the need for nonlinearities 
Expose distinctions between desired and actual conditions 
Expose “other model shortcomings” 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Extremes 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Mentally test each equation, especially rate equations 
Apply extreme, even if unlikely, variable/parameter values 
Evaluate whether the equation remains meaningful. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Boundary Adequacy – Structure 
 
Source Reference: Richardson & Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 3 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Does the structure of the model contain 
the variables and  
feedback effects  

necessary to 
address the problem and  
suit the purposes of the study? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Boundary/Adequacy 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Work from model purpose 
Assess model structure 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early  Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Yellow Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Parameter (In)sensitivity 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 4 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Is the behavior of the model sensitive to reasonable variations in parameter 
values? 
Do the modes (patterns) of behavior exhibited by the model change with minor 
parameter values? 
Do the policy conclusions stemming from model-based analyses change with 
reasonable variations in parameter values? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Vary parameters 
Analyze behavior 
Assess policy impact. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Structural (In)sensitivity 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 5 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Is the behavior of the model sensitive to reasonable alternative formulations? 
Do the modes [patterns] of behavior exhibited by the model change when equally 
likely alternative formulations are tested in the model? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Change the structure 
Analyze model behavior 
Determine impact on policy 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Face Validity 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 6 
 
Objectives/Purposes: 

Does the model structure look like the real system? 
Is the model a recognizable picture of the real system? 
Are those who know the system most closely convinced that a reasonable fit 
exists between the rate/level/feedback structure of the model and the essential 
characteristics of the real system? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Both 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Assess 
rates and levels 
information feedback 
delays 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Parameters 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 7a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Are the parameters recognizable in terms of the real system, or are some of them 
contrived to make the units in some equations balance? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Do the parameter[s] make sense to those most knowledgeable about the system? 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Parameter Values 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 7b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Are the values selected for the parameters consistent with the best information 
available about the real system? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

If data exists 
Was it used in a sensible way to justify values? 

If data does not exist 
What is the quality of the information used to make estimates? 

Do the parameter values make sense to those most knowledgeable about the 
system? 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Later  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Replication of Reference Modes 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 8 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Does the model endogenously reproduce the various reference behavior modes 
that initially defined the study, 

including the problematic behavior [behavior mode], 
any observed responses to past policies [policy analysis], and 
any conceptually anticipated behavior arising from hypothetical situations 
[extreme conditions?]? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structural/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures: 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 0 
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Technique Name: Surprise Behavior 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 9 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Under some test circumstances, does the model produce dramatically unexpected 
behavior, not observed in the real system? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Increase Confidence  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

If the model is incorrect, then it must be revised. 
 
Analyze the mechanisms producing the anomalous behavior. 
Determine if you can conclude that the mechanisms are real and the behavior is 
meaningful. 
Accept the increased confidence – even though the behavior has not been 
observed in the real system. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Extreme Condition Simulation 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 10 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Does the model behave reasonably under extreme conditions or extreme policies, 
even ones that have never been observed in the real system? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class:  
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 0 
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Technique Name: Statistical Tests 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 11 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Does the model output behave statistically like data from the real system? 
Test how consistent the behavior of the model is with the behavior of the real 
system. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters/Policy 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Utilize 
time series analysis 
correlation 
regression 

Requires the introduction of some randomness to model parameters. 
Make a subjective [rather than a statistical] judgment as to whether the results are 
statistically the same 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Appropriateness of Structure for Audience 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 12 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Is the  
size of the model, 
simplicity or complexity, and 
level of aggregation or richness of detail appropriate for the audience of 
the study? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Increase Confidence 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Project 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Determine audience characteristics 
Tailor model to those characteristics 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Counterintuitive Behavior 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 13 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Does the model exhibit behavior that, at first, contradicts intuition and, later, with 
the aid of the model, is seen as a clear implication of the structure of the model? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Increase Confidence  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Policy 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 5 (Inputs, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Insight Generation 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 14a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Is the model [building] capable of generating new insights, or at least the feeling 
of new insights, about the nature of the problem addressed and the system within 
which it arises? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Increase Confidence 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Project 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early  Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Yellow Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 5 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Insight Generation 
 
Source Reference: Richardson and Pugh 
 
Source Reference Family Name: R&P 14b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Is the model capable of generating new insights, or at least the feeling of new 
insights, about the nature of the problem addressed and the system within which it 
arises? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Increase Confidence 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Project 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early   Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 5 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Boundary Adequacy 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 1aa 
 
Objectives/Purposes: 

Are the important concepts for addressing the problem endogenous to the model? 
Establish that the model boundary aligns with the system project boundary 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Boundary/Adequacy 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Examine model boundary charts 
Utilize charts from modeler, or 
Develop from direct inspection of model equations 

Examine subsystem diagrams 
Utilize charts from modeler, or 
Develop from direct inspection of model equations 

Evaluate exogenous variables 
Search the model equations for exogenous inputs to confirm that the list of 
exogenous variables is complete. 
Identify exogenous inputs to determine if they should be considered 
variable 

Examine model diagrams, or 
Construct causal diagrams from the model equations 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early  Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Yellow Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Boundary Adequacy 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 1ab 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Are the important concepts for addressing the problem endogenous to the model? 
Determine if omitted feedbacks are important in the context of the purpose 
of the model. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Boundary/Adequacy 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Determine if omitted system processes should be made endogenous (included in 
the model) 

Interview key participants 
Interview outside experts 
Review relevant literature 
Review archival materials 
Apply direct system experience in system processes 

Construct a dynamic hypothesis 
Assess how the inclusion of candidate feedback might alter the dynamics 
or policy implications of the model 

Modify model to include plausible additional structure by making constants and 
exogenous variables endogenous 
Repeat sensitivity and policy analysis. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early    Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
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Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Boundary Adequacy 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 1b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Does the behavior of the model change significantly when boundary assumptions 
are relaxed? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Boundary/Adequacy 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Determine if system processes should be made endogenous (included in the 
model) 

Interview key participants 
Interview outside experts 
Review relevant literature 
Review archival materials 
Apply direct system experience in system processes 

Construct a dynamic hypothesis 
Assess how the inclusion of candidate feedback might alter the dynamics 
or policy implications of the model 

Modify model to include plausible additional structure by making constants and 
exogenous variables endogenous 
Repeat sensitivity and policy analysis. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early   Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Boundary Adequacy 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 1c 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Do the policy recommendations change when the model boundary is extended? 
Assess impact on policy recommendations when the model boundary is 
extended. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Boundary/Adequacy 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters/Policy 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Construct a dynamic hypothesis 
Assess how the inclusion of candidate feedback might alter the dynamics 
or policy implications of the model 

Modify model to include plausible additional structure by making constants and 
exogenous variables endogenous 
Repeat sensitivity and policy analysis. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early    Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Structure Assessment 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 2a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Is the model structure consistent with relevant descriptive knowledge of the 
system? 
Is the level of aggregation appropriate? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative/Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Use subsystem diagrams and 
stock and flow maps. 
 
(as in the Boundary Adequacy method.) 
Use interviews, 
workshops to solicit expert opinion, 
archival materials, 
direct inspection or participation in system processes 
 
Develop disaggregate submodels 
Compare behavior to aggregate formulations. 
 
Disaggregate suspect structures, 
Then repeat sensitivity and policy analysis. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early  Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
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Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Structure Assessment 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 2b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Is the model structure consistent with relevant descriptive knowledge of the 
system? 
Does the model conform to basic physical laws, such as conservation laws? 
 
Identify “free lunches,” inconsistencies, and inappropriate assumptions regarding 
availability, flexibility and costs of resources. 
Identify externalities and side effects that should be captured endogenously. 
Capture the full costs and benefits of actions.  Create new model structure to 
capture these costs. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Violation of physical laws usually occur because the model does not capture the 
stock and flow structure of the system.  For example: Stocks that can become 
negative.  First order feedback negative loop is required for all real stocks to keep 
the stock from going negative.  Check by direct inspection of the model 
equations. 
 
“Free lunches” occur when activities that require important resources in the real 
system are assumed to occur without those resources in the model. 
 
(as in the Boundary Adequacy method.) 
Use interviews, 
workshops to solicit expert opinion, 
archival materials, 
direct inspection or participation in system processes 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
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1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 
1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 

Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 
 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Structure Assessment 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 2c 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Is the model structure consistent with relevant descriptive knowledge of the 
system? 
Do the decision rules [realistically] capture the behavior of the actors in the 
system? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Use policy structure diagrams and 
causal diagrams. 
 
Direct inspection of model equations can reveal heuristics at each decision point. 
 
Use interviews, 
workshops to solicit expert opinion, 
archival materials, 
direct inspection or participation in system processes 
 
Conduct partial model tests of the intended rationality of decision rules. 
 
Conduct laboratory experiments to elicit mental models and decision rules of 
system participants. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early   Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
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Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Dimensional Consistency 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 3 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Is each equation dimensionally consistent without the use of parameters having no 
real world meaning? 

 
Identify typographical errors, inverted ratios, missing time constants. 
Reveal important flaws in modeler’s understanding of the structure or decision 
processes of the system. 
Identify arbitrary scaling factors that have no real world meaning. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Dimensions 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Use dimensional analysis software. [which only checks for consistency, does not 
test for correctness.] 
 
Inspect model equations for suspect [arbitrary scaling or non-dimensional factors 
with values of unity] parameters. 
 
Specify the units of measure for each variable as the model is built. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Parameter Assessment 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 4a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Are the parameter values consistent with relevant descriptive and numerical 
knowledge of the system? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Use statistical methods to estimate parameters (wide range of methods available). 
Test maintained hypotheses (assumptions) for statistical methods that are 
utilized, especially considering the statistical properties of the data 
(collinearity, autocorrelation, and heteroskedasticity). 

 
For judgmental estimation 

Use interviews, 
workshops to solicit expert opinion, 
archival materials, 
direct inspection or participation in system processes 

 
Utilize real system knowledge to constrain the plausible range of values. 
Utilize statistical estimation to provide a check on judgmental estimation. 
 
Develop disaggregate sub-models to estimate relationships for use in more 
aggregate models. 
 
In large models, test for underidentification (more than one set of parameters 
values fit the data equally well) and utilize judgmental estimation to select 
reasonable parameters. 
 
Use partial model tests (Homer) to calibrate subsystems. 

Isolate a key structure or decision rule (cuts the feedback loops in the full 
model) 
Utilize historical data to drive inputs to the decision rule or formulation. 
Choose parameters (judgmentally or formally) so the subsystem output 
best fits the data. 
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Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Later  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Parameter Assessment 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 4b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Do all parameters have real world counterparts? 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Qualitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Define clear, real-life meaning for each constant and variable. 
 
Use interviews, 
workshops to solicit expert opinion, 
archival materials, 
direct inspection or participation in system processes 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early/Late   
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Green Blue Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Extreme Condition [Robustness] 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 5a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Does each equation make sense even when its inputs take on extreme values? 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Extremes 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Inspect each equation. 
Examine each decision rule (rate equation) 
Set each equation input to their minimum and maximum values 
(individually and in combination/simultaneously) 
Determine if the rule output is feasible and reasonable. 

 
Test response to extreme values of each input, alone and in combination. 

Zero out variables (with switches) 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Later  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Extreme Condition [Robustness] 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 5b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Does the [whole] model respond plausibly when subjected to extreme policies, 
shocks, and parameters? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Extremes 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Subject the [whole] model to large shocks and extreme conditions. 
 
Implement tests that examine conformance to basic physical laws (e.g., no 
inventory  no shipments; no labor  no production). 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Later  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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 Technique Name: Integration Error 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 6a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Are the results sensitive to the choice of time step or numerical integration 
method? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Integration 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Cut the time step (dt, or Δt) in half and test for changes in behavior. 
 

Conditioning 
“ill-conditioned” – small errors accumulate with each time step 
“well-conditioned” – errors die away over time 
Stable systems dominated by negative feedback tend to be well-
conditioned. 
The criticality of the errors depends on the rate at which errors 
propagate/die away and on the purpose of the model. 

 
Setting the time step 

Start with a value evenly divisible into the data reporting interval. 
Rule of thumb is: between ¼ and 1/10 the size of the smallest time 
constant in the model 
Smaller time steps increase accuracy (although rounding errors are 
introduced) – and increase computing time. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
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Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Integration Error 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 6b 
 
Objectives/Purposes: 

Are the results sensitive to the choice of time step or numerical integration 
method? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Integration 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Use different integration methods and test for changes in behavior. 
Euler (slow dynamics, small time step) 
Fourth-order Runge-Kutta (reduces propagation) 
Variable time step (physical systems) 

 
Conditioning 

“ill-conditioned” – small errors accumulate with each time step 
“well-conditioned” – errors die away over time 
Stable systems dominated by negative feedback tend to be well-
conditioned. 
The criticality of the errors depends on the rate at which errors 
propagate/die away and on the purpose of the model. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Reproduction 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 7a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Uncover flaws in the structure or parameters of the model and 
Assess whether flaws matter relative to the purpose. 

 
Does the model reproduce the behavior of interest in the system (qualitatively 
and quantitatively)? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Compute statistical measures of [point-by-point] correspondence between model 
and data: 

descriptive statistics 
R2 = coefficient of determination; fraction explained by model 
Average error between simulated and actual series 

MAE = Mean Absolute Error 
MAPE = Mean Absolute Percent Error 
MAE/Mean = MAE as a percent of the mean 
(R)MSE = (Root) Mean Square Error 

Sources of error - assumptions 
Theil’s Inequality Statistics = Decomposes MSE into 

Bias (UM) – parametric error 
Unequal variation (US) – trends; amplitudes; cycles 
Unequal covariance (UC) – unsystematic, random 
(from the model perspective) 

time domain methods (e.g., autocorrelation functions); 
frequency domain methods (e.g., spectral analysis – strength of 
fluctuations at each frequency); 
many others. 

 
Plot and compare model output and data qualitatively 

including modes of behavior, 
shape of variables, 
asymmetries, 
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frequencies 
relative amplitudes, 
phasing (leads and lags), and 
unusual events. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early   Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Reproduction 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 7b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Uncover flaws in the structure or parameters of the model and 
Assess whether flaws matter relative to the purpose. 

 
Does it endogenously generate the symptoms of difficulty motivating the study? 
(Measure of exogenous impact?) 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Compute statistical measures of [point-by-point] correspondence between model 
and data: 

descriptive statistics 
R2 = coefficient of determination; fraction explained by model 
Average error between simulated and actual series 

MAE = Mean Absolute Error 
MAPE = Mean Absolute Percent Error 
MAE/Mean = MAE as a percent of the mean 
(R)MSE = (Root) Mean Square Error 

Sources of error - assumptions 
Theil’s Inequality Statistics = Decomposes MSE into 

Bias (UM) – parametric error 
Unequal variation (US) – trends; amplitudes; cycles 
Unequal covariance (UC) – unsystematic, random 
(from the model perspective) 

time domain methods (e.g., autocorrelation functions); 
frequency domain methods (e.g., spectral analysis); 
many others. 

 
Plot and compare model output and data qualitatively 

including modes of behavior, 
shape of variables, 
asymmetries, 
frequencies 
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relative amplitudes, 
phasing (leads and lags), and 
unusual events. 

 
Examine response of model to [exogenous inputs?] 

test inputs, 
shocks, and 
noise. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early   Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Reproduction 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 7c 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Uncover flaws in the structure or parameters of the model and 
Assess whether flaws matter relative to the purpose. 

 
Does the model generate the various modes of behavior observed in the real 
system? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Compute statistical measures of [point-by-point] correspondence between model 
and data: 

time domain methods (e.g., autocorrelation functions); 
cross-correlation functions, 
frequency domain methods (e.g., spectral analysis) 

 
Plot and compare model output and data qualitatively 

including modes of behavior, 
shape of variables, 
asymmetries, 
frequencies 
relative amplitudes, 
phasing (leads and lags), and 
unusual events. 

 
Examine response of model to [exogenous inputs?] 

test inputs, 
shocks, and 
noise. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early   Late  
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1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Reproduction 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 7d 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Uncover flaws in the structure or parameters of the model and 
Assess whether flaws matter relative to the purpose. 

 
Do the frequencies and phase relationships among the variables match the data? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Compute statistical measures of [point-by-point] correspondence between model 
and data: 

time domain methods (e.g., autocorrelation functions); 
cross-correlation functions, 
frequency domain methods (e.g., spectral analysis) 

 
Plot and compare model output and data qualitatively 

including modes of behavior, 
shape of variables, 
asymmetries, 
frequencies 
relative amplitudes, 
phasing (leads and lags), and 
unusual events. 

 
Examine response of model to [exogenous inputs?] 

test inputs, 
shocks, and 
noise. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early   Late  
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1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 
1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Behavior Anomaly 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 8 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Do anomalous behaviors result when assumptions of the model are changed or 
deleted? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Zero out key effects (loop knockout analysis). 
Zero out a target relationship 
Inspect resulting behavior to determine loop importance and possible 
plausible ranges for the parameters and relationships. 

 
Replace equilibrium assumptions with disequilibrium structures. 

(The examples remove delays from the model.) 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Family Member 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 9 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Can the model generate the behavior observed in other instances of the same 
system? 

Given different parameters, does the model structure generate similar 
behavior? 
“The more diverse the instances of a system a model can represent the 
more general the theory it embodies.” 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Increase Confidence 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Project 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Calibrate the model to the widest possible range of related systems. 
 

Does the model generate multiple modes of behavior? 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early   Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Surprise Behavior 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 10a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

[Discover flaws in the mental models, formal model, or both.] 
Does the model generate previously unobserved or unrecognized behavior? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Criterion for passing the test: the model generates a certain behavior, previously 
unrecognized, and it does indeed occur in the real system.  (Often the behavior is 
present in the system, but no one has looked for it yet.) 
 
Resolve all discrepancies [all variables, not just key indicators] between model 
behavior and your understanding of the real system. 
 
Document participant and client mental models prior to the start of the 
modeling effort. 

This supports overcoming the problems of hindsight bias and 
reconstructive memory. 

 
Keep accurate, complete, and dated records of model simulations. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Surprise Behavior 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 10b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

[Discover flaws in the mental models, formal model, or both.] 
Does the model successfully anticipate the response of the system to novel 
conditions? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Criterion for passing the test: the model generates a certain behavior, previously 
unrecognized, and it does indeed occur in the real system.  (Often the behavior is 
present in the system, but no one has looked for it yet.) 
 
Keep accurate, complete, and dated records of model simulations. 
 
Use the model to simulate likely future behavior of system. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Sensitivity Analysis 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 11a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine if conclusions change, in ways important to the purpose, when 
assumptions are varied over the plausible range of uncertainty. 
 
Numerical sensitivity: Do the numerical values [of the results] change 
significantly [when the assumptions change]? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Perform univariate and multivariate sensitivity analysis. 
Utilize plausible ranges 
Utilize wider ranges (twice as wide as statistical [allows for measurement 
error, faulty model specification, methodological violations] or judgmental 
considerations suggest) 
Utilize Monte Carlo simulation methods. 

Set probability distributions for parameters. 
 
Use analytic methods (linearization, local and global stability analysis, etc.). 
 
Conduct model boundary (Sterman 1) and aggregation (Sterman 2a) tests 
 
Use optimization methods (against user-defined objective functions) 

find the best parameters and policies. 
 
Use optimization methods 

find parameter combinations that 
generate implausible results or 
reverse policy outcomes. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early   Late  
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1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Sensitivity Analysis 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 11b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine if conclusions change, in ways important to the purpose, when 
assumptions are varied over the plausible range of uncertainty. 
 
Behavioral sensitivity: Do the modes of behavior generated by the model change 
significantly [when the assumptions change]? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Perform univariate and multivariate sensitivity analysis. 
Utilize plausible ranges 
Utilize wider ranges (twice as wide as statistical [allows for measurement 
error, faulty model specification, methodological violations] or judgmental 
considerations suggest) 
Utilize Monte Carlo simulation methods. 

Set probability distributions for parameters. 
 
Use analytic methods (linearization, local and global stability analysis, etc.). 
 
Conduct model boundary (Sterman 1) and aggregation (Sterman 2a) tests 
 
Use optimization methods (against user-defined objective functions) 

find the best parameters and policies. 
 
Use optimization methods 

find parameter combinations that 
generate implausible results or 
reverse policy outcomes. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early   Late  
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1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Sensitivity Analysis 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 11c 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine if conclusions change, in ways important to the purpose, when 
assumptions are varied over the plausible range of uncertainty. 
 
Policy sensitivity: Do the policy implications change significantly [reverses the 
impacts or desirability] when assumptions about parameters, boundary, and 
aggregation are varied over the plausible range of uncertainty? 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters/Policy 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Perform univariate and multivariate sensitivity analysis. 
Utilize plausible ranges 
Utilize wider ranges (twice as wide as statistical [allows for measurement 
error, faulty model specification, methodological violations] or judgmental 
considerations suggest) 
Utilize Monte Carlo simulation methods. 

Set probability distributions for parameters. 
 
Use analytic methods (linearization, local and global stability analysis, etc.). 
 
Conduct model boundary (Sterman 1) and aggregation (Sterman 2a) tests 
 
Use optimization methods (against user-defined objective functions) 

find the best parameters and policies. 
 
Use optimization methods 

find parameter combinations that 
generate implausible results or 
reverse policy outcomes. 
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Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early    Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: System Improvement 
 
Source Reference: Sterman 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Sterman 12 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Did the modeling process help change the system for the better? 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Project 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Policy 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Criterion for passing this test: the modeling process must identify policies that 
lead to improvement, those policies must be implemented, and the performance of 
the system must actually improve. 
 
(Design with evaluation in mind – prospective evaluations) Design instruments in 
advance to assess the impact of the modeling process on: 

mental models, 
behaviors, 
policies, and 
outcomes. 

 
Design controlled experiments with 

treatment and control groups, 
random assignment, 
pre-intervention and post-intervention assessment, 
independent assessment 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early    Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
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Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Ultimate 
 
Source Reference: Forrester 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Forrester 0 
 
Objectives/Purposes: 

Better systems resulting from investigations based on model experimentation. 
Utility in improving management practice 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Increase Confidence 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Project 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Policy 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Obtain subjective input from clients about the value of help received. 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

Early    Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Red Red Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Delay Values 
 
Source Reference: Hamilton 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Hamilton 1 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Develop confidence in the estimate of a delay value 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Increase Confidence 
 
Class/Sub-Class:  
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

For the direct method 
Vary the length of the lag 

For the polynomial method 
Vary the length of the lag 
Vary the degree of the polynomial 

For aggregated data, 
Disaggregate the data 
Make new estimates 

Expand data source 
Obtain new data 
Generate new estimates 

 
For any test, 

If the resulting time structures are similar to the original ones, confidence 
in the estimate is improved. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Later  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
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Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Partial Model Testing 
 
Source Reference: Homer 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Homer 1 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine whether the decision rules in a model are intendedly rational. 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure/Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Isolate each organizational function or decision point from its environment until 
the environment is consistent with the mental model that underlies the decision 
rule. 
 
Challenge the subsystem with various exogenous patterns in the subsystem inputs. 
 
From Sterman 4: 

Isolate a key structure or decision rule (cuts the feedback loops in the full 
model) 
Utilize historical data to drive inputs to the decision rule or formulation. 
Choose parameters (judgmentally or formally) so the subsystem output 
best fits the data. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Later  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Surprise Behaviors 
 
Source Reference: Mass 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Mass 1a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Utilize surprise, or unexpected, behavior for diagnosing model formulation errors 
or eliciting policy insights. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Have clear a priori expectations of model behavior 
Determine Mass Model Type and establish expectations 

Follow up all unanticipated behavior to appropriate resolution 
Improve model, or 
Adopt new perspectives on system behavior 

Confirm all behavior hypotheses through appropriate model tests 
Segment or neutralize structural forces 

Partial model tests 
Sensitivity tests on the full model 

 
Identify symmetry of policy response 

Evaluate the symmetry of model responses to both upward and downward 
changes 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early   Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Surprise Behaviors 
 
Source Reference: Mass 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Mass 1b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Utilize surprise, or unexpected, behavior for diagnosing model formulation errors 
or eliciting policy insights. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Have clear a priori expectations of model behavior 
Determine Mass Model Type and establish expectations 

Follow up all unanticipated behavior to appropriate resolution 
Improve model, or 
Adopt new perspectives on system behavior 

Confirm all behavior hypotheses through appropriate model tests 
Segment or neutralize structural forces 

Partial model tests 
Sensitivity tests on the full model 

 
Test large-amplitude versus small-amplitude response 

(This can be useful especially for identifying unexpected nonlinearities.) 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early   Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Surprise Behaviors 
 
Source Reference: Mass 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Mass 1c 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Utilize surprise, or unexpected, behavior for diagnosing model formulation errors 
or eliciting policy insights. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Have clear a priori expectations of model behavior 
Determine Mass Model Type and establish expectations 

Follow up all unanticipated behavior to appropriate resolution 
Improve model, or 
Adopt new perspectives on system behavior 

Confirm all behavior hypotheses through appropriate model tests 
Segment or neutralize structural forces 

Partial model tests 
Sensitivity tests on the full model 

 
Test policies entering at different points of the system 

(Look at broad-based impacts.) 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early   Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Surprise Behaviors 
 
Source Reference: Mass 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Mass 1d 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Utilize surprise, or unexpected, behavior for diagnosing model formulation errors 
or eliciting policy insights. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Have clear a priori expectations of model behavior 
Determine Mass Model Type and establish expectations 

Follow up all unanticipated behavior to appropriate resolution 
Improve model, or 
Adopt new perspectives on system behavior 

Confirm all behavior hypotheses through appropriate model tests 
Segment or neutralize structural forces 

Partial model tests 
Sensitivity tests on the full model 

 
Test different patterns of behavior 

Strive to isolate the different behavior modes 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early  Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Surprise Behaviors 
 
Source Reference: Mass 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Mass 1e 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Utilize surprise, or unexpected, behavior for diagnosing model formulation errors 
or eliciting policy insights. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Have clear a priori expectations of model behavior 
Determine Mass Model Type and establish expectations 

Follow up all unanticipated behavior to appropriate resolution 
Improve model, or 
Adopt new perspectives on system behavior 

Confirm all behavior hypotheses through appropriate model tests 
Segment or neutralize structural forces 

Partial model tests 
Sensitivity tests on the full model 

 
Evaluate both real and nominal changes (financial focus?) 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

 Early   Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Surprise Behaviors 
 
Source Reference: Mass 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Mass 1f 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Utilize surprise, or unexpected, behavior for diagnosing model formulation errors 
or eliciting policy insights. 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Surprise 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Have clear a priori expectations of model behavior 
Determine Mass Model Type and establish expectations 

Follow up all unanticipated behavior to appropriate resolution 
Improve model, or 
Adopt new perspectives on system behavior 

Confirm all behavior hypotheses through appropriate model tests 
Segment or neutralize structural forces 

Partial model tests 
Sensitivity tests on the full model 

 
Isolate uniqueness of equilibrium or steady states – most models should have a 
single equilibrium state. 
 
Understand forces producing equilibrium positions – neutral or non-neutral. 

Determine if an equilibrium point is neutral and pressure-free or if it is 
produced by offsetting pressures. 
For a non-neutral equilibrium point 

What is the probability of the balance of opposing forces occurring 
in real life? 
Have mechanisms been omitted from the model that would help 
produce a neutral equilibrium point? 
What is the nature of the controlling forces?  How could they 
interact with policy changes? 
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Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Technique 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 2 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Model Behavior 
 
Source Reference: Mass and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: M&S 1a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine which variables are “important” and should be included in the model 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

1) Construct a model which contains enough endogenous structure to portray 
how changes in one variable affect changes in that variable and others, 
exogenously generating the desired behavior mode 

2) Simulate the model both with and without the impact of the first variable 
(delete the direct link) 

3) Analyze the causes of the observed behavior. 
 

Criteria: 
1) Does omission/inclusion of the factor lead to a change in the predicted 

numerical values of the system? 
2) Does omission/inclusion of the factor lead to a change in the behavior mode 

of the system? (examples include damping out or inducing fluctuations) 
 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Model Behavior 
 
Source Reference: Mass and Senge 
 
Source Reference Family Name: M&S 1b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine which variables are “important” and should be included in the model 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Behavior/Reproduction 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

1) Construct a model which contains enough endogenous structure to portray 
how changes in one variable affect changes in that variable and others, 
exogenously generating the desired behavior mode 

2) Simulate the model both with and without the impact of the first variable 
(delete the direct link) 

3) Analyze the causes of the observed behavior. 
 

Criteria: 
1) Does omission/inclusion of the factor lead to rejection of policies that were 

formerly found to have had a favorable impact or to reordering of preferences 
among alternative policies? 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early  Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 7 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria) 
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Technique Name: Parameter Estimation 
 
Source Reference: Peterson 
 
Source Reference Family Name: Peterson 1 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

Determine “good” values for parameters, especially in the absence of direct data. 
 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model 
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Use of the Likelihood Surface 
(The FIMLOF “loss function” is the negative natural logarithm of the likelihood 
that the data could have been generated by the model.) 
Identify a set of parameter “guesses.” 
Generate a “log likelihood.” 
Define a surface from the likelihood-parameter pairs. 
Identify the global maximum of the surface. 
Calculate the surface curvature at the global maximum. 
Measure the quantity of information about the unknown parameters contained in 
the data. (Low curvature – no information; High/sharp curvature – great deal of 
information) 
The second derivative of the surface with respect to parameter A is the variance of 
the uncertainty in the estimate of A. 

 
Confidence Tests from the Optimal Filter [Residual Properties] 
Compute the residuals from the optimal filter 
Determine the standard deviation of the residuals (if the model is correct) 
Normalize the residuals by their theoretical standard deviations 

The normalized residuals should have a constant variance of 1. 
The sequence of residuals should be a white process (random). 

 
Test “whiteness’ 

Calculate the correlation coefficient of the normalized residual. 
The correlation coefficient with itself should be close to 1. 
The serial correlation with respect to lagged values of itself should be 0. 
Cross correlation with all other residual processes should be 0. 
 
Indicates whether the model is consistent with the data 
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Reveals what is wrong if the test fails. 
Utilize the normalized constant variance value. 

Calculate the expected (predicted) magnitude and standard deviation of 
the sum of squares residual term. 
Calculate the actual Sum of Squares residual term for the log-likelihood 
function. 
Compare the two values. 
If the actual value is outside the range of predicted values, this indicates 
either: 

The model is inconsistent with the data, or 
The global maximum of the log-likelihood function has not yet 
been found. 

 
Detect [and Isolate] Bad Data 
Sources of “bad data” include: 

Typographical errors 
Improper accounting procedures 
Gross malfunctions of data collection 

Calculate residual values from optimal filter 
Identify “large” residuals. 

(More than four or five standard deviations from the expected value.) 
Calculate variances and covariances by the filter. 
Compute normalized updated residuals. 
Identify “bad data” point in both time and space. 
 
Peterson mentions that these techniques can be automated.  He also mentions that 
manual graphical inspections will also uncover many of these “bad data” points – 
but not all of the ones that FIMLOF can identify. 

 
Estimate the System State 
(Useful for initializing the system) 
Provides an estimate of the true state of the system 
Provides confidence bounds from the variances and covariances 
 
Confidence Bounds for Forecasts 
Sources of forecast inaccuracy: 

Inaccurate model structure 
Random errors – leading to divergence 
Initial condition inaccuracies 
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Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Later  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 15 (Inputs, Steps, Criteria, Response) 
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Technique Name: Sensitivity Analysis 
 
Source Reference: Tank-Nielson 
 
Source Reference Family Name: T-N 1a 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

To test the effects of uncertainties in parameter values 
To generate insights 

Insights about structure and behavior 
What basic mechanisms underlie observed model behavior 
Evaluate the impact of controversial or disputable relationships 

Insights about the real world 
To direct further work on parameters and structure 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure/Parameters 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Parameters 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Parameter changes (constants including initial values and delay times) 
Focus on identification and change of 

“key parameters” (which are most often found in, or near, positive 
feedback loops, delay times, and intersections of several positive 
and negative loops) and 
“controversial” parameters – to eliminate the insignificant ones 
from conversation 

When focused on model validation, limit to values within the assumed 
range of uncertainty. 
When focused on model understanding, stretch the limits. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early  Late 
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Red Yellow Yellow Green Green Green 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
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Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Technique Name: Sensitivity Analysis 
 
Source Reference: Tank-Nielson 
 
Source Reference Family Name: T-N 1b 
 
Objectives/Purposes:  

To test the effects of uncertainties in parameter values 
To generate insights 

Insights about structure and behavior 
What basic mechanisms underlie observed model behavior 
Evaluate the impact of controversial or disputable relationships 

Insights about the real world 
To direct further work on parameters and structure 

 
Improve Model and/or Increase Confidence: Improve Model  
 
Class/Sub-Class: Structure 
 
Model Type (Qualitative/Quantitative): Quantitative 
 
Focus (Structure/Parameters/Policy): Structure 
 
Methods/Tools/Procedures:  

Structural changes (alterations of causal relationships) 
Positive loops 
Negative loops – oscillations or destabilization 
Changes should have a real-world counterpart. 

 
Decision Requirements 

Objectives Mental Models Structure 
(Qualitative) 

Data 
(Quantitative) Policy 

  Early Late  
 
1 Project Planning 2 Model Dev. 3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use 

1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 
Black Black Yellow Green Blue Blue Blue Blue 

 
Test/Technique: Test 
Modeling Process Risk Management Quadrant: 3 
 
Effectiveness Potential: 3 (Inputs, Steps) 
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Appendix E. System Dynamics Modeling Process Risk 
Management Methods Effectiveness Potential 

 

These tables display the effectiveness potential results for each of the methods in the 

database. 

 

Barlas 

Designation Name Steps Inputs
Decision 
Criteria

Action 
Response Score

Effectiveness 
Potential

Barlas 11 Structure-confirmation (empirical) y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 12 Parameter-confirmation (empirical) y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 21 Structure-confirmation (theoretical) y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 22 Parameter-confirmation (theoretical) y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 23 Direct extreme-condition y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 24 Dimensional consistency y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 31 Extreme-condition y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 32 Behavior sensitivity y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 33 Modified-behavior prediction y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 34 Boundary adequacy y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 35 Phase relationship y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 36 Qualitative features analysis y y y n 7 0.47
Barlas 37 Turing y y y y 15 1.00
Barlas 4 Behavior Pattern Prediction y y y y 15 1.00
Barlas 41 Trend Comparison y y y y 15 1.00
Barlas 42 Period Comparison y y y y 15 1.00
Barlas 43 Phase Lag y y y y 15 1.00
Barlas 44 Mean Comparison y y y y 15 1.00
Barlas 45 Amplitude Variation y y y y 15 1.00
Barlas 46 Discrepancy Coefficient y y y y 15 1.00  
 

Coyle 

Designation Name Steps Inputs
Decision 
Criteria

Action 
Response Score

Effectiveness 
Potential

Coyle 1 System Boundary n n n n 0 0.00
Coyle 2 Gross Errors n n y n 4 0.27
Coyle 3 Correspondence y y y n 7 0.47
Coyle 4 Parameters y y n n 3 0.20
Coyle 5 System Behavior Reproduction n n y n 4 0.27
Coyle 6 Definitional Coherence y y y y 15 1.00  
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Forrester and Senge 

Designation Name Steps Inputs
Decision 
Criteria

Action 
Response Score

Effectiveness 
Potential

F&S 1 Structure Verification y y y n 7 0.47
F&S 2a Parameter Verification y y y n 7 0.47
F&S 2b Parameter Verification y y y n 7 0.47
F&S 3 Extreme Conditions y y y n 7 0.47
F&S 4 Boundary Adequacy y y y y 15 1.00
F&S 5 Dimensional Consistency y y y n 7 0.47
F&S 6a Behavior Reproduction n y y n 5 0.33
F&S 6b Behavior Reproduction n y n n 1 0.07
F&S 6c Behavior Reproduction n y n n 1 0.07
F&S 6d Behavior Reproduction n y y n 5 0.33
F&S 6e Behavior Reproduction n y n n 1 0.07
F&S 7a Behavior Prediction y y y n 7 0.47
F&S 7b Behavior Prediction y y n n 3 0.20
F&S 8 Behavior Anomaly n n n n 0 0.00
F&S 9 Family Member y y y n 7 0.47
F&S 10 Surprise Behavior y y y y 15 1.00
F&S 11 Extreme Policy y y n n 3 0.20
F&S 12 Boundary Adequacy y y n n 3 0.20
F&S 13 Behavior Sensitivity y y y n 7 0.47
F&S 14 System Improvement y y y y 15 1.00
F&S 15 Changed-Behavior Prediction y y y y 15 1.00
F&S 16 Boundary Adequacy y y y n 7 0.47
F&S 17 Policy Sensitivity n y y y 13 0.87  
 

Richardson and Pugh 

Designation Name Steps Inputs
Decision 
Criteria

Action 
Response Score

Effectiveness 
Potential

R&P 1 Dimensional Consistency y y y n 7 0.47
R&P 2 Extreme Conditions y y y n 7 0.47
R&P 3 Boundary Adequacy y y n n 3 0.20
R&P 4 Parameter (In)sensitivity y y y y 15 1.00
R&P 5 Structural (In)sensitivity y y y y 15 1.00
R&P 6 Face Validity y y y n 7 0.47
R&P 7a Parameters y y y n 7 0.47
R&P 7b Parameter Values y y y n 7 0.47
R&P 8 Replication of Reference Modes n n n n 0 0.00
R&P 9 Surprise Behavior y y y y 15 1.00
R&P 10 Extreme Conditions Simulation n n n n 0 0.00
R&P 11 Statistical Tests y y y n 7 0.47
R&P 12 Audience Appropriateness y y y y 15 1.00
R&P 13 Counterintuitive Behavior n y y n 5 0.33
R&P 14a Insight Generation n y y n 5 0.33
R&P 14b Insight Generation n y y n 5 0.33  
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Sterman 

Designation Name Steps Inputs
Decision 
Criteria

Action 
Response Score

Effectiveness 
Potential

Sterman 1aa Boundary Adequacy y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 1ab Boundary Adequacy y y y y 15 1.00
Sterman 1b Boundary Adequacy y y y y 15 1.00
Sterman 1c Boundary Adequacy y y y y 15 1.00
Sterman 2a Structure Assessment y y y y 15 1.00
Sterman 2b Structure Assessment y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 2c Structure Assessment y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 3 Dimensional Consistency y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 4a Parameter Assessment y y y y 15 1.00
Sterman 4b Parameter Assessment y y n n 3 0.20
Sterman 5a Extreme Conditions y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 5b Extreme Conditions y y n n 3 0.20
Sterman 6a Integration Error y y y y 15 1.00
Sterman 6b Integration Error y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 7a Behavior Reproduction y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 7b Behavior Reproduction y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 7c Behavior Reproduction y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 7d Behavior Reproduction y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 8 Behavior Anomaly y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 9 Family Member y y y n 7 0.47
Sterman 10a Surprise Behavior y y y y 15 1.00
Sterman 10b Surprise Behavior y y y y 15 1.00
Sterman 11a Sensitivity Analysis y y y y 15 1.00
Sterman 11b Sensitivity Analysis y y y y 15 1.00
Sterman 11c Sensitivity Analysis y y y y 15 1.00
Sterman 12 System Improvement y y y y 15 1.00  
 

Other 

Designation Name Steps Inputs
Decision 
Criteria

Action 
Response Score

Effectiveness 
Potential

Forrester 0 Ultimate y y n n 3 0.20
Hamilton 1 Delays Values y y y n 7 0.47
Homer 1 Partial Model Testing y y y y 15 1.00
M&S 1a Model-Behavior y y y n 7 0.47
M&S 1b Model-Behavior y y y n 7 0.47
Mass 1a Surprise Behavior y y y y 15 1.00
Mass 1b Surprise Behavior y y y y 15 1.00
Mass 1c Surprise Behavior y y y y 15 1.00
Mass 1d Surprise Behavior y y y y 15 1.00
Mass 1e Surprise Behavior y y y y 15 1.00
Mass 1f Surprise Behavior y y y y 15 1.00
Peterson 1 Parameter Estimation y y y y 15 1.00
T-N 1a Sensitivity Analysis y y n n 3 0.20
T-N 1b Sensitivity Analysis y y n n 3 0.20  
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Appendix F. Linkages Between Modeling Process Risks 
and Modeling Process Risk Management Methods 

 
This appendix contains the matrix entries that link the modeling process risks, from the 

Modeling Process Risk Dictionary, with the modeling process risk management methods.  

If the research indicated that a method could contribute to the discovery or management 

of the risk, then the cell is highlighted with the color code that corresponds to the 

efficiency of the method at that phase in the process, as determined by the availability of 

the necessary decision requirements for the method. 

 

For display purposes, the complete matrix, which has 61 columns for the modeling 

process risks and 105 rows for the modeling process risk management methods, has been 

broken into eight sections in this appendix.  The sections are identified by the Modeling 

Process Risk Dictionary sections and the modeling process risk management method 

“families.” 
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Modeling Process Risk Dictionary Sections: Project Planning 
Modeling Process Risk Management Method Families: Barlas, Coyle, and Forrester & 
Senge 

1 Project Planning
1.1 Problem 1.2 People

Name Designation 1.
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Structure-confirmation (empirical) Barlas 11 x
Parameter-confirmation (empirical) Barlas 12 x
Structure-confirmation (theoretical) Barlas 21 x x x
Parameter-confirmation (theoretical) Barlas 22 x x x
Direct extreme-condition Barlas 23 x x
Dimensional consistency Barlas 24 x
Extreme-condition Barlas 31 x
Behavior sensitivity Barlas 32 x
Modified-behavior prediction Barlas 33 x
Boundary adequacy Barlas 34 x
Phase relationship Barlas 35 x
Qualitative features analysis Barlas 36 x
Turing Barlas 37 x
Behavior Pattern Prediction Barlas 4 x
Trend Comparison Barlas 41 x
Period Comparison Barlas 42 x
Phase Lag Barlas 43 x
Mean Comparison Barlas 44 x
Amplitude Variation Barlas 45 x
Discrepancy Coefficient Barlas 46 x
System Boundary Coyle 1 x x x x
Gross Errors Coyle 2 x
Correspondence Coyle 3 x x x
Parameters Coyle 4
System Behavior Reproduction Coyle 5 x x x
Definitional Coherence Coyle 6 x
Structure Verification F&S 1
Parameter Verification F&S 2a x x x
Parameter Verification F&S 2b x x x
Extreme Conditions F&S 3 x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 4 x x x
Dimensional Consistency F&S 5
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6a
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6b
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6c
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6d
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6e
Behavior Prediction F&S 7a
Behavior Prediction F&S 7b
Behavior Anomaly F&S 8
Family Member F&S 9
Surprise Behavior F&S 10 x
Extreme Policy F&S 11 x x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 12 x
Behavior Sensitivity F&S 13 x
System Improvement F&S 14 x
Changed-Behavior Prediction F&S 15 x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 16 x
Policy Sensitivity F&S 17 x  
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Modeling Process Risk Dictionary Sections: Project Planning 
Modeling Process Risk Management Method Families: Richardson & Pugh, Sterman, 
and Others 
 

1 Project Planning
1.1 Problem 1.2 People

Name Designation 1.
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Dimensional Consistency R&P 1
Extreme Conditions R&P 2
Boundary Adequacy R&P 3 x
Parameter (In)sensitivity R&P 4
Structural (In)sensitivity R&P 5 x x
Face Validity R&P 6 x x x x x
Parameters R&P 7a x
Parameter Values R&P 7b x
Replication of Reference Modes R&P 8
Surprise Behavior R&P 9 x
Extreme Conditions Simulation R&P 10
Statistical Tests R&P 11
Audience Appropriateness R&P 12 x x x x
Counterintuitive Behavior R&P 13 x
Insight Generation R&P 14a x
Insight Generation R&P 14b x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1aa x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1ab x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1b x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1c x
Structure Assessment Sterman 2a x x
Structure Assessment Sterman 2b x
Structure Assessment Sterman 2c x x x x x
Dimensional Consistency Sterman 3
Parameter Assessment Sterman 4a x x
Parameter Assessment Sterman 4b x x x
Extreme Conditions Sterman 5a x
Extreme Conditions Sterman 5b x
Integration Error Sterman 6a x
Integration Error Sterman 6b x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7a x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7b x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7c x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7d x
Behavior Anomaly Sterman 8 x
Family Member Sterman 9 x
Surprise Behavior Sterman 10a x x x x
Surprise Behavior Sterman 10b x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11a x x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11b x x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11c x x
System Improvement Sterman 12 x x x x x x
Ultimate Forrester 0 x x
Delays Values Hamilton 1
Partial Model Testing Homer 1 x
Model-Behavior M&S 1a x
Model-Behavior M&S 1b x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1a x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1b x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1c x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1d x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1e x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1f x
Parameter Estimation Peterson 1
Sensitivity Analysis T-N 1a x x
Sensitivity Analysis T-N 1b x x
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Modeling Process Risk Dictionary Sections: Model Development - Qualitative 
Modeling Process Risk Management Method Families: Barlas, Coyle, and Forrester & 
Senge 
 

2 Model Development
2.1 Qualitative

Name Designation 2.
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Structure-confirmation (empirical) Barlas 11 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Parameter-confirmation (empirical) Barlas 12 x x x x x x x x
Structure-confirmation (theoretical) Barlas 21 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Parameter-confirmation (theoretical) Barlas 22 x x x x x x x x
Direct extreme-condition Barlas 23 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Dimensional consistency Barlas 24 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Extreme-condition Barlas 31 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior sensitivity Barlas 32 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Modified-behavior prediction Barlas 33 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary adequacy Barlas 34 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Phase relationship Barlas 35 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Qualitative features analysis Barlas 36 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Turing Barlas 37 x x x x x
Behavior Pattern Prediction Barlas 4 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Trend Comparison Barlas 41 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Period Comparison Barlas 42 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Phase Lag Barlas 43 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Mean Comparison Barlas 44 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Amplitude Variation Barlas 45 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Discrepancy Coefficient Barlas 46 x x x
System Boundary Coyle 1 x x x x x x x x x x x
Gross Errors Coyle 2 x x x
Correspondence Coyle 3 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Parameters Coyle 4 x x x x x x x x x x x x
System Behavior Reproduction Coyle 5 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Definitional Coherence Coyle 6 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Structure Verification F&S 1 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Parameter Verification F&S 2a x x x x x
Parameter Verification F&S 2b x x x X
Extreme Conditions F&S 3 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 4 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Dimensional Consistency F&S 5 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6a x x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6b x x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6c x x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6d x x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6e x x x
Behavior Prediction F&S 7a x x x
Behavior Prediction F&S 7b x x x
Behavior Anomaly F&S 8 x x x
Family Member F&S 9 x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior F&S 10 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Extreme Policy F&S 11 x x x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 12 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior Sensitivity F&S 13 x x x x x x x x
System Improvement F&S 14 x x x
Changed-Behavior Prediction F&S 15 x x x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 16 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Policy Sensitivity F&S 17 x  
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Modeling Process Risk Dictionary Sections: Model Development – Qualitative 
Modeling Process Risk Management Method Families: Richardson & Pugh, Sterman, 
and Others 
 

2 Model Development
2.1 Qualitative

Name Designation 2.
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Dimensional Consistency R&P 1 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Extreme Conditions R&P 2 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy R&P 3 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Parameter (In)sensitivity R&P 4 x x x x x x
Structural (In)sensitivity R&P 5 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Face Validity R&P 6 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Parameters R&P 7a x x x x
Parameter Values R&P 7b x x x
Replication of Reference Modes R&P 8 x x x
Surprise Behavior R&P 9 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Extreme Conditions Simulation R&P 10 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Statistical Tests R&P 11 x x x
Audience Appropriateness R&P 12 x x x x
Counterintuitive Behavior R&P 13 x x x
Insight Generation R&P 14a x x x
Insight Generation R&P 14b x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1aa x x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1ab x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1b x x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1c x x x x
Structure Assessment Sterman 2a x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Structure Assessment Sterman 2b x x x x x x x
Structure Assessment Sterman 2c x x x x x x x x x x x x
Dimensional Consistency Sterman 3 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Parameter Assessment Sterman 4a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Parameter Assessment Sterman 4b x x x x x
Extreme Conditions Sterman 5a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Extreme Conditions Sterman 5b x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Integration Error Sterman 6a x
Integration Error Sterman 6b x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7b x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7c x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7d x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior Anomaly Sterman 8 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Family Member Sterman 9 x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Sterman 10a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Sterman 10b x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11b x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11c x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
System Improvement Sterman 12 x x x
Ultimate Forrester 0 x x x x x x x x
Delays Values Hamilton 1 x x x x x x
Partial Model Testing Homer 1 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Model-Behavior M&S 1a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Model-Behavior M&S 1b x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1b x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1c x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1d x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1e x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1f x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Parameter Estimation Peterson 1 x X
Sensitivity Analysis T-N 1a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis T-N 1b x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  
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Modeling Process Risk Dictionary Sections: Model Development - Quantitative 
Modeling Process Risk Management Method Families: Barlas, Coyle, and Forrester & 
Senge 
 

2 Model Development
2.2 Quantitative
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Structure-confirmation (empirical) Barlas 11
Parameter-confirmation (empirical) Barlas 12 x x x x x x x x x x
Structure-confirmation (theoretical) Barlas 21
Parameter-confirmation (theoretical) Barlas 22 x x x x x x x x x x
Direct extreme-condition Barlas 23 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Dimensional consistency Barlas 24 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Extreme-condition Barlas 31 x
Behavior sensitivity Barlas 32 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Modified-behavior prediction Barlas 33 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary adequacy Barlas 34 x x x x x x x x x x x x
Phase relationship Barlas 35 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Qualitative features analysis Barlas 36 x x x
Turing Barlas 37 x x x x x
Behavior Pattern Prediction Barlas 4 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Trend Comparison Barlas 41 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Period Comparison Barlas 42 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Phase Lag Barlas 43 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Mean Comparison Barlas 44 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Amplitude Variation Barlas 45 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Discrepancy Coefficient Barlas 46 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
System Boundary Coyle 1 x x
Gross Errors Coyle 2 x x
Correspondence Coyle 3 x x x
Parameters Coyle 4 x x x x x x x x x x x x
System Behavior Reproduction Coyle 5 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Definitional Coherence Coyle 6
Structure Verification F&S 1 x x x x x x x x x x
Parameter Verification F&S 2a x x x x x x
Parameter Verification F&S 2b x x x
Extreme Conditions F&S 3 x x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 4 x x x x x
Dimensional Consistency F&S 5 x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6a x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6b x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6c x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6d x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6e x x x x x
Behavior Prediction F&S 7a x x x x x
Behavior Prediction F&S 7b x x x x x
Behavior Anomaly F&S 8 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Family Member F&S 9 x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior F&S 10 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Extreme Policy F&S 11 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 12 x x x
Behavior Sensitivity F&S 13 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
System Improvement F&S 14 x x x x x x
Changed-Behavior Prediction F&S 15 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 16 x x x x x x x x x x x x
Policy Sensitivity F&S 17 x x x x  
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Modeling Process Risk Dictionary Sections: Model Development – Quantitative 
Modeling Process Risk Management Method Families: Richardson & Pugh, Sterman, 
and Others 
 

2 Model Development
2.2 Quantitative
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Dimensional Consistency R&P 1 x x x x x
Extreme Conditions R&P 2 x x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy R&P 3 x x x
Parameter (In)sensitivity R&P 4 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Structural (In)sensitivity R&P 5 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Face Validity R&P 6 x x x x x x x x x x
Parameters R&P 7a x x x x
Parameter Values R&P 7b x x x x x x x x
Replication of Reference Modes R&P 8 x x x x x
Surprise Behavior R&P 9 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Extreme Conditions Simulation R&P 10 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Statistical Tests R&P 11 x x x x x
Audience Appropriateness R&P 12 x x
Counterintuitive Behavior R&P 13 x x x x x x x
Insight Generation R&P 14a x x x
Insight Generation R&P 14b x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1aa x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1ab x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1b x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1c x x x x
Structure Assessment Sterman 2a x x x x x x x x
Structure Assessment Sterman 2b x x x x x x x x x
Structure Assessment Sterman 2c x x x x x x
Dimensional Consistency Sterman 3 x x x x x x x x
Parameter Assessment Sterman 4a x x x x x x
Parameter Assessment Sterman 4b x x x x x x x x
Extreme Conditions Sterman 5a x x x x x x x x x x x x
Extreme Conditions Sterman 5b x x x x x x x x x x x x
Integration Error Sterman 6a x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Integration Error Sterman 6b x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7b x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7c x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7d x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior Anomaly Sterman 8 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Family Member Sterman 9 x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Sterman 10a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Sterman 10b x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11b x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11c x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
System Improvement Sterman 12 x x x x x x
Ultimate Forrester 0 x x x x
Delays Values Hamilton 1 x x
Partial Model Testing Homer 1 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Model-Behavior M&S 1a x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Model-Behavior M&S 1b x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1a x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1b x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1c x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1d x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1e x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1f x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Parameter Estimation Peterson 1 x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis T-N 1a x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis T-N 1b x x x x x x x x x x x x x  
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Modeling Process Risk Dictionary Sections: Model Analysis and Model Use 
Modeling Process Risk Management Method Families: Barlas, Coyle, and Forrester & 
Senge 
 

3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use
3.1 Testing 3.2 Policy 4.1 Decision-Making 4.2
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Structure-confirmation (empirical) Barlas 11 x x x x
Parameter-confirmation (empirical) Barlas 12 x x x x
Structure-confirmation (theoretical) Barlas 21 x x x x
Parameter-confirmation (theoretical) Barlas 22 x x x x
Direct extreme-condition Barlas 23 x x x x x x x x
Dimensional consistency Barlas 24 x x x
Extreme-condition Barlas 31 x x x x x x x x x x
Behavior sensitivity Barlas 32 x x x x x x x x x x
Modified-behavior prediction Barlas 33 x x x x x x x
Boundary adequacy Barlas 34 x x x x x
Phase relationship Barlas 35 x x x x
Qualitative features analysis Barlas 36 x x x x
Turing Barlas 37 x x x x x x
Behavior Pattern Prediction Barlas 4 x x x x x
Trend Comparison Barlas 41 x x x x x x
Period Comparison Barlas 42 x x x x x x
Phase Lag Barlas 43 x x x x x x
Mean Comparison Barlas 44 x x x x x x
Amplitude Variation Barlas 45 x x x x x x
Discrepancy Coefficient Barlas 46 x x x x
System Boundary Coyle 1 x x
Gross Errors Coyle 2 x x x x
Correspondence Coyle 3 x x x x x
Parameters Coyle 4 x x x
System Behavior Reproduction Coyle 5 x x x x x
Definitional Coherence Coyle 6 x
Structure Verification F&S 1 x x x
Parameter Verification F&S 2a x x x
Parameter Verification F&S 2b x x
Extreme Conditions F&S 3 x x x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 4 x x x x
Dimensional Consistency F&S 5 x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6a x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6b x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6c x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6d x x
Behavior Reproduction F&S 6e x x
Behavior Prediction F&S 7a x x x x
Behavior Prediction F&S 7b x x x x
Behavior Anomaly F&S 8 x x x x
Family Member F&S 9 x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior F&S 10 x x x x x x x
Extreme Policy F&S 11 x x x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 12 x x x
Behavior Sensitivity F&S 13 x x x x x x x x x x x
System Improvement F&S 14 x x x x x x
Changed-Behavior Prediction F&S 15 x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy F&S 16 x x x
Policy Sensitivity F&S 17 x x x x x x x x x x  
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Modeling Process Risk Dictionary Sections: Model Analysis and Model Use 
Modeling Process Risk Management Method Families: Richardson & Pugh, Sterman, 
and Others 
 

3 Model Analysis 4 Model Use
3.1 Testing 3.2 Policy 4.1 Decision-Making 4.2
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Dimensional Consistency R&P 1 x x
Extreme Conditions R&P 2 x x x x
Boundary Adequacy R&P 3 x x x x x
Parameter (In)sensitivity R&P 4 x x x x x x x x x
Structural (In)sensitivity R&P 5 x x x x x x x x x
Face Validity R&P 6 x x x x
Parameters R&P 7a x x x
Parameter Values R&P 7b x x x
Replication of Reference Modes R&P 8 x x x
Surprise Behavior R&P 9 x x x x x x
Extreme Conditions Simulation R&P 10 x x x x x x x x x
Statistical Tests R&P 11 x x x
Audience Appropriateness R&P 12 x x x x
Counterintuitive Behavior R&P 13 x x x x x x
Insight Generation R&P 14a x x x
Insight Generation R&P 14b x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1aa x x x x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1ab x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1b x x x x x
Boundary Adequacy Sterman 1c x x x x x x
Structure Assessment Sterman 2a x x x x x x x
Structure Assessment Sterman 2b
Structure Assessment Sterman 2c x x x x x
Dimensional Consistency Sterman 3 x x
Parameter Assessment Sterman 4a x x x x
Parameter Assessment Sterman 4b x
Extreme Conditions Sterman 5a x x x x x x x
Extreme Conditions Sterman 5b x x x x x
Integration Error Sterman 6a x x x x x x
Integration Error Sterman 6b x x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7a x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7b x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7c x x x x x
Behavior Reproduction Sterman 7d x x x x x
Behavior Anomaly Sterman 8 x x x x x x x x
Family Member Sterman 9 x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Sterman 10a x x x x
Surprise Behavior Sterman 10b x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11a x x x x x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11b x x x x x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis Sterman 11c x x x x x x x x x x x x
System Improvement Sterman 12 x x x x x x x
Ultimate Forrester 0 x x x x
Delays Values Hamilton 1 x x x x
Partial Model Testing Homer 1 x x x
Model-Behavior M&S 1a x x x
Model-Behavior M&S 1b x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1a x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1b x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1c x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1d x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1e x x x x x x x x x x x x
Surprise Behavior Mass 1f x x x x x x x x x x x
Parameter Estimation Peterson 1 x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis T-N 1a x x x x x x x x x x x
Sensitivity Analysis T-N 1b x x x x x x x  
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Appendix G. Project Management System Dynamics 
Modeling Process Risk Management Results 

The modeling process risk assessment for the Project Management model identified these 

potential risk sources for the project.  These results were fed into the method selection 

algorithm to identify the modeling process risk management policy for the project. 

 

Modeling Process Risk 

Notes: 

L = Likelihood of the risk sources occurring (Low/High). 

S = Significance of the risk source if it occurs (Low/High). 

Q = Modeling process risk management quadrant (I, II, III, IV) 

 

Project Planning 
Sources L S Q 

Project 
1.1.1 Economic Feasibility No significant sources L L I 
1.1.2 System Knowledge 
Value 

Uncertainty about the importance of 
improving modeling process risk 
management approach 

L H III 

1.1.3 System Endogenous 
Behavior 

Importance of the project behavior being 
endogenous, rather than overwhelmed by 
exogenous factors. 

L H III 

1.1.4 Methodology No significant sources L L I 
1.1.5 Politics No significant sources L L I 
1.1.6 Project Objectives  No significant sources L L I 
1.1.7 System Control  No significant sources L L I 
People 
1.2.1 Client System 
Experience 

No significant sources L L I 

1.2.2 Modeler System 
Experience 

No significant sources L L I 

1.2.3 Mental 
Model/Preconception 

No significant sources L L I 

1.2.4 
Philosophy/Bias/Ideology 

No significant sources L L I 

1.2.5 Subject Matter 
Expertise 

No significant sources L L I 
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Model Development - Qualitative 
Modeling Process Risk Sources    

2.1.01 Mental Model 
Translation 

Capability of the modeler to effectively 
translate the mental model into qualitative 
and quantitative models 

H H IV 

2.1.02 Reference Mode 
Archetype 

No significant sources L L I 

2.1.03 Simplicity No significant sources L L I 
2.1.04 Aggregation Level No significant sources L L I 
2.1.05 Qualitative Source 
Data 

Definition of the relationships between 
system components 

L H III 

2.1.06 Variables 
Identification 

Definition of appropriate system 
components for the model 

L H III 

2.1.07 Auxiliary Variables 
Identification 

Definition of factors that affect flows L H III 

2.1.08 Co-Flow Structure Proper structuring of co-flow relationship 
between actual work and perceived work 
Proper structuring of dwell time structure 

H 
 

H 

H 
 

H 

IV 
 

IV 
2.1.09 Decision-Making 
Structure 

Proper structure for incorporating rework 
discovery 
Proper structure for defining project 
termination, based on perceptions of actual 
work completion 

H 
 

H 

H 
 

H 

IV 
 

IV 

2.1.10 Link Polarity Proper conceptualization of the polarity of 
links in the qualitative model 

L L I 

2.1.11 Loop Definition Definition of feedback loops that drive 
perception levels 

L H III 

2.1.12 Loop Coherence Proper conceptualization of the loop 
feedback structure, linking stocks and flows 

L L I 

2.1.13 Dimensional Unit 
Consistency 

No significant sources L L I 

2.1.14 Parameter 
Identification 

Proper conceptualization of parameters that 
affect flow rates 

H H IV 

2.1.15 Delay Identification Conceptualization of the delay between 
generation of errors and perception of errors 

H H IV 

2.1.16 Boundary No significant sources L L I 
2.1.17 Exogenous 
Variable Identification 

Determination of which variables are 
outside the model boundary 

L L I 

2.1.18 Structural Inference Identification of insights from the 
conceptualization of the qualitative model 
Identification of insights from the 
conceptualization of the initial quantitative 
model 

H H IV 
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Model Development - Quantitative 
Modeling Process Risk Sources    

2.2.01 Software No significant sources L L I 
2.2.02 Reference Mode 
Quantitative   

No significant sources L L I 

2.2.03 Time Horizon No significant sources L L I 
2.2.04 Quantitative Source 
Data  

Identification of useful data sources for 
model parameters 

H L II 

2.2.05 Data 
Noise/Random Effects 

No significant sources L L I 

2.2.06 Link Quantification  Proper equation development, especially for 
linking dwell time effects with quality 
performance and rework discovery rates 

H H IV 

2.2.07 Non-linear 
Relationships (Look-up 
table)  

Definition and quantification of the 
relationship between rework dwell time and 
effect on modeling quality 
Definition and quantification of the rework 
application schedule 
Definition and quantification of the rework 
resource levels 

H 
 
 

H 
 

H 

H 
 
 

H 
 

H 

IV 
 
 

IV 
 

IV 

2.2.08 Delay 
Quantification  

Modeling delay between error creation, 
discovery, and rework effects 

H H IV 

2.2.09 Parameter 
(Estimation) 
Quantification  

Realistic quantification of parameter values H H IV 

2.2.10 Sensitive Parameter 
Quantification/Tuning 

Identification of the sensitive parameters in 
the model 

H L III 

2.2.11 Exogenous 
Variable Quantification  

Quantification of any exogenous variables L L I 

2.2.12 Physical Properties  No significant sources L L I 
2.2.13 Time Step  No significant sources L L I 
2.2.14 Dimensional 
Quantification 
Consistency  

No significant sources L L I 

2.2.15 Model Endogenous 
Behavior   

Understanding of the model’s capability to 
generate project behavior 

H H IV 

2.2.16 Initial Conditions 
Quantification  

No significant sources L L I 

2.2.17 Initial Conditions  No significant sources L L I 
2.2.18 Behavioral 
Inference  

Realistic interpretation of behavioral 
performance 

H H IV 
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Model Analysis 
Modeling Process Risk Sources    

Testing 
3.1.1 Testing Methods Proper understanding of testing methods H L II 
3.1.2 System Operating 
Range  

Consideration of sufficiently broad range of 
parameter and policy inputs. 

H L II 

3.1.3 Robustness Capability of model to operate across a 
broad range of parameter and policy inputs 

H L II 

3.1.4 Testing Inference  Proper interpretation of testing results H H IV 
Policy 
3.2.1 Policy Alternatives Definition of policies H H IV 
3.2.2 Pattern Prediction No significant sources L L I 
3.2.3 Model Transparency No significant sources L L I 
3.2.4 Model Complexity  No significant sources L L I 
 
Model Use 

Modeling Process Risk Sources    
Decision-Making 
4.1.1 Decision-making Determination of which policies are 

preferred. 
H H IV 

4.1.2 Performance 
Measurement  

Understanding of key metrics 
Determination of significance 

H 
H 

H 
H 

IV 
IV 

4.1.3 Point Estimate 
Prediction 

No significant sources L L I 

4.1.4 Documentation No significant sources L L I 
Implementation 
4.2.1 Implementation Capability to translate the results into 

process changes 
L L I 
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Modeling Process Risk Management Plan 

Based on the results of the modeling process risk assessment and the application of the 

method selection algorithm, these four methods are recommended for managing the risks 

that were anticipated for the project.  This map provides insights about how the potential 

value of the methods align with the anticipated risks. 
Methods Barlas 46 Coyle 6 F&S 17 Sterman 1c 69 4.155

Effectiveness Potential 1.00 1.00 0.87 1.00 Count Average
1.1.2 System Knowledge Value 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
1.1.3 System Endogenous Behavior 0 0 0 4 1 4.00
2.1.01 Mental Model Translation 7 10 0 4 3 7.00
2.1.05 Qualitative Source Data 0 10 0 0 1 10.00
2.1.06 Variables Identification 0 10 0 0 1 10.00
2.1.07 Auxiliary Variables Identification 0 10 0 0 1 10.00
2.1.08 Co-Flow Structure 0 10 0 0 1 10.00
2.1.09 Decision-Making Structure 0 10 0 0 1 10.00
2.1.10 Link Polarity 0 10 0 0 1 10.00
2.1.11 Loop Definition 0 10 0 0 1 10.00
2.1.12 Loop Coherence 0 10 0 0 1 10.00
2.1.14 Parameter Identification 0 10 0 0 1 10.00
2.1.15 Delay Identification 0 10 0 0 1 10.00
2.1.17 Exogenous Variable Identification 0 10 0 4 2 7.00
2.1.18 Structural Inference 7 10 4 4 4 6.12
2.2.04 Quantitative Source Data 10 0 0 0 1 10.00
2.2.06 Link Quantification 10 0 0 0 1 10.00
2.2.07 Non-linear Relationships (Look-up 
table) 10 0 0 0 1 10.00
2.2.08 Delay Quantification 10 0 0 0 1 10.00
2.2.09 Parameter (Estimation) Quantification 10 0 0 0 1 10.00
2.2.10 Sensitive Parameter 
Quantification/Tuning 10 0 7 0 2 8.03
2.2.11 Exogenous Variable Quantification 10 0 0 0 1 10.00
2.2.15 Model Endogenous Behavior  10 0 7 7 3 7.69
2.2.18 Behavioral Inference 10 0 7 7 3 7.69
3.1.1 Testing Methods 1 0 0 0 1 1.00
3.1.2 System Operating Range 0 0 7 0 1 6.07
3.1.3 Robustness 0 0 7 0 1 6.07
3.1.4 Testing Inference 1 0 0 0 1 1.00
3.2.1 Policy Alternatives 0 0 10 10 2 9.33
4.1.1 Decision-making 1 0 10 10 3 6.56
4.1.2 Performance Measurement 0 0 10 10 2 9.33
4.2.1 Implementation 1 0 10 10 3 6.56  
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Appendix H. System Dynamics Project Management 
Model 

The system dynamics project management model was built from a basic rework 
dynamics model to include structures required to test the modeling process risk 
management policies.  All of the model variables are described in the following tables.  
After the tables for the model variables, the source code for the model is included. 
 
Stocks 

Name Description 
Actual Work Done Value-adding tasks successfully completed 
Actual Work to Do Value-adding tasks remaining to be completed 
Undiscovered 
Rework 

Tasks that have been completely poorly, but that the modelers 
have not yet discovered 

Perceived Work to 
Do 

Value-adding tasks that are perceived by the modeler as still to be 
accomplished 

Perceived Work 
Done 

Value-adding tasks that are perceived by the modeler as 
completed 

Cumulative Work 
Done 

Measures total work tasks, including actual work and rework 
tasks 

Discovery Resources 
Applied 

Resources applied to modeling process risk management rework 
discovery tasks 

Rework Dwelling Captures the number of undiscovered rework tasks to support 
calculation of the average dwell time for those tasks 
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Rates/Flows 
Name Description 

Actual Work 
Accomplishment 

Flow of tasks from “work to do” to “work done” during a time 
step unit, as determined by potential work rate, available tasks, 
and quality 

Rework Generation Flow of tasks from “work to do” to “undiscovered rework” during 
a time step unit, as determined by potential work rate, available 
tasks, and off-quality percentage 

Rework Discovery The rate at which modeling weaknesses are discovered and 
determined to require rework 

Rate of Doing Work The total number of tasks accomplished, actual work and rework, 
during a time step unit 

Perceived Work 
Accomplishment 

Flow of tasks from perceived tasks to be done to perceived tasks 
that are completed 

Perception 
Correction 

Flow of tasks from perceived completed back to perceived to be 
done.  The rate is determined by the modeler’s awareness of when 
previously accomplished tasks are discovered to require rework. 

Discovery Resource 
Rate 

Rate at which rework, or discovery, resources are used during the 
project 

Discovery Spare 
Resources Rate 

Rate at which resources which are committed to value-adding 
tasks are redirected to rework discovery when value-adding task 
stocks are insufficient to require all of the actual work resources 

Rework Increase Increases the rework dwelling stock, corresponds to the rework 
generation flow during a cycle 

Rework Dwelling 
Increase 

Increases the rework dwelling stock by the amount of 
undiscovered rework 

Rework Decrease Reduces the rework dwelling stock by the amount of rework 
discovery during a cycle 
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Parameters 
Name Description 

Project Actual Work Number of tasks required to fully complete the modeling project 
Quality Percentage of work tasks that are actually completed correctly, 

contributing to completion of the modeling project 
Average Rework 
Dwelling Time 

A parameter that determines the average time that a reworkable 
task remains undiscovered 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment 

The maximum amount of work that can be committed to rework 
discovery during any time unit 

Rework Power 
Factor 

A multiplier that addresses the expectation that it takes a different 
amount of work to discover rework than it does to create it 

Rework Resources 
Value Factor 

Captures the efficiency and effectiveness with which rework 
discovery activities are conducted 

Impact Factor 1 This factor sets the initial impact of hidden errors that cause 
errors to propagate.  This factor indicates how much of an impact 
during the first time unit. 

Impact Factor 2 This factor describes the growth of the effect of errors causing 
propagation in the project 

Budgeted Rework 
Percentage 

Baseline level of resources anticipated to be committed to rework 
over the course of the project 

Target Project 
Completion Factor 

An interpretation of the quality level that project participants 
subjectively apply to accept that the project is completed 

Base Quality The basic quality level that a modeler brings to a project 
 
Constants 

Name Description 
Minimum Time to 
Perform a Task 

A parameter that effects the determination of time step unit 

Productivity Project tasks completed per modeler per time step unit 
Staff Level Number of modelers 
 
Parameters – Look-up Tables 

Name Description 
Phase Table Distribution of project across project phases.  Anticipated 

percentage of actual work tasks per phase 
Rework Resources 
Value Table 

Distribution of rework contribution, incorporating efficiency and 
effectiveness, across the project phases.  The values are derived 
from the methods assigned to the modeling process risk 
management plan by the methods algorithm.  The baseline comes 
from the Sterman family of methods. 

Rework Resources 
Table 

Distribution of rework resources across project phases.  The 
percentages are derived from the methods assigned to the 
modeling process risk management plan by the methods 
algorithm.  The baseline comes from the Sterman family of 
methods. 
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Auxiliaries 
Name Description 

Potential Work Rate Work rate that could be achieved if unlimited tasks are available 
Project Finished A binary variable resulting from a comparison of the percentage 

of initial tasks actually completed to a set point defining 
completion 

Perceived Project 
Finished 

A binary variable resulting from a comparison of the percentage 
of initial tasks perceived to be completed to a set point defining 
completion.  The status of this variable defines whether or not 
resources are committed to the project. 

Rework Resources Actual amount of resources committed to rework discovery 
during a time unit.  It is limited by the maximum rework 
commitment for that time period. 

Average Dwelling 
Impact 

A factor that captures the effect on quality performance of the 
presence of undiscovered errors in the project 

Direct Productivity Percent of resources that are anticipated to be committed to value-
adding tasks 

Effective Quality Actual project quality factoring the effect of undiscovered errors 
propagating through the project 

 
Supplementary Auxiliaries 

Name Description 
Potential Work Rate Work rate that could be achieved if unlimited tasks are available 
Discovery 
Percentage 

Percentage of rework discovery resources of total project work 

Project Quality 
Average 

Ratio of actual work done to perceived work done 

Percent Project 
Completed 

From the project participant perspective, the percent of actual 
work tasks that have been completed 
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Source Code 
 
Ventana Systems’ Vensim® Professional for Windows v5.6b was used as the modeling 
platform for the system dynamics model.  The source code for the model is included here.  
This is only the modeling code, not the graphical user interface code. 
 
Rework Discovery= 
 min(Undiscovered Rework, 
 Rework Resources*Rework Resources Value Factor*Rework Power Factor) 
 * Perceived Project Finished 
 ~ Tasks/Week 
 ~ The MIN function allows all undiscovered rework to be discovered and \ 
  limits the rework discovery from adding new tasks to the project.  \ 
  Theoretically, allowing the excess could correspond to incorrect \ 
  assessment. 
 | 
 
Perception Correction= 
 Rework Discovery*Perceived Project Finished 
 ~ Tasks/Week 
 ~  | 
 
Rework Generation= 
 Potential Work Rate*(1-Effective Quality) 
 ~ Tasks/Week 
 ~  | 
 
Perceived Work Accomplishment= 
 Potential Work Rate 
 ~ Tasks/Week 
 ~  | 
 
Maximum Rework Commitment= 
 0.6 
 ~ Dmnl [0.5,0.99,0.01] 
 ~ This constant establishes the maximum amount of work that can be 
committed \ 
  to rework discovery during any time unit.  Otherwise, the project stops \ 
  making progress.  Model analysis reinforced this. 
 | 
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Rework Power Factor= 
 3 
 ~ Dmnl [1,20,1] 
 ~ This factor takes into account the expectation that it takes less work to \ 
  discover rework than it does to create it.  This factor is not calibrated. 
 | 
 
Rework Resources Value Factor= 
 lookup backward(Rework Resources Value Table,Percent Project Completed) 
 ~ Dmnl [0,5,0.25] 
 ~ This factor reflects the efficiency with which discovery activities are \ 
  conducted.  Increased focus on potential risks increases efficiency.  This \ 
  incorporates Thoroughness and Reliability from Pena and Lee. 
 | 
 
Rework Resources= 
 min(Maximum Rework Commitment, 
 Budgeted Rework Percentage 
 * lookup backward(Rework Resources Table,Percent Project Completed) 
 / lookup backward(Phase Table,Percent Project Completed)) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 ~ This has a maximum value (using the MIN function).  Otherwise all \ 
  resources could be committed to rework discovery, which would stop 
project \ 
  progress. 
 | 
 
Impact Factor 2= 
 0.5 
 ~ Dmnl [0.1,0.9,0.05] 
 ~ This factor describes the growth of the effect of errors causing \ 
  propagation in the project. 
 | 
 
Budgeted Rework Percentage= 
 0.25 
 ~  [0.05,0.5,0.01] 
 ~ The baseline level of resources anticipated to be committed to rework over 
\ 
  the course of the project. 
 | 
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Impact Factor 1= 
 0.05 
 ~ Dmnl [0.05,0.95,0.05] 
 ~ This factor sets the initial impact of hidden errors that cause errors to \ 
  propagate.  This factor indicates how much of an impact during the first \ 
  time unit. 
 | 
 
Average Dwelling Impact= 
 Impact Factor 1*ln(max(Average Rework Dwelling Time,1)/Impact Factor 2) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 ~ This equation ages the effect of errors that are hidden in the current \ 
  work product and causing other errors to propagate.  The factors feeding \ 
  this equation are not calibrated and are subject to future research 
 | 
 
Phase Table( 
 [(0,0)-(1,1)],(0,0.05),(0.05,0.3),(0.35,0.3),(0.65,0.2),(0.85,0.15),(1,0)) 
 ~  
 ~  | 
 
Rework Resources Value Table( 
 [(0,0)-
(1,1)],(0,0.282),(0.05,0.434),(0.35,0.59),(0.65,0.18),(0.85,0.385),(0.95,0.372\ 
  ),(1,0)) 
 ~  
 ~ The baseline rework percentages come from the full Sterman family of \ 
  methods.  This family is cited most often in practitioner articles.  Based \ 
  on Scholl's work, the argument could be made that this assumption is too \ 
  optimistic. 
 | 
 
Rework Resources Table( 
 [(0,0)-(1,1)],(0,0.05),(0.05,0.05),(0.35,0.05),(0.65,0.8),(0.85,0.05),(1,0)) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 ~ The baseline distribution relies on the traditional modeling approach that \ 
  concentrates modeling process risk management activities in the Testing \ 
  Phase of the project.  This distribution also incorporates much smaller \ 
  resource levels for the other model development, analysis, and use phases. 
 | 
 
Discovery Spare Resources Rate= 
 (Direct Productivity*Staff Level)-Potential Work Rate 
 ~  
 ~  | 
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Discovery Resources Applied= INTEG ( 
 Discovery Resource Rate+Discovery Spare Resources Rate, 
  0) 
 ~ Tasks 
 ~  | 
 
Actual Work Accomplishment= 
 Potential Work Rate*Effective Quality 
 ~ Tasks/Week 
 ~  | 
 
Discovery Resource Rate= 
 Productivity*Staff Level*Rework Resources*Perceived Project Finished 
 ~ Tasks/Week 
 ~  | 
 
Discovery Percentage= 
 ZIDZ(Discovery Resources Applied, Cumulative Work Done) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 ~  ~ :SUPPLEMENTARY  
 | 
 
Potential Work Rate= 
 min(Perceived Work to Do/Minimum Time to Perform a Task,Direct 
Productivity*Staff Level\ 
  ) 
 ~ Tasks/Week 
 ~  | 
 
Productivity= 
 1 
 ~ Tasks/Person/Week [0.25,5,0.25] 
 ~  | 
 
Rate of Doing Work= 
 Actual Work Accomplishment+Rework Generation+Discovery Resource Rate 
 ~ Tasks/Week 
 ~  | 
 
Direct Productivity= 
 Productivity*(1-Rework Resources)*Perceived Project Finished 
 ~ Tasks/(Week*Person) 
 ~  | 
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Effective Quality= 
 Base Quality*(1-Average Dwelling Impact) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 ~  | 
 
Target Project Completion Factor= 
 0.9 
 ~ Dmnl [0.7,1,0.01] 
 ~ This factor provides an interpretation of the quality level that project \ 
  participants subjectively apply to accept the project as being completed. 
 | 
 
Project Finished= 
 IF THEN ELSE(Actual Work Done>Target Project Completion Factor*Project 
Actual Work, \ 
  0, 1) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 ~  ~ :SUPPLEMENTARY  
 | 
 
Perceived Project Finished= 
 IF THEN ELSE(Perceived Work Done>Target Project Completion 
Factor*Project Actual Work\ 
  , 0, 1) 
 ~ Dmnl 
 ~  | 
 
Rework Decrease= 
 Rework Discovery*Average Rework Dwelling Time 
 ~  
 ~  | 
 
Rework Increase= 
 Rework Generation 
 ~  
 ~  | 
 
Rework Dwelling= INTEG ( 
 Rework Dwelling Increase+Rework Increase-Rework Decrease, 
  0) 
 ~  
 ~  | 
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Average Rework Dwelling Time= 
 ZIDZ(Rework Dwelling, Undiscovered Rework) 
 ~  
 ~  | 
 
Project Quality Average= 
 ZIDZ(Actual Work Done, Undiscovered Rework+Actual Work Done) 
 ~  
 ~  ~ :SUPPLEMENTARY  
 | 
 
Rework Dwelling Increase= 
 Undiscovered Rework 
 ~  
 ~  | 
 
Percent Project Completed= 
 Perceived Work Done/Project Actual Work 
 ~ Dmnl 
 ~  | 
 
Cumulative Work Done= INTEG ( 
 Rate of Doing Work, 
  0) 
 ~ Tasks 
 ~  | 
 
Base Quality= 
 0.8 
 ~ Dmnl [0,1,0.01] 
 ~ This is the basic level of quality that a modeler brings to the project. 
 | 
 
Minimum Time to Perform a Task= 
 1 
 ~ Day [0.25,2,0.25] 
 ~  | 
 
Actual Work Done= INTEG ( 
 Actual Work Accomplishment, 
  0) 
 ~ Tasks 
 ~  | 
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Actual Work to Do= INTEG ( 
 +Rework Discovery-Actual Work Accomplishment-Rework Generation, 
  Project Actual Work) 
 ~ Tasks 
 ~  ~ :SUPPLEMENTARY  
 | 
 
Perceived Work Done= INTEG ( 
 Perceived Work Accomplishment-Perception Correction, 
  0) 
 ~ Tasks 
 ~  | 
 
Perceived Work to Do= INTEG ( 
 +Perception Correction-Perceived Work Accomplishment, 
  Project Actual Work) 
 ~ Tasks 
 ~  | 
 
Project Actual Work= 
 80 
 ~ Tasks [10,1000,10] 
 ~ These are the number of value-adding tasks that are required to fully \ 
  complete the project.  Tasks that are not fulfilled correctly are not \ 
  included in this total. 
 | 
 
Staff Level= 
 1 
 ~ People [1,5,1] 
 ~  | 
 
Undiscovered Rework= INTEG ( 
 +Rework Generation-Rework Discovery, 
  0) 
 ~ Tasks 
 ~  | 
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******************************************************** 
 .Control 
********************************************************~ 
  Simulation Control Parameters 
 | 
 
FINAL TIME  = 1000 
 ~ Day 
 ~ The final time for the simulation. 
 | 
 
INITIAL TIME  = 0 
 ~ Day 
 ~ The initial time for the simulation. 
 | 
 
SAVEPER  =  
        TIME STEP 
 ~ Day [0,?] 
 ~ The frequency with which output is stored. 
 | 
 
TIME STEP  = 1 
 ~ Day [0,?] 
 ~ The time step for the simulation. 
 | 
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Appendix I. Project Management System Dynamics 
Model Sensitivity Analysis Results 
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+1 0.95 120 0.1 0.7 0.35 0.8 .99 5
-1 0.65 40 0.01 0.3 0.15 0.4 .75 1
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 44 6.73 23.45
2 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 58 15.06 39.89
3 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 182 52.02 80.63
4 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 105 11.87 85.00
5 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 40 8.27 14.24
6 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 49 7.42 26.51
7 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 207 43.67 57.32
8 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 245 88.32 90.06
9 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 49 7.42 26.34

10 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 40 8.27 29.50
11 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 217 73.94 90.10
12 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 149 21.32 119.44
13 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 125 50.45 37.65
14 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 46 7.90 28.50
15 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 105 11.87 41.03
16 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 182 52.02 79.63
17 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 38 6.12 20.07
18 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 86 43.02 39.80
19 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 377 191.50 116.47
20 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 114 17.08 90.33
21 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 131 62.49 29.93
22 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 77 18.13 39.49
23 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 156 29.19 45.87
24 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 301 177.25 64.91
25 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 77 17.92 37.45
26 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 51 18.97 30.11
27 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 301 177.25 77.40
28 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 155 28.84 116.04
29 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 180 118.13 26.88
30 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 38 6.12 24.07
31 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 156 30.55 55.57
32 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 302 143.00 118.68

 screening analysis focused on the sensitivity of three outputs to eight primary 

inputs and their first-order interactions.  The information for each of the 32 runs, 

including variable levels and output results, are presented first. 
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The results of the screening analysis for each of three outputs are presented.  Terms that 

were significant at the 0.05 level are highlighted in bold.  Variables that should be 

included in a model because of their presence in two-factor interactions are highlighted in 

italics. 

 

Screening for Time Unit of Perceived Project Finished 

Variables 

Term Contrast 
Lenth 
t-Ratio 

Individual 
p-Value 

Simultaneous 
p-Value 

Project Actual Work -66.4063 -7.42 <.0001 0.0005 
Maximum Rework Commitment -39.1563 -4.37 0.0015 0.0274 
Budgeted Rework Percentage -21.7813 -2.43 0.0239 0.3853 
Target Project Completion Factor -13.7188 -1.53 0.1279 0.9505 
Base Quality 12.0937 1.35 0.1744 0.9882 
Rework Power Factor -11.5313 -1.29 0.1950 0.9942 
Impact Factor 1 -9.2813 -1.04 0.2911 1.0000 
Impact Factor 2 1.1562 0.13 0.9010 1.0000 
 
Two-Factor Interactions 

Term Contrast Lenth 
t-Ratio 

Individual 
p-Value 

Simultaneous 
p-Value 

Project Actual Work*Maximum 
Rework Commitment 

20.8438 2.33 0.0303 0.4534 

Project Actual Work*Budgeted 
Rework Percentage 

7.5938 0.85 0.3818 1.0000 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Budgeted Rework 
Percentage 

18.2188 2.03 0.0516 0.6552 

Project Actual Work*Target Project 
Completion Factor 

-3.3438 -0.37 0.7198 1.0000 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Target Project 
Completion Factor 

-3.3438 -0.37 0.7198 1.0000 

Budgeted Rework 
Percentage*Target Project 
Completion Factor 

3.7812 0.42 0.6846 1.0000 

Project Actual Work*Base Quality 2.8437 0.32 0.7579 1.0000 
Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Base Quality 

-5.9063 -0.66 0.5279 1.0000 

Budgeted Rework Percentage*Base 
Quality 

-6.1563 -0.69 0.4796 1.0000 

Target Project Completion 
Factor*Base Quality 

-6.3438 -0.71 0.4667 1.0000 
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Term Contrast Lenth 
t-Ratio 

Individual 
p-Value 

Simultaneous 
p-Value 

Project Actual Work*Rework 
Power Factor 

5.9688 0.67 0.5002 1.0000 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Rework Power 
Factor 

0.5937 0.07 0.9497 1.0000 

Budgeted Rework 
Percentage*Rework Power Factor 

-9.6563 -1.08 0.2728 0.9998 

Target Project Completion 
Factor*Rework Power Factor 

9.2812 1.04 0.2911 1.0000 

Base Quality*Rework Power Factor -6.1563 -0.69 0.4796 1.0000 
Budgeted Rework 
Percentage*Impact Factor 1 

-0.4063 -0.05 0.9669 1.0000 

Target Project Completion 
Factor*Impact Factor 1 

-0.2188 -0.02 0.9824 1.0000 

Rework Power Factor*Impact 
Factor 1 

3.3437 0.37 0.7198 1.0000 

Budgeted Rework 
Percentage*Impact Factor 2 

-0.0937 -0.01 0.9924 1.0000 

Rework Power Factor*Impact 
Factor 2 

-6.9688 -0.78 0.4225 1.0000 

Project Actual Work*Budgeted 
Rework Percentage*Base Quality 

-0.6563 -0.07 0.9441 1.0000 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Target Project 
Completion Factor*Base Quality 

5.1562 0.58 0.5827 1.0000 

Project Actual Work*Base 
Quality*Rework Power Factor 

2.9688 0.33 0.7488 1.0000 
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Screening for Discovery Resources (Tasks) 
 
Variables 

Term Contrast 
Lenth 
t-Ratio 

Individual 
p-Value 

Simultaneous 
p-Value 

Maximum Rework Commitment -31.4949 -8.48 <.0001 0.0004 
Project Actual Work -23.3525 -6.28 <.0001 0.0023 
Budgeted Rework Percentage -19.3439 -5.21 0.0006 0.0097 
Base Quality 6.9664 1.87 0.0712 0.7736 
Impact Factor 1 -4.9205 -1.32 0.1852 0.9916 
Target Project Completion Factor -3.9409 -1.06 0.2802 1.0000 
Rework Power Factor -1.9360 -0.52 0.6226 1.0000 
Impact Factor 2 0.1302 0.04 0.9709 1.0000 
 
Two-Factor Interactions 

Term Contrast Lenth 
t-Ratio 

Individual 
p-Value 

Simultaneous 
p-Value 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Project Actual 
Work 

16.0620 4.32 0.0016 0.0270 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Budgeted Rework 
Percentage 

17.1093 4.60 0.0011 0.0188 

Project Actual Work*Budgeted 
Rework Percentage 

8.1330 2.19 0.0427 0.5580 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Base Quality 

-4.7923 -1.29 0.1958 0.9938 

Project Actual Work*Base Quality 2.5733 0.69 0.4792 1.0000 
Budgeted Rework Percentage*Base 
Quality 

-4.3298 -1.17 0.2383 0.9990 

Budgeted Rework 
Percentage*Impact Factor 1 

0.3395 0.09 0.9269 1.0000 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Target Project 
Completion Factor 

-0.7889 -0.21 0.8418 1.0000 

Project Actual Work*Target Project 
Completion Factor 

-5.6015 -1.51 0.1353 0.9556 

Budgeted Rework 
Percentage*Target Project 
Completion Factor 

1.9283 0.52 0.6235 1.0000 

Base Quality*Target Project 
Completion Factor 

-4.3767 -1.18 0.2341 0.9988 

Impact Factor 1*Target Project 
Completion Factor 

0.3864 0.10 0.9177 1.0000 
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Term Contrast Lenth 
t-Ratio 

Individual 
p-Value 

Simultaneous 
p-Value 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Rework Power 
Factor 

-1.4677 -0.40 0.7098 1.0000 

Project Actual Work*Rework 
Power Factor 

2.3809 0.64 0.5441 1.0000 

Budgeted Rework 
Percentage*Rework Power 
Factor 

-7.3280 -1.97 0.0604 0.7078 

Base Quality*Rework Power Factor -2.2502 -0.61 0.5684 1.0000 
Impact Factor 1*Rework Power 
Factor 

0.2042 0.05 0.9542 1.0000 

Target Project Completion 
Factor*Rework Power Factor 

8.2513 2.22 0.0403 0.5347 

Budgeted Rework 
Percentage*Impact Factor 2 

-0.1198 -0.03 0.9734 1.0000 

Rework Power Factor*Impact 
Factor 2 

-4.8027 -1.29 0.1939 0.9937 

Project Actual Work*Budgeted 
Rework Percentage*Base Quality 

-0.9330 -0.25 0.8140 1.0000 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Base Quality*Target 
Project Completion Factor 

3.7395 1.01 0.3048 1.0000 

Project Actual Work*Base 
Quality*Rework Power Factor 

2.0992 0.56 0.5924 1.0000 
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Screening for Actual Work Accomplished (Tasks) 
 
Variables 

Term Contrast 
Lenth 
t-Ratio 

Individual 
p-Value 

Simultaneous 
p-Value 

Project Actual Work -26.7063 -10.69 <.0001 <.0001 
Impact Factor 1 7.5525 3.02 0.0073 0.1870 
Base Quality -7.5488 -3.02 0.0073 0.1873 
Target Project Completion 
Factor 

-6.6819 -2.68 0.0153 0.3023 

Rework Power Factor -6.4538 -2.58 0.0179 0.3386 
Maximum Rework Commitment -4.0438 -1.62 0.1060 0.9169 
Impact Factor 2 -2.3256 -0.93 0.3323 1.0000 
Budgeted Rework Percentage -1.9931 -0.80 0.4005 1.0000 
 
Two-Factor Interactions 

Term Contrast Lenth 
t-Ratio 

Individual 
p-Value 

Simultaneous 
p-Value 

Project Actual Work*Impact 
Factor 1 

-6.3438 -2.54 0.0191 0.3480 

Project Actual Work*Base 
Quality 

4.9325 1.97 0.0562 0.7058 

Impact Factor 1*Base Quality 2.6612 1.07 0.2716 0.9998 
Project Actual Work*Target Project 
Completion Factor 

2.0481 0.82 0.3876 1.0000 

Impact Factor 1*Target Project 
Completion Factor 

-1.4494 -0.58 0.5802 1.0000 

Base Quality*Target Project 
Completion Factor 

1.8806 0.75 0.4309 1.0000 

Project Actual Work*Rework 
Power Factor 

2.7625 1.11 0.2547 0.9996 

Impact Factor 1*Rework Power 
Factor 

1.9250 0.77 0.4184 1.0000 

Base Quality*Rework Power Factor -0.7638 -0.31 0.7700 1.0000 
Target Project Completion 
Factor*Rework Power Factor 

1.3394 0.54 0.6059 1.0000 

Target Project Completion 
Factor*Maximum Rework 
Commitment 

0.4044 0.16 0.8773 1.0000 

Rework Power Factor*Maximum 
Rework Commitment 

2.2900 0.92 0.3397 1.0000 

Rework Power Factor*Impact 
Factor 2 

-0.4156 -0.17 0.8735 1.0000 

Project Actual Work*Budgeted 
Rework Percentage 

0.6356 0.25 0.8091 1.0000 
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Term Contrast Lenth 
t-Ratio 

Individual 
p-Value 

Simultaneous 
p-Value 

Impact Factor 1*Budgeted Rework 
Percentage 

-0.0894 -0.04 0.9752 1.0000 

Base Quality*Budgeted Rework 
Percentage 

-0.4369 -0.17 0.8675 1.0000 

Target Project Completion 
Factor*Budgeted Rework 
Percentage 

2.5863 1.04 0.2846 0.9999 

Rework Power Factor*Budgeted 
Rework Percentage 

-0.0169 -0.01 0.9956 1.0000 

Maximum Rework 
Commitment*Budgeted Rework 
Percentage 

0.6619 0.27 0.8011 1.0000 

Impact Factor 2*Budgeted Rework 
Percentage 

0.1325 0.05 0.9618 1.0000 

Project Actual Work*Impact Factor 
1*Target Project Completion Factor 

1.0394 0.42 0.6887 1.0000 

Project Actual Work*Base 
Quality*Rework Power Factor 

-0.6638 -0.27 0.8005 1.0000 

Project Actual Work*Base 
Quality*Budgeted Rework 
Percentage 

0.2131 0.09 0.9345 1.0000 
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Appendix J.  Behavior Over Time Comparison Charts 
For each of the modeling process risk management policies that were assessed, the 

behavior over time of key variables in the undiscovered rework feedback loop were 

captured and made available for analysis and discussion.  The key variables are: stock of 

undiscovered rework, average rework dwell time, effective quality, and project quality 

average. 

 

Opt 8.  The increased effectiveness potential of the methods in this policy somewhat 

reduces the effects of rework dwelling in the project.  The fully implemented policy 

dramatically reduces those effects by aligning method application with the appearance of 

risk sources. 
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Average Rework Dwell Time 
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Project Quality Average 
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Barlas.  This policy takes advantage of strength of managing model development-related 

risks to achieve success until the later phases of the project.  Additional methods are 

necessary for the latter phases. 
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Coyle. This policy successfully focuses on model development.  However, the lack of 

coverage of project policy risks exposes the project in the later phases. 
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Project Quality Average 
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Forrester & Senge.  This policy effectively manages model development risks when the 

methods are applied efficiently.  However, project policy risks are not well addressed by 

the risk management policy, exposing weakness near the end of the project. 
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Richardson & Pugh.  This policy is more effective with the management of project 

planning and qualitative model development risks, especially when the methods are 

applied at efficient times.  However, the policy is less effective with the management of 

quantitative model development and then the model analysis and model use risks. 
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Sterman.  The unallocated version of this policy is actually the baseline.  The methods 

become much more effective at managing model development risks when they are 

applied more efficiently.  However, this exposes the project to lower levels of 

management of model analysis and model use risks. 
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No Modeling Process Risk Management.  This policy, or lack of a policy, exposes the 

project from the very beginning.  Although the project is perceived to be early relatively 

quickly, the delivered project contains many tasks that require rework. 
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